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ABSTRACT
Medicine, Monasteries and Empire:
Tibetan Buddhism and the Politics of Learning in Qing China
Stacey A. Van Vleet
Representing the first comprehensive study of Tibetan medical institutions, this dissertation
argues that medicine played a crucial role in the development of Tibetan Buddhism outside of
Tibet during the Qing dynasty (1644-1911), while Tibetan Buddhism played a vital role in the
governance of the northern and western borderlands of the Qing Empire. During the same period
remembered today for the rise of science along mercantile-colonialist sea routes, an inland
network of Tibetan Buddhist monastic medical colleges (gso rig or sman pa grwa tshang)
proliferated in tandem with the expansion of the Qing Empire over Inner Asia. My study
examines these developments from a regional rather than an anachronistic nation-state
perspective, historicizing both the “Tibetan” medical system and its community of practitioners
within the context of Qing imperial expansion and decline. Combining the approaches of
intellectual and institutional history, I argue that the medical colleges of Tibetan Buddhist
monasteries bridged the realms of ritual and materiality that we understand as separate today,
providing a key site for the display of benevolent governance, and serving as a vital forum for
intellectual and material exchange between the Qing court and peoples of the Tibetan Buddhist
frontiers.

The “monastic guidelines” (bca’ yig) of Tibetan medical colleges provide a window into these
institutions’ ritual and medical curricula, as well as debates over medical orthodoxy that took
place within and between them. Historical narratives within monastic guidelines served as
frameworks of legitimacy and templates for ritual practice, and the boundaries of medicine as a

discipline were negotiated through the selective incorporation of various medical lineages and
traditions. I explore the relationship between ritual debates, doctrinal debates, and ideas about
how to both encourage and circumscribe experience within the monastic guidelines of medical
colleges. One of the major issues at stake was the relationship between innovation and revelation,
as physicians could claim a special insight into the experience of their predecessors in a medical
lineage. While innovation was necessary for expertise in healing, revelation was potentially
dangerous to the state. Such medical debates give us insight into ideas about the relationship
between social and epistemic order taught within Tibetan Buddhist institutions as they spread
within the Qing Empire.

With the advent of new ways of defining territorial and disciplinary boundaries in the early
twentieth century, ritual technologies for defining social and epistemic order were replaced by
new institutional structures. I consider why the greater circulation of medical knowledge within
the Qing Empire was followed by a fragmentation of medical nationalisms. While Han Chinese
nationalists embraced the culture of science as a defensive strategy against Western powers and
as a political strategy to distance themselves from the Qing formation, Tibetan Buddhists did not
seek such a radical break. Similar and connected medical reforms in Lhasa, Eastern Tibet,
Mongolia, and Buryatia reveal the continuity of Tibetan Buddhist knowledge networks and early
cooperation among their separate nationalist projects. In the broader context of the history of
science, the example of Tibetan Buddhist medical institutions points to the centrality of early
modern networks of knowledge in determining modern political configurations.
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INTRODUCTION

The schools of medicine are unfortunately opposed to all progress. The teachings of the Buddha and his
Apostles are an overruling law, which may not be tampered with. The [medical] system is fixed – but it is
a centuries-old system. They are particularly proud of it now, for example, for its capability to determine
every disease through feeling the pulse… These schools also serve as the country’s pharmacies, and
anyone can obtain advice and medication without cost or for a small gift. This assistance is also practical
training for the students. In the knowledge of herbs and their healing properties the Tibetans are really
advanced; I have often entrusted myself to their science. Although their pills have not cured my sciatica, I
often obtained their herbal teas against chill and fever.
1
--Heinrich Harrer, Seven Years in Tibet (1952)

In the middle of the Lhasa valley, two hills rise like twin heaps of grain. For contemporary
visitors to the Tibetan capital, the stunning architecture of the Potala Palace spilling down the
Red Hill (Tib. Mar po ri) serves as a visual reminder of the era of Buddhist governance
inaugurated by the Fifth Dalai Lama Ngakwang Lopzang Gyatso (1617-1682) and his Gelukpa
tradition. Upstaged by comparison is the equally high and facing Iron Hill (Lcags po ri), capped
today by a steel radio tower. Previously, another impressive structure atop the Iron Hill shared
dominance over the valley’s skyline: the first and only monastery in the Tibetan Buddhist world
to be uniquely devoted to the field of medicine. Completed in 1696 by Desi Sanggyé Gyatso
(1653-1705), regent and political successor of the Fifth Dalai Lama, the Iron Hill medical
monastery overlooked Lhasa until it was destroyed in 1959 by the shelling of the People’s
Liberation Army. Although no longer visible, this edifice holds a significant place in historical
1

“Leider verschließen sich die Medizinschulen jedem Fortschritt. Die Lehre Buddhas und seiner Apostel
ist ihnen oberstes Gebot [first edition: Gesetz], das nicht angetastet werden darf. Das System ist festgelegt
– aber es ist ein jahrhundertealtes System. Besonders stolz ist man zum Beispiel jetzt noch darauf, aus
dem Fühlen des Pulses jede Krankheit feststellen zu können… Diese Schulen sind zugleich die
Apotheken des Landes, jeder kann sich kostenlos oder gegen ein kleines Geschenk Rat und Medikamente
holen. Diese Betreuung ist für die Schüler zugleich der praktische Unterricht. In der Kenntnis der Kräuter
und ihrer Heilwirkungen sind die Tibeter wirklich weit fortgeschritten; ich habe mich selbst oft ihrer
Wissenschaft anvertraut. Wenn auch ihre Pillen meinen Ischias nicht kuriert haben, so holte ich mir doch
oft ihre Kräutertees gegen Verkühlung und Fieber.” In Heinrich Harrer, Sieben Jahre in Tibet: Mein
Leben am Hofe des Dalai Lama (Ullstein, 1952), 162.

1

Inset: The Iron Hill and the Potala, ca. 1936-1950
Hugh Richardson collection, The Tibet Album.
The Pitt Rivers Museum. Accessed 13 Aug. 2014
<http://tibet.prm.ox.ac.uk/photo_2001.59.8.60.1.html>

The Iron Hill (Lcags po ri) medical monastery, ca. 1920-1921
Charles Bell collection, The Tibet Album. The Pitt Rivers Museum.
Accessed 13 Aug. 2014 <http://tibet.prm.ox.ac.uk/photo_2001.59.8.60.1.html>

The Iron Hill, 2004 (Author photo)
1

memory – not just within Tibet, but across a wider swath of East Asia where Tibetan medical
institutions subsequently multiplied. The Iron Hill medical monastery, its precedents within
Tibet, and its legacy outside Tibet are the subject of this dissertation. The monastery's
prominence in Lhasa underscored the central importance of medicine in legitimizing Tibetan
Buddhist projects of governance, particularly as Tibetan Buddhist monasteries flourished along
with the Qing Empire, the last and territorially greatest empire to rule China (1644-1911).

To get to the Iron Hill medical monastery, pilgrims and patients wound their way up the slope,
passing the residences of the student monks, the courtyard where Buddhist philosophical and
medical teachings were debated, and the hall where medicines were made, stored, and sold.2 The
heart of the Iron Hill monastery, however, was its main assembly hall, supported by twenty
pillars, lined with statues of the Medicine Buddha (Skt. Bhaiṣajyaguru, Ch. Yaoshi 藥師, Tib.
Sangs rgyas sman bla) and other deities and medical sages, and housing a printery on the lower
floor. Here the monks met every day to recite prayers and lessons, and to perform rituals for the
long life of individuals, the health of the state, and the glory of the Buddhist teachings. Both
ritual and medical study were central to the daily curriculum of the Iron Hill monastery. Yet
outside observers have long suspected Buddhist practices of constraining medical learning, as
reflected by Harrer’s ambivalent remarks above. This was particularly true after conceptual
distinctions between religion and science emerged in the latter nineteenth century, which
threatened not only the legitimacy of Tibetan medical institutions, but also their capacity to

2

For a detailed description of the Iron Hill medical monastery as it existed at the beginning of the
twentieth century, see Thub bstan tshe ring, “Gangs ljongs sman pa’i grong khyer lcags ri ‘gro phan rig
byed gling gi byung rabs brjod pa gsal ba’i sgron me,” in Bod kyi sman rtsis ched rtsom phyogs bsdus
(Lha sa: Bod ljongs mi dmangs dpe skrun khang, 1986), 148–81; and Robert Gerl and Jürgen C. Aschoff,
Die Medizinhochschule Tschagpori (lCags-po-ri) auf dem Eisenberg in Lhasa (Ulm: Fabri Verlag, 2005).

2

legitimize Buddhist governance. The rhetoric of science, perfectly expressed by Harrer,
characterized Buddhist medicine as “fixed” and static in order to distinguish the “progress” of
modern regimes. This study seeks a more historical understanding of the relationship between
Buddhist ritual and medical learning, as a key to understanding how processes of innovation,
knowledge circulation, and legitimation worked within Tibetan Buddhist medical institutions.

The Iron Hill monastery’s medical curriculum derived from the Four Tantras (Rgyud bzhi), a
text of twelfth-century origin that had become widely recognized by the seventeenth century as
the “root text” of Tibetan medicine.3 The Four Tantras covers theories of physiology and
pathology; diagnosis by observation, pulse and urinalysis; pharmacology including the
compounding of mineral, plant and animal ingredients; and treatments that range from diet and
behavioral advice to pills and decoctions to surgery and bloodletting.4 The ritual curriculum, on
the other hand, comprised a matter of long-standing debate among Tibetan Buddhist scholars,
which continued at the Iron Hill monastery and later medical institutions. This debate turned on
the question of the origin of the Four Tantras, as either the authentic word of the Medicine
Buddha, or as a human-authored treatise by the twelfth-century Tibetan physician Yutok Yönten
Gönpo. While the debate was framed in terms of canonical taxonomy and historicity, the
3

A critical edition has been published by Bstan ’dzin don grub (Bstan kho), ed., Dpal ldan rgyud bzhi, 2
vols., Rgyal khab krung lugs gso rig do dam cus mi rigs sman gzhung dpe sna dag bsgrigs (Beijing:
Krung go’i bod rig pa dpe skrun khang, 2005).

4

Perhaps the most complete and critical resource in English to date for understanding the contents of the
Four Tantras is I. Uri i Mikha ilovich Parfionovich, Fernand Meyer, and Dorje Gyurme, eds., Tibetan
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curricular documents of Tibetan medical institutions also make clear that different narratives of
medical history provided different templates for daily ritual practice, and supported different
interpretations of Buddhist doctrine and ethics.

Veneration of the Medicine Buddha linked the Four Tantras’ medical tradition to a Buddhist
ritual tradition widely recognized across China and Inner Asia. Veneration of Yutok Yönten
Gönpo, on the other hand, emphasized a distinctly Tibetan framework for medical study along
with specifically Tibetan doctrinal developments. The relationship between medicine, history,
and ritual within Tibetan Buddhist medical institutions opens up questions that lie at the heart of
this dissertation. What role did historical narratives and their related ritual practices play in
creating medical systems, as well as creating boundaries between them? How did the delineation
of ritual orthodoxy within Tibetan Buddhist medical institutions influence the circulation of new
theories and technologies, particularly across the perceived boundaries of Buddhist and nonBuddhist contexts? And what implications did these tensions hold for the role of Tibetan
Buddhist medical institutions in legitimatizing local and Qing imperial projects of governance?

During the same period remembered today for the rise of science along mercantile-colonialist sea
routes, an inland network of Tibetan Buddhist monasteries proliferated in tandem with the
expansion of the Qing Empire over Inner Asia. The seventeenth to early twentieth centuries saw
an eastward shift in Tibetan Buddhism’s center of gravity, as well as the emergence of medical
colleges (gso rig or sman pa grwa tshang) as a common institutional feature within monasteries
of the Gelukpa order favored by Mongolian and Qing patrons.5 This dissertation represents the
5

Gray Tuttle, Amdo Tibet, Middle Ground between Lhasa and Beijing: Early Modern Institutional &
Intellectual Developments (1578-1878), Forthcoming.

4

first comprehensive historical study of Tibetan medical institutions. It begins from a regional
rather than an anachronistic nation-state perspective, historicizing both the “Tibetan” medical
system and its community of practitioners within the context of Qing imperial expansion and
decline. At the same time, I consider why the greater circulation of medical knowledge within
the Qing Empire was followed by a fragmentation of medical nationalisms in the early twentieth
century. In the broader context of the history of science, the example of Tibetan Buddhist
medical institutions points to the centrality of early modern networks of knowledge in
determining modern political configurations.

By combining the approaches of institutional and intellectual history, this dissertation
demonstrates how medicine played a crucial role in the significant development of Tibetan
Buddhism outside of Tibet, and how Tibetan Buddhism played a vital role in the governance of
an important constituency of the Qing Empire. Both of these developments have been minimized
in modern historiography because of the territorial borders accepted today for the People’s
Republic of China, but also because of the disciplinary borders accepted between the history of
science and the history of religion. As we shall see, the history of Tibetan medical institutions
stretches across both types of borders.

Qing Empire, Tibetan Buddhism, and the politics of learning
In the latter nineteenth century the understanding and politics of bodies, technologies, and the
natural world began a drastic reconfiguration in Qing China, as elsewhere in the world. The
nature and impact of these changes have constituted a major concern among historians of modern
China, initially as they attempted to explain why China fell behind “the West” as an industrial

5

and military world power, and more recently as part of an attempt to explain China’s resurgence
as a global economic and political superpower.6 Yet as Roger Hart observed over a decade ago,
cultural studies of science, technology and medicine – both in China and more generally – have
long suffered from a failure to grapple with “a historical understanding of the processes of the
mutual constitution of knowledge and community.”7 In particular, China’s role in global histories
as a particularly salient foil to the rising “modern, scientific” West has led not only to the
essentialization of “traditional Chinese” knowledge, but also to the obscuration of central
processes of global modernity, including transformations in ways of knowing and organizing the
natural and social worlds.

More recent work has indeed broken down the binaries of “China” and “the West” by focusing
on local histories, regional-level comparisons, and varying experiences of modernity within, as
well as across, these broad categories.8 However, as Benjamin Elman has argued, in significant
ways the history of modernity in China still proceeds from earlier Han Chinese nationalist and,
not coincidentally, secular communist models, which attributed China’s military losses to foreign
powers in the Opium Wars (1839-1842 and 1856-1860) as the cultural failures of Qing elites.9
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These models described the Manchu rulers as a foreign “conquest” dynasty that had gained some
legitimacy through Sinicization, but ultimately lost their mandate through hidebound restrictions
on foreign trade as well as intellectual and scientific progress. Emerging scholarship has sought
to understand the relationship between epistemic and social order in China (after Elman) on its
own terms, while the scholarship of “New Qing History” has sought to amend views of Manchu
rule by emphasizing China’s imperial dimensions during the early modern period, along with a
more celebratory narrative of the ethnic diversity and expanded regional trade arising from a pax
Manjurica, or the extension of Qing influence over Inner Asia.10

New Qing History scholars have demonstrated the complex cultural identity of Qing imperial
elites, and one of the crucial insights of this scholarship is that the court did not treat all its
constituent cultures in the same manner. 11 On the one hand, the Manchu emperors relied
considerably on Confucian moral discourses, ritual practices, and institutions. Significantly, the
Qing dynasty perpetuated the venerable civil examination system, which tested knowledge of the
Confucian classics, literary style, and political orthodoxy, and served as a primary conduit for
attaining official position in most of China.12 Among southern non-Han peoples, the Qing rulers
encouraged assimilation to Confucian culture through the vehicle of the civil examination system
and propagation of training schools, in a process that many historians have viewed through the
10
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lens of colonialism.13 However, Pamela Crossley has shown that among the Manchus themselves
and their Mongolian and Tibetan allies, civil examinations were not a necessary or preferred
route for official appointment.14 On the contrary, the Qing emperors (through at least the mid
nineteenth century) carefully courted Inner Asian elites through the integration of many of their
existing institutions into imperial governance.15 As one major result of this policy, Tibetan
Buddhist monasteries remained primary centers of learning on the empire’s northern and western
frontiers up through the end of the dynasty.

Learning therefore constituted a matter of central political concern in Qing China, and while the
significance of Tibetan Buddhism for Qing elites has been noted among scholars of New Qing
History, the nature and extent of this significance has remained a matter of great debate. Most
discussions have focused on the the personal relationships between Qing emperors and Buddhist
lamas, and symbolic and diplomatic dimensions of imperial patronage. In her important review
of the field, Joanna Waley-Cohen argued that Tibetan Buddhism “proved central to Qing empire
building” because it provided an alternate model of kingship in the Qing rulers’ dealings with
their Inner Asian allies. 16 Tibetan Buddhism was widespread among Mongolians by the
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seventeenth century, and according to Johan Elverskog, the Qing court’s particular promotion of
the Gelukpa order (the “Yellow Hats”, in Chinese-language sources) across the region served to
transform fragmented Mongol historical narratives and rituals, creating a unified pan-Mongol
Buddhist community that looked to the Qing emperors as ideal Buddhist kings (chakravartin).17
Despite imperial appropriation of Tibetan Buddhism, however, Crossley once described Tibetans
themselves as an “empty” constituency at court.18 Gray Tuttle has since demonstrated that
Tibetan Buddhist lamas from central and eastern Tibet not only held official titles and positions
within the Qing imperial formation, but maintained an active and prominent presence in Beijing
through the end of the dynasty and into the early Republican period.19 Evelyn Rawski’s work,
meanwhile, has documented the spread of Tibetan Buddhism among the imperial family, in part
through Manchu-Mongol intermarriage, while Manchu marriages with Han Chinese were
officially prohibited.20 Rawski has emphasized the intimate details of Tibetan Buddhism at the
imperial court, such as the inclusion of dhā dhāraṇī raṇī spells on the Qianlong emperor’s (r.
1735-1796) burial shroud.21 But although the Qianlong emperor is often considered the greatest
Qing patron of Tibetan Buddhism, Peter Perdue has viewed him as remaining personally
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circumspect because of the influential “reforms” he enacted near the end of his reign to limit the
power of Tibetan Buddhist monasteries and lamas.22

While recognizing Tibetan Buddhism as a political force, New Qing historiography continues to
minimize the role of Tibetan Buddhist learning within the Qing Empire in two important ways.
First, intellectual histories of China largely continue to proceed from a perspective that treats
culture as contiguous with the national boundaries and “minority nationality” classifications
imposed in the twentieth century. This framework, which privileges similarities of language over
religion and culture, has resulted in the political and cultural fragmentation of both the Tibetan
Buddhist world and its historical narratives.23 Second, as outlined above, historians have framed
Tibetan Buddhism’s significance in terms of personal and diplomatic relationships, focusing in
particular on the question of the Qing emperors’ inner personal belief or outward symbolic
display for cynical purposes.24 This approach builds on a more general modern conceptualization
of Tibetan Buddhism as strictly “religious,” “ritual,” or “philosophical” in nature. 25 Even
historians who have recognized the important social and economic functions of Tibetan Buddhist
monasteries, such as Melvyn Goldstein and Charles Bawden, have described them as upheld by
blind faith and superstition, populated by corrupt clergy, and responsible for the feudal extraction
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of wealth from Tibetan and Mongolian commoners.26 In this way, the rhetoric of nationalist and
communist historiographies, along with the deployment of modern disciplinary boundaries
between religion and science, has served to narrow historical inquiry into Tibetan Buddhism’s
role as a framework for ordering bodies, cosmologies, and technologies that contributed
significantly to the governance of the Qing Empire.

The insights of New Qing historiography are only beginning to be integrated into the history of
science and medicine in China.27 Unsurprisingly, scholars have begun by focusing on the role of
the Manchu language, arguing that it served not only as a diplomatic language of the court, but
also as a vehicle for the transmission of knowledge across cultures at the imperial center.28 While
the circulation of medical and natural knowledge from Mongolia and Tibet has been discussed in
this context, the role of Tibetan Buddhism and its monastic institutions has not entered the
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discussion.29 Within Rawski’s pioneering overview of Qing multilingual publishing, moreover,
Tibetan-language literature continues to provide a “religious” foil to the Chinese- and Manchulanguage literature associated with matters of administration and practical “technology.”30 For
these reasons, the relationships between culture and governance, and knowledge networks and
imperialism, during the Qing period remain opaque.

Recent Qing studies examining institutions, rituals, and material culture may offer salutory
models for a way out of this impasse. Mark Elliott's study of the Qing “banners,” a civil-military
institution that incorporated Mongolian and certain northern Chinese allies into the Qing
governing hierarchy, has persuasively demonstrated the role of institutions in creating and fluidly
maintaining boundaries of Qing “ethnic” identities.31 Gray Tuttle’s research has pointed to
Tibetan Buddhist monasteries during the Qing period as institutions involved in similar processes
of creating cultural solidarities across what we recognize today as Tibetan, Mongolian and even
Chinese ethnic lines.32 The work of Patricia Berger on Qing artistic production, meanwhile, has
highlighted false distinctions between Tibetan Buddhist religious and material technologies, by
demonstrating how the material objects created in Qing workshops were intended not merely as
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works of art but also as supports for Buddhist practice.33 And finally, James Hevia's examination
of “guest rituals” – or the Qing tribute system – as a locus of diplomatic practices, along with
Susan Naquin’s analysis of temples as centers of daily life and community-building in Beijing,
might serve as examples for the historicization of “Buddhist practice,” social and material
technologies, and institutions within the political context of the Qing Empire.34 In a similar way,
I will examine how rituals practiced within Tibetan Buddhist medical colleges served as
technologies for negotiating ideas about medical knowledge and its appropriate uses, as well as
the boundaries of medicine as a system, in order to claim an authoritative Buddhist framework
for the display of benevolent governance.

Buddhism and “medical governance” in East Asia
The proliferation of Tibetan Buddhist monastic medical colleges within the Qing Empire
continued a long regional association between Buddhism, charitable medical activities, and state
patronage. Since the reign of the Indian conqueror Aśoka (ca. 269-232 BCE), who famously
converted to Buddhism after a series of violent military campaigns, the patronage of medical
activities had been linked to healing conflict and to demonstrating benevolence as a paradigmatic
Buddhist ruler (dharmaraja or chakravartin).35 As I will discuss in Chapter Two, the Fifth Dalai
Lama set a precedent for future Tibetan Buddhist medical colleges by explicitly linking his
development of a state medical system, after a bitter civil and sectarian war, to the propagation of
his Gelukpa tradition and the legitimation of a Tibetan Buddhist mode of governance. Janet
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Gyatso has argued that the field of medicine played a central role in the Fifth Dalai Lama’s statebuilding project because of its engagement with the “externality of the physical world,” which
could serve as “an independent confirmation of an otherwise all-encompassing Buddhist
world.”36 But what part did these institutions play in legitimizing the Qing imperial formation,
which was not exclusively or even primarily Buddhist?

Historians of medicine in China point to a strong tradition of imperial medical bureaucracies that
served successive courts and, at times, the general populace. According to T.J. Hinrichs, these
bureaucracies comprised a distinctive form of “medical governance,” in which the provision of
medicines, treatment, and training represented a key strategy for demonstrating benevolent rule
and state legitimacy.37 From the earliest appearance of state medical bureaucracies during the
fragmented and war-like period of the Northern and Southern Dynasties (386-589 CE) to their
synthesis of learned official medicine during the Sui-Tang (581-907 CE) period, expansion of
charitable activities from the mid-Tang to the Song (960-1279) and Jin (1115-1234) Dynasties,
and apex under the Mongol Yuan Empire (1271-1368), recent scholarship has demonstrated that
these institutions were inspired particularly by Inner Asian and Buddhist monastic models.38 At
the same time, the association between medicine and Buddhism proved controversial in the
context of Chinese rulerships.

36
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Healing activities played a vital role in the overland spread of Buddhism to China, but as
Buddhist monasteries expanded their medical services treating the poor, their efforts were
received with ambivalence by imperial rulers. According to Fan Ka-wai, Tang Dynasty rulers
alternately supported Buddhist medical charities with land grants and tax exemptions, and
restricted them as the growth of Buddhist temples threatened to undermine the revenue basis of
the state.39 Under the subsequent Song Dynasty, the work of preventing plagues and providing
medical aid was taken up by the imperial medical bureaucracy. However, Hinrichs has argued
that the elite medical system that emerged within these institutions, known as the “Cold Damage”
(Ch. shanghan 傷寒) tradition, developed in tandem with scholarly Neo-Confucian “discourses
of deviance” that criticized popular Daoist and Buddhist healing practices as backwards and
barbaric.40 On the other hand, when the Jurchen (predecessors of the Manchu Qing rulers)
conquered much of the northern Song territory and established the neighboring Jin Dynasty, they
energetically patronized medicine along with Buddhist, Daoist, and Neo-Confucian scholarship.

Angela Leung has argued that the Yuan Dynasty relied on medical governance to a greater extent
than any other in its rule over China, and attempted, controversially, to raise medical knowledge
“to a status equal with orthodox Confucianism.”41 The Mongol court elevated the prestige of
imperial physicians by expanding and strengthening the Imperial Medical Academy, following
39
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the precedent of the northern Jin state rather than the southern Song model.42 The Yuan rulers
also revived official medical schools on the local level, and Reiko Shinno has shown how these
medical “temple-schools” (miaoxue) introduced a new ritual system that served to legitimate
scholarly practitioners by linking them to the Confucian tradition.43 At the same time, the
Mongols encouraged the growth of other medical traditions within their empire. Both Muslim
and Tibetan physicians were influential at court, and as Paul Buell has argued, the establishment
of a “Muslim pharmacy” (Huihui yiwu yuan) at the imperial capital led to a greater circulation of
medical knowledge between China and Central Asia.44 According to Yang Ga, the founding of
the Yutok family medical lineage in Tibet can also be linked to Yuan patronage: specifically, a
student of Yutok Yönten Gönpo who served as a physician to Khubilai Khan, and later returned
to Tibet to create many temples, statues, and texts.45 Significantly, while the Yuan imperial
formation certainly resulted in the elevation and greater circulation of medical knowledge, this
period also produced imperially-sanctioned distinctions between medical systems.

The transition from the Yuan Dynasty to the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) brought broad changes
in culture and rulership that Angela Leung has linked to a decline in China’s tradition of medical
42
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governance.46 The world of medicine in China during the late imperial period, according to
Leung’s influential characterization, was driven thereafter not by state institutions, but mainly by
burgeoning commercial markets, the popularization of woodblock printing, and organized
private charities. Leung argues that after the Mongols strongly invoked medical governance as a
basis for moral legitimacy, their Ming successors self-consciously opposed themselves to this
“foreign” governing strategy and revived orthodox Confucian modes of scholarship “at the
expense of medical and other forms of ‘craft’ learning.”47 Hinrichs makes a related observation
of a general and fundamental tension between Confucian and Buddhist approaches to rule. For
rulers governing in a Buddhist mode, she argues, the bestowal of aid to assuage plagues, famines
and natural disasters “strongly reinforced the idea of charity as a basis of morality,” while in
Confucian formulations, “the need for relief was seen as a profound failure: cosmologically,
natural disasters were taken to be Heaven’s response to misrule; morally, epidemics were
punishment for misdeeds; and pragmatically, epidemics were consequences of imperial
improvidence.”48

This distinction seems to have been more of an ideology than a practice, however. In a recent
study, Yüan-ling Chao has shown that although the Ming government did cease support of local
medical temple-schools, they still maintained an imperial medical bureaucracy that included
physicians posted at the prefectural (fu), departmental (zhou) and county (xian) level, a medical
academy (yixue) in the county seat, and pharmacies that provided medicines and treatment to the
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poor (huimin yaoju).49 Not much is known about these institutions except that their funding
declined towards the end of the dynasty, which may have been a symptom of the general Ming
economic crisis rather than a change in governing ideology per se.

According to Leung, the Qing Dynasty did not substantially change or expand the structure of
medical governance in China. Chao’s study has also challenged this view, however, by pointing
to the Manchu rulers’ continuance of the Ming local medical administration and provision of aid
through special bureaus set up during times of famines and epidemics.50 Under Qing rule, the
state patronized learned medicine at local medical academies, and provided land-grants and some
financial support for “charitable halls” (pujitang), which replaced the local pharmacies of the
Ming and provided medical care for those who could not afford it. Chao argues, however, that
the direct management of charitable halls and disaster aid was ceded to local elites, and that the
most innovative medical learning took place outside state medical institutions. According to
Chao, the Qing state’s lack of interest in regulating physicians’ private medical practice or the
transmission of medical knowledge was a major factor leading to the formation of the “Warm
Factor” current of learning among private physicians in Suzhou.51

The imperial rulers’ main concern in their patronage of local medical activities, Chao argues,
was to demonstrate benevolent governance and maintain “an overwhelming presence in [their]
moral and symbolic control,” to the extent that even medical institutions sponsored by local
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elites “came under the paternalistic moral influence of the state.”52 This argument is based on her
identification of “a radical transformation” in the ritual practices of Confucian medical templeschools during the late Ming and Qing periods.53 For Chao, ritual practices were not only
instruments of legitimation to raise the status physicians. They also served as frameworks for the
production of “medical orthodoxy,” or the regulation of medical learning and practice “based on
text and lineage, medical theories and popular ideas and practices concerning illness and
healing.” 54 Chao maintains that changes in the Confucian medical temple-schools’ ritual
curricula therefore reflected the negotiation of medical orthodoxy between local elites and the
Qing state, and ultimately a change from the legitimation of an orthodox medical tradition, to the
legitimation of local physicians’ priorities to seek efficacy in treatment.55

Considering the evident tension between state and local elites’ sponsorship of medical activities
in Suzhou, we might also relate the temple-schools’ debates over ritual practice and medical
orthodoxy to a concern born of the specific cultural politics of the Qing imperial formation.
Marta Hanson has contended that a significant factor in the development of “Warm Factor”
theory was “a heightened awareness of lingistic, regional, and ethnic differences” among
southern physicians in China, tied to the anti-Manchu political climate of the late nineteenth
century, and mapped as physiological distinctions between northern and southern bodies.56 In
this dissertation, I will explore the idea that ritual debates in both Confucian medical temple-
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schools and Tibetan Buddhist monastic medical colleges carried a similar element of distinction
between scholarly cultures.

Comparing the ritual debates of these institutions during the Qing period, a major issue at stake
in both contexts is the claiming of an authoritative medical lineage, beginning from such cultural
originators of medical knowledge as the Yellow Emperor (Ch. Huangdi) and the Medicine
Buddha. During the Yuan Dynasty, imperially-sanctioned rituals venerating these “medical
progenitors” (as Shinno refers to them) became institutionalized as elite practitioners claimed
distinct medical cultures within the empire. A similar process seems to be at work during the
Ming and Qing periods. Benjamin Elman has shown that debates among Chinese medical
scholars at this time became tied to the twin intellectual movements of “evidential learning”
(kaozheng 考證) and “Han Learning” (Hanxue 漢學) scholarship.57 Scholars associated with this
scholarship sought “to recapture the pristine meanings formulated in the medical classics of
antiquity,” and significantly, to eliminate the accretions of Buddhist thought from Confucian
scholarship.58 The debates over ritual and medical orthodoxy within Tibetan Buddhist monastic
medical colleges of the same period, I will argue, reveal similar concerns with recovering
knowledge from antiquity and purging currents of thought designated as unorthodox or nonBuddhist. Like evidential learning debates, the Tibetan Buddhist debates also combined
considerations of authority and morality, or social order, with considerations of the nature of
knowledge, or epistemic order. The negotiation of medical orthodoxy within the Qing Empire,
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therefore, was a matter of formulating the boundaries between cultural frameworks for worldly
knowledge and benevolent governance.

Chapter précis
This research will demonstrate how Mongolian and Qing patronage led to an unprecedented
growth in Tibetan Buddhist medical institutions, largely within monasteries outside of central
Tibet.59 These monastic medical colleges followed from the precedent of the Fifth Dalai Lama,
who explicitly linked his development of a state medical system to propagation of the Gelukpa
tradition and the legitimation of a Tibetan Buddhist mode of governance. As Janet Gyatso has
persuasively argued, the field of medicine played a central role in the Fifth Dalai Lama’s statebuilding project because of its engagement with the “externality of the physical world,” which
could serve as “an independent confirmation of an otherwise all-encompassing Buddhist
world.”60 But what part did these institutions play in legitimizing the Qing imperial formation,
which was not exclusively or even primarily Buddhist? To ask this question from another
perspective, how did monastic medical colleges maintain their Buddhist identity, and at the same
time encourage the circulation of medical knowledge between Buddhist and non-Buddhist
contexts?

In Chapter One, I argue that all of these processes were made possible by a shared regional
constellation of social institutions and technologies. This chapter traces the development of
Tibetan medical orthodoxy from the imperial period (7th-9th centuries) among the major Tibetan
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medical traditions that the Fifth Dalai Lama would eventually integrate into his own state
medical curriculum. Borrowing insights from historians of medicine in China, I show how
Tibetan historical narratives served as templates for ritual practice as well as frameworks of
legitimacy for medical practice. The selective veneration of medical progenitors and lineage
predecessors reflected claims of inheritance for specific textual traditions and pedagogical
approaches, which distinguished Tibetan medical lineages, traditions, and institutions. In
particular, in this chapter I examine the development of a relationship between Tibetan medical
traditions and Tibetan Buddhist sectarian traditions between the fourteenth and early seventeenth
centuries, during a period of bitter warfare infused with sectarianism, that has so far gone
unacknowledged.

As family lineages of physicians found institutional homes within Tibetan Buddhist monasteries
and at princely courts, their proprietary ritual practices developed in tandem with Tibetan
Buddhist sectarian traditions. Each of these medical traditions traced their own transmission
lineages of the Four Tantras (and other medical treatises) in conjunction with specific ritual
practices and recipes for the production of “precious pills” (rin chen ril bu), the consecrated
medicinal products of tantric practice. The Fifth Dalai Lama was especially concerned with two
major ritual traditions related to medicine: the Medicine Buddha sūtra assembly (Sman bla mdo
chog) and the Yutok Heart Essence Guru Sādhana (G.yu thog snying thig bla sgrub) venerating
Yutok Yönten Gönpo. While the Medicine Buddha practice represented the prestige of an early
and broadly-shared regional Buddhist tradition, the Yutok Heart Essence became associated with
a powerful alchemical tradition that brought benefit to both the tantric physician and the wider
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community through the transformation of impurity into purity. The ethical ambiguity of this
tradition, however, made it often the subject of accusations of heterodoxy.

Chapter Two turns to an examination of the Fifth Dalai Lama's development (beginning in
1643) of a state system of medicine for the Lhasa-based government of his Gelukpa tradition,
which had just been raised to power by Gushri Khan. Reflecting on how to rebuild the region
after a bloody war, the Fifth Dalai Lama explicitly tied the provision of medicine and medical
training in new monastic medical colleges to the benevolence of his Buddhist governance.
Another explicit aim, however, was to legitimize and spread the influence of his Gelukpa
tradition. I argue here hat the creation of a new state medical system demonstrates how the
famous “priest-patron” (yon mchod) relationship between Tibetan lamas like the Fifth Dalai
Lama and lay rulers like Gushri Khan was not inherently indicative of a power struggle: it was
about the necessity of building governing institutions that shaped the contours of mundane and
local daily life.

The Fifth Dalai Lama founded two new Gelukpa medical colleges and patronized a third preexisting college at the court of his defeated rival, the King of Tsang. For the curriculum of these
institutions, the Fifth Dalai Lama created a new medical examination on the Four Tantras and
printed new official editions of medical texts. In order to systematize prior medical traditions, the
hierarch transformed their ritual practices into a unified system, integrated with elements of the
general Gelukpa doctrinal curriculum, and promoted this system as state medical orthodoxy. I
examine the Fifth Dalai Lama’s creation of medical rituals in two stages. First, I look at the
hierarch’s Record of Teachings Received (thob yig) as a document that reveals how the hierarch
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personally received teaching “transmissions” of medical practices, which he then used his
charismatic authority to revise and pass on to others. Secondly, I look at the Fifth Dalai Lama’s
composition of new ritual manuals for the Medicine Buddha sūtra assembly and the Yutok Heart
Essence, as well as his reformed system for the production of “precious pills.”

In order to examine the Fifth Dalai Lama's medical synthesis in greater detail, in Chapter Three
I focus on his sponsorship of the Tsarong medical school in Tsang, analyzing the monastic
guidelines – a set of rules, regulations and curriculum – that the hierarch wrote for this former
medical school of his political rivals. These guidelines confirm the dual emphasis in a Tibetan
Buddhist medical school on both ritual and empirical medical practice. I look at the daily
curriculum of the Tsarong medical school, and how ritual practices worked in tandem with both
medical study and disciplinary regulations imposed by the Fifth Dalai Lama. I also examine the
Fifth Dalai Lama’s doctrinal exegesis of tantric medical practices, through which he made an
argument for medicine as an “impartial” field of knowledge. In addition to addressing sectarian
differences, I argue that this characterization enabled the subsequent circulation of medical
knowledge between Buddhist and non-Buddhist contexts during the Qing period.

This chapter also discusses the centralization of state-sponsored training by Desi Sanggyé Gyatso
after the Fifth Dalai Lama’s death, at the Iron Hill medical monastery of Lhasa in 1696. Through
his voluminous work of medical history, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso codified the Fifth Dalai Lama’s
systematization of medicine, while obscuring its roots in a controlled ritual synthesis. Desi
Sanggyé Gyatso also included a lengthy and rather mysterious discussion of the tantric vows
taken during ritual initations within his medical history, and I argue that the regent used this
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discussion of vows to legitimize his own Buddhist authority. The regent claimed that even
though he had sometimes broken the ethical pratimokṣa Buddhist vows because of the
necessities of governing the country, he had modeled bodhisattva compassion and wisdom
through medical patronage, scholarship, and practice based in tantric vows.

Chapter Four examines the legacy of the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso's medical
activities within Gelukpa medical colleges that subsequently proliferated outside of Tibet,
patronized by figures with ties to the Qing imperial formation. In the years following the fall of
the Ming dynasty, as Mongol rulers vied for power with each other and with the young Manchu
Qing dynasty, Gelukpa monasteries proliferated as the institutional backbone of Mongol
governance. Medical colleges founded within these monasteries staked a claim to benevolent
Buddhist rule that was well-recognized in the region from both the Fifth Dalai Lama's and earlier
Chinese imperial models. As projects of Tibetan, Mongolian, and imperial governance competed
during the Qing period, the Fifth Dalai Lama's medical framework for Buddhist legitimacy found
success as a regional institutional form that could be adapted to different contexts.

The first Gelukpa medical colleges outside Tibet were founded by the First Jebtsundamba (16351723) and his associates, as part of a project to create an alternative center of Gelukpa power in
Khalkha (Outer) Mongolia. After the Qing dynasty incorporated many Mongolian and eastern
Tibetan regions through diplomacy and conquest, both the Beijing court and local officials
continued to patronize and found new Gelukpa medical colleges. Gelukpa medical colleges
flourished under both the Yongzheng (r. 1722-1735) and Qianlong (r. 1735-1796) emperors, in
the borderlands and (after 1744) at the imperial capitals of Beijing and Jehol. The most
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influential new regional medical center was founded in 1769 at Labrang Tashikyil monastery in
today's Gansu province. The greatest growth of medical colleges occurred, however, between the
late eighteenth and the early twentieth century. The groundwork for this development was laid
by a core group of multilingual eighteenth-century Tibetan and Mongolian lama-officials who
traveled between the Qing court and various monastic centers, managing imperially- and
privately-sponsored projects of Buddhist and medical learning. Even as official court patronage
waned after the Qianlong reign, the students of these "imperial lamas" and the institutions they
founded continued to be active in Beijing, and to develop an ever greater network of medical
knowledge circulation.

The Medicine Buddha represented an authority recognized far outside of Tibet, and the Fifth
Dalai Lama's appeal to this authority as signifier of ethical and benevolent governance enabled
the proliferation of Gelukpa medical colleges across the region. As the Qing empire extended its
influence, however, debates continued among medical scholars over the nature of useful
knowledge, ethical practice, and appropriate institutional form. While medical histories and
monastic guidelines from the Qing period provide only a series of snapshots from different times
and places, rather than a comprehensive overview of the curricular development within the
Tibetan Buddhist medical colleges, I briefly examine these continuing curricular debates. In
addition, over the course of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a new wave of "nonsectarian" (ris med) Buddhist practitioners emerged in southern Tibet, and became associated
with some of the greatest innovations in medical scholarship and practice of this period. The
perspective of medical scholars from outside the Gelukpa network of medical colleges reveals
how the debate over medical orthodoxy related not only to negotiating an ethical framework for
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medical practice, but also for upholding the authority of state-sanctioned institutions over the
charismatic authority of individual medical teachers.

Chapter Five demonstrates that although in the mid-nineteenth century focus in China shifted
towards eastern treaty-port cities and Western modes of scientific learning, Mongolians and
Tibetans continued to develop new monastic medical colleges in their homelands. Tibetan
Buddhist medical colleges gained a new political significance because of clashing sensibilities
between borderland peoples and Western medical missionary and imperialist expeditions. In the
early twentieth century, monastic medical colleges began to serve Buddhist nationalist and pannationalist projects envisioned for Mongolian, Tibetan, and sometimes even Manchu homelands.
While medical projects in the colleges at this time mimicked Western and Chinese colonial
models of public healthcare in some respects, they continued to draw fundamentally from a
shared Tibetan Buddhist epistemological framework. In this sense, they differed greatly from
Han nationalist medical projects developing in China, which embraced the culture of science as
both a defensive strategy against Western powers, and as an anti-Manchu political strategy
characterizing Qing culture as ineffectual, foreign, and recalcitrantly mired in tradition.

In particular, I examine the most significant Tibetan Buddhist medical institution to emerge at
this time of nascent nationalisms: the Mentsikhang or "Institute of Medicine and Astrology"
founded in 1916 by the Thirteenth Dalai Lama in Lhasa. The Lhasa Mentsikhang represented the
culmination of internal developments in Tibetan medicine and external intellectual exchanges.
The Mentsikhang's head physician was influenced by non-sectarian medical scholarship and at
this time Yutok Heart Essence practice was reintroduced in Lhasa. However, the main purpose of
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the new Institute of Medicine and Astrology was to help assert the sovereignty of the Thirteenth
Dalai Lama's Tibetan state by managing public healthcare projects in childcare, eye surgery and
vaccination modeled after British and Chinese colonial efforts. On the one hand, the
Mentsikhang implemented these programs through traditional theory and methods, and also
continued to integrate tantric ritual and astrological practices into their medical practice. On the
other, through the Mentsikhang's primary initiative, a children’s healthcare program, the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama attempted to reconfigure the relationship between his government and
various segments of society, including monks, officials, women, and the poor. Similar and
connected medical reforms in Mongolia, Buryatia and Eastern Tibet reveal the continuity of
Tibetan Buddhist knowledge networks and cooperation among their separate nationalist projects.

While the relationship between the Qing center and its Mongolian and Tibetan territories is
increasingly described as colonial, the picture that emerges here is more complicated. Qing elites’
acceptance and use of Tibetan Buddhism as a foundation for education and social life in their
northern and western homelands contrasted sharply with the propagation of Confucian culture on
the southern imperial frontiers. As this dissertation demonstrates, the importance of Tibetan
Buddhism to the imperial court – particularly among Mongolian officials, who made up a
significant segment of the Qing banner military-civil administration – continued long after the
High Qing period (Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong reigns, 1662-1796) and through the early
twentieth century. The relationship between Tibetan Buddhist medical institutions and legitimate
governance examined here also counters the differentiation between “secular” Sino-Manchu
culture, concerned with technical matters and administration, and “religious” Tibetan Buddhist
culture, lacking in these elements. In this way, my study seeks to widen the scope of inquiry into
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the role of Tibetan Buddhism within the Qing empire, and to shed light on the significance of
territorial and disciplinary boundaries imposed in the twentieth century for the modern
reconfiguration of knowledge networks and modes of governance.
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CHAPTER ONE:
History, ritual, and the negotiation of Tibetan medical orthodoxy

Introduction: The Yellow Emperor and transmission of medical learning in China
Recent scholarship among medical historians has increasingly challenged assumptions of
homogenous “Chinese medicine,” emphasizing a diverse landscape of healing activities and
regional processes of medical knowledge circulation. 61 Such studies also draw attention,
however, to medical practitioners’ concerns with distinguishing orthodox practices and medical
systems. Medical practitioners across the Qing Empire shared a constellation of social
technologies and institutions for the transmission of medical knowledge, inherited from prior
regional imperial formations. At the same time, distinctions that these practitioners made
between their scholarly cultures (i.e., Confucian, Buddhist, Daoist, Muslim) powerfully shaped
the development of medical learning. Contemporary scholarship on the production of medical
orthodoxy in Chinese societies has emphasized two overlapping dimensions: distinctions made
among the practitioners of a medical system, and distinctions made between medical systems.
This chapter will compare the processes of medical knowledge transmission and the production
of medical orthodoxy in Chinese and Tibetan contexts, in order to better understand the status of
scholarly medical cultures at the dawn of the Qing Dynasty.
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Angela Leung has identified three major mechanisms for the transmission of medical knowledge
in Chinese societies: lineage transmission, either through families of physicians or according to
the classical “master-disciple” model common in Confucian education; institutional training,
sponsored by religious orders, the state, and/or professional associations; and increasingly from
the Ming Dynasty onwards, popular instruction through textbooks and specialized primers.62
Medical lineage transmission, according to Nathan Sivin, developed from the Han Dynasty (206
BCE-220 CE) as a formal process by which medical students “received” (Ch. shou) written and
oral teachings from a master and, through a ritual of initiation, the permission to study them.63
Sivin argues that initiation rituals served the dual purposes of “guarding” the medical teachings
as the patrimony of the lineage, and investing the disciple with moral and intellectual
legitimation. Volker Scheid has also described how the eventual branching out of lineages into
broader networks led to the formation of different Chinese medical traditions or “currents of
learning” (xuepai).64 Scheid emphasizes the constructed nature of the relations holding the
members of such currents of learning together, as individuals within these networks carried out a
“labor of social memory,” or continuous acts of inventing tradition through narratives of shared
(or diverging) medical history.
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Reiko Shinno, meanwhile, has stressed the role of the state and its medical institutions in
ensconcing certain lineages and currents of learning as medical orthodoxy.65 Like the initiation
rituals of medical lineages, Shinno agues that the ritualization of historical narratives of medicine
within medical temple-schools authorized specific textual traditions of learning. During the Yuan
Dynasty, a ritual orthodoxy was established among Chinese physicians through veneration of
“Three Progenitors” (Sanhuang) of medical knowledge: Huangdi or the Yellow Emperor,
progenitor of the medical classic Inner Canon of the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi neijing);
Shennong or the Divine Husbandman, progenitor of the materia medica classic The Divine
Husbandman’s Materia Medica (Shennong bencao jing); and Fuxi or the Subduer of Animals,
progenitor of the Eight Trigrams divinatory tradition of the Classic of Changes (Yijing).66 Shinno
argues that rituals venerating the Three Progenitors served to legitimate scholarly practitioners,
raise the status of the medical profession, and for the first time, explicitly link medical learning
to the Confucian scholarly tradition.

As Yüan-ling Chao has pointed out, however, the ritual and textual bases of orthodoxy within
late imperial medical institutions were constantly under negotiation between competing medical
practitioners, as well as between the state and local medical scholars.67 A primary issue of debate
concerned the appropriateness of venerating the Three Progenitors at medical temples. The first
Ming emperor (Hongwu, r. 1368-1398) denounced physicians’ veneration of the Three
Progenitors in the provinces as “highly improper,” decreeing that these sages should only be
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venerated by “imperial rulers and worthy princes” at two central temples, the Temple for Rulers
and Kings (diwang miao) and the Imperial Medical Academy.68 Later Ming officials attempted
(unsuccessfully) to ban veneration of the Three Progenitors at the Imperial Medical Academy as
well. Chao characterizes this debate as mainly related to the status of physicians vis-à-vis
classical scholars, as well as imperial control over the culture of learning. According to Leung,
however, the Ming rulers’ critiques of the Yuan medical bureaucracy also reflected a desire for
cultural distinction from a “foreign” dynasty.69 Considering that the Mongol Yuan rulers had
raised the status of various cultural traditions of medicine beyond just the Confucian, the Ming
reclamation of the Three Progenitors as an Confucian imperial lineage also likely carried
undertones of a desire for cultural uniformity.

Chao also demonstrates that debates over ritual orthodoxy in Confucian medical temples were
directly related to the development of medical knowledge and pedagogy. Between the late Ming
and Qing periods, many medical temples underwent a “radical transformation” from statesponsored veneration of the Three Progenitors to local elite-sponsored veneration of the
Medicine King (Yaowang).70 Chao argues that this transformation in ritual practices was tied to a
change in the temple-schools’ function, from perpetuating orthodox lineages of textual tradition,
to seeking efficacy in treatment for popular healing. The ritual negotiation of medical orthodoxy
therefore involved not only symbolic choices among medical progenitors, but also the selective
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incorporation of medical lineages, textual traditions, and pedagogical approaches within a
unifying framework of legitimacy. Furthermore, in addition to regulating the sources of medical
knowledge, the politics of medical orthodoxy determined who would have access to medical
techniques, and who could decide how these methods were practiced.

In particular, since the earliest emergence of classical learning in China, a tension had existed
between scholarly physicians (ruyi) and those they labeled “shamans” (wu), “alchemists”
(fangshi), and in some formulations, Daoists and Buddhists.71 Scholarly physicians emphasized
the relationship of medicine to correlative cosmology (including the conceptual frameworks of
yin/yang and the Five Phases [wuxing]), and they criticized certain techniques of their
competitors, including healing with prayers, rituals, and divination, and secret formulas (mifang)
passed down among lineage-physicians – often, esoteric alchemical recipes for longevity. As
Chao points out, however, even scholarly physicians of the Ming and Qing periods might make
use of such techniques, and of notions that others (both then and now) might label as religious,
superstitious or magical thinking.72 The critiques of scholarly physicians, therefore, did not
produce absolute distinctions of practice. Instead, Chao argues that these scholarly critiques
sought to create a professional identity associated with classical learning and the ritual authority
of medical temple-institutions, in distinction to processes of hereditary lineage-transmission.73
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Lineage-physicians and other popular healers continued to pose a major challenge to institutional
medical scholars up through the turn of the twentieth century. In their debates of medical
orthodoxy, it seems that the pursuit of two types of authority was at stake. Chao traces the roots
of popular healers’ authority to the ancient Shang period (1700-1100 BCE), when shamans
constituted an elite group of ritual (and ritual healing) specialists led by the king himself, “who
possessed the charisma to establish a special relationship with the divine gods.”74 During the
succeeding Zhou period (1100-256 BCE), however, the political authority of the shamans’
charisma was replaced by new ideas of moral conduct and the sanction of the mandate of Heaven
(tian). Later scholarly physicians continued to especially lay claim to moral authority, arguing
that “moral character and intelligence” must be cultivated through the study of classical texts,
since “even fathers are not able to compel their sons to have these attributes.”75

Nathan Sivin also references the tension between charismatic and moral authority in medicine as
part of the “curious idea of sovereigns as technical innovators,” elaborated within historical
narratives of the Yellow Emperor.76 According to one seventh-century account, during the
golden age of antiquity, rulers were sages who revealed the “arts of civilization” and people were
virtuous, healthy and long-lived; in the more debased age that followed, physicians lacked the
sages’ divine insight into the medical texts and patients lacked “effortless self-discipline,”
leading to the proliferation of illness.77 In this cosmology, Sivin argues, “Perfect bodies…
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require[d] perfect politics,” and later physicians could never match the perfection of antiquity.78
A central claim of medical lineages, however, was the transmission not only of medical
knowledge, but also of the “experience of one’s predecessors in a line that goes back to the
archaic sages,” including the Yellow Emperor.79 Sivin characterizes this idea of transmitted
experience (jieyan, literally “comprehend and verify”) as not necessarily the result of observed
medical practice, but rather as akin to the “revelation” of divine insight: imparting to the student
an ability to “find in [medical texts] by what amounts to induction the patterns of judgment that
make skilled practice possible.”80 Physicians who could lay claim to the insight of lineage
transmission from the sages, therefore, could also claim more perfect insight into both healing
and maintaining a harmonious social order. The historical narrative of the Yellow Emperor
points to the slippage between insight and experience as a basis for lineage-physicians’ charisma,
which Chinese scholarly physicians critiqued even as they appropriated rituals venerating the
sages within their own temple-institutions.

Historical narratives served as templates for ritual practice and frameworks of legitimacy that
could be strategically deployed to distinguish Chinese medical lineages, traditions, and
institutions. The selective veneration of medical progenitors and lineage predecessors reflected
Chinese medical scholars’ claims of inheritance for specific textual traditions and pedagogical
approaches. At the same time, ritual practices associated with medicine could serve to regulate
physicians by determining who would have access to medical techniques, and how these
techniques would be practiced. Chinese debates over ritual orthodoxy were therefore directly
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related to the development of medical knowledge. Underlying the politics of medical orthodoxy
– and debates between classical scholars and physicians, scholarly and popular medical
practitioners, and medical practitioners associated with different scholarly cultures – rested larger
questions regarding the proper relationship between social and epistemic order, and specifically
the roles of revelatory insight and observed experience in managing life.

The Medicine Buddha and transmission of medical learning in Tibet
Tibetan sources on medicine point to a similar complex of social technologies and institutions
overlapping with Chinese contexts, including the development of popular practices, family
lineages, master-disciple lineages, and state-sponsored medical training from at least the Tibetan
imperial period (7th-9th centuries) onwards.81 The well-known Tibetan genre of medical history
narratives (khog ‘bubs, khog ‘bugs, etc.) is explicitly concerned with identifying lineages (rgyud),
traditions (lugs), and monastic institutions (grwa tshang, bshad sgrwa, slob grwa, etc.).82 Tibetan
medical histories seem to have first emerged along with the systematization of the Four Tantras
in the twelfth century by the Tibetan physician Yutok Yönten Gönpo, and played a considerable
role in this medical treatise’s popularization. Contemporary scholars identify the earliest Tibetan
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medical histories as competing narratives for building authority among Yutok’s disciples.83
Rhetorically, Tibetan medical history debates revolve around the question of the origins and
transmission of the Four Tantras. Yang Ga has argued that in the fifteenth century, two major
medical traditions became associated with two distinct narratives of the Four Tantras’ origin: the
Jang tradition generally considered the Four Tantras to be the authentic Word of the Buddha,
while the Zur tradition viewed the Four Tantras as the work of Yutok Yönten Gönpo.84 Janet
Gyatso has also linked these two competing narratives to a more fundamental struggle over
authority among Tibetan scholars, and their commitment to the “magisterial authority of the
Buddha’s teachings,” on the one hand, and a “distinctively medical empiricism” and “historical
sense,” on the other.85 As with Chinese debates over medical orthodoxy, therefore, these Tibetan
debates within medical histories reflected the emergence of diverging narratives of authority
associated with different medical progenitors and lineages.

Recent literary analyses have focused on narrative strategies for the invention of tradition within
Tibetan medical histories, and Frances Garrett has made the observation that these texts are
“themselves constitutive of authority, not only a reflection of it.”86 Garrett has tied “temporal
lists” of physicians within medical histories to claims of lineage, or the authorial construction of
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a genealogy of medical predecessors.87 She has also noted a relationship between the Nyingma
(“Ancient” or “Old”) tradition of Tibetan Buddhism and a major ritual text that often
accompanies study of the Four Tantras: the Yutok Heart Essence Guru Sādhana, which
venerates Yutok Yönten Gönpo as a central figure in the Four Tantras’ transmission.88 The
Yutok Heart Essence represents only one of the ritual and historical traditions accompanying
practice of the Four Tantras, however. In the seventeenth century, the Fifth Dalai Lama
associated another important branch of ritual practices focused on venerating the Medicine
Buddha with the historical narrative identifying the Medicine Buddha as the Four Tantras’
progenitor. 89 This relationship between different ritual practices and diverging historical
narratives of medicine has not been recognized in contemporary scholarship. In general, the
Tibetan genres of medical history and medical rituals continue to be analyzed separately.

In a foundational study of Tibetan medical history narratives, Samten Karmay influentially
asserted that “happily, [medical debates] did not involve any sectarian dogmatic or philosophical
views,” and subsequent contemporary scholarship has also not acknowledged any relationship
between Tibetan medical debates and Buddhist sectarian debates.90 Yet this position owes much
to an earlier argument set forth by Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, the founder of the Iron Hill medical
monastery in Lhasa. In Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s influential medical history Mirror of Beryl,
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completed in 1703, the regent defended his claim of creating a newly unified tradition of Tibetan
medical knowledge, untouched by “the demon of [sectarian] prejudice.”91 The latter part of this
assertion sparked vehement protest among eighteenth and nineteenth century medical scholars
(which I will return to in Chapter Four).92 Invoking the language of Buddhist doctrinal debates,
their critiques characterize the great seventeenth-century systematization of “the field of
medicine” (gso ba rig pa) by Desi Sanggyé Gyatso (and his mentor, the Fifth Dalai Lama) as not
just a matter of integrating the medical knowledge of prior traditions, but also synthesizing these
traditions’ ritual practices. These later medical scholars draw our attention to the tenuousness of
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s claim to have created a non-sectarian medical orthodoxy, and also to the
evolving historical relationship between Tibetan medical traditions and Buddhist sectarian
traditions.

Tibetan medical orthodoxy, therefore, like Chinese medical orthodoxy was negotiated through
both historical narratives and medical rituals. In their systematization of medicine, the Fifth
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Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso focused mainly on integrating two major ritual traditions
associated with transmission of the Four Tantras, which as mentioned above, venerated two
different progenitors of Tibetan medicine. The Medicine Buddha sūtra tradition included two
Medicine Buddha sūtras (texts considered to be authentic Buddha-word) and rituals derived from
these sūtras, most notably the deity practices of the Seven or Eight Masters of Healing (Bde
gshegs bdun / Sman bla mched bdun or Bde gshegs brgyad) or – as these were sometimes known
– the Medicine Buddha sūtra assembly (Sman bla['i] mdo chog).93 The second tradition derived
from the Yutok Heart Essence Guru Sādhana, a practice which venerated Yutok Yönten Gönpo
not as only the fount of the Four Tantras medical tradition but also as a Buddhist teacher.94
These ritual traditions accompanied study and practice of the Four Tantras – as well as other
selected medical texts – among Tibetan medical scholars and physicians, and their transmission
served to define Tibetan medical lineages and traditions. By the seventeenth century, as we shall
see, the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso had come to associate the Yutok Heart
Essence and Medicine Buddha ritual practices with specific medical and Buddhist sectarian
traditions.
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The Medicine Buddha sūtras and early Mahāyāna Buddhist networks
As Karmay first noted, medical scholars who counted Yutok Yönten Gönpo as the progenitor of
the Four Tantras also emphasized the “Tibetan character” of this medical treatise. 95 The
Medicine Buddha, on the other hand, represented an older and more widely shared Buddhist
tradition with particular popularity across East and Inner Asia. By the standards of contemporary
historical scholarship, this Medicine Buddha ritual tradition only became associated with the
Four Tantras in the twelfth century. Before the Four Tantras’ emergence, the figure of the
Medicine Buddha was mainly associated with sūtra literature, and a still little-understood
regional constellation of medical and alchemical practices.

According to Raoul Birnbaum, the two versions of the Medicine Buddha sūtra that became
incorporated into the Tibetan Buddhist canon were translated from Chinese in the ninth century,
during the period remembered as the “Early Diffusion” (Tib. snga dar, 7th-9th centuries CE) of
Buddhism into Tibet. 96 Although these two texts profess authenticity as Buddha-word by
claiming Indian origin, Birnbaum notes that extant versions were first produced under Tang
Dynasty patronage, and no prior Sanskrit or Pāli versions have ever been found. 97 These
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Medicine Buddha sūtras were strongly linked, however, to the popularization in China of the
“Great Vehicle” (Skt. Mahāyāna) Buddhist path, which is distinguished by the ideal of a
bodhisattva, an enlightened being who remains within the saṃsāric cycle of rebirths in order to
help others also attain enlightenment.

In Great Vehicle sūtras related to medicine, the Buddha’s teachings themselves are identified as
the Supreme Medicine, the Buddha is identified as the Supreme Healer, and meditation and
contemplation are identified as methods both for attaining enlightenment and for healing the
body.98 Birnbaum links the Chinese versions of the Medicine Buddha sūtra to esoteric practices
of longevity, as well as “aid from spiritual realms” to hasten the alleviance of suffering, which
might be invoked through the invocation of dhāraṇī incantations, meditation, and devotional
rituals.99 Pierce Salguero has described, meanwhile, how Chinese sūtras related to medicine
comprised part of a larger Buddhist textual tradition of healing practices with a wide variety of
technical sources, distinct from Indian Āyurvedic texts.100 Salguero argues that medicine sūtras,
and particularly narratives of the Buddhist “Medicine King” (Yi wang 醫王), served as a
framework of legitimacy to “defend the orthodoxy” of medical treatments practiced by Chinese
Buddhists, and “to promote Buddhism’s efficacy and superiority over other religions by claiming
dominion over healing powers and abilities.” 101 The medicine sūtra tradition therefore
98
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represented an eclectic combination of medical and ritual techniques, from chanted mantras to
the use of healing herbs.102

Although later Tibetan histories similarly link the spread of medical knowledge in Tibet with the
Early Diffusion of Buddhism, the Tibetan imperial court (like the Tang court) seems to have
patronized medical experts from a perspective of pragmatism rather than Buddhist piety. The
Tibetan “Dharma Kings” (Tib. chos rgyal) Songtsen Gampo (ca. 617-650) and Tri Songdetsen
(742-800) are credited with supporting the translation of a wide variety of Buddhist and nonBuddhist medical texts, inviting foreign physicians to Lhasa from India, China, and Central Asia
(including a tradition distantly derived from the Greek physician Galen, Tib. Ga len os).103 As
Garrett has described, later Tibetan scholars remembered the imperial period as a time of great
military strength and cosmopolitanism, and for these reasons many physicians took pains to trace
their family lineages or teaching traditions back to imperial times.104 According to Janet Gyatso,
moreover, although some imperial-period Tibetan medical texts contained language associating
them with Buddhism, none were explicitly presented as the Word of the Medicine Buddha, the
102
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status later claimed for the Four Tantras.105 The translation of the Medicine Buddha sūtras
during the imperial period therefore served mainly to initiate the growth of a Buddhist ritual
framework for broad medical learning in Tibet, which would generate great debate even as it
proved highly influential up through the Qing dynasty.

New traditions of Buddhism and medicine: Vāgbhaṭa’s Eight Branches in Tibet
Although the fall of the Tibetan imperial dynasty in the ninth century resulted in political
fragmentation, the subsequent tenth to twelfth centuries ushered in what Ronald Davidson has
characterized as a “renaissance” of tantric Buddhism in Tibet.106 Tibetan scholars produced a
profusion of new Sanskrit translations and Buddhist texts during this period, known in traditional
historiography as the “Later Diffusion” (phyi dar). The explosion of new works also led to new
distinctions in Tibetan Buddhism, between the “New Traditions” (Gsar ma) – including the
Sakya, Kagyü, and Kadam (predecessors of the Gelukpa tradition) – and those who continued to
claim an earlier basis of authority as the “Old” or Nyingma tradition. In the field of medicine,
however, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso argued that “there has been no such break in the lineage of the
medical tradition from the time of [King] Songtsen Gampo up to the present day. Therefore, in
terms of its development, I do not think there is any need to talk of early and later
disseminations.”107
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Among the translations of this time, however, was an important medical treatise, Vāgbhaṭa’s
classic of Āyurveda called the Essence of Eight Branches (Skt. Aṣṭāṅgahṛdayasaṃhitā). The
Essence of Eight Branches and its commentary Moonbeam (Tib. Zla ba'i 'od zer), by the
Kashmiri scholar Candranandana, were translated by the great Rinchen Zangpo (958-1055)
under the patronage of the king of Gugé in the western region of Ngari, which continued to be
known as a major center for Tibetan medicine over the following centuries [MAP 1].108 The
Essence of Eight Branches became greatly influential in Tibet, and its translation represents a
major distinction between the Tibetan and Chinese medical traditions. No major text from the
Āyurvedic tradition was ever translated in China. Rather, as Salguero has demonstrated, key
concepts from Āyurvedic theory – such as the three pathogenic “humours” (Skt. tridoṣa, Tib.
nyes pa gsum) of wind (vāta/rlung), bile (pitta/mkhris pa) and phlegm (śleṣman or kapha/bad
kan) – were incorporated within Buddhist medical texts in a modified and non-standardized
fashion reflecting Chinese medical sensibilities. 109 In Tibet, however, the Essence of Eight
Branches eventually became adopted within the Tibetan Buddhist canon as “the only
representative description of Indian medicine,” according to Claus Vogel.110 The Eight Branches
also greatly influenced portions of the text that would supplant it in importance – the Four
Tantras.111
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The Essence of Eight Branches’ translation led to a transformation in both the medical treatise
itself, and the character of medicine in Tibet. This transformation is reflected in an early medical
history written (ca. 1204) by Chejé Zhangtön Zhikpo.112 Uniquely among extant Tibetan medical
histories, Chejé’s narrative does not focus on the Four Tantras, but instead chronicles the Eight
Branches’ transmission from India to Tibet. Dan Martin has argued that the text reveals how the
Eight Branches “had the greatest influence [in Tibet during the Later Diffusion period] until the
Four Medical Tantras gradually gained center place during the course of the thirteenth
century.”113 But the most significant aspect of Chejé’s historical narrative, according to Martin,
is his classification of the Eight Branches according to a taxonomy that subsumes Indic literature
within a Buddhist framework.114 This classification is especially remarkable because although
the Eight Branches was an Indic text, it was not distinctively Buddhist.115 The main part of
Chejé’s history, meanwhile, focused on the life of the Eight Branches’ author Vāgbhaṭa. Martin
notes that this account greatly influenced Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, who presented Vāgbhaṭa’s life
as a story of Buddhist conversion that paralleled the Eight Branches’ incorporation into the
Tibetan Buddhist canon.116 The translation of the Eight Branches, therefore, set in motion this
medical treatise’s Buddhicization in Tibet, and reciprocally, the beginning of a strong association
between Tibetan medicine and the classical Indian Āyurvedic tradition.
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As for Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s protest that there was no need to distinguish between medical
traditions associated with the Early and Later Diffusions of Buddhism, the regent’s comment was
clearly positioned as an argument vis-à-vis those who held the opposite view. Chejé had also
linked his lineage of the Eight Branches to both the old and new Buddhist systems, tracing the
medical treatise’s origin to the “time of the later translations” and specifically to Rinchen Zangpo,
while situating it within a Nyingma bibliographic framework.117 In the early fourteenth century,
however, when the Essence of Eight Branches was incorporated as a treatise (bstan 'gyur) of the
Tibetan Buddhist canon, it became part of a project that Davidson associates with the success of
“the proponents of the newer scriptures… in using their own standards to judge the authority of
the older system.” 118 Later polemicists increasingly characterized the texts of the Tibetan
Buddhist canon as reflecting the authenticity of the new translations, vis-à-vis “apocryphal”
teachings of the Nyingma tradition.119 This argument is specifically associated with the Eight
Branches by an eighteenth-century writer, who while citing Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s point,
nonetheless remarks that imperial-period medical treatises such as the Moon-King (Tib. Sman
dpyad zla ba'i rgyal po, Skt. Somarāja) had become “renown as the medical treatments of the
Nyingma tradition (gso dpyad rnying mar grags),” while the Essence of Eight Branches and its
commentary Moonbeam had become “renown as the medical treatments of the New Traditions
(sman dpyad gsar mar grags).”120 Transmission of the Eight Branches was therefore caught up
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in debates over Buddhist orthodoxy, framed in terms of differences between the Nyingma and
New Traditions, just as with other genres of Tibetan texts.

The difference in character between the Essence of Eight Branches and imperial-period medical
treatises associated with Buddhism, most notably the Moon-King, was more than rhetorical.
Yang Ga has argued, for example, that although the three Āyurvedic humours played a great role
in both the Eight Branches and the Moon-King, the “terms and content” of the humours were
quite different in each.121 While this topic is in need of further research, it is worth noting that the
Moon-King is associated, both within the text and by later scholars, with Chinese as well as
imperial-period origins.122 As we have seen, the Chinese Buddhist tradition had also developed
unique interpretations of the Āyurvedic humours, as well as an eclectic practice of medicine with
a notable focus on esoteric practices for longevity.

Treasure text or Spoken Teaching? The Four Tantras and debates of the Nyingma tradition
When the Four Tantras emerged in the twelfth century, as Janet Gyatso has noted, it became the
first “full-service” medical work in Asia to claim origin as the Word of the Medicine Buddha.123
The very structure of the Four Tantras, in its most well known version, embodies this assertion.
The text is presented as a discourse of questions and responses between two emanations of the
Medicine Buddha, the sage Rikpé Yeshé (“Intelligent Gnosis”), and the sage Yilé Kyé (“Arisen
from the Mind”). As Gyatso has described, the first chapter of the Four Tantras begins “in the
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classic and widely recognizable Buddhist revelatory fashion,” with the formulaic phrase “Thus I
have heard at one time,” and then presents the “five excellences” of an authentic Buddhist
scripture, including place, teacher, time, audience, and teaching.124 According to this narrative,
the Medicine Buddha taught the text to a retinue of gods and sages (Skt. Ṛṣīs; Tib. drang srong;
including major progenitors of the Āyurvedic tradition), Buddhists, and non-Buddhist teachers
(Skt. tīrthikas), in a palace at the city of medicine called Tanaduk (“Lovely to Behold”),
surrounded by a medicinal forest and mountains. Towards the end of the text, the Four Tantras
further declared that manifestations of the Buddha taught medicine in different times and places
for the benefit of beings, including moxibustion and purgatives in China, and the Āyurvedic
classic Caraka’s Compendium (Skt. Caraka saṃhitā, Tib. Tsa ra ka) in India.125 Like the stories
of the Yellow Emperor and his Inner Canon or Vāgbhaṭa and the Eight Branches, the narrative
framework of the Medicine Buddha encodes the Four Tantras in both an origin story and a
cosmology. This particular cosmology of the Four Tantras appropriates non-Buddhist medical
traditions, prominently including Āyurveda, into a Buddhist framework.

This “revelatory” Buddhist framework is only one of two diverging accounts of the Four Tantras’
origins, however, which contemporary scholars associate with the time of the medical treatise’s
codification in Tibet.126 Both accounts attribute the Four Tantras to the Medicine Buddha, but
both also identify the twelfth-century Tibetan physician Yutok Yönten Gönpo and his disciples
as pivotal figures in the text’s subsequent transmission. These are the Secret Biography or
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Indispensable Biography of Yutok Yönten Gönpo, attributed to Yutok’s disciple Sumtön Yeshé
Zung (12-13th century), and the medical history Great Garuda Soars, attributed (apocryphally, in
the opinion of many later Tibetan scholars) to Yutok himself.127 According to their internal
evidence and Tibetan medical scholars from the fourteenth century onwards, these two texts
seem to be associated with diverging lineages among Yutok’s followers, in particular a disciple
lineage (slob brgyud) and a family lineage (sras brgyud).128 At the same time, the polemics of
these two historical narratives reflect another significant Tibetan Buddhist debate that emerged
during the Later Diffusion period. Associated with a split in the Nyingma tradition, this debate
set the authority of revelation, associated with the “Treasure Teachings” (gter ma) system,
against the authority of direct oral transmission, associated with the “Spoken Teachings” (bka'
ma) system. Both of these Nyingma systems arose in response to the success of the New
Traditions, but depended on different strategies for establishing the antiquity and authority of
their Buddhist teachings.

The more influential of these early narratives of the Four Tantras’ transmission proved to be the
Secret Biography of Yutok, which criticizes Yutok’s family lineage successors, and presents the
Four Tantras as part of the Treasure system. 129 Within the Nyingma tradition, revelatory
“Treasure Teachings” were said to have been hidden during the Tibetan imperial period – either
in the ground, in an object, or in the mind of a future revealer – until they could be revealed
centuries later at the proper time and place. As a development in tantric literature and practice,
127
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revelatory Treasure Teachings therefore allowed for innovation alongside the Nyingma claim to
antiquity.130 According to the Secret Biography, the Four Tantras originated as the authentic
Word of the Medicine Buddha (who emanated as the sage Rikpé Yeshé), and was then passed
down to Central Asian and Indian adepts, coming to Tibet during the imperial period. 131
Vairocana, a great translator associated with the Nyingma Great Perfection (Rdzogs chen) system,
translated the medical treatise and presented it to the Tibetan ruler Tri Songdetsen, who hid the
Four Tantras in a pillar at Samyé monastery (the first Tibetan monastery to be built in Tibet).
There it was discovered one hundred fifty years later by the treasure-revealer (gter ston) Drapa
Ngonshé (the 11th century founder of Dratang monastery, where the first xylographic edition of
the Four Tantras was later produced), and after passing to two more disciples, subsequently was
transmitted to Yutok Yönten Gönpo. Using the general framework of this Treasure narrative,
other medical histories also emerged with varying details, such as whether the Four Tantras
derived ultimately from the Medicine Buddha or Padmasambhava (the eighth century adept
credited with establishing Buddhism in Tibet), or whether it was hidden by King Tri Songdetsen,
Vairocana, or Padmasambhava.132 All of these variations accomplished the similar purpose of
extending the Four Tantras’ history centuries further back than the time of Yutok Yönten Gönpo,
while still naming Yutok as a major redactor of the text in the twelfth century. In addition, other
medical systems in Tibet were also associated with the Nyingma Treasure tradition, in particular
the highly influential Vase of Ambrosia cycle attributed to the eleventh-century treasure revealer
Dorbum Chödrak (Rdor 'bum chos grags) from Kyirong (Skyid grong) in western Tibet [MAP
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1].133 The authority of all of these Treasure Teachings, including the Four Tantras’ transmission
according to Treasure narratives, rested on the charisma of treasure-revealers, and on social
acceptance of particular claims to revelation, prophecies and visions.

The medical history Great Garuda Soars, however, which is positioned vis-à-vis the Secret
Biography, situates the Four Tantras within the taxonomy of Buddhist literature but does not
characterize the Four Tantras as a Treasure Teaching.134 As Frances Garrett has described, the
Great Garuda Soars classifies the Four Tantras as one of the five major fields of Buddhist
knowledge (rig gnas), and among these, a field “aimed at caring for others”; as Buddha-word
(bka') and as an orally-transmitted teaching (bka' or bka' ma); as a tantric text, authorized by
“divine blessing and supplemented by secret oral instructions,” and specifically as a tantra
according to the Nyingma bibliographic system.135 Garrett notes that the longest argument of the
text is devoted to the defense of the Four Tantras as an oral transmission, as opposed to a
human-authored treatise (bstan 'gyur or bstan bcos), establishing the medical treatise as “the
Buddha’s own speech.”136 At the same time, the Great Garuda Soars is also making an argument
about the nature of bka', which may refer either to the concept of authentic Buddha-word, or to
133
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the orally-transmitted teachings derived from this Buddha-word. According to the Great Garuda
Soars, “it is incorrect to think that the oral teachings are only those that came from the historical
Buddha’s mouth during his lifetime,” and oral teachings can also derive from “when the Buddha
acts as an emanation.”137 In this sense, the text’s author is making an argument for the authority
of the Four Tantras as Buddha-word based on his specific narrative of the medical treatise’s
transmission, which seeks to authorize a specific tradition of medicine. While the Great Garuda
Soars is positioned to defend the Four Tantras’ authority as Buddha-word vis-à-vis as a humanauthored treatise, it is also significant that this history emerged within the milieu of the Nyingma
debates between the Spoken Teachings (again, bka' ma) and Treasure systems, and that this
medical history criticized the Treasure narrative of the Secret Biography.

Although Treasure Teachings attained great popularity over the centuries, their authority was
hotly debated and faced critique within the Nyingma tradition as well as from the New
Traditions. Proponents of the Nyingma “Spoken Teachings” system criticized revelatory
treasures, and privileged the authority of texts that claimed a direct, unbroken lineage of oral
transmission from teachers to students. According to Dalton, many Spoken Teachings are based
on tantras originally translated during the Early Diffusion period; between the thirteenth and
sixteenth centuries, however, the focus of the Spoken Teachings system shifted “away from the
root tantras of the past, towards the more recent Tibetan commentaries,” and the legitimacy of
recent lineal transmissions became a major point of contention.138 Through the construction of
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Spoken Teaching lineages, therefore, we can also see the processes of innovation at work within
the Nyingma tradition.

The Spoken Teachings and Treasure narratives of the Four Tantras’ history authorized different
Four Tantras transmission lineages among Yutok Yönten Gönpo’s followers by establishing
different arguments for the antiquity and authority of this medical treatise. Both narratives tied
the Four Tantras to the Nyingma tradition, however, at a time of great medical innovation and
competition with the Eight Branches. The Four Tantras drew significantly from the Eight
Branches, yet as Yang Ga has shown, the former text also integrated a range of other sources
derived from Āyurvedic, Chinese, Central Asian, and Tibetan tradition.139 The popularity of the
Four Tantras, and its eventual eclipse of the Eight Branches, can likely be attributed to this
breadth. As Garrett has argued, later Tibetan medical scholars were proud of the eclectic heritage
of their medical tradition represented in the Four Tantras, even as they felt compelled – in most
cases – to associate the text with early Indic Buddhist origins.140

The Yutok Heart Essence and discourses of deviance in Tibetan medicine
This brings us to a third narrative of the Four Tantras’ history, which counted the text not as
Buddha-word at all, but as a human-authored treatise, most often attributed to Yutok Yönten
Gönpo. Karmay associates this narrative with the Virtuous Iron Hook, a history of the Yutok
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Heart Essence Guru Sādhana tantric cycle.141 The Virtuous Iron Hook, according to Karmay,
describes a vision that Yutok received after writing the Four Tantras, in which a collection of
Buddhas, bodhisattvas, gods and goddesses appeared to congratulate him.142 More centrally,
however, the Virtuous Iron Hook describes how Yutok received transmission of the [Yutok]
Heart Essence tantric practice, and passed on this practice (together with the Four Tantras) to his
disciple Sumtön Yeshé Zung.143 This narrative credits Sumtön Yeshé Zung both with writing the
Virtuous Iron Hook and recording the Yutok Heart Essence practice from the oral teachings of
Yutok. The Iron Hook, therefore, seems to represent a historical narrative distinct from the
Secret Biography but still traced to Yutok’s famous disciple, and tying transmission of the Four
Tantras to the Yutok Heart Essence practice. The Yutok Heart Essence, in turn, represents a
particular medical lineage’s tantric practice devoted to venerating Yutok as a guru or spiritual
teacher, and celebrating Yutok’s visionary authority more centrally than that of the Buddhas,
bodhisattvas, gods and goddesses themselves.

Practice of the Yutok Heart Essence is also associated with a complementary but largely different
type of medical practice than that contained within the Four Tantras.144 According to Garrett, the
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Yutok Heart Essence emerged from the Nyingma tradition of “Accomplishing Medicine” (sman
sgrub), a genre of tantric practice (Skt. sādhana, Tib. sgrub thabs) or “esoteric Buddhist yogic
and contemplative exercise” that focuses in particular on “several levels of ‘alchemical’
transformation.” 145 Garrett describes the methods of Accomplishing Medicine practice as
alchemical in the sense of being “techniques of transforming material substances using combined
pharmacological and ‘mystical’ realms of knowledge typically for the purpose of extending
lifespan.”146 The key feature of Accomplishing Medicine practices is the practice of “extracting
the essence” (bcud len), which has long been interpreted differently by different traditions:
[The practice of “extracting the essence” involves] transmuting that essence into a
consecrated nectar or ‘‘elixir’’ (bdud rtsi), and then making this one’s exclusive diet, as
part of a yogic-contemplative exercise. There are numerous methods for doing this…
some traditions describe the preparation of a compound made of various substances,
including plants, minerals and precious stones, and animal and human products,
following a recipe that lists ingredients and also special instructions for their preparation,
such as boiling, distilling or fermenting. In some recipes the most valued ingredients are
the reproductive substances produced from the male–female pair of contemplatives
during sexual union; an internal alchemical process during sexual yoga may be required
to refine these substances, and upon emission they may be collected for inclusion into an
elixir recipe. Alternately, the essence of each of the natural elements may be symbolically
extracted from the body of the yogin him or herself, consecrated and offered to the ritual
deities, who are empowered to use those magical “substances” to render the yogi’s body
immortal. The ultimate aim of many of these practices is an immortal “rainbow body”
('ja' lus), that is, a body that is no longer part of the samsaric cycle of birth and death…
Lesser aims include the enhancement of the yogi’s health or the attainment of magical or
supernatural powers, or siddhi, all of which may make his or her religious practice more
effective.147

Efficacy, Value and Method,” in Medicine Between Science and Religion: Explorations on Tibetan
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As Garrett notes, the common thread in the Accomplishing Medicine tradition is the combination
of outer and inner alchemical processes, or the transformation of material ingredients to produce
medicine along with the transformation of the tantric practitioner through yogic means.
Traditional histories attribute the Accomplishing Medicine tradition exclusively to India, but the
Nyingma practice of “extracting the essence” might also be fruitfully compared with Daoist
techniques of outer and inner alchemy (Ch. waidan and neidan) emerging around the same time
within the Song and Jin states neighboring Tibet.148 Furthermore, just as the rulers of the Song
Dynasty criticized popular and Daoist alchemical traditions, the transgressive nature of some
Accomplishing Medicine practices seems to have been a historical cause of controversy in Tibet
from at least the tenth century. Garrett argues that these practices were “apparently well known
enough, and well feared enough, to be condemned in King Yeshé Ö's Ordinance, an antiNyingma decree banning dangerous ritual practices dominant in Tibet at the time.”149

Much as Hinrichs describes for the systematization of the Chinese “Cold Damage” medical
tradition in distinction to popular alchemy, the different historical narratives of the Four Tantras’
transmission seem to reflect “discourses of deviance” related to Nyingma alchemical
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traditions.150 In the Tibetan case, however, we will see that the medical scholars of different
traditions never fully rejected alchemical practices, but rather reinterpreted them according to
different Buddhist frameworks. The Great Garuda Soars and Secret Biography, for example,
both foreground arguments for why the field of medicine should be considered as part of the
Great Vehicle Buddhist path vis-à-vis heterodox traditions. This claim associated medical
practice with the gradual attainment of Buddhist realization through ethical conduct, the altruistic
bodhisattva vow, and generation of the qualities of the Medicine Buddha; however, it must also
be understood in the context of the Medicine Buddha sūtra tradition’s simultaneous claim of
mundane and supramundane benefits, including helping beings to heal illness and deformity, to
overcome hunger and other worldly calamities, to obtain the necessities of life, and to gain
favorable rebirth.151 Later writers – including the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso –
also continued to appeal to altruistic bodhisattva motivation to distance themselves from
accusations of heterodoxy or “wrong views” (log rtog), or the charge of practicing medicine
primarily to attain mundane benefits and or supramundane powers.152 While Tibetan historians
might attribute medical heterodoxy either to foreign scholarly traditions or other Buddhist
traditions, their arguments still implied that “secondary” mundane and supramundane benefits
for oneself and others could accumulate through medical practice, given the proper motivation.
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The Fifth Dalai Lama, in particular, was preoccupied with salvaging what he considered
beneficial aspects of the Yutok Heart Essence, while reforming this practice’s methods and aims.
In order to understand the Fifth Dalai Lama’s interest in transmitting the Yutok Heart Essence
along with the Four Tantras, we might consider three main categories of benefit for
Accomplishing Medicine listed by Garrett, including consecrating or “empowering” medicinal
substances, empowering the physician to practice medicine and to accrue “long life, miraculous
powers, or an understanding of the mind’s true nature,” and finally, “blessing a community of
practitioners and lay people, alchemically transforming impurity into purity, attacking diseasecausing demonic forces, and so forth.”153 These joint material and tantric-alchemical aspects,
which combine benefit to the medical practitioner and benefit to the community, go a long way
towards explaining the interest of rulers in becoming medical scholar-practitioners, as well as the
central place of medicine in Tibetan Buddhist projects of governance.

War, sectarianism, and the fragmentation of Tibetan medical lineages
Unlike in China, where Leung and Chao have argued that medicine came to be practiced largely
as a commercial trade or within elite-sponsored private charities during the Ming Dynasty,
Fernand Meyer has argued that Tibetan medical practitioners “never constituted a true socioprofessional group.”154 Rather, the central place of monasteries in Tibetan (and later Mongolian)
societies meant that, beginning around the turn of the fourteenth century, monastic medical
institutions became primary sites for the transmission of scholarly Tibetan medical knowledge.
During a time of extended political and sectarian conflict, Tibetan family medical lineages
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flourished at monasteries and princely courts, founding schools and training wider circles of
students. These schools would serve as models for the Fifth Dalai Lama's state medical system in
the mid seventeenth century, which selectively incorporated their medical and ritual traditions.
The remainder of this chapter will examine the impact of early Tibetan medical institutions, and
their relationships with different traditions of Tibetan Buddhism, on debates of Tibetan medical
orthodoxy leading up to the Qing period.

Within the Mongol Yuan Empire, the Cold Damage tradition had continued to gain popularity in
Chinese regions, while at the same time Indian and Central Asian medical knowledge and
institutions gained “renewed importance” in Yuan China, with Tibetan Buddhists acting as
important intermediaries to the court and throughout the empire.155 Beckwith has noted that the
Mongols’ initial welcoming of Tibetan Buddhism at their court can be tied to an act of healing
performed by Sakya Paṇḍita Kunga Gyeltsen for Göden Khan, and that subsequent Tibetan
advisors at the court of Khubilai Khan were “in charge of keeping the ruler in good health.”156
Marco Polo and later Western sources also describe the Khan’s Tibetan physicians and
astrologers as accompanying him at all times. Tibetan Buddhist clerics held official positions
under the Yuan Dynasty influencing Buddhism in eastern China, and Paul Buell has also pointed
to the role of Tibetan physicians in helping to transmit “Islamic medicine” to China during this
time.157 Buell has found strong parallels, for example, between the bone-setting techniques,
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wound treatments and surgical interventions found within Muslim Medicinal Recipes (Huihui
yaofang), and those of the Biji lineage of Tibetan medicine.158 This Yuan imperial interest
presages later Mongolian and Manchu interest in Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s twenty-one illustrative
anatomical paintings, which circulated across the northern and western Qing empire.
Furthermore, according to an influential fourteenth century history, one of Yutok Yönten
Gönpo’s disciples served as a personal physician of the Yuan Dynasty founder Khubilai Khan,
and then returned to Tibet to create many temples, statues and texts, and to serve as a major
figure in the transmission of Yutok’s teachings to his son, grandson and subsequent Yutok
“family” lineage.159 The monastic seat of Yutok Yönten Gönpo’s family was said to be Gozhi
Retang (Sgo bzhi re thang) in the district of Nyangtö (Myang stod) [MAP 1]. It seems then that
Yuan patronage may have been instrumental in the early development of one of the branches of
Yutok’s medical tradition, at a time when ritual practices venerating Yutok were also most likely
developing.160

During the Yuan period, the central Tibetan regions of Ü and Tsang were locally administered as
a set of thirteen myriarchies by the Sakya tradition of Tibetan Buddhism. The Ming emperors
continued to intermittently grant titles to officials and patronize Tibetan monasteries, but power
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inside Tibet devolved to a number of local and regional centers as three successive princely
regimes took power. In the mid fourteenth century, the Pakmodru Desi emerged as a dominant
figure; he was from the central Tibetan region of Ü and held ties to the Drigung Kagyü tradition.
Although the Pakmodru Desi limited the political power of both the Sakya and Drigung
traditions through a series of intrigues, he continued to patronize these monasteries – including a
new medical school at Sakya – and implemented pro-Tibetan (and anti-Mongol) legal and
cultural reforms. The Pakmodru Desi is remembered even by contemporary Tibetan historians as
an ideal Buddhist king.161 The second Pakmodru Desi, moreover, shifted his main allegiance to
the charismatic teacher Tsongkhapa, helping set into motion the rise of the Gelukpa tradition.

At the turn of the fifteenth century, the Pakmodrupa regime was overthrown by the Rinpungpas,
an aristocratic family based in Tsang who supported the Kagyü tradition and imposed restrictions
upon the Gelukpa tradition. Political tensions continued under the rule of the Rinpung Desis, and
in the 1560s another regime came to power and became known as the Tsang Desis or Kings of
Tsang. The Kings of Tsang also attempted to suppress the Gelukpa tradition, patronizing both the
Kagyü tradition and the Jonang tradition, which had emerged as a branch of the Sakya. These
Buddhist traditions also competed for Mongol patronage, with the Gelukpa increasingly
displacing Kagyü influence in Mongol lands. These events set the stage for the Mongol-Tsang
wars, which culminated in the Gelukpa patron Gushri Khan’s defeat of the King of Tsang.
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These wars and sectarian tensions greatly affected the development of Tibetan medical traditions
between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries. Family medical lineages found patronage from
both monastic and princely leaders, leading to the development of medical schools at the Sakya,
Jonang, Tsurpu (Karma Kagyü) and Drigung Kagyü monasteries, as well as at the courts of the
Rinpung, Tsang, and Kyishö (allied with the Gelukpa) rulers. Along with the institutionalization
of medicine in these places, new ritual practices emerged that linked medical traditions – in the
later rhetoric of the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso – to the doctrinal systems of
specific sectarian traditions. These medical ritual practices were also associated with proprietary
recipes for “precious pills” (rin chen ril bu), the consecrated medicinal products of tantric
alchemy. Olaf Czaja has argued that precious pills, used lengthen life as well as in the treatment
of illnesses, poisoning and “black magic,” “offered a potent amulet” of protection during a time
when sectarian warfare often took place in the magical realm as well as the physical
battlefield.162 Medicine and its institutionalization during this period therefore seems to have
reflected both competing projects to demonstrate benevolent governance through the provision
of medical treatment, as well as the wartime use of alchemical “precious pills” to build power
and strength.
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Tibetan medical centers
before the Fifth Dalai Lama

Map 1: Tibetan medical schools and printeries before the Fifth Dalai Lama’s Ganden Potrang
government (pre-1643)
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Tibetan medical centers before the Fifth Dalai Lama
• medical centers
• capitals
• Ming garrisons

Map 2: Tibetan medical schools before the Ganden Potrang/1643 (regional view)
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The Drangti medical lineage and the Sakya tradition
In the mid fourteenth century, Drangti Jampel Zangpo (13-14th century) of the Drangti family
medical lineage founded a medical school at Sakya monastery, known as Sakya Mendrong (sman
grong, “medical town”), which is the first historically documented instance of a Tibetan medical
lineage becoming institutionalized at a monastery [MAP 1].163 Towards the end of the Yuan
dynasty, the Sakya hierarch Daknyi Chenpo Zangpo Pel (1262-1324) had invited Drangti Jampel
Zangpo to serve as his court physician. 164 Soon afterwards, however, the Pakmodru Desi
ascended to power in central Tibet, weakening Sakya political power but continuing to strongly
patronize education there.165 The Fifth Dalai Lama later praised the Pakmodru Desi as a “dharma
king” for his continued patronage of “the teachings of sūtras and tantras, medicine and music” at
Sakya monastery, invoking him as an exemplar of Buddhist kingship encompassing medical
governance.166 Like the Indian Buddhist King Aśoka, however, it seems that the Pakmodru Desi
may have prioritized the patronage of medicine as an appeal to legitimacy after effecting regime
change.
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As Yang Ga’s recent scholarship has shown, the Drangti family medical lineage was known for
its specialty in anatomy acquired through Central Asia, as well as for its practice of the Essence
of Eight Branches. Drangti Jampel Zangpo was the first of his family lineage to also integrate
use of the Four Tantras, via a transmission from the Yutok family lineage, while his younger son
Drangti Pelden Tsoché claimed to have further incorporated the Four Tantras’ “disciple”
transmission lineage from Sumtön Yeshé Zung.167 In the realm of tantric practices, the Drangti
lineage is associated with veneration of the Medicine Buddha and the Sages (likely of the
Medicine Buddha’s Indian Āyurveda retinue described within the Four Tantras), as well as the
Three Medicine Goddesses (sman gyi lha mo spun gsum), with no reference to the Yutok Heart
Essence.168 These tantric practices seem to reflect the Drangti lineage’s position that the Four
Tantras constituted the Word of the Medicine Buddha, along with a broader connection to the
Medicine Buddha tradition.169 Drangti Pelden Tsoché's influential medical history, meanwhile,
claimed the Drangti family lineage’s descent from a royal physician of Tri Songdetsen, and
incorporated both a history of the Eight Branches and a narrative of the Four Tantras’ Medicine
Buddha origins.170 This history can be said to represent the first systematization of major Tibetan
textual traditions and medical lineages under the auspices of a monastic institution dedicated to a
Medicine Buddha ritual tradition.
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Two physicians associated with the Drangti tradition are also credited with writing about
precious pills: Drangti Jampel Zangpo, founder of Sakya Mendrong, and Drongtsé Lhatsun
Rinchen Gyatso (14th century), both of whom wrote treatises on the “Great Precious Cold
Compound Black Pill” (Rin chen grang sbyor ril nag chen mo), called today the “most potent” of
the precious pills.171 Inherited from the tradition of Orgyenpa Rinchenpel (1230-1309), a great
Tibetan yogi, the production of the Great Black Medicine (Sman nag chen mo) specifically
involved the material and tantric-alchemical transmutation of mercury into a detoxified, illnesscuring and longevity-bestowing medicine.172 In the Drangti tradition, the production of this
medicine was also partly based on the Essence of Eight Branches medical treatise.173

The Sakya Mendrong school continued to flourish through the sixteenth century, propagating
both the Essence of Eight Branches and the Four Tantras.174 Around the same period as this first
Tibetan medical school’s founding, the Essence of Eight Branches was also propagated at Zhalu
monastery in Tsang [MAP 1].175 The eleventh abbot of Zhalu monastery, Butön Rinchen Drup
(1290-1364), incorporated the Essence of Eight Branches as “the only representative description
of Indian medicine” among the treatises (Bstan 'gyur) of his famous printed version of the
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Tibetan Buddhist canon, which served as a model for later editions.176 The canonization of the
Essence of Eight Branches in the fourteenth century shows that its importance had not yet
diminished in relation to the Four Tantras. The latter text seems to have remained controversial
up to this time, though it would be incorporated into all major medical traditions after the
fourteenth century, beginning with the Drangti school at Sakya Mendrong.

The Jang medical lineages and the Jonang tradition
In the fifteenth century, two major new medical traditions branched out from the Drangti lineage,
the Jang and the Zur. The Jang medical tradition originated with Jangdak Namgyel Drakzang
(1395-1475), a ruler of the Latö Jang principality whose family was greatly involved in the
political intrigue at the end of the Yuan period. Jangdak Namgyel Drakzang descended from an
aristocratic Tangut (Tib. Mi nyag) clan, and one of his predecessors, Namgyel (or Namkha) Pel
Zangpo, had acted as an imperial preceptor (di shi 帝師) for the Yuan dynasty and procured
himself a similar position (guoshi 國師) under the Ming Dynasty.177 Another relative, Namkha
Tenpé Gyeltsen (14th century), had attempted to prevent the Pakmodru Desi’s rise to power, to
no avail, and later members of the family seem to have allied with the succeeding Rinpungpa
rulers and eventually the King of Tsang.178 Jangdak Namgyel Drakzang is said to have studied
with Bodong Choklé Namgyel (1376-1451) of Bodong É monastery (Bo dong E chos sgrwa),
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where an edition of the Four Tantras was printed [MAP 1]. 179 Namkha Tenpé Gyeltsen,
meanwhile, was a disciple of the important Jonang teacher Dolpolpa Sherap Gyeltsen (12921361), on whose advice he built the monastery of Ngamring (Ngam ring chos sde, MAP 1).180
Ngamring monastery became the first home of the Jang medical tradition, and Jangdak Namgyel
Drakzang counted among his disciples important figures of both the Sakya and Jonang
traditions.181

Jangdak Namgyel Drakzang was renown as the creator of a unique practice lineage of the
“Wheel of Time” or Kālachakra tantra (Tib. Dus kyi 'khor lo), a tantric system favored by the
Jonang tradition and associated with astral learning and calendrical calculation.182 Desi Sanggyé
Gyatso repeatedly mentions the importance of Kālachakra practice to Jang medical lineage
holders.183 Jangdak Namgyel Drakzang wrote several commentaries on the Four Tantras and
Essence of Eight Branches, as well as other original medical works, and composed a work on the
lineage of the Seven Tathāgata (including the Medicine Buddha), presumably bringing this
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practice into accord with his own tantric system.184 Jangdak Namgyel Drakzang is also said to
have written about the preparation of precious pills, although after the Gelukpa systematization
of Tibetan medicine all subsequent emphasis shifted to the Zur tradition’s lineage of precious pill
production.185

Jangdak Namgyel Drakzang’s main medical disciple, Minyima Tongwa Dönden (15th century),
came from a family medical lineage and taught a wide variety of medical texts, including the
Four Tantras, Essence of Eight Branches and its commentary Moonlight, the Moon-King, and
the Vase of Ambrosia, all mentioned above. The Jang medical tradition continued to flourish
under Minyima’s son Lhatsün Tashi Pelzang (15th century), but because of the local conflicts of
the time Tashi Pelzang fled his home in Jang Ngamring and became chief physician to the
Rinpung ruler [MAP 1].186 In Rinpung, however, Lhatsün Tashi Pelzang’s own son died early
and the Jang medical lineage's “one-to-one” transmission of teachings was broken.187 In order to
pass on his family medical practices, Lhatsün Tashi Pelzang prevailed upon the leader of Jang to
send his court physician, and in this way, the Jang medical tradition passed from the family
184
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lineage of Minyima Tongwa Dönden to Tenpa Dargyé of the Lhünding (or Nya) family medical
lineage, which traced its origins to the Tibetan imperial period.188 Subsequently, Tenpa Dargyé's
grandson Lhünding Dütsi Gyurmé (16th–17th centuries) became chief physician to Tāranātha
(1575-1634), the primary hierarch of the Jonang tradition, strengthening the Jang medical
tradition’s ties to this branch of Tibetan Buddhism.189

By the time of Lhünding Dütsi Gyurmé, the Jonang tradition was supported by the Tsang Desi or
King of Tsang, who had displaced the Rinpung Desi. Thus the Jang medical tradition weathered
the storm of the fifteenth century, maintaining an association with the Jonang tradition. Under
Tāranātha’s patronage, Dütsi Gyurmé produced a Jang medical tradition redaction of the Four
Tantras at the main Jonang monastery of Takten Puntsokling (MAP 1), along with his own
medical works.190 Tāranātha also authored a tantric medical practice of the “Seven Medicine
Buddha Brothers” (Sman bla mched bdun) or the Seven Masters of Healing at this time, which
reflects a new ritual relationship between the Jang medical and the Jonang traditions.191

During the Fifth Dalai Lama’s reign, the Jonang tradition was suppressed in Tibet, its
monasteries closed or converted and its libraries and presses sealed, to the extent that Western
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scholars believed this tradition to be extinct until as recently as twenty years ago.192 In a similar
fashion, the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s treatment of the Jang medical tradition
seems to have contributed to this tradition’s near-demise and incorporation into the Gelukpa
medical system.193 The Fifth Dalai Lama’s initial exclusion of the Jang medical tradition and
privileging of the Zur tradition within his state medical system is well known from Desi Sanggyé
Gyatso’s medical history, which asserted that “the belief that the Jang and Sur [Zur] traditions
held different positions, and so on, came to my great lama while he was busy reprimanding
Kunga Nyingpo [a.k.a. Tāranātha] of Jonang.”194 Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, on the other hand,
famously argued that the Jang and Zur traditions were not very different except in terms of a few
medical practices such as the identification of plants. 195 Most later scholars – including
contemporary scholars – have accepted this argument, which authorized a broader synthesis of
medical practices, and more specifically allowed Desi Sanggyé Gyatso to appropriate the Jang
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medical tradition’s materia medica into his curriculum at the Iron Hill medical monastery.
However, the regent’s representation of the differences between the Jang and the Zur medical
traditions was in fact a dissimulation.

Desi Sanggyé Gyatso himself alluded to the underlying nature of the controversy elsewhere in
his medical history, when he described the Jang medical tradition as practicing the Four Tantras
according to a unique synthesis of the Spoken and Treasure Teachings of Nyingma tantra.196
According to Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, Minyima Tongwa Dönden’s broad medical repertoire
reflected his mastery of both “the great commentaries of the Oral Tradition [or Spoken
Teachings]” and “the teaching traditions of the Eighteen Auxiliary Texts [Cha lag bco brgyad] to
the Treasure tradition form of the tantra.”197 The Jang medical tradition claimed inheritance of
these two branches of medical teachings through a pair of controversial transmission lineages,
first traced within a medical history written by Lhatsün Tashi Pelzang, possibly at the time of his
move to the Rinpungpa court.198 This history traced a Jang Spoken Teachings lineage in an
unbroken succession of oral transmission from the imperial period up to Jangdak Namgyel
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Drakzang, and then to Minyima Tongwa Dönden and Tashi Pelzang himself.199 Uniquely among
all the lineages of Tibetan medicine mentioned by Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, the Jang Spoken
Teachings transmission does not describe the Four Tantras as a Treasure Teaching, which is
contrary to the Fifth Dalai Lama’s position. The separate Jang Treasure Teaching transmission,
meanwhile, was not traced through Jangdak Namgyel Drakzang, but rather represented as a
unique inheritance of Tashi Pelzang’s family medical tradition. 200 His followers, therefore,
remembered the foremost progenitor of the Jang medical tradition, Jangdak Namgyel Drakzang,
as a proponent only of the Spoken Teachings transmission of the Four Tantras.

The eighteenth century scholar Belmang Paṇḍita echoed this association, characterizing the Jang
medical tradition as inheritors of the Spoken Teachings transmission of the Four Tantras, and
the Zur medical tradition as inheritors of the Treasure Teachings transmission.201 According to
Belmang Paṇḍita, “Tāranātha at Takden had printed an edition [of the Four Tantras] that had
combined the Jang and Zur traditions so that they were impossible to separate. Therefore the
edition established by the Takten incarnation [Tāranātha] is not in accordance with any other
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tradition.”202 Whether this new Takten print of the Four Tantras reflected a Spoken and Treasure
Teachings transmission synthesis drawn from the Jang and the Zur medical traditions, as
Belmang maintains, or from the separate transmissions of the Jang medical tradition outlined by
Tashi Pelzang, is an issue that deserves further research. Nevertheless if the Takten print
reflected such a Spoken and Treasure Teachings transmission synthesis of the Four Tantras, then
Tāranātha’s new Medicine Buddha practice accompanying this print surely reflected a ritual
synthesis of the two Nyingma tantric systems. This ritual synthesis likely lay at the heart of the
Fifth Dalai Lama’s later critique of the Jang medical tradition.203 Regardless, the Jang medical
tradition’s dual lineage narratives represented a shift in the rhetoric of medical histories. The
Drangti tradition’s medical synthesis at Sakya monastery had been characterized in terms of
integrating transmissions from the Yutok family and disciple lineages of the Four Tantras. The
Jang medical synthesis at the Jonang Takten monastery, instead, was based on integration of the
Spoken and Treasure Teaching transmissions of the Four Tantras.

The Zur medical lineages and the Kagyü tradition
The Zur medical tradition (zur lugs) originated in the latter fifteenth century with the physician
Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé (1439-1475), and like the Jang medical tradition, was distinguished in
the memory of later scholars by its own special synthesis of Spoken and Treasure Teaching
202
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medical transmissions. The Fifth Dalai Lama referred to the progenitor of the Zur medical
tradition as “the expert in gathering the profound points of the tantras and instructions of the
Spoken and Treasure systems, and in seeking oral transmissions, advice, and crucial experience;
the highest Lord of Accomplishments, Sage Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé.”204 Zurkhar Nyamnyi
Dorjé was born in Latok Zurkhar, and taught medical disciples at Ngönga monastery [MAP 1].205
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso characterized Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé as an accomplished tantric
practitioner who “outwardly maintained the aspect of a monk, with no wife or children,” but
nevertheless “gained mastery over tantric powers and tantric behavior and clairvoyance.”206
During practice, Zurkhar is said to have gone “naked from the waist up and made use of
meditation straps,” and secretly practiced with a consort “endowed with the proper signs.”207
This depiction of Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé hints at the power and efficacy attributed to medical
tantric practitioners, even as the seeming ethical ambiguity of their practices elicited ambivalent
reactions. In fact, the Zur medical tradition was just as well known for its main tantric medical
practice, the Yutok Heart Essence Guru Sādhana, as for Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé’s redaction of
the Four Tantras and his own medical text called the Relic of Millions (Bye ba ring bsrel).208

The origin of Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé’s medical transmissions, according to Desi Sanggyé
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Gyatso, can be traced to a visionary meeting between the Zur tradition progenitor and Yutok
Yönten Gönpo:
At the age of ten [Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé] stayed for three days on Dharmadhātu Peak,
where he made single-pointed requests to Yuthok Yönten Gönpo. As a result Yuthok
actually appeared and gave him the transmission on the oral instructions, as well as the
interpretations and textual meanings of the Heartdrop Collection [Yutok Heart Essence],
Four Tantras, and the scroll collections. Yuthok also pointed out where previous
generations had unknowingly corrupted the supplements to the Heartdrop and Four
Tantras and told him to correct the mistakes… Therefore, in reality or in dreams, the
venerable Yuthok gave him teachings, and a flawless understanding of the meaning of
profound emptiness was born within him, enabling him to dispel all errors.209
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso greatly emphasized Nyamnyi Dorjé’s systematization of the Yutok Heart
Essence tantric cycle here, along with the Four Tantras. In fact, while twenty sections
comprising the core of the Yutok Heart Essence collection are attributed to Yutok’s disciple
Sumtön Yeshé Zung, Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé added another twenty sections of his own
composition, and today all extant versions of the tantric cycle derive from Zurkhar Nyamnyi
Dorjé’s expanded edition.210 According to Karmay, the Yutok Heart Essence’s existence prior to
Zurkhar’s systematization can be verified by its association with figures such as Bodong Choklé
Namgyel (1376-1451) and Taktsang Sherap Rinchen (b. 1405).211 But subsequent to Zurkhar
Nyamnyi Dorjé, the Zur tradition is the only Tibetan medical tradition associated with the Yutok
Heart Essence practice in Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s medical history, and this exclusive association
is supported by the fact that no versions of the practice are included in Drangti or Jang tradition,
etc., textual collections. The Yutok Heart Essence tantric practice therefore seems to have
become synonymous with the Zur medical tradition at the time of Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé, and
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venerated Yutok as the Zur medical tradition’s primary lineage forebear.

Just as Jangdak Namgyel Drakzang’s medical disciples synthesized the Spoken and Treasure
transmissions of the Four Tantras and created and incorporated new practices, the followers of
Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé also initiated medical innovations and split into branch lineages.212 The
Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, however, strongly associated the entire Zur medical
tradition with the Karma and Drikung Kagyü traditions of Tibetan Buddhism, who were rivals of
the Gelukpa and supported by the King of Tsang (along with the Jonang tradition) in the
seventeenth century. The association of Zur physicians with the Kagyü tradition seems to have
begun soon after the Seventh Karmapa Chödrak Gyatso (1454-1506) appointed a “minister of
medicine” who founded the Lekshé Ling school at Tsurpu monastery, seat of the Karma Kagyü
tradition [MAP 1].213 The son of this physician became known as Jarpo Panchen (1447-1506),
and he studied both in his own family medical lineage and with one of Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé’s
students. Jarpo Panchen, described by Desi Sanggyé Gyatso as a “Kagyü adherent,” became one
of the most renowned physicians of the Zur medical tradition and was honored by the Karmapa
with the title “ācārya of medicine.”214
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The most famous student of Tsurpu Lekshé Ling was Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo (b. 1509), who
studied “the causal Sutra Vehicle” at this school and had strong connections to both the Eighth
Karmapa and the Zhamarpa (another Kagyü hierarch).215 Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo is also said to
have studied the other major medical traditions active in that period, attending Sakya Mendrong
and learning practices of the Drangti tradition, as well as studying Jang medical tradition
practices. Nevertheless, according to Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, after “examining carefully the words
of Heartdrop [the Yutok Heart Essence], Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo came to understand that he
should concentrate solely on the teachings of Yutok.”216 Here again the regent distinguishes
these two medical traditions by the presence or absence of the Yutok Heart Essence practice.
Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo wrote a medical text called Oral Instructions of the Ancestors (Mes po'i
zhal lung), and redacted the first xylographic edition of the Four Tantras at Dratang monastery
under the sponsorship of the local official Yargyapa [MAP 1].217 Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo also
wrote works on medical history that sparked major criticism from the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi
Sanggyé Gyatso.218 Nevertheless, all of Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo’s works became quite influential,
and in a sign of his preference for the Zur medical tradition, the Fifth Dalai Lama’s own print of
the Four Tantras was based on the Dratang edition.
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The Zur medical tradition also became associated with the Drigung Kagyü tradition, centered at
Drigung Til monastery ('Bri gung mthil dgon, MAP 1). According to Yang Ga, Drigung Chökyi
Drakpa (1595-1659) founded a “branch tradition” of the Zur, and together with two subsequent
students, composed many texts including works related to the Four Tantras.219 Finally, both Desi
Sanggyé Gyatso and the nineteenth-century medical scholar Drakkar Taso Trulku (a recipient of
many rare Kagyü lineages) further linked the Zur medical tradition to the Kagyü tradition by
mentioning Zur physicians’ preparation of precious pills for various Kagyü hierarchs,
monasteries and patrons. 220 Zur precious pill production was distinguished by its highly
developed methods of detoxifying mercury, as well as its basis in the tantric practice of the Yutok
Heart Essence.221 Both the Third Karmapa Rangjung Dorjé (1284-1339) and Zurkhar Nyamnyi
Dorjé became widely known for propagating a great variety of precious pills recipes inherited
from Orgyenpa Rinchen Pel, including the previously mentioned “Great” or “Precious Black Pill”
(rin chen ril nag).222 The Zur-Kagyü tradition of precious pill production greatly influenced the
Fifth Dalai Lama as well, who later “purified” this tradition and incorporated it into his medical
system.223 From that point forward, the Zur medical tradition of precious pill production became
nearly ubiquitous in Tibetan medicine.
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Although the Fifth Dalai Lama adopted the Dratang print of the Four Tantras and the production
of precious pills according to the Yutok Heart Essence from the Zur medical tradition, he and
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso reserved special criticism for one of the most influential Zur medical
scholars, Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo. This criticism seems to have held two aspects. The first aspect
was historical. As Janet Gyatso has demonstrated, Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo classified the Four
Tantras as a human-authored treatise (bstan 'gyur), “outwardly” the authentic Word of the
Buddha, “inwardly” a treatise written by an Indian scholar, and “secretly” a treatise written by
Yutok Yönten Gönpo, the progenitor of the Zur medical tradition.224 The Fifth Dalai Lama and
his regent contradicted this argument, and identified the Four Tantras as a Treasure Teaching
and ultimately the authentic Word of the Buddha. Gyatso argues that the root of this
disagreement involved Tibetan scholars’ struggle between a commitment to historicity and
empiricism born from the medical imperative of healing patients, on the one hand, and a broader
social imperative to uphold – and claim – the authority of tantric Buddhist systems, on the
other.225
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A second aspect of the Gelukpa leaders’ criticism, however, is revealed in Desi Sanggyé
Gyatso’s medical history. Referring to Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo's influential biography of his
predecessor Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé, the regent wrote:
The biography Irrefutable and Extensive Written Account compiled by Lodrö
Gyalpo says though Nyamnyi Dorjé's compositions on the Great Perfection cycles
are undeniably prolific, his main practice was in fact Mahamudra [the “Great
Seal”], noting also that he rooted out false treasure scriptures, and so on. Such
assertions were made by the compiler in order to discredit the Nyingma and
Treasure traditions. In reality, this great master [Nyamnyi Dorjé] did no such
thing, and he simultaneously practiced the profound heartdrop [i.e., the Yutok
Heart Essence] and other practices of the Great Perfection. This is the assertion of
my lama the Great Fifth.226
According to Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, although Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo ostensibly acknowledged a
relationship between his Zur medical lineage and the Great Perfection tantric cycles associated
with the Nyingma Treasure Tradition, the Zur scholar nevertheless presented his medical
tradition’s “main practice” – i.e., the Yutok Heart Essence – as part of the Great Seal (phyag chen,
Skt. Mahāmudrā) tantric system, which was greatly linked with the Kagyü tradition. The regent
also attributed to Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo a wider sectarian critique of the Nyingma tradition. By
contrast, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso and the Fifth Dalai Lama asserted the compatibility of the Yutok
Heart Essence and the Nyingma Great Perfection and Treasure systems. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s
historical narrative of the Four Tantras, elaborated within the manual he composed for the Yutok
Heart Essence practice, also reflected this argument for ritual compatibility. There, the Fifth
Dalai Lama characterized Yutok Yönten Gönpo as “inseparably” (dbyer med du) one with the
Medicine Buddha, linking veneration of the progenitor of the Yutok Heart Essence with
veneration of the figure identified by the hierarch as the progenitor of the Four Tantras’ Treasure
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transmission.227 This aspect of the Gelukpa leaders’ critique, therefore, centered not just on
claiming the authority of tantric Buddhism in general, but specifically on claiming the Yutok
Heart Essence practice according to a Nyingma Great Perfection-Treasure transmission, vis-àvis Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo’s previous Kagyü-exclusive transmission.

The Gongmen and Tsarong lineages at the fortress of Tsang
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso divided Tibetan medical traditions of the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries
into two main groups, the Upper Traditions (stod lugs) and the Lower Traditions (smad lugs).
The Lower Traditions he listed as “the Surkhar uncle-to-nephew tradition and by similarity the
Jarpo Panchen and Kyempa family traditions;” in other words, the Zur medical tradition. The
Upper Traditions included the Jang medical tradition, the Gongmen lineage, and the Lho
(literally, “Southern”) tradition. The Lho tradition is most likely the Lhorong tradition in the
Yorpo region which Desi Sanggyé Gyatso associates with the descendants of “Galenos,” a royal
physician that appeared as a representative of Greco-Persian medicine in Drangti Pelden
Tsoché’s influential history of the imperial period [MAP 1].228 Not much else is known of this
tradition, except that it is associated with the knowledge of head wounds (mgo bo'i rma).229
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While the Gongmen family medical lineage was short in duration, its branch tradition, the
Tsarong lineage, gained a significant place within the Gelukpa medical system. The progenitor
of the Gongmen lineage, Gongmen Könchok Delek (1447-1506), was born into a medical family
and studied with his father. He seems to have been primarily influenced, however, by his study
with two Drangti physicians at Sakya Mendrong.230 According to Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, the
Gongmen lineage also integrated medical instructions from other Tibetan and Chinese traditions,
including the tantric production of the Great Black Pill.231 Seemingly the last member of the
Gongmen lineage was Könchok Delek's nephew and primary student, Gongmen Könchok
Pendar (1511-1576).232 Gongmen Könchok Pendar composed a medical “text from experience”
(nyams yig) that would later be transmitted to the Fifth Dalai Lama.233 His most famous student
was Tsarong Pelden Gyeltsen (b. 1535).

Tsarong Pelden Gyeltsen was an ordained monk and not from a medical family. However, his
lineage seems to be considered separate from the Gongmen lineage not necessarily because
Tsarong Pelden Gyeltsen was unrelated as family, but because of a change in the ritual practices
of the tradition.234 Tsarong Pelden Gyeltsen passed his medical teachings to his nephew, who
passed them to his own son Tsewang Rikdzin (16th century). Although the Tsarong medical
lineage began as a branch of the Gongmen (Upper) tradition, Tsewang Rigdzin studied in the
lineage of Jarpo Panchen, and afterwards the Tsarong lineage became associated with both the
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Zur (Lower) medical and the Kagyü traditions.235 This new affiliation seems to have resulted in
the Tsarong lineage’s adoption of the Zur medical tradition’s Yutok Heart Essence practice,
which is alluded to by the Fifth Dalai Lama.236 Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, furthermore, mentions that
Tsarong Tsewang Rikdzin was sent to study with the Zur medical tradition by the “local
governor Lhünpo Tsewa,” and thereafter the Tsarong lineage “up to Tsewang Namgyel [at the
time of the Fifth Dalai Lama] maintained a succession of physicians to the Lhünpo Tsewa and
the Tsang rulers and also founded medical schools.”237 The main Tsarong medical school, the
Sanctuary for Assembled Sages (Drang srong 'dus pa'i gling), was actually located within the
King of Tsang’s fortress of Samdruptsé in Zhikatsé, the Tsang capital and site of Tashilhünpo
[MAP 1].238 The Tsarong family medical lineage and its school thus became affiliated with the
primary monastic rivals of the Gelukpa tradition, and served the primary political rival of the
Mongols, in the period directly preceding the Mongol-Gelukpa allies’ rise to power.

Besides the medical centers that have been already mentioned, three editions of the Four Tantras
(besides those of the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso) are known to have been
produced prior to the eighteenth century. These included the Dzongga print created by Rinchen
Pelzang under the patronage of Tridé Sönam Wangchuk (1577-1621), the last ruler of the
Gungtang kingdom who was defeated by the King of Tsang; the Gampo print created by the
235
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reincarnate lama Norbu Gyenpa (1589-1633) at the Daklha Gampo monastery of the Kagyü
tradition; and the Loro print created at an unknown date by Tsewang Samdrup under the
patronage of Metsap Drakpa, an official at the Jora Tupten Chökhorling (f. 1447) monastery of
the Bodong tradition [MAP 1].239 These Four Tantras prints signify the presence of other
medical traditions that did not receive as much recognition within the Gelukpa synthesis.

Between the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries, many new Tibetan traditions of medicine
emerged in association with sectarian traditions of Tibetan Buddhism, a development that has not
been recognized in the past. The unrelenting warfare of the period seems to have acted as a
catalyst to the development of Tibetan medical traditions at competing monasteries, which likely
valued the presence of physicians as a mark of prestige, a demonstration of legitimate
governance through healing the populace, and because of the burgeoning popularity of “precious
pills” produced through tantric practices. Desi Sanggyé Gyatso commented that during this
highly sectarian period, with the exception of Jangdak Namgyel Drakzang, Minyima Tongwa
Dönden, and Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé, “those of the past spoiled [the Four Tantras] like milk in
the marketplace, and it lost its identity.”240 His words reflected a perspective that would justify
the systematization of all of these traditions of Tibetan medicine under the Fifth Dalai Lama.
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An “extraordinary Medicine Buddha prophecy”: Zur physicians, Nyingma adepts, and the
Gelukpa tradition
The Gelukpa tradition of Tibetan Buddhism originated in the early fifteenth century among the
disciples of Tsongkhapa (1357-1419). From an early point, Gelukpa missionaries travelled to
western or “Upper” Tibet (Stod) and adopted ritual practices from this region related to the
Medicine Buddha. Upper Tibet can be considered the heartland of Tibetan medicine, and was
home to its earliest major traditions of medical and Medicine Buddha practice. The Biji and
Drangti medical traditions in particular, said to date to the Tibetan imperial period (pre-tenth
century CE), were greatly influenced by Central Asia and renown for specializing in aspects of
anatomy and Galenic medicine.241 The popularity of Medicine Buddha practice in the Gugé
kingdom of western Tibet is evident from the fifteenth century History of the Kings of Ngari
(Mnga' ris rgyal rabs), which traces the practice back to the beginning of this region’s
dynasty.242 Several Medicine Buddha murals are also still extant in the region. In one of the later
murals depicting the Eight Masters of Healing an image of Gelukpa monks appears, likely
representing one of Tsongkhapa’s disciples who was a native of the Gugé region.243 But while
the Gelukpa tradition appropriated Medicine Buddha practice early in its history, there is no
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historical memory of Gelukpa monks training at this time as physicians in the tradition of the
Four Tantras.

Before the Fifth Dalai Lama’s time, Gelukpa monasteries also seem to have lacked a formal
structure of medical education. There was no substantial tradition among Gelukpa monks of
writing medical treatment texts (i.e., commentaries on the Four Tantras or Eight Branches), nor
any writing related to the tantric medical practice of the Yutok Heart Essence. 244 Gelukpa
monasteries prioritized monastic discipline and exoteric philosophical study, while the field of
medicine (gso ba rig pa) was classified as an esoteric tantric subject of Buddhism. Tantra was
still an important part of the Gelukpa tradition, but it held an ambivalent status within the core
Gelukpa curriculum that derived from the Great Vehicle tradition of Indian Buddhist
philosophers.245 The canonical scriptures of the Great Vehicle are divided topically into “Three
Baskets,” which include the teachings of the Buddha (sūtra), metaphysics (abhidharma), and
monastic discipline (vinaya). Within Gelukpa monasteries, the curriculum was divided into five
primary topics, metaphysics (abhidharma), epistemology (pramāṇa), “Middle Way” negative
dialectics (madhyamaka), path structure (Abhisamayālaṃkāra), and monastic discipline (vinaya).
For the most part, this exoteric study of the five primary topics was separated from the esoteric
study of tantra within the three “Great Seats” of Ganden, Drepung and Sera, the earliest
monasteries founded near Lhasa by Tsongkhapa and his disciples. Gelukpa students were
expected to complete the exoteric curriculum before studying tantra, often privately or by
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entering a special tantric monastery. In a similar manner, it seems that Gelukpa monks might
conceivably engage in private study of medicine. However, the first such figure mentioned by
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso is Nyitang Chöjé Lopzang Gyatso (b. 1590), and as we will see, the
circumstances of his authorization to study medicine in the Zur tradition were quite special.246

The curriculum of Ganden monastery, founded in 1409 by Tsongkhapa, followed a slightly
different model than the other “Great Seats” of Drepung and Sera. At Ganden the study of sūtra
and tantra was combined according to different textbooks (yig cha) associated with each of its
two colleges (grwa tshang), Jangtsé and Shartsé. But these textbooks did not cover the field of
medicine or include the Four Tantras. Jangtsé and Shartsé also each contained a number of
divisions or houses (khang tshan), however, to which monks belonged according to their region
of origin. In Ganden monastery, the Eight Masters of Healing practice was maintained by the
“Ngari house” (Mnga' ri khang tshan), a division of Jangtsé college associated with the western
region renown for its medical traditions.247 Yet Desi Sanggyé Gyatso does not mention Ganden
monastery, Ngari house, or indeed any Gelukpa medical tradition within his medical history’s
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extensive review of previous medical lineages.248 The Fifth Dalai Lama’s establishment of a
medical institution at his own Drepung monastery, which combined Medicine Buddha practice
with study of the Four Tantras, therefore represented an innovation in Gelukpa institutional form.

The first Gelukpa patronage of medical activities in the Four Tantras tradition, however, seems
to have begun in the latter sixteenth century when Gelukpa hierarchs and allied princes began to
appoint court physicians (bla sman pa) from the Zur medical tradition. The governor of Kyishö
(sde pa skyid shod pa; i.e. the Kyichu valley of Lhasa), an ally of the Mongols and supporter of
the Gelukpa tradition, initiated the relationship when he appointed as his chief physician
“Rinding Bodhisattva” Lopzang Gyatso (b. 16th century) from the Zur lineage of Jarpo
Panchen.249 Rinding Bodhisattva’s student Jangngö Tendzin Gyelpo (b. 17th century) later served
as chief physician to the Fourth Dalai Lama Yonten Gyatso (1589-1616), and also as the main
teacher of the Fifth Dalai Lama’s primary physician Jangngö Nangso Dargyé. These two
physicians were therefore direct predecessors of the Fifth Dalai Lama’s medical synthesis.

After he became physician to the Kyishö governor, Rinding Bodhisattva is said to have taken up
“the graduated path to enlightenment” (lam rim) of the Gelukpa tradition.250 His student Jangngö
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Tendzin Gyelpo, who evidently left his home region of Tölung Jang because of a conflict with
the local community, similarly entered the Gelukpa tradition after his arrival in Kyishö. He took
the vows of a novice monk with the First Panchen Lama Lopzang Chökyi Gyeltsen (1570-1662),
abbot of the important Gelukpa monastery Tashilhunpo in Tsang, and teacher to both the Fourth
and Fifth Dalai Lamas.251 These two physicians seem to represent the first Zur-lineage figures to
simultaneously practice in the Gelukpa tradition and in the Yutok Heart Essence tantric tradition.
The shift allegiance of this branch of the Zur medical tradition from the Kagyü to the Gelukpa
tradition was thus tied to the interests of a lay ruler and his clerical advisors in a time of brewing
conflict, and to this conflict’s sectarian dimensions.

The incorporation of the Yutok Heart Essence, and with it the Zur medical tradition, into the
Gelukpa tradition is exemplified by a new transmission of this tantric practice unconnected with
the previously mentioned Zur medical lineages. The source of this transmission was the
Nyingma adept Zurchen Chöying Rangdröl (1604-1669), who traced his lineage of the Yutok
Heart Essence to the treasure-revealer Jangdak Tashi Topgyel (1550?-1603), progenitor of the
Jang Treasure (Byang gter) tradition. The Fifth Dalai Lama referred to Jangdak Tashi Topgyel’s
transmission of the Yutok Heart Essence as a “lineage arisen like a prophecy heard for the first
time,” with no worldly antecedents.252 In his Record of Teachings Received, the Fifth Dalai
Lama briefly recounted how this Jang Treasure transmission of the Yutok Heart Essence came to
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be practiced within the Gelukpa tradition: at the time of the First Panchen Lama, the Gelukpa
monk and medical student Nyitang Chöjé Lopzang Gyatso found Zurchen Chöying Rangdröl to
be like the emanation of the eminent Zur medical scholar Tsomé Khenchen, and asked him to
pass down Jangdak Tashi Topgyel’s transmission.253 In this way, Nyitang Chöjé, as previously
mentioned, likely became the first Gelukpa monk to be authorized to study the Four Tantras in
the Yutok Heart Essence tradition. Jangngö Tendzin Gyelpo, who is described as a Zur physician
before taking Gelukpa monastic vows, also received this Jang Treasure transmission of the Yutok
Heart Essence.254 By claiming the revelatory authority of the Jang Treasure tradition, this new
transmission of the Yutok Heart Essence therefore became the basis for authorizing the study of
medicine in association with both the Gelukpa and the Zur medical traditions.

The First Panchen Lama also played a significant role in assimilating the Zur medical tradition
into the Gelukpa tradition. Besides administering monastic vows to the physician Jangngö
Tendzin Gyelpo, the First Panchen Lama also wrote a short Medicine Buddha offering practice
(sman bla mdo chog) that represents perhaps the most significant early example of Gelukpa
writing related to this deity. 255 Although the Fifth Dalai Lama afterwards wrote a longer
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Medicine Buddha practice, the First Panchen Lama’s text later became the more popular of the
two within Gelukpa medical colleges in Amdo and Mongolia.256 The approaches of teacher and
student to the Medicine Buddha offering practice had significant differences beyond their length.
The First Panchen Lama’s Medicine Buddha practice was targeted more polemically against
“heretics” (lam log dman mos rnams), perhaps such as those of the earlier branches of the Zur
medical tradition.257 It is also likely that the First Panchen Lama’s Medicine Buddha practice
influenced Jangngö Tendzin Gyelpo when, as he was treating the Fourth Dalai Lama, this
physician received “an extraordinary prophecy that he would always be cared for by the
Medicine Buddha.”258 Just as Jangdak Tashi Topgyel’s prophecy reflected the creation of a new
lineage of the Yutok Heart Essence practice’s transmission, Jangngö Tendzin Gyelpo’s prophecy
of the Medicine Buddha seems to indicate his acceptance of the incorporation of this branch of
the Zur medical tradition into the Gelukpa tradition.

Therefore, in the period of the Fifth Dalai Lama’s previous incarnation, the beginnings of a new
medical tradition first arose, linking study in the Zur medical tradition with study in the Gelukpa
tradition of Tibetan Buddhism. Previously, the Zur medical tradition had been strongly
associated with the Kagyü tradition, rival to the Gelukpas, and in order to reconcile the Zur and
Gelukpa traditions, their ritual practices needed to be reconciled. Two major Zur physicians
entered the Gelukpa tradition at this time, and adopted the First Panchen Lama’s practice
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venerating the Medicine Buddha deity. At the same time, these Zur physicians continued to
practice their Yutok Heart Essence tantric practice, and seemingly set aside their connections to
the Great Seal system of the Kagyü tradition to join a new lineage associated with the Nyingma
Great Perfection system, initiated by the Jang Treasure tradition and accepted by the Gelukpa
tradition. This new medical lineage represented a shift in political allegiance among some
members of the Zur medical tradition during a time of great upheaval in Tibet.

Conclusion
This chapter has traced the development of medical orthodoxy among Tibetan physicians from
the imperial period to the early seventeenth century, linking debates among medical scholars to
more general Tibetan Buddhist polemical debates. Borrowing insights from historians of
medicine in China, I have shown how Tibetan historical narratives served as templates for ritual
practice as well as frameworks of legitimacy for medical practice. The selective veneration of
medical progenitors and lineage predecessors reflected claims of inheritance for specific textual
traditions and pedagogical approaches, and distinguished Tibetan medical lineages, traditions,
and institutions.

Specifically, this chapter traced the development of two major ritual traditions accompanying
transmission of the Four Tantras during this period of the medical treatise’s popularization in
Tibet. The first ritual tradition derived from the Medicine Buddha sūtras, which were translated
into Tibetan from Chinese during the ninth century, and represented the prestige of an early and
broadly-shared regional Buddhist tradition. In twelfth-century Tibetan medical histories,
Medicine Buddha ritual practice became associated with a historical argument for the Four
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Tantras’ origin as the authentic Word of the Buddha. The second ritual tradition was the tantric
practice of the Yutok Heart Essence Guru Sādhana, which venerated the twelfth-century Tibetan
physician Yutok Yönten Gönpo. The Yutok Heart Essence practice became associated with a
historical argument for Yutok’s central role in the transmission of the Four Tantras, in some
cases interpreted as his human authorship of this medical treatise.

The attribution of the Four Tantras to the Medicine Buddha emerged during a time of intense
competition for Buddhist authority among both Tibetan Buddhist and medical traditions. Tibetan
Buddhist traditions between the tenth and thirteenth centuries diverged into “New Traditions”
and the retroactively-identified Nyingma (“Old”) tradition, the latter including two branches
known as the Spoken and Treasure Teachings systems. Later Tibetan medical scholars associated
the Four Tantras with the Nyingma tradition, and the Essence of Eight Branches, a classic of
Indian Āyurveda which had become associated with a Buddhist framework after its translation
into Tibetan, with the New Traditions. This was more than just a rhetorical distinction; while the
Eight Branches represented an authentic but highly specific Indian tradition, the Four Tantras
drew more broadly from Āyurvedic, Chinese, Central Asian, and Tibetan sources, and this
breadth contributed to the latter medical treatise’s success. At the time of the Four Tantras’
codification, moreover, two distinct narratives of the text’s Medicine Buddha origins arose,
which drew from the rhetoric of the two Nyingma systems. Medical scholars identified the Four
Tantras either as a “Treasure Teaching,” originating with the Medicine Buddha and transmitted
through visionary revelation, or as a “Spoken Teaching,” originating with the Medicine Buddha
and orally transmitted from teachers to students via a direct, unbroken lineage. These two
narratives of transmission authorized different Four Tantras lineages among Yutok Yönten
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Gönpo’s followers, by establishing different arguments for the antiquity and authority of this
medical treatise.

The Yutok Heart Essence tantric practice, meanwhile, was associated not only with attribution of
the Four Tantras to Yutok as a distinctively Tibetan tradition, but also with a constellation of
alchemical practices known as Accomplishing Medicine. Ethically ambiguous and controversial,
Accomplishing Medicine practices such as the Yutok Heart Essence represented a powerful
means for benefitting both the tantric physician and others through the alchemical transformation
of impurity into purity. This tantric alchemy resulted in the consecration of medicinal substances,
the empowerment of the physician to practice medicine and to attain longevity and realization,
and the generation of blessings for the wider community. As a ritual authorization for and
supplement to the Four Tantras, the Yutok Heart Essence proved popular in many later Tibetan
Buddhist projects of governance, perhaps because of its highly developed methods for
detoxifying mercury. However, criticisms of the Yutok Heart Essence alert us to special role of
tantric medical practices in Tibetan discources of medical orthodoxy. While all Tibetan Buddhist
medical scholars acknowledged the benefits associated with tantric practice when pursued with
altruistic bodhisattva motivation, accusations of heterodoxy could be made on the basis of
charging others with practicing medicine primarily to attain mundane benefits and or
supramundane powers.

Between the fourteenth and the seventeenth century, various Tibetan monasteries and princely
courts patronized early medical institutions and contributed to the development of Tibetan
medical traditions. These traditions included the Drangti family lineage at Sakya monastery, the
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Jang medical tradition at the Jonang Takten monastery, the Zur medical tradition at the Kagyü
Tsurpu monastery, and the Gongmen and Tsarong family lineages at the Samdruptsé fortress of
the King of Tsang. Each of these medical traditions traced their own transmission lineages of the
Four Tantras (and other medical treatises) in conjunction with specific ritual practices and
recipes for the production of “precious pills,” the consecrated medicinal products of tantric
practice. While the evidence I have given here is fragmentary, we can note that all of these
traditions were associated with ritual practices venerating the Medicine Buddha save one – the
Zur medical tradition and its Yutok Heart Essence practice. In the early seventeenth century,
Gelukpa hierarchs and their princely allies turned to Zur physicians with their powerful
alchemical tradition to found a new tradition of medicine.
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CHAPTER TWO:
The Fifth Dalai Lama's model of Tibetan Buddhist medical governance

Introduction: The Medical City on the Iron Hill
By the merit of this printing
May the glory of the Teaching of the Gedenpa [Gelukpa tradition]
And of the Sangha who practices it be increased!
May the Tibetan Government be mighty
And all its administrators thrive!
May the beings in China, Mongolia and Tibet and other countries
Live happily in body, speech and mind
Just as during the golden age.
May the sandalwood-like scent of the teaching of the Medicine Tree [of the Four
Tantras]
Pervade everywhere and give abundant solace
And destroy the four hundred and twenty-four diseases caused by two defilements
[of disturbing emotions and ignorance],
And the bodies become like those of gods.259
-‐

Dedication for the Biography of the Elder and Younger Yutok
Yönten Gönpo, composed by the Fifth Dalai Lama

After its founding in 1696 by Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, the prominence of the Iron Hill medical
monastery – or the “Iron Hill Blue Beryl Sanctuary of the Wondrous Vedic Knowledge of
Tanaduk Benefitting Others” (Lcags ri bai DUr+ya 'gro phan lta na ngo mtshar rig byed ling) –
within Lhasa underscored the stature of the field of medicine within the Gelukpa order’s wider
program of institution-building during the seventeenth century. This program took place under
the aegis of the Khoshud Mongol empire created by Gushri Khan, who controlled the entire
Tibetan plateau by 1642. Patronage of medical institutions comprised a central aspect of
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governance for both the Fifth Dalai Lama and his regent and successor Desi Sanggyé Gyatso,
tied to their increasing ambitions inside and outside of Tibet. Within Tibet, these leaders sought
to reconcile competing traditions of Tibetan Buddhism under the hegemony of their own
Gelukpa order. As the Fifth Dalai Lama wrote with regard to sponsoring a medical school in the
stronghold of his vanquished rivals, “medical treatments… because they also benefit enemies,
make enemies into friends.”260 On a larger scale, the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso
sought to spread their model of Gelukpa institutions among various Mongol societies and also
within the nascent Qing empire ruling China. Many medical texts produced under their patronage
contain dedications similar to the one quoted in the epigraph above, linking medicine to the
propagation of the Gelukpa tradition and Tibetan Buddhist governance. The creation of a state
medical system under the Ganden Potrang government in Lhasa also continued a Buddhistinspired tradition of “medical governance” to demonstrate benevolent rule and state legitimacy,
familiar across the greater region of East and Inner Asia.261

The Iron Hill medical monastery quite literally embodied a fusion of Buddhist and medical
authority. The medical monastery’s place atop Iron Hill emulated the sacred geography of its
namesake, the medical city of Tanaduk, site of the Four Tantras’ teaching by the Medicine
Buddha. Study of medical theory, diagnoses and treatments at the Iron Mountain medical
monastery was based on the Four Tantras as well as various commentaries. However, this study
could be considered secondary to tantric ritual practices at the monastery – including “means for
attainment” (Skt. sādhana, Tib. sgrub thabs), empowerment rites (Skt. abhiṣekavidhi, Tib. dbang
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chog), etc. – which were primarily dedicated to the Medicine Buddha.262 While only a subset of
motivated students seriously pursued a physician’s vocation, all the Iron Hill monastery’s monks
took part in Medicine Buddha ritual assemblies (sman bla'i mdo chog), which tied the goal of
benefitting other beings to the attainment of Buddhist realization. In the memory of one person
closely connected to the monastery’s legacy today, the Iron Hill monastery specialized in
“religious medicine” (chos sman gsung 'brel).263 However, it is the contemporary bifurcation of
“religious medicine” and study of medical diagnosis and treatment in the Four Tantras tradition
that I seek to challenge within this dissertation. As discussed in Chapter One, tantric ritual
practices served as the basis of epistemology, praxis and community within medical as in other
Tibetan Buddhist institutions. This role is also evident within the curricula of the Iron Hill
monastery and later Gelukpa medical institutions, and their debates over medical orthodoxy. In
turn, the establishment of such frameworks for manipulating the human body and the natural
world within medical institutions provided a key element of Tibetan Buddhist governance that
was later adopted within the Qing imperial formation and other regional projects of rule.

Over the course of this chapter and the next, I will demonstrate how the Fifth Dalai Lama and
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso created a Gelukpa-led model of medical governance, where the
propagation of medical institutions served as a synecdoche for claiming benevolent, universal
Buddhist authority over the natural and social worlds. In order to achieve this, these Gelukpa
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leaders also needed to create a new institutional framework for medical study. This framework
required enough flexibility to encourage innovation and the circulation of medical knowledge
across a variety of Tibetan and foreign contexts, while retaining the centrality of Tibetan
Buddhist epistemology. The current chapter will chart the Fifth Dalai Lama’s creation of a new
Gelukpa medical tradition in the mid seventeenth century, including both institutional structures
and a framework of ritual orthodoxy. The following chapter will examine one of the medical
schools sponsored by the Fifth Dalai Lama in greater detail, and compare this school to Desi
Sanggyé Gyatso’s Iron Hill medical monastery.

Through their medical institutions, the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso created both a
new framework for medical study and practice and a new model of Tibetan Buddhist governance.
Their efforts contributed greatly to the subsequent circulation of medical and natural knowledge
between East and Inner Asia. As we shall see in Chapter Four, physicians trained on the Iron Hill
disseminated to serve in monasteries, communities, and at the courts of lamas and princes from
Lhasa to Ulaanbaatar to Beijing. While the balance of power in East Asia shifted after the reign
of Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, the legacy of his Iron Hill medical monastery lived on in subsequent
projects of Qing imperial governance.

Building Gelukpa institutions and healing sectarian rivalry
The Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso are remembered for presiding together over a
“golden century” of Tibetan medicine, marked by new medical institutions, the flourishing of
medical treatment texts, and an unprecedented collection of medical paintings.264 Historians also
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count these two leaders’ development of medicine as part of a larger Tibetan state-building
project during the latter seventeenth century, which established the preeminence of Lhasa as a
cultural center and of the Gelukpa monastic order over its clerical rivals.265 This state-building
project, including its model of medical governance, was not just designed by and for Tibetans,
however. Since the early seventeenth century – the time of the integration of medical training
based on the Four Tantras into the Gelukpa tradition – medicine had played a key role in the
Gelukpas’ increasing influence among the Mongols, as it had for other Tibetan Buddhists since
the Yuan dynasty.266 Gelukpa missionaries known for their medical activities propagated their
tradition eastward, including Neichi Toyin in Eastern Mongolia and at Mukden (active 16291644), and Zaya Paṇḍita (1599-1662) among the Western Oirat Mongols.267 The Fifth Dalai
Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso's medical activities continued to benefit from the support and
involvement of various Mongolian patrons, and laid the foundations for the spread of Tibetan
medical colleges across the wider region during the ensuing Qing period.

The first and greatest of these patrons was Gushri Khan, who waged a bloody campaign in 1642
to conquer Tsang, the former seat of power in Tibet. After his success in this Mongol-Tsang war,
Gushri Khan extended his Khoshud Mongol khanate to an imperial scope, and united the Tibetan
plateau for only the third time in history after the Tibetan empire and the Mongol Yuan
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dynasty.268 But while Gushri Khan undoubtedly took a leading role in governing Tibet over his
thirteen year reign, his rule became known for his strong support of Tibetan Buddhist institutions
as a major mechanism of governance, designed and managed by the Fifth Dalai Lama and his
Gelukpa order. Together these leaders' appeal to a combined Mongol and Tibetan Buddhist
governance would have been well-recognized within the region.

Historians have referred to Gushri Khan's support of the Fifth Dalai Lama as a “patron-priest” or
“donor-recipient” (yon mchod) relationship, and during the Fifth Dalai Lama’s own lifetime, his
biographer used this term to invoke an explicit comparison with the Yuan Dynasty relationship
between Khubilai Khan and his Tibetan preceptor, the Sakya hierarch Pakpa Lodro Gyeltsen
Pelzangpo (1235–1280).269 Khubilai Khan had invested the “Dharma King” (Skt. dharmarāja;
Tib. chos rgyal) Pakpa with authority over Tibet during this period, as well as the title “imperial
preceptor” (guo shi, di shi). D. Seyfort Ruegg has argued that the “donor-recipient” relationship
in this context was “not an official or institutional one, but rather, an essentially religious and
personal one,” rooted in “an emerging politico-religious ideology” of the non-hierarchical
conferral of a material gift in exchange for the gift of the Dharma.270 His conclusion of an
“essentially religious” relationship still relies on a conceptual distinction between spiritual
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authority and temporal power (chos srid), however, which Ruegg himself notes “lends itself
poorly to the understanding and analysis of our Tibetan (and Indian) source materials.”271

In fact, as an abbreviation of chos srid zung 'brel or chos kyi rgyal srid, the term chos srid
implies a “union” (zung 'brel) of Dharma (chos) and worldly dominion (srid), or else a “royal
dominion” (rgyal srid) of Dharma, respectively. If we shift our focus to the institutions mutually
created by these leaders, a picture emerges not of separate “religious and secular activities” (as
the term is also commonly translated) but of an integrated Buddhist governance. At the Fifth
Dalai Lama’s time, the Khoshud Mongols privileged Tibetan Buddhism and the Gelukpa order
above all other religious-intellectual traditions in their khanate, and the “donor-recipient”
relationship was not just about a personal reciprocity between individuals. It was also about
linking imperial and Buddhist rule through the establishment of state institutions with a common
Tibetan Buddhist character. This included three major medical institutions established and
patronized by the Fifth Dalai Lama.

In the years immediately following Gushri Khan's conquest, the Fifth Dalai Lama embarked on a
series of projects that served to consolidate the Gelukpa order’s preeminence within a new
institutional framework of empire. These projects included preparing the foundations for a new
residence and seat of governance, later known as the Potala palace, and beginning the conversion
of monasteries from other Tibetan Buddhist traditions to the Gelukpa tradition, a process that
would progress in stages.272 Rivalry between the Gelukpa and Kagyü traditions in particular had
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been simmering for some time. The Kagyü had previously enjoyed the patronage of the King of
Tsang and had made strides in converting various groups of Mongols, but beginning in the latter
fifteenth century the Gelukpa, and particularly the Third Dalai Lama, began to displace this
Mongol patronage. As we have seen, the Gelukpa also wooed away some of the Zur lineage
physicians associated with the Kagyü tradition. Gelukpa leaders trod a fine line in their
patronage of medicine between establishing balanced governance and a goodwill gesture at the
end of a war, and appropriating useful knowledge from rival traditions for their own purposes.

In 1642, just after the war’s conclusion, Gushri Khan invited the Dalai Lama to Tsang to
formalize their “donor-recipient” relationship. In an account of this time from his autobiography
(completed in 1682), the Fifth Dalai Lama reflected on how he could fulfill the heavy
responsibility that had ensued from his newly bolstered position. This position “arose effortlessly,
given by another” as the fruit of merit accrued in a former life, he wrote, and must be repaid by
removing obstacles and ensuring the development of “the compassionate way of the Buddha”:273
How should accomplishing the Dharma proceed? If there were one primary
structure (mgo chings) here in Tibet, at least it would be a peaceful time. Would
there be benefit if the other traditions, Sakya, Kagyü, and Nyingma, were to
spread spontaneously without being cultivated? This thought occurred to me. At
that great [Sakya] monastery like a lotus in a garden, the virtuous power of
establishing representations of [the Buddha’s] body, speech and mind, as well as
the teachings of sūtras and tantras, medicine, and music, was proportionate to the
homage of explaining the Perfection of Wisdom [Prajñāpāramitā] in eight
thousand verses; the Desi [Pakmodrupa] was like a Dharma king, I thought.274
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Gushri Khan’s support afforded the Fifth Dalai Lama an opportunity that was also a challenge: to
create a new Buddhist basis for governing institutions that would unify not only Tibet but also
the larger Khoshud khanate. In order to remove obstacles to this new Buddhist governance, the
Dalai Lama argued that all the fractious Tibetan Buddhist traditions should be “cultivated”
within a unified Gelukpa structure. Specifically, the Fifth Dalai Lama depicted the development
of Buddhist governance as a matter of developing Buddhist institutions, and (perhaps glossing
over the matter of gaining power through military force) portrayed monastic patronage as a sign
of the virtue of a “Dharma king.” The characteristics of an ideal Buddhist monastery that the
Fifth Dalai Lama listed here, meanwhile, do not correspond to traditional groupings such as the
“five major fields” of Buddhist knowledge (grammar, logic, medicine, arts and craftsmanship,
and Buddhist contemplative practice).275 It is all the more significant, therefore, that he included
medicine. As we have seen, up to this time training in the Four Tantras’ medical tradition had
not been a formal part of the Gelukpa monastic curriculum. In order to build on the efforts of his
teacher the First Panchen Lama and create a Gelukpa-led state medical system, the Fifth Dalai
Lama needed to bridge sectarian divides that were both political and intellectual. The
combination of study in sūtras, tantras, medicine, and Perfection of Wisdom literature outlined
for the “great monastery like a lotus in a garden” in the passage above reflected the particular
rnying gsum sogs grub mtha' gzhan rnams dmigs pa med pa'i dbyings su rgyas mi 'debs par phan nam
snyam pa byung/ chos sde chen po der sku gsung thugs rten dang mdo sngags gso rig sgra snyan gyi
'chad nyan 'dzugs pa'i dri gtsang khang kun rar bcas pas mtshon pa'i dge stobs de brgyad stong pa nas
bshad pa'i 'dud las su song 'dug kyang mdzad pa la dpags na sde srid de chos rgyal zhig yin pa 'dra bsam
ba shar/
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synthesis of Tibetan Buddhist traditions that, as we shall see, formed the basis for the Fifth Dalai
Lama's medical curriculum.

Over the following decade, the ambitions of Gushri Khan and the Fifth Dalai Lama to build an
empire with Tibetan Buddhist characteristics also did not go unnoticed by the region’s other
nascent and northern-based empire, the young Qing Dynasty. In 1653, the Shunzhi emperor
presented both the Fifth Dalai Lama and Gushri Khan (the latter in absentia) with golden seals in
Beijing. The seal offered to the “Righteous and Wise Gushri Khan” alluded to the Tibetan
Buddhist character of the Mongol leader’s rule:

You, Gushri Khan of the Oirat Mongols, respect virtue and carry out benevolent
deeds. Therefore your reputation for kindness has spread, and you are admired
and followed with all sincerity within [your] borders. In commendation, I, the
Emperor, confer this golden seal.276

Through his words, the Shunzhi emperor sought to establish a ritually subordinate relationship
between the Khoshud khanate and the young Qing Dynasty. At the same time, the Qing ruler
expressed recognition for the “virtue” and “kindness” of Gushri Khan’s rule, citing the Mongol
leader’s “benevolent deeds” – undertaken in a Tibetan Buddhist idiom – as a basis for his
legitimacy.277
276
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This recognition of the legitimacy of Tibetan Buddhist governance by the Qing state took on a
new significance after 1655, as matters in Tibet changed significantly with the death of Gushri
Khan. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s journey to Beijing had revealed his high profile across the entire
region; he received lavish donations along the way from many Mongolian supporters, not just the
Khoshuds.278 As dissension among the heirs of Gushri Khan caused the Khoshud khanate to
weaken, the Fifth Dalai Lama had the opportunity to further consolidate his own power in central
Tibet, and he began to appeal to his recognition by the Qing emperor as perhaps a conveniently
distant source of authority.279 During this time, the influence of Gelukpa Tibetan Buddhist
institutions continued to grow and to spread to other Mongol lands.280 The field of medicine, as
we will see, played a central role within this developing model of Tibetan Buddhist governance,
as Tibetan physicians and medical texts began to disseminate in all directions under the Fifth
Dalai Lama's guidance.

Within Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s medical history A Feast to Delight the Sages, the regent prefaced
his discussion of his mentor the Fifth Dalai Lama’s medical activities in the following way:
My lama, great adherent to the tradition of the Bhagavan Buddha, is one whose
nature is of love and affection for all beings of all worlds, even for those he has no
278
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cause to love. Long ago he arrived at the perfection of the great powers of the
bodhisattva deeds, with the immeasurable qualities of the ten powers, the four
confidences, and so on, and became the perfect buddha Rasmi Samudgata Sriku
Raja, beautifully adorned with the marks and signs of enlightenment. In the
impure worldly realms, in accord with the minds of disciples, he manifested as
universally sovereign emperors, world monarchs, Indra, Brahma, householders,
monks, and so on. Like the single sphere of the moon effortlessly showing from
its path in the sky its reflections in various and separate waters on this earth
simultaneously, he appeared to the minds of the beings in this cool snowy land in
the form of a monk king, with not a fraction of his auspicious birth and so forth
distinct from that of a perfect buddha.
To illustrate his qualities by his name, he was the all-knowing mighty Ngawang
Losang Gyatso Jikmé Gocha Thupten Langtso Dé. His great white-umbrella
administration of religion and secular activities [chos srid] protected Tibet, China,
and Mongolia, and having become a ruler of heaven and earth, he expanded and
developed like the waxing moon the doctrine of the mighty Buddha, specifically
sūtra, tantra, and the other sciences.281
To Desi Sanggyé Gyatso – and to many later Tibetan medical historians who quote the regent –
the Fifth Dalai Lama's medical activities were inseparable from his identity as an enlightened,
beneficent being who governed as a “monk king” (sdom brtson rgyal po). Desi Sanggyé Gyatso
specifically tied the Fifth Dalai Lama’s patronage of medicine to an effort to heal the trauma of
the Mongol-Tsang war, describing his nature of love and affection even for “those he had no
cause to love,” which is surely a reference to the recently defeated kingdom of Tsang and rival
sectarian traditions. The regent also remembered the Fifth Dalai Lama for spreading a Tibetan
Buddhist model of governance (chos srid), including medicine, over Tibet, Mongolia and China,
alluding to the widespread Gelukpa missionary activities of this time and to the proliferation of
new Gelukpa institutions.282 Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s appeal to the authority of Buddhist doctrine
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over both transcendent and worldly fields of knowledge, furthermore, bridges modern
distinctions between the “religious” and “secular,” even as his appeal to medicine as a key
component of benevolent governance retains familiarity today.
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Map 3: Medical schools of the Fifth Dalai Lama (1643-1682)
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The Fifth Dalai Lama’s medical schools
In the fourth month of 1643, not long after his return from meeting Gushri Khan in Tsang, the
Fifth Dalai Lama established a medical school within Drepung monastery, his residence and the
seat of his Ganden Potrang government at that time [MAP 3].283 Called the Sanctuary of
Medicine to Benefit Beings (Gso rig 'gro phan gling), this was the first of three major medical
schools patronized by the Fifth Dalai Lama during the course of his reign. The Drepung medical
school also represents one of the hierarch’s very first acts of state-building, founded less than a
year after Gushri Khan completed his conquest of Tibet and one year before the fall of the Ming
Dynasty. Half a century prior, the first European theatre of anatomy had been built at the
University of Padua.284

Unfortunately, few details about the Drepung medical school are available. Although the Fifth
Dalai Lama mentioned writing a set of monastic guidelines (bca' yig) for the Sanctuary of
Medicine to Benefit Beings three years after its founding, this document does not appear within
any extant versions of his collected works.285 According to his autobiography, in the beginning
the school had thirty students, for which a “tea-salary” (phogs ja) was provided.286 But although
the institution was described as a part of Drepung monastery, it also seems to have retained a
somewhat separate status. Within the Fifth Dalai Lama’s general monastic guidelines for
Drepung monastery (completed the same year as his autobiography, 1682), he stipulated that
“those who now study medicine and astrology (gso dpyad rtsis)” are not to receive the allowance
283
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stipends distributed among other monks by the monastic office (spyi so).287 Perhaps the Dalai
Lama bypassed the Drepung monastic office and directly provided the students’ “tea-salary”;
perhaps also it was assumed, as Berthe Jansen suggests, that the medical students would have
“the opportunity to do some business on the side.”288 In either case, this institutional separation
distinguishes the Drepung medical school from later monastic medical colleges (grwa tshang, a
term the Fifth Dalai Lama does not explicitly use to refer to this school) that developed as fully
integrated faculties within Gelukpa monasteries outside of central Tibet.

Within his autobiography, the Fifth Dalai Lama stated his motivation to build the Drepung
medical school briefly, “because the field of medicine is of great benefit to everyone high and
low.”289 As the Drepung medical school’s primary teacher (slob dpon), the Fifth Dalai Lama
initally appointed Nyitang Chöjé Lopzang Gyatso, the first Gelukpa recipient of the Four
Tantras’ transmission in the new Zur medical lineage. Nyitang Chöjé still held this teaching
position three years later, while the Zur physician Jangngö Nangso Dargyé (d. 1677), son of the
Fourth Dalai Lama’s personal physician Jangngö Tendzin Gyelpo, had also been appointed as
junior teacher.290 Later, both Jangngö Nangso Dargyé and his student Darmo Menrampa also
served as head teachers of the Drepung medical school. Through the appointment of Nyitang
Chöjé and Jangngö Nangso Dargyé, the Fifth Dalai Lama continued to patronize the new
287
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medical lineage established under his teacher the First Panchen Lama, which integrated Zur
medical teachings and a Gelukpa framework for learning.

The Fifth Dalai Lama mentions personally establishing the teaching curriculum of the Drepung
medical school, setting a precedent for his ongoing guidance and expansion of state medical
training. 291 Although the Fifth Dalai Lama’s autobiography does not give details about this
curriculum, it does mention that soon after the school’s founding one student took an
examination on the Four Tantras and the Perfection of Wisdom sūtra, and was awarded a
rapjampa degree, the highest terminal degree in Gelukpa monastic education.292 The Perfection
of Wisdom literature, while common to all Tibetan Buddhist traditions, has been described in
Georges Dreyfus’ study on contemporary monasticism as a pedagogical cornerstone of the
Gelukpa tradition, providing “the philosophical methodology for the whole curriculum.” 293
Drawn from the Gelukpa progenitor Tsongkhapa’s Stages of the Path (Byang chub lam rim chen
mo), this monastic pedagogy emphasizes exoteric ritual practices and scholasticism as
preparatory training for later esoteric tantric practice.294 One central concern of Perfection of
Wisdom sūtras is the attainment of “critical acumen” or “discriminating awareness” (Skt. prajñā,
Tib. shes rab), “the mental factor that decisively discriminates between what is correct and what
is incorrect, or between what is helpful and what is harmful, or between what is appropriate or
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what is inappropriate, or between what is reality and what is not reality.”295 This “philosophical
methodology” developed specifically (between the 11-13th centuries) within the context of
criticism of non-ordained tantric practitioners (sngags pa) by those who emphasized
monasticism. At the Drepung medical school, the pairing of Four Tantras and Perfection of
Wisdom study can be seen partly as an emphasis on scholasticism with appeal across traditions,
but also as an indication of how the Zur medical and Gelukpa scholarly traditions in particular
were being further integrated.

Beginning sometime during the term of his first regent Sonam Rapten, who died in 1657, the
Fifth Dalai Lama began to patronize a second medical school, the Sanctuary of Assembled Sages
(Drang srong 'dus pa'i gling), home of the Tsarong family medical lineage [MAP 3].296 The
Sanctuary of Assembled Sages, as discussed in Chapter One, was located within the Samdruptsé
fortress of the Fifth Dalai Lama’s erstwhile rival, the King of Tsang, in the Tsang capital of
Zhikatsé. The Fifth Dalai Lama wrote a set of monastic guidelines for this institution in 1676,
which provide the best extant example of how he sought to implement medical training and
practice at his medical schools.297 Significantly, the curriculum he describes combines study of
the Four Tantras with daily practice of a new Medicine Buddha ritual (sman bla'i mdo chog),
composed by the Fifth Dalai Lama himself. The Tsarong medical school’s monastic guidelines
are also concerned with reforming the Tsarong lineage’s extant traditions, on both ritual and
pedagogical levels. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s reforms, which will be examined in detail in the next
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chapter, specifically sought to instill greater monastic discipline at a school that is described as a
home to both lay and monastic students. At the same time, they targeted philosophical views
characterized as “points of doubt… drawn like water from the valley of the Kagyüpa.”298 The
Sanctuary of Assembled Sages likely served as a model for the Fifth Dalai Lama’s other medical
schools, but integrating the Tsarong physicians and their students into the new Gelukpa-led state
required their acceptance of a new medical orthodoxy.

Again we have little documentation of the third and latest of the Fifth Dalai Lama’s medical
schools, the Medical Sanctuary of Accomplished Aspirations (Sman shag bsam 'grub gling)
located within the eastern bastion of the Potala palace [MAP 3]. The full name and location are
given within the colophon of an important medical work produced at this school under the Fifth
Dalai Lama’s patronage.299 Desi Sanggyé Gyatso also mentions the Potala medical school in A
Feast to Delight the Sages, but there does not seem to be any reference within the Fifth Dalai
Lama's autobiography.300 According to the regent, the Medical Sanctuary of Accomplished
Aspirations was led first by Jangngö Nangso Dargyé, and later by Darmo Menrampa; we can
infer that the school must have been established before Jangngö’s death in 1677. Like the
Drepung school, the Potala medical school was directly linked to the new Zur-Gelukpa medical
tradition established under the First Panchen Lama, and these two medical schools of Ü (the
region of Lhasa) were also linked to each other through their teachers as well as their proximity
to the Fifth Dalai Lama and his Ganden Potrang government. Desi Sanggyé Gyatso associated
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the Potala medical school in particular with publication projects overseen by Jangngö Nangso
Dargyé and Darmo Menrampa, and through these new official publications, the Medical
Sanctuary of Accomplished Aspirations played a major role in the creation of a state medical
orthodoxy during the Fifth Dalai Lama’s lifetime.301

Expansion of state medical authority: publications, examinations, and teaching
After the death of Gushri Khan, the Fifth Dalai Lama devoted more and more attention to the
patronage of a range of medical activities that contributed to a new state medical system.
Beginning in the 1650s, two related activities especially increased: the production of official
medical texts, through printing, and the production of officially recognized physicians, through
examinations. To manage the publication projects, including the redaction, translation, and
composition of medical works, the Fifth Dalai Lama relied primarily on Jangngö Nangso Dargyé
and Darmo Menrampa, the two Zur medical scholars and leaders of his Drepung and Potala
medical schools.302 Most significantly, in 1662 Jangngö Nangso Dargyé edited and completed a
new set of woodblocks for the Four Tantras under the Fifth Dalai Lama's sponsorship.303 There
is good reason to believe that after its publication, this official print served as the basis for the
state medical examination instituted by the Fifth Dalai Lama, which tested memorization of the
Four Tantras. Examinations greatly increased beginning the year after the new print appeared. In
addition, the Fifth Dalai Lama’s monastic guidelines for the Tsarong medical school (written in
301
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1676) decree the mandatory use of this official edition of the Four Tantras among students.304
The new official print of the Tibetan traditions’ root medical text was designed to serve as the
basis for a new state medical orthodoxy, and as we will see, it generated significant controversy.

Darmo Menrampa also became known as an important and prolific medical scholar, responsible
for works including the completion of Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo’s unfinished text of assorted
medical treatments, Oral Instructions of the Ancestors (Mes po'i zhal lung), an edited Biography
of the Elder and Younger Yutok Yönten Gönpo (G.yu thog gsar rnying gi rnam thar), and his
own famous medical text Sealed Instructions (Man ngag bka' rgya ma). Completion of the Oral
Instructions served to further integrate (and claim the authority of) medical knowledge from the
Zur tradition into the new state medical system, while the Biography of the Elder and Younger
Yutok recounted the historical narrative of this new tradition.305 The Sealed Instructions provided
the basis for the Fifth Dalai Lama’s production of “precious pills,” which is perhaps the foremost
among the hierarch’s medical activities remembered by both Desi Sanggyé Gyatso and later
Tibetan medical historians.306 Famously, Darmo Menrampa also conducted a dissection of four
human corpses in Lhasa around 1670 in order to count the bones of the human body.307 Based on
his observations, Darmo Menrampa produced an extensive analysis of anatomy, a subject that
had been considered a specialty of Tibetan medicine since the Yuan Dynasty, and that featured
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prominently within the medical paintings sponsored by Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, which would
subsequently disseminate widely across Mongolia and the northern Qing Empire.308

Not content to develop the Tibetan medical tradition in isolation, the Fifth Dalai Lama and his
physicians also actively sought the latest medical knowledge and exotic medical ingredients from
India. According to Kurtis Schaeffer, between 1654 and 1681 the Fifth Dalai Lama received
nearly forty Indian travelers at his court, “the majority of whom were heralded as experts either
in medicine or language arts.”309 Some of these Indian medical experts assisted the Dalai Lama’s
physicians in translating new medical knowledge from Sanskrit into Tibetan. Schaeffer argues
that these activities of textual production – and the dissemination made possible by printing –
helped to establish Lhasa as a cosmopolitan center of knowledge, culture and trade linking South
Asia and East Asia in the seventeenth century. Mongolians in Tibet at this time, including the
“Three Butter-Lamps of Khalkha” Zanabazar or the First Jebtsundampa (1635-1723),
Lubsandanzanjantsan (1639-1704) and Khalkha Zaya Paṇḍita (1642-1715), also took part in the
new wave of medical learning and would soon begin to transmit Tibetan medical knowledge
back to their home regions.310 The Fifth Dalai Lama’s focus on translations of Indian origin
might be seen in the context of Mongolian demand for Buddhist knowledge of authentic Indian
provenance, and of the Tibetan court’s role in mediating this knowledge.
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The production of new medical texts, and the redaction of older texts, served to create a scholarly
textual basis for state medical orthodoxy. This orthodoxy was passed on to medical students –
both inside and outside of the new state medical schools – through examinations instituted by the
Fifth Dalai Lama. In 1655, the Fifth Dalai Lama began to administer examinations testing
memorization of the Four Tantras to students previously trained in their own lineages and
traditions.311 Examinations were not given on a regular schedule; each time one occurred, the
graduates’ names are listed within the autobiography. Fourteen medical examinations are
mentioned in total during the Fifth Dalai Lama's sixty-year reign, sometimes with one candidate,
and sometimes with three or four. Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, who would later endeavor to improve
both the rigor and the regularity of these examinations, still remarked that because of the Fifth
Dalai Lama's patronage of medical institutions, “the number of recitation examinations on the
Four Tantras increased at that time.”312

Through these examinations on the Four Tantras, the Fifth Dalai Lama conferred official
authority onto medical practitioners from established lineages and traditions, while incorporating
physicians with a wide range of expertise into his state medical system. The candidates for
medical examinations included a few from monasteries outside Lhasa in central and western
Tibet.313 Most, however, were private lay students, some of whom came from family lineages of
physicians.314 According to his autobiography, some of these students – though not the majority
311
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Monastic candidates came from Dga' ldan 'phel rgyas gling in Mnga' ris, Thod ri dga' ldan bshad sgrub
gling in Gong dkar county, and Ri bo gde chen monastery in 'Phyong rgyas. Ngag dbang blo bzang rgya
mtsho, “Rang rnam,” Vols. 1–3, passim.
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Lay candidates included the son of the physician Gong dkar smon gong drung 'tso, from Gong dkar
county of the Lho kha region; the tsa bo (nephew?) of Dpon tshang Skyi sde ba; students of Dpon tshang
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– made offerings to the Fifth Dalai Lama at the time of examination, including one candidate
from Riwoche who made a gift of twenty-four horses.315 If the Fifth Dalai Lama sought to
centralize medical authority through providing examinations on the Four Tantras, it seems that
at least some physicians expressed gratitude for the opportunity to gain legitimacy from the state.

The examination candidates also included students from the Jang and Zur medical traditions,
which Desi Sanggyé Gyatso considered the most important of this time. The Zur physician
Darmo Menrampa took the examination in 1663 (the year after the new Four Tantras edition
appeared), to the Fifth Dalai Lama’s great acclaim, and beginning in 1672 his students are also
listed among the candidates.316 Also in 1663, two students from the Jang-Lhünding medical
tradition took the examination.317 Lhünding Dutsi Gyurmé had previously served as personal
physician to the Fifth Dalai Lama’s rival Tāranātha of the Jonang tradition, and had published a
Takden edition of the Four Tantras at the main Jonang monastery in the early seventeenth
century.318 Although the Fifth Dalai Lama worked much more closely with the Zur medical
tradition, he also sought to incorporate Jang physicians under official purview.

By far the most candidates from any one previous tradition, however, came from the Tsarong
medical lineage that had formerly served the King of Tsang. Beginning in 1663, the Fifth Dalai

Dkyil sde ba and Rten khang dpon tshang; the Rin chen rtse attendant (g.yog) known as 'Tsho byed
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under the Fifth Dalai Lama.
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Lama mentioned more than ten students of Tsarong Tsewang Namgyel that took the medical
examination.319 Later the same year, his autobiography states:

Among the medical schools (gso dpyad kyi bshad grwa) established in Ü and
Tsang, the Tsang students had clear understanding and diligence, so [the Fifth
Dalai Lama] gave an examination on the Four Tantras to students from Tsarong,
holders and propagators of the teachings.320

Here the Fifth Dalai Lama seems to be acknowledging the superior medical expertise of these
Tsarong lineage students. In general, the hierarch was quite complimentary of the Four Tantras
examination candidates and their teachers, even as he propagated the standards of his own
examination among them. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s record of examinations shows a concerted
effort to assimilate physicians associated with his rivals’ courts in Tsang. In turn, the Zur and
Tsarong students’ prominence among examination candidates seems to demonstrate their
acceptance of – or perhaps their resignation with – working under the new state’s authority.

While some medical students, such as the donor of twenty-four horses, clearly sought the
prestige of passing the Fifth Dalai Lama's medical examination, in many cases solicitation
flowed in the other direction. The Fifth Dalai Lama supported various medical teachers and
students outside of his three major medical institutes, providing “money and provisions to the
319
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slob ma bstan 'dzin dang dar rgyas can gyis rgyud bzhi'i rgyugs sprad/ In the autobiography, the head
teacher of the Tsarong school is referred to by two titles, Tsha rong dpon tshang, meaning a local ruler or
chief, and Tsha rong rje drung, meaning an ecclesiastic official of noble birth.
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students of Lhaksam and Naza Lingpa,” for example.321 The Fifth Dalai Lama also made
contributions to the Jang medical tradition teacher Lhunding Namgyel Dorjé, because “in the
field of medicine his mind was expansive and very learned, he maintained a lineage of students,
and his teachings were beneficial to others and arranged well.”322 This politic gesture came after
the Gelukpa conversion of the main Jonang monastery of Puntsokling in 1650; provisions from
Puntsokling weighing one hundred bushels (gshor khal) were reallocated to Tsojé Lhundingpa
and his students, likely on an annual basis.323 By patronizing the physicians of his former rivals,
the Fifth Dalai Lama enacted public gestures of patronage for the worthy cause of medicine.

The Fifth Dalai Lama’s patronage might also be characterized, however, as the appropriation of
medical knowledge from rival traditions. During the fifth month of 1676, Gelong Zhenpen
Lhündrup of Tsang was asked to give a series of medical teachings to the Fifth Dalai Lama’s
major physicians, including Jangngö Nangso Dargyé and Darmo Menrampa along with thirty of
their students.324 The Dalai Lama wrote that Zhenpen Lhündrup, who had “great skill and
learning in the field of medicine,” thought to continue his teaching lineage, and so he
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disseminated many instructions to the assembled state physicians.325 His teachings derived from
both the Drangti and the Jang medical traditions, including commentaries on the Condensed
Essence of Eight Branches (Yan lag brgyad pa'i snying po bsdus pa) and the Explanatory Tantra
(Bshad rgyud) by Jangpa Namgyel Drakzang, and instructional texts by Drangti Pelden
Gyeltsen.326 In this way, the Fifth Dalai Lama encouraged the circulation of knowledge from a
range of medical traditions among his official physicians, and in particular, the transmission of
medical treatments and recipes from the Jang medical tradition to his Zur physicians.327

Examinations and orthodoxy
Through patronage of publications, teachings, and examinations, the Fifth Dalai Lama cultivated
a new state medical orthodoxy. We have seen that at the Drepung medical school, physicians
combined study of the Four Tantras and Perfection of Wisdom, setting medical learning within a
specific pedagogical framework aligned with the Gelukpa tradition. Examinations, meanwhile,
focused mainly on memorization of the Four Tantras, likely based on the new official print. Desi
Sanggyé Gyatso presented the Fifth Dalai Lama’s new edition of the Four Tantras as the subject
of some controversy. The woodblocks were based on the first xylographic print ever made of the
Four Tantras, created by the Zur-tradition luminary Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo at Dratang monastery.
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso himself criticized Jangngö Nangso Dargyé’s redaction by claiming that it
was not a “trustworthy reference,” because of its “confusing layout” and “many omissions,” and
325
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also due to the excessive verse and prose of its colophon, which reflected the editor’s partiality
towards the Zur medical tradition.328 With regard to Jangngö Nangso Dargyé, the regent wrote,
“as the saying goes, ‘he prefers his father’s cup.’”329

Desi Sanggyé Gyatso also linked the Fifth Dalai Lama’s acceptance of this Zur-based official
print, in a rare and stunning moment of candor, to a “belief that the Jang and Sur traditions held
different positions, and so on, [which] came to my great lama while he was busy reprimanding
Künga Nyingpo [a.k.a. Tāranātha] of Jonang.”330 As discussed in Chapter One, this opaque
comment can be partly understood in the context of a later remark by the Gelukpa scholar
Belmang Paṇḍita Könchok Gyeltsen (1764-1853), who opined that “Tāranātha had printed an
edition [of the Four Tantras] at Takden that combined the Jang and Zur traditions so that they
were impossible to separate. Therefore the edition established by the Takten reincarnation is not
in accordance with any other tradition.”331 If the Fifth Dalai Lama disapproved of the manner in
which his rival from the Jonang tradition had previously attempted to combine these two major
medical traditions, then perhaps the Gelukpa hierarch considered it judicious to support the
partial but already ritually-integrated Zur tradition initiated by his teacher the First Panchen
Lama.
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Another comment from Belmang Paṇḍita gives us insight into the grounds of this debate over
Jangngö Nangso Dargyé’s print of the Four Tantras, and specifically into Desi Sanggyé
Gyatso’s criticism of the florid verse and prose of its colophon (partly written by the Fifth Dalai
Lama himself). Belmang Paṇḍita drew attention to the relationship between debates within the
colophon of various editions of the Four Tantras, and debates of medical history. “In general,”
he wrote, “not only are there are many histories of medical treatments like these [previously
recounted], there are also the views of the colophon.”332 Citing various colophon, Belmang
Paṇḍita went on to summarize the debate over Four Tantras redactions in a rather different way
than Desi Sanggyé Gyatso. He began with the Fifth Dalai Lama’s opinion that “at first the Four
Tantras had flourished in Tibet, and then it was corrupted by many with bad explanations,”
which was written to support Jangngö Nangso Dargyé’s characterization of the Dratang print as
“absolutely authoritative” (shin tu khungs dag) compared to these others.333 Belmang Paṇḍita
then mentioned the discordance of Tāranātha’s print, and finally Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s
objection to the Dratang print based on his argument that the Jang and Zur medical traditions
could be reconciled, as they were not so different in the “primary topics of the literature,” but
only in “a few insignificant practices such as the identification of herbal medicines.”334 Belmang
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Paṇḍita concluded that “even though many versions of history have arisen, Yutok and the Jang
and Zur traditions are renown in the field of medicine like the sun and moon.”335

In this passage, Belmang Paṇḍita identified the colophon of different editions of the Four
Tantras as sites of debate over particular “views” held by different medical traditions. The
colophon of Tibetan texts, including medical texts, most often include verses of dedication and
homage to medical progenitors and lineage predecessors. For Belmang Paṇḍita, the debate over
the authority of these redactions is not only a matter of content, or the accuracy of the Four
Tantras’ description of diagnosis and treatments, it is also directly related to the issue of
historical debates over lineage authority between the Jang and Zur traditions. The Fifth Dalai
Lama’s criticism of the Four Tantras’ corruption (bslad tshul), outside of Jangngö Nangso
Dargyé’s authoritative Zur tradition print, can also be read in the context of both issues. It is
clear that these scholars were concerned with significant differences in historical framing
between Four Tantras editions, through which the pedagogic and doctrinal authority (or
“primary topics of the literature”) of different lineages and traditions was asserted. If Desi
Sanggyé Gyatso was attempting to deemphasize these particular differences between medical
traditions, however, he was not entirely successful; Belmang Paṇḍita’s summary of this debate
still ultimately defined the Jang and Zur traditions in terms of their different “versions of history.”

In turn, the historical framing of the Four Tantras surely constituted a significant aspect of the
Fifth Dalai Lama’s new medical examinations. Examinations on the Four Tantras had already
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existed within former medical traditions such as the Jang, and consisted of word-for-word
memorization of the text.336 In such a format, the differences between each tradition’s redaction
of the Four Tantras would have been at issue, including the verses of homage and dedication
reflecting the tradition’s ritual basis. The Fifth Dalai Lama's new examination system, and his
official print of the Four Tantras, therefore served to displace significant elements from
examination candidates’ own lineages. We can infer, for example, that it must have been
necessary for the Jang-Lhünding lineage students to abandon the recently-produced print of the
Four Tantras from (Jonang) Takden monastery, which was the object of the Fifth Dalai Lama's
stern criticism. In this way medical examinations served to propagate the Fifth Dalai Lama’s
medical orthodoxy among new students, and to integrate physicians from the Jang, Zur, and
other prior traditions, by associating them with a Gelukpa philosophical basis and new lineage
practices that provided a framework for Four Tantras study.

“The King of Medicine, the Combiner of Lineages”
The Fifth Dalai Lama’s encouragement of the training of physicians and the circulation of
medical knowledge was not only in the realm of patronage. His status and charisma as a
reincarnate lama allowed the Fifth Dalai Lama to personally receive the ritual transmission of
medical texts from various traditions, and in turn to bestow initiations authorizing his physicians
and their students to put these into practice. Desi Sanggyé Gyatso counted the Fifth Dalai Lama’s
transmission of textual medical traditions as his greatest accomplishment related to the field of
medicine, characterizing his master as “the king of medicine, the combiner of lineages.”337
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By the seventeenth century, the Four Tantras had been adopted within the five major medical
traditions recognized by Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, including the Drangti, Jang, Zur, Gongmen, and
Tsarong traditions. At the same time, each of these medical traditions (as well as other, lesserknown family and master-disciple lineages) also utilized other major medical treatises, such as
the Eight Branches and the Moon-King, along with their own commentarial texts and ritual
practice texts. Medical commentaries, often known as “instructional texts” (man ngag) or “texts
of experience” (nyams yig), contained the unique heritage passed down by masters of the lineage
or tradition, including medical specialties, innovations, and knowledge acquired during foreign
travels.338 Ritual cycles (i.e., groups of texts supporting tantric practice) served to authorize what
knowledge would be included in this heritage through prayers and practices venerating selected
medical progenitors and lineage predecessors; through their rites of initiation and transmission
(dbang lung), these rituals also authorized new medical practitioners.

Within Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s medical history, we find a list of medical commentaries and ritual
practice texts from prior medical traditions personally transmitted by the Fifth Dalai Lama, “the
combiner of lineages.”339 These are confirmed within the Fifth Dalai Lama’s own Flow of the
Ganges: Record of Teachings Received (Thob yig gang+ga'i chu rgyun), which recounts the
previous lineage, or in some cases multiple lineages, of transmission leading up to the Dalai
Lama.340 The transmissions included:
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•

the Yutok Heart Essence tantric practice or “means of accomplishment” (Skt. sādhana,
Tib. sgrub thabs) of the Zur medical tradition;341

•

the Relic of Millions (Bye ba ring bsrel), a collection of miscellaneous medical
instructions from oral tradition written down by Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé, progenitor of
the Zur medical tradition;

•

the Condensed Essence of the Complete Instructions (Man ngag kun gyi snying po bsdus
pa), a collection of miscellaneous medical instructions by Tsomé Khenchen of the Zur
medical tradition;342

•

the Text from Experience Prepared like a Garland of Wish-Fulfilling Jewels of Profound
Instruction from the Ocean of Treatises on Medicine (Gso rig gi bstan bcos rgya mtsho
lta bu'i nang nas gdams pa zab mo yid bzhin gyi nor bu'i 'phreng bar bsdebs pa nyams
yig), a collection of instructions by Gongmen Könchok Pendar of the Gongmen tradition;

•

the Vase of Ambrosia (Bdud rtsi bum pa), or Clear Lamp of the Essence of the Vase of
Ambrosia Together with Methods for Conferring Medicine (Bdud rtsi bum pa'i snying po
sman gyi gtod thabs dang bcas pa gsal ba'i sgron ma), including its Flow of Pure
Initiations (Bdud rtsi bum pa'i rnam dag dbang gi chu rgyun); a treasure cycle renown as
both a tantric practice and for its many medical treatments. The Vase of Ambrosia was
attributed to the Nyingma treasure-revealer Dorbum Chödrak (11th century) and
systematized and expanded in the sixteenth century by Jangdak Tashi Topgyel of the
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Jang Treasure tradition, after which the text and its supplements became known as the
Great Vase and Small Vase of Ambrosia (Bdud rtsi bum pa che chung).343

Of the five major Tibetan medical traditions that Desi Sanggyé Gyatso recognized within his
medical history, the regent mentions only texts from the Zur and Gongmen traditions – and not
the Drangti, Jang, and Tsarong – among the Fifth Dalai Lama’s transmissions. The absence of
transmissions from the Jang medical tradition is consistent with these physicians’ lesser
involvement in state medical activities, which Desi Sanggyé Gyatso attributed to the Fifth Dalai
Lama’s association of these physicians with the Jonang hierarch Tāranātha. As for the Drangti
and Tsarong medical traditions, perhaps their absence here can be partly attributed to their
relationship to the Gongmen tradition, which represented a historical link between these other
two. By transmitting the Gongmen “text from experience,” the Fifth Dalai Lama incorporated a
source more venerable than the Tsarong tradition, and representing continuity (in a more
acceptable manner than relying on the Jang) with Tibet’s oldest major medical tradition, the
Drangti school.
343
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While the Fifth Dalai Lama’s reliance on the Zur medical tradition for the foundations of his
medical system is clear, the Record of Teachings Received reveals that he did not receive either
ritual or instructional medical transmissions directly from his Zur physicians. Instead, the Fifth
Dalai Lama’s principal source is a set of three Nyingma tantric masters of the Jang Treasure
Tradition, and chiefly his “root lama” (rtsa ba’i bla ma) Zurchen Chöying Rangdröl (the same
figure central to the Gelukpa-Zur medical tradition synthesis under the First Panchen Lama).344
From Zurchen Chöying Rangdröl, the hierarch received the two ritual transmissions of Jangdak
Tashi Topgyel’s new prophecy-based lineage of the Yutok Heart Essence, as well as Jangdak’s
redaction of the Great Vase and Small Vase of Ambrosia with supplementary writings. 345
Zurchen also passed on Tsomé Khenchen’s instructional text, according to a lineage known for a
form of massage called “excellently accomplished sky-metal vajra stick-tapping therapy.”346
Another Jang Treasure master, Tratsangpa Lochok Dorjé, was the hierarch’s source for the Relic
of Millions, via a lineage known for its “world-thundering medicine for the voice,” and also for
the Gongmen Text of Experience, through a lineage associated with treatments for alcoholrelated ills.347 Zurchen’s student Terdak Lingpa Gyurmé Dorjé transmitted a second lineage of
the Gongmen Text of Experience to the Fifth Dalai Lama, which especially included a mantrabased remedy for epidemic pox.348 The Fifth Dalai Lama’s recourse to these Nyingma lamas was
not necessarily because physicians were unavailable as teachers. For example, Desi Sanggyé
Gyatso counted Tsarong Tseten Dorjé of the Tsarong school as the primary lineage-holder of the
344
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Gongmen teachings, yet despite many interactions, the Fifth Dalai Lama did not seek these from
him.349 Perhaps because of his stature only other lamas, rather than physicians, were qualified to
give transmissions for the Fifth Dalai Lama.

A more compelling reason for the Nyingma lamas’ involvement, however, can gleaned by
comparing the Fifth Dalai Lama’s systematization of medical traditions with his systematization
of the two systems of the Nyingma tradition, the Spoken Teachings and Treasure Teachings.
Garrett has argued that the two ritual texts included among the Fifth Dalai Lama’s medical
transmissions, the Yutok Heart Essence and Vase of Ambrosia, are strongly tied to the Nyingma
and specifically the Treasure Tradition.350 However, we have seen that the Jang and the Zur
medical traditions had each developed their own specific amalgamated transmissions of the Four
Tantras and accompanying ritual practices according to both the Treasure and Spoken Teachings
systems. The Fifth Dalai Lama championed a specific version of the Zur medical tradition’s
transmissions, bringing the Spoken and Treasure Teaching medical transmissions together in a
manner of “controlled inclusiveness” parallel to what Dalton has described for the hierarch’s
unification of the Nyingma tradition more broadly.351

The contours of the Fifth Dalai Lama’s systematization of medicine come further into focus
when we look at the Yutok Heart Essence, presented by both the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi
349
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Sanggyé Gyatso as an essential tantric practice accompanying transmission of the Four Tantras.
Jangdak Tashi Topgyel’s prophecy-lineage was not the only transmission of the Yutok Heart
Essence that the Fifth Dalai Lama received. In total, the Record of Teachings Received lists six
lineages of transmission for the Yutok Heart Essence, four received from the Jang Treasure
Tradition, and two received from Zhalupa Chenpo of the ecumenical Zhalu monastery in Tsang
[See APPENDIX B for the full listing of these six lineages].352 Of the three lineages received
from Zurchen Chöying Rangdröl of the Jang Treasure Tradition:
•

The first is a direct oral transmission (bka’ ma) traced back to the Medicine Buddha,
called the “lineage of the complete permission ritual of the medicine goddesses” (sman
gyi lha mo'i rjes gnang ma gtogs yongs rdzogs kyi brgyud pa). This lineage passed first to
Padmasambhava and Khandro Yeshé Tsomo, the eighth-century tantric adept and his
consort at King Tri Songdetsen’s court who were associated with the authority of
imperial era and the Nyingma tradition. From there the Yutok Heart Essence passed
directly to Yutok Yönten Gönpo and then his student Sumtön Yeshé Zung; other key
figures in the transmission include three masters of the Drangti tradition and Zurkhar
Nyamnyi Dorjé. The lineage’s more recent provenance hinged, however, on Jangdak
Tashi Topgyel’s teacher Lekden Dorjé (b. 1512), who was recognized as the incarnation
of the 14th century treasure-revealer Gödem. Dalton writes that “it is generally said that
the Byang-gter [Jang Treasure] community was only really established during the
lifetime” of Lekden Dorjé.353
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•

The second is traced from Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé, and its most significant figure –
before being passed to the Jang Treasure tradition – is Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo, the Kagyü
adherent and Zur medical scholar whom Desi Sanggyé Gyatso both referenced and
criticized repeatedly within his medical history.

•

The third is traced from one Kongpo Trakwön Könchok Kyap (the same figure that
passed the first Jang Treasure lineage to Lekden Dorjé, implying the same earlier
transmission) down to (Khenchen) Rinchen Zangpo, before being passed again to the
Jang Treasure Tradition. The eighteenth-century scholar Belmang Paṇḍita identifies this
Rinchen Zangpo as holding a unique Zur medical lineage attributed to teachers from
Zhangzhung and China.354

•

The last is Jangdak Tashi Topgyel’s prophecy-lineage, described in Chapter One.

Of the two lineages received from “the Great Master of Zhalu” (khyab bdag zha lu pa chen po):
•

The first, called simply the “permission ritual of the medicine goddesses” (sman gyi lha
mo'i rjes gnang gyi brgyud pa) is traced from Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé down to Zhalupa
Chenpo, who bequeathed the transmission directly to the Fifth Dalai Lama.

•

The second includes three prior figures – Jetsun Sanggyé, Rinchen Tsewang, and
Ngakwang Pendé Gyatso – before joining with the first Zhalu lineage.

What all of these Yutok Heart Essence lineages claim in common is transmission traced through
Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé, progenitor of the Zur medical tradition. The form of the rituals was
inconsistent, however; at least two different forms are specifically mentioned, a “permission
354
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ritual” and “complete permission ritual” of the Medicine Goddesses. Two primary lineages
derived specifically from the Jang Treasure tradition: a direct oral transmission or Spoken
Teachings (bka’ ma) lineage, and the recent lineage originating in prophecy. Two more lineages
also passed down via the Jang Treasure tradition, but derived from the important Zur medical
scholars Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo and Rinchen Zangpo. The final two lineages came to the Fifth
Dalai Lama from Zhalu monastery, a famous depository of textual traditions and manuscript
collections, also renown as the site of an early compilation of the Tibetan Buddhist canon by the
abbot Butön Rinchendrup (1290-1364). Through these lineages and the mediation of the Jang
Treasure Tradition, the Fifth Dalai Lama was able to personally appropriate different forms of
the Yutok Heart Essence and various streams of authority, including the foundational Nyingma
progenitor Padmasambhava, the venerable Drangti tradition and Zhalu monastery, and the
provocative but clearly influential lineages of Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo and Rinchen Zangpo.

The Yutok Heart Essence leads the medical section of the Record of Teachings Received, and
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso counted it as Fifth Dalai Lama's primary medical practice.355 While the
Yutok Heart Essence does not seem to have been practiced by Gelukpa monks before the First
Panchen Lama’s time, the Fifth Dalai Lama personally modeled his acceptance of this tantric
cycle. At least one later medical historian sympathetic to the Zur medical tradition (and outside
the Gelukpa tradition) remembered the Fifth Dalai Lama's personal practice with great approval,
and it seems this gesture was a major factor in establishing the authority of the Fifth Dalai
Lama's medical synthesis. 356 This acceptance was not universal, however. The Fifth Dalai
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Lama’s integration of medical rituals also sparked continuing controversy, especially in Gelukpa
circles.357

The controversy seems partly attributable to the role of the Jang Treasure tradition, and
especially the renowned treasure-revealer Terdak Lingpa, who played a central role in the
systematization of both the Nyingma and medical traditions.358 As Jacob Dalton has discussed,
some scholars questioned the authority of the Jang Treasure Tradition’s systematization of
Spoken and Treasure Teaching ritual practices.359 Tratsangpa Lochok Dorjé, transmitter of the
Relic of Millions, became implicated in a separate secretive transmission that “caused some to
doubt as to its facticity.”360 Terdak Lingpa, meanwhile, had been deeply involved in the MongolGelukpa conquest of Tibet as a practitioner of war magic. The potent mix of war magic and a
specialty in medical and alchemical practices was characteristic of adepts of the Nyingma
tradition during this period of great strife in Tibet; Jangdak Tashi Topgyel had fit this mold as
well.361 Dalton describes Nyingma tradition adepts as “powerfully charismatic free agents, able
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to bestow an air of legitimacy on whomever they deemed deserving, through their prophecies
and visionary communions.”362 This is just what Jangdak Tashi Topgyel and Terdak Lingpa
accomplished by helping to create a new branch of the Zur medical tradition associated with the
Gelukpa. If the Nyingma tradition adepts’ expertise in black magic was a powerful and
controversial basis for their charisma, it seems that their propagation of medical practices and
traditions provided the other side of this coin. And although the Fifth Dalai Lama had written
that he intended to build up the field of medicine in order to “make enemies into friends,” the
outcome of his integration of medical lineages in fact rested entirely on the contentious authority
of the Jang Treasure Tradition.363

Ritual and epistemology in the Fifth Dalai Lama’s compositions on medical practice
The Fifth Dalai Lama’s own writings demonstrate how he sought to reshape the field of
medicine during his synthesis and institutionalization, through the creation of revised tantric
practices for his medical transmissions. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s Collected Works (gsung 'bum)
contain a significant number of compositions related to tantric medical practices and deities,
including:364

•

the Medicine Buddha (Skt. Bhaiṣajyaguru, Tib. Sman bla), particularly grouped as one
of the Seven Masters of Healing (Bde gshegs bdun). As described in the previous chapter,

tradition" (zur lugs), that of the Dgongs pa 'dus pa'i mdo associated with the Spoken Teachings of the
Nyingma tradition. If any link exists between these Zur codifications, however, it is still unclear.
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Medicine Buddha rituals had been important for the Gelukpa since this tradition’s origins
in the fifteenth century. Some practices within the Collected Works refer to the Seven
Masters of Healing, and some to the Eight Masters of Healing (Bde gshegs brgyad);
•

Amitāyus (Tshe dpag med), a deity associated with longevity practices of Pure Land
Buddhism and also popular in China;

•

Zhanglön Dorjé Dundül, the Tibetan protector deity of medicine especially associated
with Dratang monastery, where the Four Tantras was first printed in the 16th century,
and with the family of Drapa Ngönshé (1012-1082), the founder of Dratang monastery
who is credited by many as the "treasure-revealer" (gter ston) of the Four Tantras;365

•

the Yutok Heart Essence, the “guru practice” or “lineage practice” (Skt. guru sādhana,
Tib. bla sgrub) accompanying the Four Tantras in the Zur medical tradition;

•

a “completely pure empowerment” (rnam dag dbang) or initiation practice for the Vase
of Ambrosia;366

•

prayers venerating the lineage of the Four Tantras (brgyud 'debs); and

•

prayers dedicated to the longevity of various contemporary figures (zhab brtan and ring
'tsho).

The main emphases among the Fifth Dalai Lama’s compositions are thus Medicine Buddha
practice, Amitāyus practice, the Vase of Ambrosia medical tantric cycle, prayers for longevity,
and practices related to the Four Tantras as transmitted through the Zur medical tradition. As
365
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noted above, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso characterized the Yutok Heart Essence of the Zur tradition as
the Fifth Dalai Lama’s central personal practice related to medicine. The Fifth Dalai Lama wrote
his own instructional manual (las byang) for the Yutok Heart Essence in 1648 at the request of
Jangngö Nangso Dargye, along with a new prayer to “establish” ('debs) and venerate the Yutok
Heart Essence’s lineage forebears (brgyud 'debs smon lam).367 This revised version of the Yutok
Heart Essence practice constituted the earliest basis of the Fifth Dalai Lama and his Zur lineage
physicians' state medical activities. Later in his reign the Fifth Dalai Lama also wrote a
supplement to the daily yogic long-life practice of Amitāyus, and in 1673, a substantial manual
for ritual offerings (mchod pa'i chog sgrigs) to the Seven Masters of Healing.368 All three revised
practices found their way into the later curricula of the medical schools patronized by the Fifth
Dalai Lama.369 Together, these practices served as the basis of epistemology and praxis for his
synthesis of Tibetan medical lineages and new state medical system.

Meanwhile, “because it was necessary,” the Fifth Dalai Lama wrote a lineage supplication prayer
for the Four Tantras in conjunction with establishing the Drepung medical school curriculum.370
Recitation of this prayer meant paying homage to the prior figures involved in the historical
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transmission of the Four Tantras, as the Fifth Dalai Lama selectively named them. The prayer
for the Four Tantras’ lineage shifted emphasis from veneration of Yutok Yönten Gönpo, the
focus of the Zur medical tradition's Yutok Heart Essence practice, to veneration of the Medicine
Buddha, a deity prevalent not only in the Gelukpa tradition but also across East and Inner Asia.
This prayer also venerated other lineage figures connected to the Four Tantras and Yutok Heart
Essence, such as Yutok’s student Sumtön Yeshé Zung, in a subordinate manner to the Medicine
Buddha.371 The Fifth Dalai Lama’s prayer to the lineage of the Four Tantras therefore supported
the new Zur lineage of physicians integrated into the Gelukpa tradition in continuing their
veneration of Yutok, while privileging the ultimate authority of the Medicine Buddha.

In 1648 the Fifth Dalai Lama also wrote a new ritual manual for the Yutok Heart Essence,
demonstrating his support for the practice while characterizing Yutok Yönten Gönpo as
“inseparable” (dbyer med du) from the Medicine Buddha.372 The new ritual manual was written
ostensibly at the request of Drepung medical school’s teacher Jangngö Nangso Dargyé, and
framed the Yutok Heart Essence practice according to a view of Buddhist study that emphasized
monastic discipline and altruistic bodhisattva motivation. In the text’s colophon, the Fifth Dalai
Lama remarked that he had “condensed the many words” of the practice, and rewritten
unwholesome (mi bde ba'i) sections.373 At the same time, he argued that since the main part of
the text “perhaps contains blessings,” he had kept it, assimilating “all the new and old secret
371
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mantra teachings without mixing the traditions.”374 In justifying his revisions to the Yutok Heart
Essence practice, therefore, the Fifth Dalai Lama did not explicitly reference the new combined
tantric system of the Zur, Nyingma, and Gelukpa traditions initated by Jangdak Tashi Topgyel.
Instead, he presented his new ritual manual as a necessary reform of a flawed but redeemable
practice.

The Fifth Dalai Lama’s compositions related to the Yutok Heart Essence, the Medicine Buddha
or Seven/Eight Masters of Healing, and Amitāyus can all be considered types of tantric practices
or sādhana (sgrub thabs), which Frances Garrett has described as "the ritual and/or
contemplative means (thabs) of accomplishing an aim."375 Despite all relating to the field of
medicine, however, the aims, methods, and histories of these three practices varied significantly.
The aims of a tantric medical practice might include mundane benefits, such as the enhanced
ability to diagnose and treat illness, supramundane benefits such as the attainment of longevity,
and/or the ultimate benefit of generating a traditionally Buddhist understanding of the nature of
ultimate reality. These aims of tantric medical practices were reflected within their accompaying
texts of medical treatment. Parts of some medical treatises and commentaries such as the Relic of
Millions from the Zur tradition, the Text from Experience of the Gongmen tradition, and the Vase
of Ambrosia included instructions that could be separable from their specific tantric context, such
as diagnosis by pulse and urine examination, treatment advice for specific ailments ranging from
wounds to worms to blindness, and instructions on the preparation of medicinal plants and
medicines including decoctions, powders and butters. These same texts, however, also included
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instructions for “mantra medicines” (sngags sman) and “precious pills,” medical treatments
produced through tantric practices that collapse the distinction between material medicine and
tantric medicine.376 The proper aims of tantric medical practice had been a matter of debate since
the codification of Tibetan medicine around the twelfth century. Although these debates did not
fall strictly along sectarian lines, they were tied to larger philosophical debates among the
traditions of Tibetan Buddhism. Different Buddhist philosophical views gave rise to different
structures and methods of tantric medical practice, which held implications for the development
of medicine as frameworks for study.

The Fifth Dalai Lama’s writings were especially concerned with two particular aspects of tantric
medical practices. One of these aspects was the previously mentioned empowerment (dbang)
ritual, which served to authorize the study and practice of a particular tantric cycle and to
empower a practitioner to achieve the aims of the practice. Tantric medical practices might be
associated, though not exclusively, with the aim of producing more effective and compassionate
physicians (an aim expressed within the Four Tantras itself). During an empowerment, the
practitioner affirmed a particular set of vows that outlined both the correct conduct and the
correct motivation, or aims, for the practice. The differences that the Fifth Dalai Lama sought to
reconcile among various tantric medical practices, therefore, were partly differences of
prescribed motivation and conduct.

The Fifth Dalai Lama's second concern focused on the veneration of the lineage (brgyud) of a
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tantric medical practice. Through lineage prayers (brgyud 'debs smon lam) and lineage or “guru
practices” (Skt. guru sādhana, Tib. bla sgrub) such as the Yutok Heart Essence, tantric practices
appealed to different sources of authority as the basis for attaining their aims. At the same time,
these prayers also established ('debs) these sources of authority by selecting whom to name
responsible for the prior transmission of the practice. Sources of authority in tantric medical
practice might be deities such as the Medicine Buddha, or lineage masters such as the Tibetan
physician Yutok Yönten Gönpo in the case of the Yutok Heart Essence. On one level, deities and
lineage masters represented the idealized origins and development of the practice. On another,
they served as the basis of a practice’s efficacy. One of the main methods for accomplishing a
practitioner’s aims in tantric practice was the ritual and contemplative visualization of these
sources of authority. The process of visualization was designed to generate in the practitioner the
qualities of the deity or lineage masters, ranging from positive emotions and attitudes such as
compassion, to the discriminating awareness or wisdom associated with Buddhist realization, to
siddhi (dngos grub) or supramundane powers including immortality and the ability to see into
bodies to diagnose illness.377 The method of venerating particular deities and lineage masters
therefore encapsulated different philosophical views on the correct motivation and conduct of
medical practice. By rewriting lineage prayers and practices, the Fifth Dalai Lama entered not
only into historical debates over whom to venerate within the practice lineage, but also into
debates over the epistemological basis of medical practice.

As described in Chapter One, before the time of the First Panchen Lama the study of the Four
Tantras and Yutok Heart Essence does not seem to have been authorized within the Gelukpa
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tradition. It seems this omission was related to an ongoing critique among some Gelukpa
scholars of ethically ambiguous alchemical methods related to medicine. If the doctrines of
certain tantric medical practices linked the attainment of Buddhist realization to a gnostic
transformation of impurities (in emotions, or substances) into purity, many in the Gelukpa
tradition preferred to emphasize a stricter approach to ethical purity based on monastic vows – at
least in the preliminary stages of Buddhist study and practice.

Both the Nyingma Great Perfection and Kagyü Great Seal tantric systems are predicated on the
possibility of attaining tantric realization through gnosis, or an instantaneous understanding of
the nature of reality. The Gelukpa tradition was built on a critique of this position, and the
Gelukpa understanding of tantra was based on a view of the mind as empty of independent
existence, meaning that there are no such ultimate grounds for instantaneous access to truth. 378
Gelukpa scholars argued that proponents of other traditions attributed a special (and false) status
to the mind as an independently existent entity. Gelukpa scholars called their own position the
“self-emptiness” view (rang stong), and contrasted this to what they referred to as an “otheremptiness” view (gzhan stong). Through their special presentation of “Middle Way”
(Madhyamaka) doctrine, the Gelukpa tradition emphasized gaining Buddhist realization through
reasoned analysis, arguing that experience of the nature of reality occurred on a conventional
rather than an ultimate level. This view precluded claims to private knowledge. Similar to
debates taking place in Europe during the same seventeenth century period, regarding the claims
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to direct experience of knowledge among Enthusiasts and Mystics, it is clear that the Gelukpa
view provided a strong basis for the institutionalization of knowledge by discouraging the
proliferation of revelatory teachings and charismatic teachers.379 At the same time, through their
relationships with treasure-revealers from the Nyingma tradition such as Jangdak Tashi Topgyel
and, in the Fifth Dalai Lama's time, Terdak Lingpa, Gelukpa leaders were able to selectively
harness the revelatory authority of prophecies and visions when the need arose. As described in
the last chapter, practice of the Yutok Heart Essence according to a Zur-Gelukpa synthesis had
been authorized by a prophecy and new transmission lineage from Jangdak Tashi Topgyel, in
association with the First Panchen Lama. The Fifth Dalai Lama took this authorization a step
further, practicing the Yutok Heart Essence practice himself.

Disputes between the Gelukpa “self-emptiness” view and the “other-emptiness” view attributed
to other Tibetan traditions served as a major engine for sectarian politics from the time of
Tsongkhapa (in the late 14th-early 15th century) onwards, and continued to flare up throughout
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Echoing Gelukpa Middle-Way doctrine, the Fifth Dalai
Lama’s revision of the Yutok Heart Essence and Medicine Buddha practices emphasized the
ethics of monastic discipline and the altruism of bodhisattva motivation.380 According to one
early nineteenth-century critic of the Gelukpa assimilation of medicine, however, the field of
379
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medicine should be considered inseparable from the “other-emptiness” view of tantric
philosophy and practice.381 The sectarian disputes of Tibetan Buddhism therefore had strong
implications for the field of medicine, and these were not only political, but rooted in questions
of authority and experience.

The Biography of the Elder and Younger Yutok
The Biography of the Elder and Younger Yutok Yönten Gönpo, printed at the Potala medical
school in 1680, represents the capstone to the Fifth Dalai Lama’s efforts to synthesize medical
traditions associated with Yutok Yönten Gönpo and the Medicine Buddha.382 This controversial
dual biography covers the life of an “Elder” Yutok Yönten Gönpo dated to the eighth century CE
during the Tibetan imperial period, and a “Younger” Yutok Yönten Gönpo representing the
twelfth-century historical figure associated with the Yutok Heart Essence practice. The Elder
Yutok’s biography is more extensive, and in the colophon Darmo Menrampa states that he
redacted this work based on a manuscript obtained from a descendant of Yutok Yönten Gönpo.
No earlier Tibetan medical histories reference an Elder Yutok Yönten Gönpo, however, and no
earlier manuscript of his biography is currently available. Yang Ga has recently demonstrated
that if it existed, such a manuscript could probably only date to the fourteenth century or later
based on the internal references of the text.383 The shorter biography of the Younger Yutok,
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which overlaps in certain details, was also edited by Darmo Menrampa and his student Larawa
Lopzang Donden. In his medical history, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso also references a controversy
about whether two separate Yutoks actually existed. Those histories that confuse the accounts of
the Elder and Younger Yutok, the regent rather defensively argues, “are words of the fool who
uses a hat as a boot and are not correct.”384

The subsequent influence of the Biography of the Elder and Younger Yutok cannot be overstated.
Even critics of the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso at least nominally accept the
existence of an Elder Yutok. The biography of the Elder Yutok credits this figure as a royal
physician to the Tibetan king Tri Songdetsen. As Yang Ga has pointed out, by naming the
Younger Yutok as a direct descendant and reincarnation of the Elder Yutok, the work establishes
a connection between the Four Tantras medical text and a much earlier golden age of Tibetan
history, during the original diffusion of Buddhism.

However, the Biography of the Elder and Younger Yutok also serves another function: to
historically tie together the practice of the Medicine Buddha and the practice of the Yutok Heart
Essence. The Elder Yutok is presented as an incarnation of the speech of the Medicine Buddha,
who practiced Accomplishing Medicine (bdud rtsi sman grub) – the genre of esoteric alchemical
tantric practice with which the Yutok Heart Essence is associated – by venerating the Medicine
Buddha.385 The biography of the Younger Yutok, meanwhile, not only presents the twelfthcentury Yutok as a reincarnation of his predecessor, it also presents the Yutok Heart Essence
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practice as the legacy of the Elder Yutok’s Medicine Buddha practice.386 The earliest version of
(a single) Yutok’s life story, the short history known as the Virtuous Iron Hook attributed to
Yutok’s disciple Sumtön Yeshé Zung and passed down within the Yutok Heart Essence of the
Zur medical tradition, does not draw such a connection between Yutok Yönten Gönpo and the
Medicine Buddha.387 We can see then that the Biography of the Elder and Younger Yutok
literally establishes a template for joint practice of Medicine Buddha rituals and the Yutok Heart
Essence, although like the Fifth Dalai Lama’s lineage prayer, it continues to subordinate Yutok
Yönten Gönpo as an incarnation of the Medicine Buddha deity rather than venerating him in his
own right as the Four Tantras' author.

Reforming precious pills and building moral authority
At the time that Gelong Zhenpen Lhundrup of the Jang medical tradition gave medical teachings
for the Fifth Dalai Lama’s assembled state physicians, someone asked if the Four Tantras’
medical instructions were written by a Tibetan expert, such as Yutok Yönten Gönpo. The Fifth
Dalai Lama replied no, and commented:

It was as if the seals on the throats of those with deep realization were released,
and the lineage succession [of the Four Tantras] was established. Like a dagger
(phur pa) piercing the loins, it was just as if all sorts of sorcery (rnam 'phrul),
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such as ‘wand of invisibility’ charms (sgrib shing), pretending to be of the
Nyingma tradition was revealed and the lineage cleaved.388

Here, the Fifth Dalai Lama’s emphatically enforces acceptance among his assembled physicians
of the “correct” lineage succession of the Four Tantras, originating as the authentic Word of the
Medicine Buddha rather than as a human-authored treatise of the Tibetan physician Yutok
Yönten Gönpo. The hierarch also draws a rather baffling connection, however, between those
who call the Four Tantras the composition of Yutok Yönten Gönpo and practices of “sorcery.”
The Fifth Dalai Lama writes that he sought to cleave away these practices within his official
medical system. He associates acceptance of the correct lineage of the Four Tantras, drawing
from a correct interpretation of the Nyingma tradition, with the regulation of correct medical
practice.

The Fifth Dalai Lama’s concerns over “sorcery” can be related to his concern with purifying the
Nyingma tantric practices of Accomplishing Medicine, including the Yutok Heart Essence and
the Vase of Ambrosia, focused on inner and outer alchemical transformation. 389 The inner
alchemy of Accomplishing Medicine, as in Daoist contexts, involved the pursuit of longevity or
immortality and other supramundane “accomplishments” (Skt. siddhi, Tib. dngos grub) through
contemplative and yogic exercises. The outer aspect often involved the production of “precious
pills” (rin chen ril bu) as the consecrated material products of the manipulation of various
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ingredients during the course of the ritual, most notably the detoxification of mercury. 390
According to Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s medical history, the benefits of precious pills are diverse:

In the tantra [the Final Tantra of the Four Tantras] it says, “With gems there is
nothing that cannot be dispelled.” They are the best remedy for the 404 kinds of
illness, especially dual and complex disorders such as poisoning. They lengthen
life and restore youth. Merely by wearing them on the body, you are protected
from violent storms, hail and weapons, and from the eight types of spirits. When
made use of, they close the door to birth in the lower realms. Therefore, gem pills
have great benefits.391

Precious pills could cure mundane illnesses, and were considered a particularly effective
treatment for poisoning, but they could also confer more esoteric benefits deriving from
associated tantric practice, including longevity and youth. As discussed in Chapter One, their
ritual production served to consecrate medicines, empower medical practitioners, and bring
blessings to the wider community.392 Olaf Czaja has also characterized precious pills as a remedy
with strategic significance, since “jewel pills are thought to have the potential to eliminate any
poisoning, a not unimportant promise since poisoning and ‘black magic’ were a persistent part of
political rivalry in Tibet.” In this sense, the Fifth Dalai Lama’s Nyingma collaborators had
contributed both fierce and peaceful measures to the wartime effort.
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It seems that the Fifth Dalai Lama’s reliance on the Zur medical tradition had much to do with
his admiration for their production of precious pills. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s Record of Received
Teachings associated transmission of the Yutok Heart Essence not only with mundane treatments
from the Zur medical tradition, such as stick-tapping massage and thunder-medicine for the voice,
but also with proprietary precious-pill recipes contained within Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé’s Relic
of Millions instructional text. In his recent discussion of the history of Tibetan mercury
processing, Czaja states that one of the earliest texts to include a relatively simple recipe for the
detoxification of mercury in the production of “precious” medicine is none other than the Four
Tantras. By the seventeenth century different varieties of precious pills existed among various
Tibetan Buddhist traditions, often with complicated and arcane recipes. As recipes for precious
pills and mercury-processing flourished, Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé’s contributions (building on
the methods of Orgyenpa Rinchenpel and the Third Karmapa) proved especially influential. One
of the most famous medicines of the Zur medical tradition became the “Great, Middling, and
Lesser Black Pill, Jewel of Immortality Elucidating the Secret Meaning,” an alchemical recipe
(in three versions, as the name suggests) from the Relic of Millions cited prominently within the
Fifth Dalai Lama’s Record of Received Teachings.393

Desi Sanggyé Gyatso cites precious pills as the only type of medicine personally produced by the
Fifth Dalai Lama. The hierarch relied on his court physician Darmo Menrampa, trained in the
Zur medical tradition, to “systematically study” and record the definitive recipes for these
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precious medicines in his text Sealed Instructions (Man ngag bka' rgya ma).394 Innovations in
alchemical method, however, drew not only from a synthesis of material methods for refining
mercury, but also from Fifth Dalai Lama’s integration of the Yutok Heart Essence lineages and
other medical traditions’ rituals. The new recipe for precious pills produced by the Fifth Dalai
Lama represented the tantric interpretation and material manifestation of his new medical
orthodoxy.

The Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso presented the new production of precious pills
as a continuation and a reform of the Zur medical tradition’s process. Previously, Zur physicians
had been responsible for preparing precious pills at the courts of various Kagyü hierarchs and
their patrons. 395 In his autobiography, the Fifth Dalai Lama maintained that “there was a
disruption in the tradition of the practice of purifying mercury at that time,” while Desi Sanggyé
Gyatso claimed that the Kagyü had “only used up to a maximum of eighty-three different
medicines, [as well as just] the water in which rare gems had been soaked, and girls born in the
tiger year were suddenly being killed, and so the process became tainted by crime.”396 It is
difficult to know what to make of such depictions, although the regent’s belief that this
accusation would be compelling seems to support Garrett's assertion that arcane recipes for
precious pills could in fact be quite literal, despite depictions of this language today as merely
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symbolic.397 Regardless, as Czaja also notes, these charges reflected the rivalry between the old
political order and the new, as well as the Gelukpa tradition’s attempt to usurp the authority of
the Zur medical tradition’s recipes for precious pills.

Neither the Fifth Dalai Lama nor subsequent medical scholars (including critics of his Yutok
Heart Essence practice) counted such evil practices as reason not to produce precious pills, nor
as a sign of ineffectiveness. The issue seems to be one of creating an appropriately powerful
method of production, in both the tantric and material realms of practice. Desi Sanggyé Gyatso
described the Fifth Dalai Lama’s reform of precious pill production in this way:
Therefore, because gem pills were not being manufactured correctly, the Great
Fifth decided to perform a great act of giving in order to guard and protect the
lives of living beings. He put a great deal of effort into collecting medicines from
many other sources in search of those ingredients not found in his own storerooms.
Moreover, when he visited the [eastern capital] people came to him like iron
filings to a magnet to make offerings. Queen Dorje Rapten Ma [wife of Khubilai
Khan] came from upper Mongolia, and [a prince, cung wang] also brought
offerings. These offerings included many rare gems, holy relics of our Teacher
and also of bodhisattvas, sravakas, and pratyekabuddhas, a handful of golden
myrobalan, clockwise-coiled white conches, milk from a white lioness, whiskers
taken from a live tigress, diamonds, beryl of various colors, amber, quartz, pearls,
and other inconceivable vajra jewels of men, gods, and nagas. All these he gave
up without any sense of loss, as if they were stones on the ground, thereby
seeding a wonderful and virtuous tradition that resulted in the large-scale
production of many varieties of gem pills, such as the cold-ingredient precious
compound, the hot-ingredient precious compound, the precious pill tarima, the
poison-destroying bezoars as taught in the Blazing Fire speech tantra from the
three body, speech, and mind Mahesvara tantras, together with their
accompanying drinks. These were all blessed to become the immortality ambrosia
of the gods, the death-defying ambrosia of the asura, and the happiness-creating
ambrosia of humans.398
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By linking this reformed process of precious pills’ production to the performance of “a great act
of giving,” the Gelukpa leaders sought to model a new and “virtuous” tradition as the basis for a
new state medical system. Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s emphasis on the precious pill production set in
motion by his mentor, in addition to the regent’s own development of herbal medicines, points us
towards the ways in which the Tibetan Buddhist field of medicine encompassed more than
simply material concerns, and more than just the contents of the Four Tantras. The
transformative potential of medicines, in their material sense, is shown here to quite literally
embody the transformative actions of a charismatic reincarnate leader. Giving up “without a
sense of loss” the exotic and rare gifts donated by powerful patrons from Mongolia and China
(“the eastern capital” visited by the hierarch in 1652), the Fifth Dalai Lama performed a grand
gesture of literally redistributing wealth through a health-giving edible (or wearable) pill. This
gesture also directly reflected his medical schools’ pedagogical emphasis on the Perfection of
Wisdom literature, by modeling bodhisattva motivation or the ‘perfection of generosity.’ The
ritual of transmuting wealth into health proved so enduring and powerful that even critical
successors of the Fifth Dalai Lama sought to transform the process, rather than end it. At the
same time, the Fifth Dalai Lama seems to have been broadly successful in justifying the
continuation of the Zur medical tradition’s process of preparing precious pills, while rendering
the practice “virtuous” to Gelukpa sensibilities.

Conclusion
Through his public projects of founding medical institutions, the Fifth Dalai Lama connected
medicine with healing the trauma of recent war, and especially the reconciliation of competing
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traditions of Tibetan Buddhism under the hegemony of his own Gelukpa order. At the same time,
the physicians and texts produced through the Fifth Dalai Lama’s medical patronage were not
only designed to benefit his Ganden Potrang-administered territories in Central Tibet. Tibetan
physicians and texts began to disseminate in all directions from Lhasa, most notably eastwards
across Mongol lands. These activities helped to establish Lhasa as a cosmopolitan center of
knowledge production, and to further develop the popularity of Tibetan Buddhism among the
Mongols. Later histories of medicine, written by both Tibetans and Mongolians, explicitly
associated the Fifth Dalai Lama’s medical activities with his success in spreading the Gelukpa
order’s power and hegemony in the greater region. The nineteenth-century scholar Drakkar Taso
Trulku called the Fifth Dalai Lama the “ruler of all the Buddha’s teachings between heaven and
earth, who spread all the fields of knowledge including medicine,” so that the “white umbrella of
his Buddhist governance (chos srid) covered China, Tibet and Mongolia.”399

The creation of a new system of state medicine in Tibet began with the Fifth Dalai Lama’s
patronage of three medical schools, but it involved much more than simply building assembly
halls and carving woodblocks. Through sponsoring the translation and composition of medical
works, publication projects, examinations, and teaching assemblies, the Fifth Dalai Lama
regulated both physicians and medical practice, and encouraged the circulation of knowledge
between Tibetan medical traditions. Drawing from the visionary Jang Treasure transmission of
Zur ritual and medical practices championed by his teacher the First Panchen Lama, the Fifth
Dalai Lama used his own transmission and composition of new ritual practices to shape the field
of medicine, and further integrate the Zur medical tradition into a Gelukpa pedagogical and
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epistemological framework. The hierarch authorized the joint practice of Medicine Buddha
rituals and the Yutok Heart Essence tantric practice by propagating an orthodox medical lineage
that combined veneration of these two figures, while hierarchically asserting the regionallyrecognized Medicine Buddha over the Tibetan physician Yutok Yönten Gönpo. The Fifth Dalai
Lama also became well-remembered for his production of precious pills, which as an alchemical
tantric practice modeled bodhisattva motivation, the ‘perfection of generosity’, and state
legitimacy through a grand ritual gesture of literally transforming wealth into health.
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CHAPTER THREE:
Creating Gelukpa medical orthodoxy: The Tsarong school and the Iron Hill monastery

Introduction: The Tsarong school and the monasticization of medicine
Of the three medical schools sponsored by the Fifth Dalai Lama, the best documented is the
Sanctuary of the Assembled Sages of the Tsarong medical lineage, located at the Samdruptsé
fortress of the King of Tsang in Zhikatsé, capital of this region just west of Lhasa. In 1676, the
Fifth Dalai Lama wrote a set of monastic guidelines (bca' yig) for this medical school in eightythree folios, which was later included within his Collected Works.400 As Ter Ellingson has
pointed out, the term bca' yig is a contraction of dge 'dun la 'khrims su bca' ba'i yi ge, “a
document (yi ge) establishing (bca' ba'i) a law ('khrims) for the Buddhist Sangha (dge 'dun)” or
monastic community.401 Although he translated the term bca' yig as “monastic constitution” to
highlight its importance as part of a Tibetan monastic legal tradition, I will follow Berthe
Jansen’s translation of the term as “monastic guidelines” because of their “provisional and
contemporary” rather than permanent nature.402 The Tsarong school Guidelines (as I will refer to
this document) seem to be the first extant example of monastic guidelines written specifically for
an institution of medicine. They combine a philosophical discussion of the tantric Buddhist basis
for medical practice with a practical discussion of how a medical institution should be run.
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According to his autobiography, the Fifth Dalai Lama had previously written monastic
guidelines for the Sanctuary of Medicine to Benefit Beings at Drepung monastery. These do not
seem to be currently extant. Since the Drepung medical school guidelines are unavailable, the
Tsarong school guidelines provide the greatest insight among the Fifth Dalai Lama’s writings
into how he meant his official medical system to put into practice. However, because the
Tsarong school was an established tradition, the Guidelines are written from the perspective of
reforming this tradition and reconciling it with Gelukpa ideals, rather than building anew.

The Fifth Dalai Lama’s authorship of these guidelines for medical training represents a major
development in both Tibetan medicine and the Gelukpa tradition. As mentioned above, training
in medicine had not previously been part of the formal Gelukpa curriculum. And while medical
training existed previously at Tibetan monasteries like Sakya, Takten, Tsurpu and Drigung, it
seems that this medical training still largely took place within the context of teacher-student or
family lineages. The Tsarong school Guidelines reveal how the Fifth Dalai Lama attempted to
create a new and flexible epistemological (or, tantric) basis for medical study that framed this
study within a replicable set of institutions, rather than under a primary charismatic teacher or
family lineage. In the following sections, I will discuss how the Fifth Dalai Lama envisioned the
day-to-day operations of one such medical institute. In particular, the Tsarong school Guidelines’
discussion of tantric medical practices reveals a certain impulse to “monasticize” medical study
and regulate physicians and medical practice through the requirement of certain vows of conduct.
The end of this chapter will contrast the Tsarong medical school with the more famous Iron Hill
medical monastery founded at the end of the seventeenth century by Desi Sanggyé Gyatso.
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The founding and structure of the Tsarong medical school
The Fifth Dalai Lama wrote that the Guidelines for the Tsarong medical school would serve as
“a guiderope like an iron hook for an elephant carelessly wandering as it likes.”403 If the Tsarong
lineage was a careless elephant, it had already been corralled by the Mongol-Gelukpa conquest
of Tsang. Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, in his medical history, alluded to the trouble caused to the
Tsarong school during the war:
The [Tsarong] lineage up to Tsewang Namgyal maintained a succession of
physicians to the Lhünpo Tsewa and the Tsang rulers and also founded medical
schools. When the reputation of Tendzin Chökyi Gyalpo [Gushri Khan] began to
spread, the schools were discontinued. However, later when they were covered by
the religious and secular white umbrella of the Great Fifth, they were restarted.
Later on [Tsewang Namgyal's] son Tseten Dorjé offered a word recitation of the
Drathang Four Tantras, and the Great Fifth wrote a constitution for the school.
These factors were instrumental in raising the status of this tradition.404
The Tsarong school was located right at Samdruptsé fortress, the heart of the Tsang regime's
power. It is no wonder its activities were interrupted by the war, and given Tsarong Tsewang
Namgyal’s status himself as a personal physician of the Tsang ruler, the Dalai Lama’s
rehabilitation of him and reestablishment of the medical school might be seen as a significant
political gesture of trust and magnanimity. As previously mentioned, the Fifth Dalai Lama’s
patronage of the Tsarong medical school began sometime between 1643 and 1657. In 1669, four
tithing households (them bzhi) were allocated to the head Tsarong physician for the support of
his medical activities, and the school received further recognition and donations in connection
403
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with the establishment of the monastic guidelines in 1676.405 The Fifth Dalai Lama directly
linked his patronage of medicine at the Tsarong school to his desire to heal the trauma of war,
writing within the Guidelines that “medical treatments, because they also benefit enemies, make
enemies into friends.”406 In return for accepting the Dalai Lama’s patronage, meanwhile, Desi
Sanggyé Gyatso asserted that the Tsarong lineage benefitted from an enhanced reputation. This
statement may have reflected the regent’s ambitions more than those of Tsarong Pontsang, but
nevertheless the latter did resume teaching and received funding and protection within the new
Mongol-Gelukpa state. At the same time, the Fifth Dalai Lama’s Guidelines outlined new
expectations for the Tsarong medical school, and these expectations created changes within the
curriculum as well as on a more fundamental level.

The Fifth Dalai Lama refers to Tsarong's Sanctuary of Assembled Sages alternately as a
"medical school" (gso rig slob grwa), a “study center for medical techniques” (gso dpyad kyi
bshad grwa), and a “medical monastery” (gso rig grwa tshang).407 The first two terms reflect
better the nature of the Tsarong school as it existed when the guidelines were written, with a
mixture of monastic and non-monastic students, its association with a family lineage, and its
location within a king’s fortress rather than within a monastery. In general, the Fifth Dalai Lama
405
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seemed content to perpetuate this arrangement within the guidelines. The term “medical
monastery,” however, which is the term used officially in the guidelines’ colophon, reveals
certain aspirations for changing the nature of the school. These are reflected in the Fifth Dalai
Lama’s emphasis within the practical portion of the guidelines on strict monastic discipline
according to the canonical Buddhist Vinaya system, which he specifically extended to include
the non-monastic medical students.408

Within the Tsarong school guidelines, the Fifth Dalai Lama outlined quite strict expectations for
monastic conduct, the calendar and schedule of study, a proper curriculum covering both ritual
practices and medical treatment, and the maintenance of community. The medical school's
annual calendar, he wrote, should consist of two sessions, a summer session from the first day of
the fifth lunar month to the last day of the seventh month, and a winter session from the first day
of the tenth month to the last day of the second month. The remaining four months, it is specified,
are for “dharma retreats” (chos mtshams byed pa) in the intermission. Monks should return to
their own local monasteries and study on their own, where “there should be no distractions
besides study.”409

During the regular sessions, the students should be divided into five classes “according to their
abilities, sharp or dull.”410 The basis of the daily curriculum was memorization of the root text of
408
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Tibetan medicine, the Four Tantras. Relying on the Fifth Dalai Lama’s new edition of this text,
those in the highest level class should memorize seven or six lines per day; in the class under that,
five or four lines; in the third class, four or three lines; in the class under that, three or two lines;
and in the lowest level class, two or even just one line. The Fifth Dalai Lama describes the
medical school’s ideal schedule as follows:
First at daybreak, the teacher should stimulate each [student] into action by
blowing hot smoke [from the kitchen furnace]. There should be study until sunrise,
and until the noon break each [student] should memorize on their own in their
residences. During the break, the teachers will test them, and every ten days the
head teacher will give a test. After release from the midday meal, the rest of the
day is free, but do not play idle board games like “Go” [mig mangs rgyal gling
dmag 'khrugs sogs bag med kyi rtse mo].
Then, at the assembly in the teacher's presence, [the teacher should] first chant the
liturgy and each subject of study in succession, and as appropriate to abilities,
give the crucial points of explanatory commentary and quintessential instructions.
The understanding, oral instruction, and calculation of medical compound
[ingredients] should each be treated as appropriate.
Engage in study according to the sundial. At sundown when the gong sounds,
quickly walk to the assembly hall. … After release from the assembly, each
[student] should go for a little while to their residence for a retreat in darkness
until the late evening. The remainder of the night there should be no
communication; speak openly and purely, without wandering or idle chatter,
which is distracting. If this happens, one hundred prostrations should be
imposed.411
The guidelines thus present a tidy picture of something akin to a well-ordered English boarding
411
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school, running on a set schedule according to the time-keeping of a sundial and the sound of a
gong. Morning study focused on the Four Tantras, using the Zur lineage print recently redacted
by the Fifth Dalai Lama's physician. Tests on memorization were common; one every day with a
junior teacher, and again cumulatively every ten days from the head Tsarong teacher. After an
afternoon break, the students reconvened in the school’s assembly hall to receive commentarial
and practical medical instruction, including the calculation of medicinal compound ingredients,
with the head teacher. At night, the students were expected – at least by the guidelines’ author –
to stay quietly in their rooms for reflection. Also, in addition to the regular tests, a final round of
examinations was set for the end of each session, for both monks and laymen, so that they would
not forget what they had learned during their release on break.

In addition to the study schedule, the Guidelines also laid out a system for regulating the social
life of the monastery, including finances, meals, and the appointment of leaders. Salaries (of
unspecified amount) were to be distributed by the district leader (rdzong sdod), first to the
teacher, and then from time to time to students. Residences were to be shared, depending on the
size of the dwelling, between 5-8 people. A house leader should be entrusted with the keys to the
assembly hall and kitchen, and the elders of each residence should appoint a junior teacher “so
that there will not be carelessness and wastefulness about the house.”412 In such a tightly
scheduled day, mealtimes were also firmly prescribed:
each elder and young monk in turn should be given tea and butter; for this
purpose a caretaker (spyi gnyer sprel po) and tea-maker (ja ma) should be
appointed, and these [provisions] should be given according to calculations from
the register. As for the necessities of giving tea and noodle-soup six times a day,
[serve] these four at the residences: noodle-soup at daybreak, mid-morning tea,
412
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mid-day noodle-soup, and evening tea; and [serve] two at night at the assembly:
tea and noodles. Except for the acceptance or rejection of meat, do not argue
about your own tastes.413
Clearly so much study was expected to be hungry work; the provisions seem generous, but
strictly apportioned. The reference to vegetarianism is interesting, as Tibetan Buddhism is not
often associated with this particular renunciation, but evidently some still chose to abide by it. In
general the provisions of the Guidelines for the management of the school are somewhat vague,
but closely resemble those from Gelukpa monasteries that Ellingson, Jansen, and others have
described.

Besides the proscription of board games, quite a few other specific regulations of conduct and
renunciation were laid out for the medical students. First and foremost, residences should be kept
“meticulously pure”; besides monks, the Fifth Dalai Lama specifies that “if there are laymen,
they should not bring women and beer, since these are meaningless and distracting.”414 The
purity of residences also included possessions, which should be kept to a minimum. Clothing
should also be appropriate: monks should wear only their robes (zla gam) as a sign of ordination,
and these should not be white or multicolored (possibly a reference to a marker of Kagyü or
other sectarian affiliation), while laymen should also wear appropriate dress (phya ma tse) in
crimson. If clothing “moves well,” it was written, “the three doors [body, speech and mind] will
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not be distracted by others during the thoughts of refuge and bodhicitta.”415 If a student was sick
during the time of assembly or study, they needed to ask permission from the disciplinarian (dge
skos) in order to be excused. Students should not ask to go to the village, and should not go. If
they did go, as punishment they were required to make (and fund) tea for everyone at the school.
Under exceptional circumstances, a student could ask the rdzong sdod for permission to leave.
Finally, after a reminder of the appropriate type and color of clothing, students were exhorted not
to carry a knife or other weapons, and to “abandon the crude behavior of Mongols” for softer
attributes.416 As an interesting concession, perhaps, to the lay character of Tsarong’s school, the
Fifth Dalai Lama added that it is not wrong, however, to wear earrings or other “proud” and
“auspicious” ornaments.417 We can imagine how these ornaments might mark a physician’s
status and inspire confidence from patients.

Of course, it is difficult to know how much resemblance this ideal vision of life at Tsarong
medical school bore to lived reality; furthermore, there is no explicit mention of whether these
are new practices being imposed. The details of proscribed and regulated activities give us a
fascinating glimpse into life at the medical school, however, at the moment that these guidelines
endeavored to change it. Of particular concern to the Fifth Dalai Lama is the extension of
monastic discipline, notably celibacy and the renunciation of alcohol and extraneous possessions,
to the lay medical students at the school. Along with restrictions on clothing, talking at night,
leaving the monastery, and rough behavior, these regulations on one level reference common
415
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codes associated with classical Buddhist Vinaya discipline, but more specifically, seem designed
to change the character of Tsarong's heretofore non-(exclusively) monastic medical school.
Surely another benefit of such discipline, that would not have been lost on the Fifth Dalai Lama,
would be the discouragement of potential disputes and bad blood that might still bubble up
within this fortress of the defeated King of Tsang.

Ritual practice at the Tsarong medical school
It seems a rather motley and potentially unruly group of monastic and lay medical students lived
and studied side by side at the Tsarong medical school, with varying degrees of ability and
motivation, but with the opportunity to learn both the scholastic basis of medicine and at least
something about its practice. While the Fifth Dalai Lama’s attention to memorization-based
examinations over practical training might be partly attributable to the lack of a medical tradition
within the Gelukpa educational system, the Four Tantras had long been considered the basis of a
scholastic understanding of medicine. The schedule put forth in the guidelines might therefore
represent an amalgamation of the Tsarong school’s preexisting customs and the Gelukpa
emphasis on monastic structure and examinations. At the same time, further discussion of
curriculum within the guidelines hints at certain tensions in this amalgamation.

In addition to the daily study schedule for the Four Tantras and its commentaries and
instructions, the Tsarong medical school guidelines named a number of ritual practices that
should be conducted at certain times. Every fifteen days,

the specified liturgical texts should be read with excellent voices by the appointed
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chant-leader (dbu mdzad) and teachers, [and this should be] arranged in an orderly
presentation by the disciplinarian (dge bskos), who is in charge [of seeing] that
nothing is prolonged or omitted.418

These “specified texts” are later said to include recitation of the Medicine Buddha and Yutok
Yönten Gönpo lineage supplication prayers; aspiration verses; the 'twenty-one prostrations'; a
torma (ritual cake) offering to Zhang blon, the protector deity of medicine; the Perfection of
Wisdom Heart Sūtra; the Amitayus prayer (dhāraṇī) of longevity; together with “whatever
auspicious prayers and Dharma practices are appropriate.”419 Three times a month, on each full
moon, new moon and eighth day, the assembly should also complete a great liturgy and offering
for the Medicine Buddha (sman bla'i mdo chog). In addition to carefully noting that nothing
should be “prolonged or omitted” from these ritual practices, the Fifth Dalai Lama wrote – in a
greater gesture of severity than shown so far – that “whoever transgresses [this curriculum] with
textual traditions that cause disputes of mouths and hands should do one hundred prostrations,
and present a community tea offering of fixed amount.” 420 This would have constituted a
substantial fine. Clearly the delineation of these collected ritual practices represents one of the
most important of all the guidelines’ regulations, and just as clearly, this delineation represented
a potential matter of dispute between the Fifth Dalai Lama and the Tsarong medical students.
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In addition to the ritual practices already listed, two auspicious and appropriate practices for the
Tsarong medical school were mentioned within the Fifth Dalai Lama’s autobiography. One was
a long-life prayer (ring 'tsho) for the school’s teacher, Tsarong Pöntsang Tseten Dorjé, written by
the Fifth Dalai Lama “in order to establish this at [his] medical school.”421 Such prayers were
quite common in the Fifth Dalai Lama’s collected works, written for various requestors. The
other was a special performance of the Medicine Buddha ritual dedicated to the long life of the
Fifth Dalai Lama himself, and performed in 1680.422 This ritual presages the long-life or “firmfeet” (zhabs brtan) rituals that would be performed for various political figures, especially the
Qing emperors, within later medical colleges, and further demonstrates the political dimensions
inherent in Tibetan medical institutions.

The Medicine Buddha assembly performed three times a month was central to the Fifth Dalai
Lama’s vision for the Tsarong medical school, but it had not previously been part of the school’s
curriculum. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s autobiography mentions establishing this practice at the
Tsarong school on the second day of the second month of 1676, a few days before completion of
the Guidelines:
A Medicine Buddha offering was established at the Zhikatsé medical school
Sanctuary of Assembled Sages of the Tsarong lineage; this was accomplished
according to the method of the painter (lha bris pa) Chöying, with the income
from families in Serkhyim Tashi Chöding monastery [in Namling dzong].423
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The painting by Chöying would have provided a reference or support (rten) for the
contemplative visualization of the Medicine Buddha during the offering practice. The Medicine
Buddha ritual most likely followed the Fifth Dalai Lama’s new handbook for this practice
written three years previously. Further financial support for the Medicine Buddha assembly was
apportioned in 1678, on the eighth day of the eighth month, when “during the Dharma session
(chos thog) at the Zhikatsé medical school Sanctuary of Assembled Sages, utensils (mchod chas)
were provided for holding the Medicine Buddha offering every seven days in perpetuity.”424
After this, the Tsarong school would have had no excuses not to perform the practice according
to the Fifth Dalai Lama's specifications, every week.

On the other hand, a curious omission from the Tsarong medical school’s ritual curriculum is the
Yutok Heart Essence. The head Tsarong physicians would have had a strong connection to the
practice, since according to Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, the Tsarong school followed the Zur lineage
passed down through Jarpo Panchen.425 The Guidelines do indicate some discretion within the
curriculum, and it is possible that Yutok Heart Essence practice could be included among the
other unspecified “auspicious” practices “appropriate” to conduct at the school. But certainly this
practice was being subordinated to that of the Medicine Buddha assembly. The Fifth Dalai Lama
does not explicitly discuss his emphasis on offerings to the Medicine Buddha vis-à-vis
deemphasizing Yutok Heart Essence tantric practice at the Tsarong medical school. His
justification is expressed in another way, within the first three-quarters of the Guidelines’ text,
which present an argument for the Four Tantras as the authentic Word of the Medicine Buddha
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rather than as a composition of Yutok Yönten Gönpo. Regarding the latter view, the Fifth Dalai
Lama wrote:

Many people assert that the Four Tantras is a treatise written by Yutok Yönten
Gönpo, but in this tradition the lineage of Yutok actually includes the King of
Medicine as principal within the mandala, so it seems this [assertion] is nothing
but an oral tradition.426

If Yutok Yönten Gönpo was not counted as the author of the Four Tantras, there was no reason
to venerate him as prominently as the Medicine Buddha. The Tsarong physicians were thus now
required to acknowledge the primary status of the Medicine Buddha along with their
incorporation of this ritual practice, in distinction to their previous primary association with the
Yutok Heart Essence practice. On the other hand, a prayer to the lineage of Yutok Yönten Gönpo
and a torma offering to Zhanglön, the protector deity of medicine associated with this lineage,
were included in the “specified texts” of bimonthly practice, along with prayers to the lineage of
the Medicine Buddha. As elsewhere, at the Tsarong medical school the Fifth Dalai Lama allowed
elements of the Zur medical tradition’s Yutok Heart Essence practice to enter the curriculum,
while upholding the Medicine Buddha practice as primary. In this way, the Tsarong medical
school Guidelines, with their outline of proper discipline for the social life of monastic and lay
medical students, again linked the “reform” of medical study to proper tantric ritual practices.
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The Fifth Dalai Lama actually spent much of the first part of the Guidelines, which we will now
turn to, outlining his historical and philosophical reasoning for this link.

Teaching the “view” vs. teaching the methods
The Fifth Dalai Lama explained his method of reasoning for reconciling the field of medicine
and a Gelukpa doctrinal framework within first section of the monastic guidelines written for the
Sanctuary of Assembled Sages. Within the Guidelines, the Fifth Dalai Lama wrote of the need to
correct doctrinal distortions in the medical tradition in order to reform medical education and
practice. The Fifth Dalai Lama presented his argument for a correct view of the Four Tantras'
history and classification as Buddhist literature in a manner that resonated with Gelukpa “Middle
Way” doctrine, emphasizing both the altruism of bodhisattva motivation and the ethics of
monastic discipline. He contrasted this presentation with a “wrong view” (log rtog) associated
with the Kagyü tradition. Despite the selectivity of his curriculum, however, the Fifth Dalai
Lama characterized the field of medicine as “impartial” (gzur gnas, ris su ma chad pa, or ris med
pa) knowledge, arguing that the methods of medicine have the potential to benefit all regardless
of whether they are enemies or friends.427 He drew a distinction between wrong doctrinal views
of medicine and their associated medical treatment methods, which could be beneficial and
useful. In this way, the Fifth Dalai Lama was able to defend the use of medical methods from
heterodox sources, whether Tibetan or foreign. His epistemological framework therefore neatly
solved the problem of knowledge circulation in a variety of contexts, creating a flexible blueprint
for the growth of Tibetan institutions and innovation in medical and natural knowledge.
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Following a broadly standard two-part format, the Tsarong school Guidelines combined a
doctrinal discussion of the Buddhist basis for medical education and practice with specific
instructions for communal conduct and socio-economic structures. Central to the first section of
all monastic guidelines was a discussion of basic Buddhist soteriological principles, and in
particular the importance of Buddhist monastic dicipline (Vinaya). However, Ellingson
distinguished two main Buddhist orientations among monastic guidelines, towards religious
communities that were either primarily “philosophical” or “ritual/tantric.” For a tantric
community, the opening discussion might also address “concerns over arbitrary distortions of
authentic traditions.”428

In the opening section of the Tsarong school’s Guidelines, it becomes clear that delineating the
specific philosophical basis of medical training and practices also meant contesting “distortion”
of the authentic medical tradition. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s discussion closely followed the format
of the longstanding debates over the origin of the Four Tantras familiar from the medical history
genre, and defended the Four Tantras as being the Word of the Buddha. The hierarch also took
issue with what he labeled “wrong views” or heterodox understandings of medicine.429 The Fifth
Dalai Lama’s emphasis on the necessity of a correct Buddhist view as the basis for the practice
of various medical treatment methods drew from the distinctive Gelukpa rhetorical tradition of
Middle Way Buddhist philosophy.

In the Guidelines' opening section, the Fifth Dalai Lama placed medicine among the five major
fields of Buddhist knowledge (“interior [Buddhist] knowledge,” logic, grammar, medicine, and
428
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manufactures) and within the Great Vehicle of Buddhism.430 This classification, as we have seen,
had been common among Tibetan medical historians since the twelfth century. Specifically, the
Fifth Dalai Lama wrote:
The five subjects are grammar and logic that refute proponents of wrong views,
manufactures and medicine that [provide] care for others, and interior knowledge
that is omniscience itself. One may wonder: is this last [i.e., interior knowledge]
sufficient? According to Shantideva, “If a bodhisattva has no learning, there will
be no [understanding of] reality. Those who endeavor in this way will attain no
meritorious actions whatsoever.” Like this, he said that bodhisattvas must pursue
learning to achieve the welfare of other beings, and particularly the field of
medicine.431
The Dalai Lama used this list of the five fields to present three major educational goals: to refute
opponents with “wrong views,” to care for others, and to achieve a Buddhist understanding of
reality. His quote from Shantideva, an Indian Buddhist scholar favored by the Gelukpa tradition,
reminded his audience of the stakes of classifying medicine as part of the Great Vehicle. The
field of medicine, the Dalai Lama argued unequivocally, served as an essential component of the
bodhisattva path, where a Buddhist understanding of reality could not be achieved without the
motivation of benefitting other beings. In the context of the dual aspects of medical knowledge,
the Fifth Dalai Lama’s argument was partly about the study of medical treatments, which might
be undertaken in order to materially benefit beings. However, it was also an argument designed
to refute those with “wrong views,” who might undertake tantric medical practices primarily to
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achieve “interior knowledge” or supermundane powers rather than for the benefit of others. Such
a view was associated with certain heterodox traditions, which the Fifth Dalai Lama began to
describe in the next section.

The Fifth Dalai Lama approached heterodoxy in two ways, first by describing foreign nonBuddhist traditions, and second by describing “wrong views” associated with other Tibetan
traditions’ narratives of the Four Tantras’ origin. The Guidelines listed three medical traditions
associated with the earliest origins of medicine in India, which the Fifth Dalai Lama linked to the
three major Hindu deities. The “Tradition of the Gods” (lha'i lugs) derived from a story from
early Indian literature (including the Bhagavata Purana and the Mahabharata) about the
churning of the ocean to obtain the ambrosia of immortality (bdud rtsi). Tibetan versions of this
story, including the Guidelines, appropriated this tradition as Buddhist by recounting that when
the demon Rahu had his head cut off for trying to drink some of this ambrosia, the god Brahma
felt compassion and healed Rahu using a medical text (the Gso dpyad 'bum sde) taught to him by
the Buddha.432

The “Tradition of the Sages” (Drang srong gi lugs) was associated with the disciples of Indra
(Brgya byin) and with the Caraka Saṃhitā, one of the foundational texts of Indian Āyurvedic
medicine.433 The Caraka Saṃhitā combined a comprehensive overview of material medicine –
432
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including a pharmacopeia of animal, plant and mineral substances, and a presentation of anatomy,
diagnostic techniques, diseases, and treatments – with an extended discussion of philosophical
topics including reincarnation and definitions of causality.434 This format, in which the medical
text carried within it a specific philosophical system, provided a model for later Āyurvedic
medical texts including the Essence of Eight Branches that became translated into Tibetan.

The final Indian medical tradition the Fifth Dalai Lama referred to as the “outsider tradition”
(phyi rol pa'i lugs). He did not expand much on this tradition, but associated it with the mattedhair (skra shad 'dzings pa) disciples of Shiva (dbang phyug chen po). As might be expected, the
collective association of Indian medical heritage with non-Buddhist deities, philosophical
viewpoints and tantric systems presented a problem for the classification of medicine as a
Buddhist subject. Regarding this problem, the Fifth Dalai Lama cited a stone pillar from the
Tibetan imperial period that read, “Even though these Vedic traditions are false, some among the
Tradition of the Great Treatises [Buddhism] still teach them. If anyone asks, in general and in
particular they are a fable.”435 Nevertheless, the Dalai Lama proceeded to argue that there was a
way to incorporate medical knowledge from non-Buddhist foreign contexts. Despite the falsity
of the Vedic traditions’ origin stories and tantric deity practices, the Fifth Dalai Lama maintained,

Caraka Saṃhitā became systematized under the patronage of the first-century Scythian king Kaniṣka
(whose empire extended from the Gangetic plain of upper India to the Tarim Basin north of Tibet), and
continued to be enlarged and edited through the eighth century CE. See Wujastyk in Alphen and Aris
1995, p. 22.
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“In a wider sense, all the life-sustaining methods of medicine are not unsuitable to advocate.”436
This distinction between “wrong views” of medicine and their suitable methods provided a
crucial justification for the Gelukpa synthesis and institutionalization of medical traditions, and
for the continuing circulation of medical knowledge.

Later in the text, the Fifth Dalai Lama described how the circulation of medical knowledge
inside and outside of Tibet worked in tandem with various deity practices. Outside of Tibet, the
texts of the Tradition of the Sages “who practice the empowerments of the medicine goddesses,”
the Fifth Dalai Lama wrote, “are known in India and China, and in other regions the treatments
of medicine (gso dpyad) have indeed spread greatly.” The Medicine Buddha and associated
“medicine goddesses” were here recognized by the hierarch as having wide regional appeal.

The development of medicine inside Tibet before the Four Tantras, meanwhile, was traced (as in
other histories) to the Tibetan ruler Tri Songdetsen, who was said to have invited to his court
various foreign physicians – Indian, Chinese, Kashmiri, Tajik, Turk, Dolpowa (from the Dolpo
kingdom now in Nepal), and Nepali. The Fifth Dalai Lama describes them translating medical
texts at Samyé monastery “with faithful hearts,” collaborating with Padmasambhava and Tibetan
assistants. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s own patronage of Indian medical scholars to translate new
texts with his physicians must have been at least partly calculated to recall this glorious narrative
of the Tibetan imperial period. “Because the Tibetan king, ministers and subjects all listened
with respect,” the Dalai Lama wrote, “some [Tibetans] became life-giving physicians themselves,
and all the black-haired Tibetans honored them. How is this not the bestowal of life? All the
436
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black-hairs’ deities were fierce, but they also paid homage, and so the title “king of deities” (lha
rje) was bestowed [on the physicians].”437 Here the practice of medicine was characterized as a
missionary activity par excellence, again alluding to the Fifth Dalai Lama's own ambitions.

Correct medical study: The Fifth Dalai Lama's exegesis
In the following section of the Guidelines, the Fifth Dalai Lama turned to the origin of the
Tibetan tradition of medicine represented by the Four Tantras. He declared the Four Tantras
unequivocally the “sacred word of the King of Medicine” (sman rgyal gyis bka' stsal), taught in
the medical city of Tanaduk, which he located in the Central Asian region of Oddiyana. He also
identified the Four Tantras as a Treasure Teaching, translated by Vairocana from the
transmission of the Kashmiri scholar Candranandana (author of the Eight Branches commentary
called Moonbeam) and hidden at Samyé monastery by the order of King Tri Songdetsen. After
remaining one hundred fifty years under the protection of the protector-deity Zhanglön, the Four
Tantras was discovered by Drapa Ngönshé and subsequently transmitted to Yutok Yönten
Gönpo. Thus for the Fifth Dalai Lama, the Four Tantras was both the Word of the Buddha and a
Treasure Teaching.

The Fifth Dalai Lama contrasted this narrative against the “many people” who asserted that the
Four Tantras is a treatise written by Yutok Yönten Gönpo, remarking, “but in this tradition the
lineage of Yutok actually includes the King of Medicine as principal within the mandala, so it
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seems this is nothing but an oral tradition.”438 Here the Fifth Dalai Lama was referring especially
to the Zur luminary Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo, who was associated both with the argument that the
Four Tantras was a treatise written by Yutok Yönten Gönpo, and with the Zur medical
tradition’s practice of the Yutok Heart Essence venerating Yutok. However, as described
previously, the Fifth Dalai Lama asserted the authority of the new lineage of Yutok Heart
Essence practice, which identified Yutok as a speech-emanation of the Medicine Buddha, and
therefore as a secondary figure. Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo’s branch of the Zur, privileging the
authority of a lineage deriving from Yutok Yönten Gönpo, was thus disparaged as merely “an
oral tradition.”

The Fifth Dalai Lama then proceeded to a detailed doctrinal argument of how study of the Four
Tantras could be authorized according to an amalgamation of the tantric systems of the Nyingma
tradition and New Traditions. “In terms of the hidden aspect of the lineage,” the Fifth Dalai
Lama stated, the Four Tantras should be practiced as both the “generation of the ‘four
empowerments’ according to the various lineages of the Medicine King” (sman rgyal rigs 'dus
kyi dbang bzhi bskyed), which was a reference to the Highest Yoga Tantra (anuttara yoga tantra)
class associated with the New Traditions, and also as the “system of the Heart Essence of the
Great Perfection” (rdzogs pa chen po'i lam zab mo'i snying tig gi srol), which was associated
with the Nyingma tradition.439 The Fifth Dalai Lama went on to argue that although the Four
Tantras was sometimes considered an Action Tantra (kriya tantra), the lowest class of tantra
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according to the New Traditions, “there is no need for the weariness” of this classification,
“since it belongs among the Supreme Nectar of Life class of tantras, in the eight classes of
[Nyingma] Mahayoga.” 440 In this way, the Fifth Dalai Lama presented the Four Tantras
according to a framework that unified the tantric systems of the New Traditions and the
Nyingma tradition, while classifying the Four Tantras in the New Traditions’ system as the
highest rather than the lowest division of tantra. His purpose for doing was shortly revealed: by
relying on this form of tantric medical practice, the Fifth Dalai Lama argued, “the secret
Medicine Buddha sādhana of Lord Yutok brings blessings from the lineage of the Sages.”441
Here we can see that the Fifth Dalai Lama’s exegesis was designed to also authorize practice of
the Yutok Heart Essence.

After completing this complicated exegesis to reconcile the tantric systems of the Nyingma and
New Traditions, the Fifth Dalai Lama launched into a seemingly more original discourse:
The immeasurable wish of the aspiration to highest enlightenment is an
unmistaken door. Entering the door of other vehicles is unnecessary. The Middle
Way view beyond all concepts of too little, too much or the wrong kind is an
unobstructed view. Entering cultivation of the practice of the “four immeasurables”
[loving kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity], one cannot go
wrong. Reject all the ten non-virtues, madness, derangement, impropriety,
wrongdoing, etc., with uncorrupted vows. By practicing the path of the Six
Perfections [generosity, discipline, forbearance, diligence, meditative stability,
and discriminating knowledge] with a resolve towards bodhisattva-hood, the
blessing of the medicinal substances will be bestowed. Not being sullied by the
impurities of faults and defects is the practice of discipline. Forbearance is to
tolerate the expressions of leisure, toil, cold, hunger and sickness. Diligence is the
effort of treating sick people without laziness. Meditative stability is thinking
about the contemplation of medical treatment. Discriminating knowledge is the
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arising of certain knowledge of healing through medical treatment.442
The Fifth Dalai Lama presented this exhortation as according with the Middle Way view, a
doctrinal position that Gelukpa scholars often debated with the scholars of other traditions. The
focus of the discourse was correct motivation and ethical practice. Cultivating the “four
immeasurables” was equated with the cultivation of positive mental qualities. The “ten nonvirtues” were to be avoided with the help of taking vows. The Six Perfections (and here we are
reminded of the Drepung student’s examination on the Four Tantras and Perfection of Wisdom
sūtra) were presented as positive behavioral disciplines, which the Fifth Dalai Lama explained
here specifically in reference to the practice of medicine, admonishing physicians to treat sick
people without laziness and with the motivation to benefit others. He even equated the study of
medicine with the “contemplation” and “arising of certain knowledge of healing through”
medical treatment, seemingly a reference to the attainment of medical knowledge through
empirical observation. Together, these elements comprise the classic path of a bodhisattva,
dedicated to benefitting others on their path to enlightenment.

While the Fifth Dalai Lama presented his exegesis as universal and “unmistaken,” there was
some tension inherent in the discouragement of “entering the door of other vehicles.” The Dalai
Lama argued further that “with respect to the kinds of compounds and treatments of medicine,
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there is a difference between the view of ordinary practices and the view along with meditation
and conduct; these are dissimilar.”443 The hierarch also disparaged unnamed “elders who make
mudras to others with whatever sort of mental concepts.”444 Mudras refer to symbolic gestures
(such as the hand positions of deities in paintings and statues), but the term also literally
translates as “seals” – making it possibly a dismissive reference to the system of the Great Seal
practice by Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo. Following up this criticism, the Fifth Dalai Lama went on to
quote Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé on the importance of practicing tantra for the sake of others:
“Surely the point of this existence is not only to attain the higher realms and liberation! If one
does not rely on laws and the Tantric Vehicle (Vajrayāna) for the sake of others, these will not
be attained.”445 Since the progenitor of the Zur medical tradition himself made such a statement,
the Dalai Lama argued, “even if there are points of doubt [among Zur practitioners] I think they
will dissolve of their own accord. If not, they are doubts of attachment drawn like water from the
valley of the Kagyüpa.”446 This is the Fifth Dalai Lama’s most explicit reference to the main
target of his medical reforms: the branch of the Zur medical tradition that he associated with the
Kagyü Buddhist tradition of his rivals.
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Medicine as impartial and useful knowledge
In the opening verses of the Guidelines, the Fifth Dalai Lama wrote that his motivation for
patronizing the Tsarong school arose from “beholding the unsurpassed gift of immortality [given
by tantric medical practices] to all beings irrespective of tradition, and the desire out of the
highest intention of liberation to establish [this field] in both Ü and Tsang.”447 He also praised
medicine as “undefiled by and unfamiliar with the demon of sectarianism; it has the power to
transform all suffering human beings into the form of joyous celestial beings!”448 These praises
are not simply metaphor or hyperbole, but expressed the Fifth Dalai Lama’s desire to heal the
trauma of the recent Mongol-Tsang war through his patronage of the King of Tsang’s former
medical school. Medical treatments, the Dalai Lama writes, “because they also benefit enemies,
make enemies into friends.”449 Of course, at the same time, the hierarch appropriated these
Tsarong medical technologies from Tsang – previously unknown in his own Gelukpa tradition –
for his state medical system.

The Fifth Dalai Lama’s characterization of medicine as a type of nonsectarian or impartial
knowledge, including both its material and tantric aspects, served as a major theme throughout
the Guidelines. The Fifth Dalai Lama referred to Tsarong Tseten Dorjé (or Tsarong Pöntsang,
then the head Tsarong physician) as a friend who, being “on the excellent path,” acted as the
“impartial and clear-minded” teacher of many at his “school holding the knowledge of truly
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vanquishing death.”450 The dual dimensions of medical knowledge point to a potential problem
with teaching this knowledge impartially, however. The Dalai Lama’s appeal to medicine’s
material aspects, or methods of treatment, as universally and empirically beneficial constituted a
very different sort of claim than an appeal to medicine’s tantric aspects as impartial with regards
to sectarian belief. Implicitly recognizing this tension, the Fifth Dalai Lama devoted the first
section of the Tsarong medical school Guidelines to crafting a justification of the “impartial”
nature of medical knowledge.

The Fifth Dalai Lama compared “the king of medicine in human form” Yutok Yonten Gonpo to
“a great tree of amrita medicine that is the wealth of all beings impartially, endowed with
inconceivably marvelous qualities,” and depicted Yutok’s activities and lineage as spreading in
all directions of Ü-Tsang.451 As the inheritors of Yutok’s tradition, the Dalai Lama went on to list
major Drangti, Jang, and Zur tradition figures; elsewhere he had also affirmed Tsarong Tseten
Dorjé as a “holder of the old and pure [or high-caste Brahmin] Snowland lineage of the essential
Tsarongpa physicians from Upper Tsang.”452 In this way, despite the relationships between these
various medical traditions and different Tibetan Buddhist traditions, and the polemics and wars
that resulted, the Fifth Dalai Lama went out of his way to be inclusive of all the Tibetan medical
450
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traditions, presenting the Four Tantras as belonging equally to all Tibetans and indeed to all
beings. However, in identifying medicine as an impartial field of knowledge and Tsarong
Pöntsang as an impartial teacher, the Fifth Dalai Lama himself assumed the role of the highest
arbiter of impartiality.

The Fifth Dalai Lama needed to acknowledge and reconcile two related problems of tantric
knowledge transmission for the field of medicine. The first problem had to do with the
transcendence of sectarian differences internal to Tibetan traditions. The second problem had to
do with transcending the boundaries between knowledge of Tibetan origin and knowledge of
foreign origin, or as described in the Guidelines, between Buddhist knowledge and non-Buddhist
knowledge respectively. To solve these problems, and enable the “impartial” transmission of
medical knowledge across Tibetan and foreign contexts, the Fifth Dalai Lama put forward a new
and creative distinction with regard to the nature of medical knowledge. He separated the “wrong
understandings” or “wrong views” of medicine associated with heterodox traditions, which were
then available to refute, from the medical treatment methods of these traditions, which could still
be suitable to practice. What made them suitable to practice was a reliance on correct bodhisattva
motivation and ethical discipline.

The Fifth Dalai Lama’s exegesis reconciling the various Tibetan tantric medical systems served
to bracket their epistemological differences, by creating a Medicine Buddha ritual that
encompassed all traditions and maintained that ethical and altruistic practice, rather than the
authority of private knowledge or gnosis, would result in both bodhisattvahood and “the blessing
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of medicinal substances.”453 The Fifth Dalai Lama’s approach is remarkably reminiscent of
seventeenth century (in other words, contemporary) British natural philosophers such as Robert
Boyle, who also bracketed metaphysical concerns in order to get on with the work of empirical
observation and to claim that his findings were not a challenge to the Church.454 However, the
Fifth Dalai Lama’s framework for medical study cast empirical knowledge concerning human
bodies and the natural world as not just “useful” knowledge within the mundane world, but as
“beneficial” knowledge in the dual Buddhist sense of both mundane and ultimate benefits. The
Fifth Dalai Lama modeled his vision for correct medical practice himself, as we have seen,
through his production of precious pills.

Desi Sanggyé Gyatso and the Iron Hill medical monastery
It was not until after the Fifth Dalai Lama’s death that the field of medicine came to its greatest
prominence in Gelukpa governance, however. In 1696, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso closed the Fifth
Dalai Lama’s three medical schools, claiming that they had fallen “into ruin and were no longer
in operation,” and consolidated medical learning into a central state institution, the Iron Hill
medical monastery.455 At the Iron Hill, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso created a comprehensive Tibetan
medical tradition within an elaborated institution close to the heart of the Lhasa government. The
regent also created an expanded curriculum for this monastery, incorporating knowledge from
the previously disfavored Jang medical tradition into his two major commentaries on the Four
Tantras, ground-breaking set of accompanying illustrative paintings, and extensive work of
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medical history. Desi Sanggyé Gyatso accomplished all this in addition to also producing major
works in other fields of knowledge, and while governing Tibet during a time of great political
tension. 456 As Desi Sanggyé Gyatso attempted to establish legitimacy as a lay ruler and
representative of the Gelukpa order, at the expense of his erstwhile Khoshud Mongol allies, the
Iron Hill medical monastery embodied his reliance on a different kind of governing authority
than his reincarnate mentor, the Fifth Dalai Lama.

As “textbooks,” the regent himself wrote two masterful medical commentaries and a
comprehensive medical history. Desi Sanggyé Gyatso also commissioned a vivid set of seventynine paintings to illustrate his major medical commentary and aid students in memorization. In
his medical history, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso himself claimed to have combined all the major
previous traditions of Tibetan medicine within his texts and at his new, comprehensive Iron
Mountain medical monastery. His project was viewed more ambivalently by the nineteenthcentury scholar Drakkar Taso Trulku, however, who accused Desi Sanggyé Gyatso as being an
appropriator of knowledge from rival Tibetan Buddhist traditions, while wresting them out of
their proper philosophical context. In general, the very rigor Desi Sanggyé Gyatso envisioned for
his medical institution seems to have contributed to his later negative reputation among rival
traditions.

At the Iron Hill medical monastery, as the regent appropriated medical knowledge and practices
from rival traditions, he also created new techniques for maintaining the Gelukpa order’s
proprietorship of the new medical tradition. For two weeks during the late summer months, the
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Iron Hill’s student monks would travel to the mountains for a field expedition, gathering herbs
and culminating in a public examination with each student required to demonstrate his
proficiency in identifying materia medica.457 The regent borrowed this idea from earlier medical
traditions, but he took great pride in adding comprehensiveness, exactitude and rigor to the
examination, and to instituting the practice annually. This annual examination in identifying
medicines also might led to the awarding of a terminal menrampa medical degree at the Iron
Mountain monastery.458 The menrampa degree was akin to the highest degrees in Gelukpa
scholarly culture, including the Geshé Lharampa for philosophy (mtshan nyid) or Buddhist
exoteric studies, and Ngakrampa for tantric studies. 459 As Georges Dreyfus discusses, the
Gelukpa tradition first centralized the process of examining scholars in exoteric studies in 1625
at the Monlam Chenmo festival and awarded what at that time was known as the Rabjampa
degree, and in 1648 the Fifth Dalai Lama established this examination on an annual basis.460 The
Seventh Dalai Lama later replaced the Rabjampa with a hierarchy of degrees: Lharampa,
Tsokrampa, and Dorampa. This gradual institutionalization of degrees was mirrored in the
medical field: the title Menrampa seems to have first been used by the Fifth Dalai Lama within
various prayers he composed for Lopzang Chödrak, but only later did Desi Sanggyé Gyatso
routinize the awarding of this degree.461 Not every medical student would earn the menrampa
degree; in fact, the title was generally reserved for those who had mastered the highest levels of
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both practical medical training and the more esoteric attainments of tantric ritual practice. For
almost a century, it was the exclusive prerogative of the Iron Hill medical monastery to award
this degree.

Why did Desi Sanggyé Gyatso place such importance on developing his medical institution? The
years he spent building the Iron Mountain monastery, and writing his medical commentaries and
history, were the final years of his life. Another great war was brewing during this time, pitting
rival Mongol groups and their Tibetan allies against each other. While the dominance of the
Gelukpa order had been established, the death of the Fifth Dalai Lama left a power vaccum, and
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso acted to accrue more state powers to himself. Because the regent was a
layman, however, he found he needed to give a lengthy justification of his Buddhist credentials,
along with the contradictions between Buddhist ideals and the exigencies of ruling a state. As we
will see, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s medical history reads as just such a justification for his rule over
Tibet.

Desi Sanggyé Gyatso and an empirical critique of sectarianism
The Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso both attached great importance to the patronage
of medicine within their governance projects. Both made a connection between the field of
medicine, the need to heal sectarian wounds within Tibet, and the desire to propagate Gelukpa
institutions outside of Tibet. Yet depite the Fifth Dalai Lama’s significant role in authorizing,
patronizing, and modeling a new system of state medicine, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso is remembered
today as the primary figure of the Tibetan medical synthesis. This is partly due to the regent’s
cultivation of his own reputation, through closing the Fifth Dalai Lama's medical schools in
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favor of the Iron Hill medical monastery, and through his monumental medical history that
culminated with a description of his own activities. But it is also because of the nature of Desi
Sanggyé Gyatso’s medical works, which privileged knowledge gained from sensory observation
and practical experience in the mundane world, and which are remembered for embodying what
Janet Gyatso has called the “distinctively medical empiricism” that arose within Tibetan
scholarly debates between the fifteenth and nineteenth centuries.462

Under Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, the implications of the Fifth Dalai Lama's arguments distinguishing
medical treatment methods as beneficial in their own right reached fruition. Ironically, the Fifth
Dalai Lama’s own appeal to the authority of private knowledge – as a reincarnate lama and
practitioner of the Yutok Heart Essence – had empowered him as capable of creating a tantric
medical synthesis. Desi Sanggyé Gyatso sought to establish his own authority in an opposite
manner, arguing that the empirical evidence of his medical scholarship demonstrated his
beneficence and therefore his tantric realization, and legitimizing his right to rule.463

Within his medical history A Feast to Delight the Sages, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso recounted a story
of convincing the Fifth Dalai Lama to allow him to redact and print a second new edition of the
Four Tantras. In 1662, the Zur physician Jangngö Nangso Dargyé had overseen the production
of a new print based on the first xylographic edition of the Four Tantras, which had been
produced by Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo at Dratang monastery. In 1670, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso began
to study the Four Tantras seriously, and came to the Fifth Dalai Lama to criticize Jangngö's print.
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In turn this amounted to criticizing his reincarnate mentor for relying overly on the new branch
of the Zur medical tradition. The story is worth recounting here in full, for the manner in which
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso builds his critical argument:
My lama the Great Fifth was in reality the omniscient one who ultimately saw all
phenomena as many as there are, exactly as they are, as clearly as he would see a
berry in the palm of his hand. However, in the eyes of the inferior and as his
precious biography makes clear, in the discipline of medicine he memorized the
Root, Explanatory, and Final Tantras [from the Four Tantras], and apart from a
seemingly superficial study of the outlines and the stone layout [i.e., the
mnemonic methods used to teach the Four Tantras], he did not reveal any indepth knowledge on the subject. As I’ve already mentioned, I had met Jang Ngo
Nangso Dargyé and he was already advanced in age yet his understanding and
ascertainment of the tantra [i.e., the Four Tantras] was strong. However, he either
did not comprehend the commentaries in great detail or, as the saying goes, “he
prefers his father's cup,” and so like other ordinary physicians, such as his
disciples and entourage, he maintained that the Jang [Byang] and Sur [Zur]
traditions held different assertions, for example, and made representations to the
Great Fifth on the greatness of the Drathang edition of Four Tantras. Therefore, in
keeping with this view, in the water-tiger year of the eleventh cycle (1662), the
Great Fifth organized the woodblock carving of the Drathang edition and
composed the print colophons.
However, in the iron-dog year of the same cycle (1670), while I was memorizing
the three shorter tantras from the first printings of this new edition, a few thoughts
arose in my mind. These were that the belief that the Jang and Sur traditions held
different positions, and so on, came to my great lama while he was busy
reprimanding Künga Nyingpo [a.k.a. the hierarch Tāranātha] of Jonang. Among
the ranks of ordinary physicians, the differences in the identification of medical
plants was attributable to geography; in terms of medical practices, the Upper
[Byang] and Lower [Zur] traditions differed little. However, in terms of the
primary topics of the literature, any later path depends upon an earlier path, and in
that sense there were no differences.
Also the present Drathang tantra had a confusing layout, with many omissions
and so forth, and I thought it no longer served as a trustworthy reference.
Therefore I felt that the present publication colophon composed in verse and prose
was a little excessive. I reported all this in detail to the Great Fifth, and with
delight he replied, “I merely accepted what Jang Ngo and others said. However,
what you say is true. It would be excellent if you can look at it again, so do it.” He
therefore gave me permission.464
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Through this narrative, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso effected an extraordinary upending of the usual
hierarchy of Buddhist knowledge, not to mention the teacher-student relationship. Desi Sanggyé
Gyatso criticized the Fifth Dalai Lama for having only “superficial” knowledge of the subsidiary
material methods of medicine, even as he took pains to praise his teacher's “ultimate”
omniscience. The regent also criticized Jangngö Nangso Dargyé for allowing sectarianism, or the
preference for “his father's cup,” to prevent him from acknowledging beneficial aspects of the
Jang medical tradition. As a result of Jangngö's aggrandizement of his Zur tradition, as well as
what Desi Sanggyé Gyatso characterized as the Fifth Dalai Lama's political distaste for his rival
Tāranātha of the Jonang tradition (linked, as we have seen, with the Jang medical lineage), the
Fifth Dalai Lama’s first state edition of the Four Tantras had not been inclusive of the Jang
medical tradition. Notably, three years after the time this discussion supposedly took place, the
Fifth Dalai Lama wrote his new Medicine Buddha ritual manual. This ritual manual shared a
basic format with Tāranātha's previously written Medicine Buddha practice, which venerated
seven related deities together.465 In 1676, the Fifth Dalai Lama also invited Zhenpen Lhündrup to
give medical teachings from the Jang medical tradition to his Zur and other physicians. So it
does seem that the Fifth Dalai Lama had a change of heart around this time and became more
inclusive of the Jang medical tradition.
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Desi Sanggyé Gyatso frames his criticism of medical sectarianism mainly in empirical terms. He
argued that the Jang and Zur traditions were not very different, except for discrepancies in
identifying medical plants because of geographic specificity. In a similar manner, Desi Sanggyé
Gyatso argued against the trustworthiness of Jangngö's print of the Dratang edition of the Four
Tantras, based on its “confusing layout” and “many omissions,” although the vagueness of this
comment perhaps collapses elements of empirical and sectarian critique. Elsewhere in his
medical history, moreover, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso extended his empirical criticism to every one of
the Fifth Dalai Lama's physicians. He alleged that Jangngö Nangso Dargyé “did not comprehend
the commentaries in great detail,” and that although the Four Tantras were “quite firmly
established in his mind… [Jangngö] had little knowledge of any other oral instructions and was
not someone who practiced clinical medicine.”466 As for Jangngö's students Darmo Menrampa
and Lhaksam, although Desi Sanggyé Gyatso referred to the great Darmo Menrampa as having
“a strong and deep bond with the great protector and with me,” the regent nevertheless also
declared, “I saw that their precise identification of medicinal plants and the way they had gained
their understanding of the texts was quite superficial.” 467 Notably, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso
remarked negatively only on Darmo Menrampa’s understanding of plant identification, which
the regent considered as his own specialty, and not anatomy, an acknowledged specialty of
Darmo Menrampa.

Desi Sanggyé Gyatso contrasted his empirical criticisms of the Fifth Dalai Lama's physicians
with his own self-professed expertise, particularly in the identification of plants. According to his
own description, this expertise was gained through textual study of the Four Tantras and various
466
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Indian and Tibetan commentaries; empirical study of “the layout of the medical trees” (i.e., the
organizational structure of the Four Tantras contents), anatomy, and the identification of medical
plants; and the questioning of various medical experts to clarify “difficult points.”468 Desi
Sanggyé Gyatso’s empirical approach to medical study was especially supported by his
relationships with Jang lineage physicians. It was Lhunding Namgyel Dorjé of the Jang medical
tradition who taught Desi Sanggyé Gyatso and answered his questions about the subjects of plant
identification, anatomy and the channels, and other methods of diagnosis and treatment
contained within the “layout of the trees” that became so central to the regent’s own
contributions to medicine. Therefore, the regent’s own crossing of sectarian lines serves to give
greater credibility to his claims to comprehensive and empirical medical study.

Focusing on empirical grounds of knowledge, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso presented himself as a
supreme expert and arbiter of the finer details of medical knowledge, just as the Fifth Dalai
Lama had presented himself as a supreme arbiter of medical tantra. In the passage quoted above,
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso is typically cryptic regarding the “primary topics” of the tantric path.
However, his statement that “any later path depends upon an earlier path, and in that sense there
were no differences,” is certainly an allusion to the Fifth Dalai Lama's exegesis justifying the
compatibility of Nyingma and New Traditions tantric medical practices. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s
exegesis in fact impacted Desi Sanggyé Gyatso enormously, although he extended it for his own
purposes.
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Tantric vows as the basis for mastering medicine – and rule
In another passage from Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s medical history, we can see that empirical
knowledge of medicine was not the only claim Desi Sanggyé Gyatso was staking. Recounting
his own precocity and aptitude for medical study from a young age, the regent described himself
as having played as a child “by collecting various plants and pretending they were medicines,
drawing diagrams in astronomy trays, and showing an instinct for teaching Dharma, taking part
in religious processions, making tormas and so on.”469 Here Desi Sanggyé Gyatso foreshadows
his claim of eventual mastery of the tantric ritual aspects of the Tibetan field of medicine, and of
becoming a Buddhist master.

Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s medical history focused heavily on the material methods of medicine
represented by the Four Tantras tradition, setting up these aspects as the basis of his own
expertise, and discussed the tantric aspects of Tibetan medicine in veiled terms, seemingly as an
afterthought. And yet, his medical history also reads as a lengthy justification of Desi Sanggyé
Gyatso’s Buddhist credentials, particularly the long and otherwise ill-fitting section on the
importance of the different types of Buddhist vows to the practice of medicine. The Fifth Dalai
Lama had argued that keeping to “uncorrupted vows” would serve as a fundamental basis for the
ethical and altruistic practice of medicine.470 Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, on the other hand, outlines
three levels of vows, and differentiates among these in order to justify both his practice of
medicine and his practice of governance as according with the bodhisattva path.
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The regent himself admitted, “I had a great liking for the pratimokṣa vows, but apart from the
lay-practitioner vows mentioned earlier and the eight daylong vows taken when opportune, they
did not come my way.”471 The pratimokṣa vows are associated with both monastic and nonmonastic levels of Vinaya ethics and behavioral discipline, including various forms of
renunciation and not harming others. According to the presentation of Desi Sanggyé Gyatso's
medical history, the pratimokṣa vows are also the lowest of three levels of vows. The second
level are the bodhisattva vows associated with the Great Vehicle of Buddhism, which argues that
the pratimokṣa vows focus primarily on individual liberation from the cycle of rebirths
(saṃsāra), and that these must be supplemented with the vow to benefit other beings. The third
level of vows are the vidyādhara vows of the Tantric Vehicle of Buddhism (Vajrayāna). With
reference to the vidyādhara vows, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso made two main points. First, that the
most important of these vows was the reliance on and veneration of one’s teacher as a guide to
Buddhist realization. Secondly, that if a practitioner holds to this first vow, ordination as a monk
and “possessing the pratimokṣa as a basis” are not necessary. In this way, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso
reoriented the Fifth Dalai Lama’s emphasis on the ethical basis of vows, and appealed to the
charismatic authority of his teacher to legitimize his own activities.

Desi Sanggyé Gyatso's discussion of the vows opens up extraordinary implications. By
privileging the tantric vows over the ethical pratimokṣa vows, the regent is able to reflect in the
following manner (again, within his medical history) on the contradictions between Buddhist
ideals and the exigencies of ruling a state:
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I have maintained the bodhicitta dedication, keeping to my vow of not taking the
life of a human except when powerless to do otherwise. Furthermore, in order to
maintain the rule of law when governing the country, I have come close to
harming the mind of compassion, but it is difficult to be of help in every case.472

In light of this admission, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s own practice of medicine gained great
importance as a justification for his rule over Tibet. Describing his medical accomplishments –
including the Iron Hill medical monastery, his writings, and also personally curing illnesses and
saving lives – in the concluding line to the main body of his text Desi Sanggyé Gyatso wrote,

In this way I think I have followed the great waves of bodhisattva conduct.473

The regent thus appealed to the empirical evidence of his material medical activities as a sign
and symbol of his altruistic conduct, despite admitting to the necessity of breaking vows of
ethical conduct because of the exigencies of governance. By using his medical activities to
demonstrate his “bodhisattva conduct” in this way, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso provided a powerful
justification for his own rule.

Conclusion
The monastic guidelines written by the Fifth Dalai Lama for the Tsarong medical school in
Tsang envision a strictly regulated institutional practice of medicine rooted in both monastic and
lay students’ adherence to renunciant vows, at least while resident at the school. The Guidelines
472
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outlined specific expectations for conduct, dress, financial arrangements, and the calendar and
schedule of study, all of which contributed to the maintenance of community. Along with these
expectations, the Fifth Dalai Lama provided an explanation of the proper curriculum for study at
the Tsarong medical school, covering both ritual practices and medical treatment. Through
historical narrative and doctrinal exegesis, the hierarch authorized the joint practice of Medicine
Buddha ritual and the Yutok Heart Essence at the Tsarong school. Specifically, his exegesis
reconciled the tantric classifications of the Nyingma and the New Traditions, and was positioned
against any doubts “drawn like water from the valley of the Kagyüpa.” By presenting medical
practice as “impartial” and non-sectarian, the Fifth Dalai Lama made an effort to reach out to the
allies of his rivals, while appropriating the medical knowledge of the Tsarong tradition into his
own state system.

The Iron Hill monastery, which later became the most renown of all Tibetan medical institutions,
drew greatly on the prior models of the Fifth Dalai Lama’s medical schools as well as earlier
Tibetan traditions. But while the Fifth Dalai Lama had focused on authorizing the circulation of
empirical medical knowledge by constructing an argument for medical tantric practices as “nonsectarian,” Desi Sanggyé Gyatso used an emphasis on the empirical aspects of medical learning
to obfuscate the sectarian debates underlying his mentor’s medical synthesis. This allowed the
regent both to appropriate medical knowledge personally and to represent his medical activities
as empirical evidence of his “bodhisattva conduct,” placing medicine at the center of the
legitimation of his rule.
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Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s consolidation of medical training in Lhasa was part of a concerted effort
to construct a ruling persona as a non-reincarnate leader, and to project his legitimacy both to his
subjects and regionally. Following the Fifth Dalai Lama, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso constructed an
institutional model of medicine that helped to establish the hegemony of the Gelukpa order and
to propagate Tibetan Buddhist governance among the Mongols. In this way, these leaders’ vision
was an imperial vision, rivalling those of the still-young Khoshud Mongol and Manchu Qing
empires.474 A memorial from 1693 depicts Desi Sanggyé Gyatso sending a gift to the Kangxi
emperor of a “medicinal forest” (yao lin), most likely a copy of the Four Tantras with its
mnemonic structure of “trees” of theory, and perhaps along with his own medical commentary
and some of the accompanying paintings he commissioned.475 These medical paintings can be
seen on display today at the Yonghegong Tibetan Buddhist monastery in Beijing, a reflection of
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s desire to spread the reputation of his own medical learning, and perhaps
also the reputation of Tibetan Buddhist civilization under his leadership.

Some of his contemporaries, however, did not regard Desi Sanggyé Gyatso as so universally
compassionate as his claim to bodhisattvahood through medical practice would suggest. In 1705,
the regent was killed by the wife, it was said, of the Khoshud Mongol Lhazang Khan who sought
to reassert control of Lhasa.476 Tibetans and Mongolians again plunged into a conflict that also
eventually drew Qing troops to these borderland areas. Together with Mongol and Tibetan allies,
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the Qing troops succeeded in establishing a pax Manjurica across these lands, and the presence
of their political and military representatives after this time is the basis of the People’s Republic
of China’s claim to some of these regions today. Still, along with the Potala palace, the Iron
Mountain medical monastery dominated the skyline of Lhasa all the way up to the 1950s. Desi
Sanggyé Gyatso’s medical projects might not have been successful for upholding his own rule,
but his institutional model linking medicine and benevolent governance would soon gain
ubiquity in the Tibetan Buddhist borderlands associated with the Qing empire.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
Tibetan Buddhist monastic medical colleges and the Qing imperial formation

Introduction: Medicine and the usefulness of Tibetan Buddhism within the Qing empire
In 1752, a well-known reincarnate lama known as the Second Jamyang Zhepa (1728-1791)
visited the Iron Hill medical monastery in Lhasa. He was from the region known to Tibetans as
Amdo, which lies at the crossroads of Tibet, Mongolia and China. According to oral tradition, a
curious incident occurred as Jamyang Zhepa circumambulated the medical monastery’s assembly
hall: a portrait of Yutok Yönten Gönpo suddenly dropped of its own accord right in front of the
visiting lama. It is said that this painting planted a seed in Jamyang Zhepa’s mind. In 1769, he
would found a new medical college at his home monastery of Labrang Tashikhyil in Amdo,
which would play an important role in the circulation of knowledge within a context shaped by
closer links between Tibet, Mongolia and the Qing imperial formation. Jamyang Zhepa requested
the painting from the Iron Hill monks to take back to his monastery. According to the monkattendant of the Labrang medical college when I visited in the 2011, this is the painting of the
founder of Tibetan medicine that hangs today in their assembly hall in Amdo. Several
contemporary Tibetan scholars cite this story in their histories of medicine as well.477

The story of Jamyang Zhepa and the medical painting points to a remarkable period between the
eighteenth and early twentieth centuries, when medicine played a key role in the significant
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development of Tibetan Buddhism outside of Tibet, and when Tibetan Buddhism played a
central role in the governance of the northern and western borderlands of the Qing Empire, the
last and territorially greatest empire to rule China. Both of these developments have been
minimized in recent historiography, because of the territorial borders accepted today for the
People’s Republic of China, but also because of the disciplinary borders accepted between the
history of science and the history of religion. The history of Tibetan Buddhist medical
institutions stretches across both types of borders.

The oral tradition linking Jamyang Zhepa’s medical college in Amdo with the model of the Iron
Hill in Lhasa emphasizes the links between these Tibetan Buddhist regions, administratively
separated from each other by the provincial borders of contemporary (and Qing) China, but also
epistemically separated from the Confucian culture that dominates cultural and intellectual
histories of China. During the Qing period, the Tibetan Buddhist cultural world extended across
the current international borders of China, Mongolia, India, Nepal and Bhutan. The
fragmentation of this world, and the minimizing of Tibetan Buddhism’s importance to the history
of China, has been as much a matter of policing epistemic boundaries as territorial boundaries.

In this sense, current Chinese historiography draws heavily on the earlier Chinese nationalist and,
not coincidentally, secular communist tradition. Historians and anthropologists of the early PRC
saw Tibetan Buddhist monasteries as archaic temples upheld by blind faith and superstition,
populated by corrupt clergy, and responsible for the feudal extraction of wealth from Tibetan and
Mongolian commoners. While all strains of traditional culture in China came under attack during
the twentieth century, Tibetan Buddhism faced the additional stigma of being labeled a
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‘barbarian’ foreign culture. This stigma was compounded by the very fact of Tibetan Buddhism’s
patronage by members of the Qing elite, at the Manchu court and among the Mongolian military
corps, which led to an association with hated foreign rule. Han Chinese reformers and
nationalists distanced themselves from the Qing in part by wholeheartedly embracing science,
not only as methodology and technology, but also as a basis for culture. By the mid twentieth
century, the Tibetan Buddhist culture region was dissected by new national and provincial
boundaries, and recourse to ‘scientific’ ideas of race and ethnicity meant that most populations
within China were identified using language rather than ‘religion’ as a primary marker.

As a consequence, not only do political histories up to the present still treat ethnic categories as
distinct units, they also minimize the significance of Tibetan Buddhism within projects of
governance and state-sponsored education.478 The first major (and recent) survey of publishing
projects in “Non-Han” languages in Beijing during the Qing dynasty, by Evelyn Rawski,
associated literature in the Chinese and Manchu languages with matters of administration and
practical ‘technology’, while Tibetan literature was said to deal only with ‘religious,’ ‘ritual,’ or
‘philosophical’ subject matter.479 While Rawski and other Qing scholars have recognized Tibetan
Buddhism as a political force, its charisma is discussed in terms of ‘belief’, symbolism, and
public displays of ceremony. 480 For this reason, the Qing emperors’ patronage of Tibetan
Buddhism has long been characterized as a way of ‘pacifying’ the Mongols through an ‘outward’
display, which is contrasted to a calculating ‘inner’ core that also sought to extend greater Qing
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authority into Mongolian and Tibetan areas.481 As a result of this perspective, there is no place in
this historiography for the functions of governance that Tibetan Buddhist monasteries performed,
and little way to understand just exactly how the Qing court found it useful to deal with these
lamas as political intermediaries.

As if to fill this gap in the historiography, a proliferation of institutional medical histories has
emerged from Tibetan and Mongolian scholars over the past thirty years [APPENDIX A]. This
revisionist historiography describes Tibetan Buddhist medical colleges as proto-public health
institutions, part of the monastic governance of local populations that contributed to the common
welfare. At the same time, these histories of ‘minority medicine’ retain the limited scope that
comes from the ethnic framework of Chinese historiography. Therefore, in addition to histories
of medicine in individual monasteries, there are now separate histories of medicine for separate
regions. Nevertheless each of them cites the same “root text” of Tibetan medicine, the Four
Tantras, as the foundation of medical practice. These local and regional histories represent a
tradition fragmented today into separate and sometimes competing nationalisms. They remain
stubbornly divided by their recourse to the arbitrary political borders drawn in the twentieth
century.

This chapter examines the growth of these medical institutions together, in order to reconstruct
the networks of Tibetan Buddhist knowledge circulation and practices of governance that have
been disrupted by contemporary territorial boundaries. Between the eighteenth and early
twentieth centuries, Tibetan Buddhist medical colleges proliferated within an inland network of
481
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monasteries connecting Tibet, Mongolia, northern China, and Buryatia (around Lake Baikal,
Siberia) – an area twice size of the country of India today [MAP 7]. This of course coincides
with the same period remembered today for the rise of science along mercantile-colonialist sea
routes, when China is remembered as remaining stubbornly “uninterested” in the knowledge
(and religion) of the Jesuits. Recent scholarship among historians of China has shown that the
Qing rulers were deeply involved in their own knowledge production at this time, and in some
cases this is characterized as a ‘colonial’ mode: with the Qing court extracting information and
wealth from its frontiers. But if we read from the vantage of Tibetan language sources, the
picture of imperial center and colonial borderlands does not necessarily fit well. Tibetan and
Mongolian elites participated in the Qing empire at very high levels. And although Manchu
served as an important language for correspondence and administration among Qing banner
officials, it was not the main language of education for Tibetans or even for many Mongols.
Within these monasteries the Tibetan language served as a lingua franca. As a parallel system to
the Confucian officialdom in China, Tibetan Buddhist monasteries served as a basis for
governance and intellectual and economic exchange between societies across the northern and
western Qing empire. Through their combination of ritual and medical training and practice, the
medical colleges spread a framework for ordering bodies, cosmologies, and technologies that
helped to legitimize benevolent Tibetan Buddhist governance.

The previous chapters have shown how the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso
constructed a model of institutionalized medicine as central to their benevolent Buddhist
governance in Lhasa. They did this first in order to bridge internal divisions within Tibetan
Buddhism, and secondly, as part of a project of cultural imperialism. In this chapter, I will trace
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the adoption of this institutional model of legitimate governance through medicine outside of the
central Tibetan regions of Ü and Tsang.

Except for the Iron Hill medical monastery, none of these medical colleges has received
significant attention beyond the Tibetan and Mongolian local histories that I have already
mentioned.482 In fact when I began this project, I wasn’t entirely certain what the historical basis
might be for these colleges. However, my fieldwork between 2010 and 2012 uncovered a wealth
of historical and material records, from archival collections in China, India, and Mongolia and in
some cases still held by monasteries and older physicians. Together these materials reveal the
vibrant regional circulation of physicians, texts, medical paintings, medical rituals, and materia
medica. The period deserves significant further research, and what I provide here is just an
introduction.

The proliferation of Tibetan Buddhist medical colleges did not occur as a steady process, but
according to a series of shifts in political context and innovations in institutional form, and
increasingly influenced by ties to the Qing empire. The Fifth Dalai Lama's model was first taken
up in the late seventeenth century within Khalkha (Outer) Mongolia, before this region's
incorporation into the Qing empire. Over the course of the eighteenth century, the Qing dynasty
consolidated their empire, incorporating Mongolian areas from Urga to Dzungaria and extending
influence from Amdo (the region of the "Blue Lake" Kokonor or Qinghai) through Tibetan
regions all the way to the Nepalese Himalayan border. But even as Qing troops cut a vicious
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swath across China and Inner Asia – eventually exterminating nearly the entire population of
Dzungar Mongols – the success of the Manchu dynasty hinged on its ability to integrate a myriad
of local societies and economies under unified rule, and to establish not just a new balance of
military power but a refashioning of social and economic orders across the region. To do this, the
Qing rulers turned to the most viable extant basis for regional social organization, the Gelukpa
institutions developed by the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso. These were institutions
already adopted widely among various Mongolian groups – who not coincidentally, comprised
an increasingly significant portion of the Qing military administration, and intermarried with the
Manchu court. Tibetan Buddhist monasteries performed many functions of governance during
the Qing period; they were involved in trade, resource management, animal and land ownership,
loans, the adjudication of disputes, and the production of high culture and elites.483 Medical
colleges, as I have argued in previous chapters, played a central role in legitimizing Buddhist
governance and monastic education, now in the borderland homes of Qing elites.

After Desi Sanggyé Gyatso was killed in 1705, Tibetans and Mongolians again plunged into
conflict. In 1717, the Kangxi emperor (r. 1661-1722) sent Qing troops to "pacify" these
borderland areas. Together with Mongol and Tibetan allies, eventually the Qing troops
succeeded in establishing a pax Manjurica across these lands, and the presence of their political
and military representatives after this time is the basis of the People’s Republic of China’s claim
to many of these regions today. Still, along with the Potala palace, the Iron Hill medical
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monastery dominated the skyline of Lhasa all the way up to the 1950s, when it was destroyed by
the artillery of the People’s Liberation Army. Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s medical projects might not
have been successful for upholding his own rule, but the Gelukpa institutional model linking
medicine and benevolent governance would soon gain ubiquity in the Tibetan Buddhist
borderlands associated with the Qing empire.
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Medical colleges after the Fifth Dalai Lama
• 17th century

Map 4: Medical schools of the First Jebtsundamba, late 17th century
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The First Jebtsundamba and the introduction of Gelukpa medical schools in Mongolia
For over two hundred years, the Iron Hill monastery in Lhasa seems to have remained the only
Gelukpa medical center in central and western Tibet. Even before its founding in 1696, however,
two medical schools inspired by the Fifth Dalai Lama's model had already appeared in the
Khalkha regions of Mongolia (corresponding to present-day "Outer" Mongolia): one in 1651 at
the Ikh Khüree or Urga travelling monastery (today, Dashchoilin/ Tib. Bkra shis chos gling
monastery in Ulaanbaatar, capital of Mongolia), and one in 1685 at the monastery Gegeenii Gon
Gandan Dedlin Khiid (in the present-day Bayanxongor province of Mongolia). A third Gelukpa
medical school was likely founded in Khalkha Mongolia at Baldan Baraivan near the end of the
seventeenth century, and by 1702, a fourth had been established at Ruiying monastery (瑞應寺)
in Tümed (present-day Fuxin Mongolian Autonomous Region of Liaoning province). [SEE MAP
4.] Three of these medical schools predated the submission of these Mongolian areas to Qing
control, and all four were founded by the First Jebtsundamba Zanabazar (Skt. Jñānavajra) or
Lopzang Tenpé Gyeltsen (1635-1723), the highest-ranking Gelukpa cleric in Khalkha Mongolia,
and his associates.

The First Jebtsundamba Zanabazar is a renowned cultural figure in Mongolian history for many
reasons.484 He gained fame as a Buddhist teacher, as a sculptor and artist, and as a diplomat,
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contributing much to the propagation of Buddhism among Khalkha Mongolians. Born the son of
the Khalkha Tüsiyetü Khan, Zanabazar was recognized at age fifteen as a reincarnate lama by a
convocation of Khalkha nobles and sent to Lhasa for training. For the first time since the Fourth
Dalai Lama Yonten Gyatso (1589-1616), a Mongolian of noble birth embodied the authority of
both the lineage of Chinggis Khan and Buddhist reincarnate status. This recognition has been
interpreted as a strategy by the Tüsiyetü Khan to usurp some of the power of the Gelukpa and
circumvent a potential alliance between the Tibetans and the newly founded Qing dynasty.

Zanabazar travelled in central Tibet and studied with the Fifth Dalai Lama and Panchen Lama
from 1649-1651. During this time, the Fifth Dalai Lama bestowed Zanabazar with the title
Jebtsundamba Khutukhtu and recognized him as the reincarnation of the Jonang hierarch
Tāranātha, who had travelled widely in Inner Mongolia and rivalled Gelukpa influence in the
region. This recognition had astute but controversial political consequences. Tāranātha had been
a lineage-holder of all the major Tibetan traditions, including Nyingma, Sakya, Kagyü and
Gelukpa, and therefore "Zanabazar could become a similarly powerful incarnation, a Buddhist
teacher and chief lineage holder."485 At the same time, the Fifth Dalai Lama was able to
incorporate Tāranātha's monastery in Tibet, the Jonangpa center Takden Puntsokling, into the
Gelukpa tradition. Takden was renamed Ganden Puntsokling and “renovated” with new
iconographic murals, materially and ritually inscribing its Gelukpa conversion. The First
Jebtsundamba did not preside over Puntsokling, however, but returned instead to Khalkha in the
company of fifty Tibetan monks to build a stupa for Tāranātha's remains, and to establish the
new Gelukpa monastery of Erdene Zuu in Mongolia. The paradox of a Jonangpa reincarnation
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becoming the most influential Gelukpa teacher of Mongolia was not lost on his contemporaries,
but Zanabazar's biography (written by his main student) is careful to note that he did not share
his predecessor's controversial philosophical views.

When he returned to Mongolia, the First Jebtsundamba's artistry and Buddhist teachings gained
him a wide following. While Erdene Zuu was the largest stationary monastery in Mongolia of its
time, Zanabazar primarily travelled with a tented monastic entourage or orgoo (Urga, in Russian),
known as Da Khüree or Ikh Khüree, the "Great Circle." Zanabazar’s Ikh Khüree ranged over at
least seventeen different locations and five hundred kilometers between the mid-seventeenth and
eighteenth century, working to carry out the proselytizing mission of the Gelukpas, and
especially the vision of the Fifth Dalai Lama. On the other hand, the Dalai Lama and
Jetsundamba Khutukhtu sometimes acted like rival lords, investing, entitling, and providing seals
for Mongol Khans, arbitrating disputes between the Khans, and – like emperors and Khans –
receiving and dispatching embassies and commanding populations and sometimes even armies.

Zanabazar established a close relationship with the Kangxi emperor and is credited with
convincing the Khalkha lords to submit to Qing authority at the Convention of Dolonnor in 1691.
According to his student's biography, Zanabazar was "the only lama trusted by" the Kangxi
emperor, and the delicate bronzes with gemstones that Zanabazar produced for the imperial court
did profoundly influence Qing art, a testament to the place of Tibetan Buddhist high culture
within the empire.486 The production sites for these bronzes also read as the major sites of
Zanabazar’s diplomatic and missionary endeavors: Beijing, the Manchu imperial summer retreat
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at Chengde, the Inner Mongolian centers of Dolonnor and Koke qota, and the Amdo region. The
First Jebtsundamba therefore created the legacy of a Khalkha Mongolian center of Tibetan
Buddhism, drawing from the Fifth Dalai Lama's tutelage but closely allied with Beijing. He also
embodied the appropriation of the knowledge of the Jonang tradition by the Gelukpa tradition of
Tibetan Buddhism, including a distinctive focus on the practical subjects of artistry, astrology
and medicine.

The Jebtsundampa consciously employed his deep engagement with the artistic traditions and
ritualism of his day as techniques for proselytizing and diplomatic ends. His tents were rich with
painting, sculpture, textile hangings, and ritual objects created in his workshop, and Zanabazar is
said to have composed ceremonial music and designed monks’ costumes and rituals, based on
what he had seen at the Panchen Lama’s monastery of Tashilhünpo. These artistic creations were
based on Zanabazar's visualizations during meditation retreat after receiving transmissions of
ritual texts, which is one indication of his great influence in the creation of a distinctive Buddhist
ritual tradition in Mongolia.487

In 1651, just after his return from Lhasa, the First Jebtsundamba divided the population of Ikh
Khüree into seven aimags or residential and economic units, often translated as "leagues."488
People were assigned to these aimags based on their territory of origin in Mongolia, making
them very similar in structure to the monastic colleges of Gelukpa monasteries in Lhasa, where
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for example many Mongolians attached to the Gomang residential college at Drepung monastery.
Some of these aimags, however, also had names that reflected their function within the traveling
monastic complex, including one for the treasury, one that served as a kitchen and canteen, an
administrative unit, and separate aimags for the Nyingma, Sakya and Kagyü traditions. One of
the first seven aimags of Ikh Khüree was the Darkhan emchi aimag or the "League of the
Esteemed Physician," named in honor of a Tibetan doctor who had accompanied Zanabazar back
to Mongolia.489 Perhaps this physician had some connection to the Fifth Dalai Lama's Drepung
medical college, which had been established in 1643; certainly his presence reflected the Lhasa
hierarch's attentiveness to the field of medicine as a missionary and political tool, in addition to
keen Mongol interest.

Sharav Bold, who includes a brief survey of monastic medical colleges in his work on
Mongolian medicine, describes the First Jebtsundampa's emchi aimag as initiating the spread of
these institutions and the Four Tantras medical tradition as a basis of theory and practice within
Mongolian regions.490 Over the next decade, three more Gelukpa medical schools would be built
by the First Jebtsundamba's students and associates. The first was Gegeenii Gon Gandan Dedlin
Khiid, established in 1685 by Luvsandanzan Jantsan (Tib. Blo bzang bstan 'dzin rgyal mtshan,
1639-1704) in the current Bayanxongor province of Mongolia.491 Luvsandanzan Jantsan had also
spent many years in Lhasa, returning to Mongolia in 1661 and eventually receiving the abbatial
489
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title Khenpo Nomonhan (Mkhan po no mun kha gan) from the First Jebtsundamba. 492
Luvsandanzan Jantsan, also known by the title Lamyn Gegeen (Tib. Bla ma dge rgan, "LamaTeacher") is said to have studied medicine in Lhasa (possibly at Drepung, where he spent time as
a student) with "Agvaandorj, Khamba Samdubaganba and Lindod cho-rje Luvsanjamts," who
respectively held the Mongolian medical titles of emch, otoch, and the Tibetan degree of
menrampa (Mongolian maaramba).493 He wrote a commentary on the Root Tantra and possibly
other medical works.494 The small printery of Gegeenii Gon produced an edition of the Four
Tantras (date and language unknown), and its medical college seems to have operated up to
modern times, as Bold mentions that the "good doctors Badamdorj, Damjin, Genden [sic] trained
here."495

Another medical school is said to have been built in the late seventeenth century by Lama
Zeweendordsch at Baldan Baraivan or Dasch-Zepelen (Tib. Bkra shis tshe phan ling?), 300
kilometers northeast of Ulaanbaatar.496 Lama Zeweendordsch had been invited to the court of the
First Jebtsundampa, who asked him to build this monastery. Several temples were built in a
Tibetan style, with a sign on the south gate written in Tibetan, Uighur and Chinese script. It
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seems that a faculty of medicine was also built during the lifetime of Lama Zeweendordsch,
along with faculties of Kalachakra astrology (dus 'khor grwa tshang) and philosophy. The
monastery soon became an important Buddhist center in Mongolia, reaching a peak of 3000
monks.

A fourth Gelukpa medical school was established at Ruiying monastery in the Tümed Left
Banner of the Josutu League (present-day Fuxin Mongolian Autonomous Region of Liaoning
province) in 1702, a few years after this area's incorporation into the Qing empire.497 At this time,
there was no apparent Qing involvement in the founding of the Ruiying medical college, which
was linked rather to the involvement of Lamyn Gegeen Luvsandanzan Jantsan and the project of
the First Jebtsundampa. However, in later periods the Qing court is said to have established some
rules and regulations for the practice of medicine at Ruiying, in order to promote quality and to
"reduce the phenomenon of 'false lama doctors.'498 Such regulations are a major avenue for
future research; this secondary source (an M.A. thesis from the Chinese Academy of China
Medical Sciences) is the only mention of them I have found so far. According to the
contemporary historian Hasichaolu, the Ruiying medical college became one of the four most
important Gelukpa medical institutions in Inner Mongolia.499

Together, these four Gelukpa medical schools in Khalkha and Tümed Mongolia demonstrate that
the importance the Fifth Dalai Lama had placed on medicine was already beginning to bear fruit
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in Mongol areas even before the founding of the Iron Hill medical monastery in Lhasa, and
before any direct encouragement from the Qing. At the same time, the main figure responsible
for their development was the First Jebtsundamba, who actively built his own personal authority
in the region, as well as an alliance with the Kangxi emperor, by replicating the Fifth Dalai
Lama’s institutions. Medical colleges became a standard part of large Gelukpa monasteries in
Mongolia from this point forward, which in turn served to build the social, administrative, and
educational infrastructure of this nomadic region.
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Medical colleges after the Fifth Dalai Lama
• 17th century
• 18th century, tied to Qing incorporation

Map 5: Medical colleges in Amdo after its Qing incorporation, 1725-1727
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Amdo and the Qing adoption of a Tibetan Buddhist model of medical governance
The establishment of the first medical college in the Amdo region, as described in both Tibetan
and Chinese sources, was directly tied to the Qing incorporation of this region.500 In January of
1724 the Qing general Nian Gengyao arrived at Kumbum Jampaling monastery (Ch. Ta 'er si),
bound for battle against the Khoshud Mongol leader Lubsangdanjin over control of the Kokonor
region. 501 By the spring, the Qing troops had quelled what later became known as
Lubsangdanjin’s "rebellion," but monasteries in the region that had supported the Mongol
campaign suffered heavy damage during the fighting. Kumbum, the first large-scale Gelukpa
monastery founded in Amdo at the dawn of the Kokonor Mongols’ alliance with the Dalai
Lamas, was the first to be rebuilt with patronage from the Qing after the dust settled. This
rebuilding resulted in major changes to the monastery, however, in both management and
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curriculum. The founding of the first monastic medical college in Amdo can be traced to this
time, and is remembered as an intervention of the Qing representative.

In putting back together the pieces of a torn region, the symbolically and strategically important
Kumbum monastery provided a propitious meeting ground between the ascendant Gelukpa order
and the expanding Qing empire. Since the monastery’s founding in 1583 at the behest of the
Third Dalai Lama Sönam Gyatso, Kumbum had served as a site of both cooperation and
competing influence among Tibetans, Mongols and Manchus. At the end of the sixteenth century,
Kokonor was a region wracked with internecine fighting and infested with bandits. Returning to
Lhasa from a missionary trip among the Mongols, the Third Dalai Lama convinced the rulers
(nang so) of five local clans to jointly act as sponsors for a new monastery. 502 Kumbum
Jampaling commemorated the birthplace of Tsongkhapa, progenitor of the Gelukpa order, being
built near a sandalwood tree that had sprung from where his mother had buried her afterbirth.503
Given common purpose, the five clans protected the monastery, provided financial assistance for
new temples and residences, and resided there as monks and reincarnates. The significance of the
Third Dalai Lama’s contribution to this cooperation is reflected in the presence of his relics at
Kumbum – he is the only Dalai Lama to be buried outside Central Tibet. Because of the ongoing
relationship with this lineage, the monastery is still sometimes referred to as the ‘second Potala’
– that is, the second palace of the Dalai Lamas.504
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Both the Ming and Qing rulers signaled their appreciation for the Dalai Lamas’ influence in
Amdo and the early importance of Kumbum by offering gifts (from the Ming court in 1590) and
a ceremonial name (from the Shunzhi emperor). But as the region grew restive again after the
demise of the Fifth Dalai Lama, the Kangxi emperor increasingly attempted to assert authority
over the monastery. In 1693 he entrusted care of the monasteries of Xining, Dolonnor, and Wutai
shan to the second Changkya Ngakwang Lozang Chöden, and in 1698 he presented a law code
(’ja' sa) along with the gift of a votive tablet to Kumbum.505 By the turn of the eighteenth
century, the monastery was jointly patronized by Khoshud, Oirat, and Manchu leaders who all
supported installation of the young Seventh Dalai Lama Kelzang Gyatso (Bskal bzang rgya
mtsho, 1708-1757) in Lhasa, but who were otherwise at pains to come to terms in regional
affairs.506

When the Kangxi emperor (concerned also about the ambitions of the Dzunghar Mongols in
western Oirat regions) later sent his troops to the Kokonor region, the abbot of Kumbum – a
nephew of the rebellious Lubsangdanjin – was killed during the course of the fighting along with
eight high-ranking reincarnate lamas and many monks.507 One of those lost was the second
Chuzang Lozang Tenpé Gyeltsen, founder of the monastery’s tantric college (sngags pa grwa
tshang) in 1711, and a teacher of the Seventh Dalai Lama during the latter's formative childhood
stay at Kumbum. Shortly after the Qing victory (which the Kangxi emperor did not live to see),
the new Yongzheng emperor (r. 1722-1735) granted the monastery a votive tablet and Nian
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Gengyao and two other Qing officials appointed a new abbot, Serdri Tsültrim Rinchen. This
recognition came with severe regulations. The number of monks resident at Kumbum was
officially limited to 300, the rest of the monks dismissed, and the size of the monastery’s
buildings was limited as well. In 1725, the Qing representative (amban) Danai made one further
intervention at Kumbum, when he decreed that the tantric college at Kumbum should be rebuilt
as a medical college (sman pa grwa tshang), the Sanctuary to Propagate Healing and Benefit
Others (Gso rig dar rgyas gzhan phan nor bu’i gling) [MAP 5].508 Over time, enforcement of the
regulations in Kumbum’s size would falter. The new medical college, on the other hand, would
grow in size and importance until eventually earning a reputation as “the second Iron Hill” and
the fount of a "northern Amdo lineage" (mdo smad byang rgyud) of medical study.509

In 1727 a second Amdo medical college was founded at the monastery of Tsenpo Ganden
Damchöling in today’s Serkhok county (rdzong), under similar circumstances to Kumbum and
with direct institutional ties to the Iron Hill medical monastery in Lhasa [MAP 5].510 The
presiding reincarnate lama of Serkhok monastery, the Second Tsenpo Nomönhan Lozang
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Tendzin Gyatso (1700-1736) was a student of the late second Chuzang from Kumbum. Although
he had escaped the destruction of his monastery during the war by fleeing to Lhasa, the Second
Tsenpo Nomönhen was later taken as a hostage to Beijing. At the Qing court he managed to win
over the Yongzheng emperor, who sent him back to rebuild his monastery in 1727 along with an
imperial name tablet that granted the conveniently ambiguous Chinese name Guanghui si or the
"Temple of Expansive Benevolence." It was at this time that the medical college, the Sanctuary
of Healing to Benefit Others (Gso rig gzhan phan gling), was built.511 The second Tsenpo
Nomönhen invited Beri Menrampa of the Iron Hill medical monastery, a physician originally
from the southeastern Tibetan region of Kham and a student of the Fifth Dalai Lama’s court
physician Darmo Menrampa, to be the first medical teacher (sman grwa'i slob dpon) at Serkhok
monastery. Beri Menrampa is the first documented example of a medical student who had earned
a degree in Lhasa being sent to Amdo to found a new medical center – and his two successive
incarnations also taught medicine at Serkhok monastery, continuing this association. It is clear
that the second Tsenpo Nomönhen must have been inspired by the example of the Iron Hill
medical monastery during his time in Lhasa to establish his own medical college. It is also clear,
however, that the Yongzheng emperor encouraged this interest.

The Yongzheng emperor's patronage of Kumbum and Serkhok monasteries' expansion and their
addition of new medical colleges after the Lubsangdanjin rebellion represents an understanding
of the practical and political significance of these monastic medical institutions. Even the names
of these two medical colleges referenced the link between healing rituals, healing bodies, and
healing conflict forged within the institutional model from Lhasa, which was now replicated
511
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during the incorporation of Amdo into the Qing empire. Through their propagation of the
influential Gelukpa tradition's medical institutions, the victorious Qing implicitly recognized the
efficacy of their medical practices, not least in healing the war-torn region. However, like other
institutional forms such as the Manchu banner system and the Chinese examination system,
which were previously specific to certain populations but integrated under the umbrella of Qing
imperial rule, the Gelukpa monasteries provided a readily available form that the imperial center
would seek to replicate, develop, and re-imagine for its own purposes.
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Map 6: Medical colleges of the Qianlong era, 1735-1796
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The development of Tibetan medicine during the Qianlong era: borderlands and court
In 1735 the Qianlong emperor (r. 1735-1796) succeeded to the throne and continued to
consolidate and expand the Qing empire. The Qianlong emperor presided over what is
remembered as the Qing's most glorious cultural era, which recent Qing scholarship has noted
owed much to the many cultures and economies being absorbed by the expansionist early Qing
rulers.512 Of all the Qing rulers, the Qianlong emperor is best known for his personal interest in
Tibetan Buddhism. During the course of twenty years of military campaigns, on repeated
occasions he sponsored new monasteries, often to "commemorate" the incorporation of a
Mongol group into the Qing – and also, we can note, to develop infrastructure and administration
associated with benevolent rule. In 1744, the Qianlong emperor also converted his father's
Beijing residence into a full academic Tibetan Buddhist monastery, known as Yonghegong or
Ganden Jinchakling (MAP 6). 513 Four monastic colleges were established at Yonghegong,
including a medical college, which would draw many physicans from Tibet to Beijing to serve
the imperial family and court.514 In this way, the Gelukpa institutional form popularized in
Mongolia and Amdo became enshrined at the heart of the Qing empire, and Tibetan medical
activity began to flourish at the capital.
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In addition to the Yonghegong medical college in Beijing, the Qianlong emperor directly
established at least two others: one at Dambadarjaa monastery in Urga (which will be discussed
below), and one at Puning si (普寧寺, "Temple of Universal Peace," MAP 6), within the Manchu
court’s summer residence at Jehol (Ch. Chengde). Although there has been quite a bit of
attention devoted to the architectural layout of the Buddhist temples at Jehol – some of which
were built as replicas of famous Tibetan monuments such as Samyé monastery, the Potala palace,
and Tashilhünpo – there has not been much attention devoted to the academic monastery at
Puning.515 An edition of the Four Tantras was published at Puning monastery (Tib. Phu nying),
with the blocks carved by Sumpa Khenpo Yeshé Peljor (1704-1788) and the colophon verses
composed by Akya Lopzang Tenpé Gyeltsen (1708-1768).516 Both of these figures played key
roles in the development of Tibetan Buddhist medicine within the Qing empire. Akya Lopzang
Tenpé Gyeltsen was also involved in the founding of Yonghegong monastery, and he produced
the first full translation of the Four Tantras into another language: Mongolian. 517 Puning
monastery certainly deserves further examination as a site of Tibetan Buddhist learning during
the Qing period.

The institution of Tibetan Buddhist education at Yonghegong was followed by a burgeoning of
medical activity at the Qing capital, both imperially and privately sponsored. Evelyn Rawski's
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survey has demonstrated how Beijing served as a major printing center for literature in three
major non-Han languages (Manchu, Mongolian and Tibetan), throughout the duration of the
Qing dynasty.518 At the same time, she recognizes that this activity did not necessarily facilitate
the creation of a common culture between Han and non-Han peoples of the Qing empire. In
order to understand why, it is crucial to understand the role played by Tibetan Buddhist
monasteries and their intellectual network outside the capital.

The central figure in this Tibetan Buddhist intellectual network during the Qianlong era was
undoubtably the Amdo lama Changkya Rolpé Dorjé (1717-1786), a famous advisor of the
Qianlong emperor.519 After the Qing incorporation of Amdo, Changkya Rolpé Dorjé had been
called from his (destroyed) home monastery of Gönlung (Dgon lung) to Beijing, and fortuitously
become friends in childhood with the future emperor. From this rarified vantage, Changkya
Rolpé Dorjé became an influential intermediary between the Qing court, Amdo and Mongolian
regions, and Lhasa. Many of the figures most involved in medical activities during the Qianlong
reign, both at court and on the borderlands, were related to Rolpé Dorjé either as family, students
or close associates. The period between 1745 and 1796 saw a flourishing of medical translations,
compositions and institution-building connected to Changkya Rolpé Dorjé's network of
imperially-sponsored lamas. These polymath lamas (and physicians in their entourages) treated
Manchu and Mongolian members of the imperial family and court, who then privately sponsored
translations of multi-lingual medical glossaries and other Tibetan Buddhist medical works.520
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Rituals supplicating the long life of the emperor were performed continuously in Tibetan
Buddhist monasteries and medical colleges, and when the Qianlong emperor died, he was buried
in a funeral shroud covered in Buddhist sacred syllables or dhāraṇīs.521

The medical historian Pasang Yonten has noted that transmission of scholarly Tibetan medical
knowledge outside Tibet relied first on the translation of the Tibetan canon, which provided a
conceptual and linguistic basis for later medical works.522 The first complete translation of the
Tibetan canon into Mongolian was accomplished over the reign periods of the Kangxi and
Qianlong emperors, including the Essence of Eight Branches and other treatises and rituals
related to medicine. Related to this huge translation project were a series of both imperially- and
privately-sponsored multilingual dictionaries, famously culminating in the Qing imperial
pentaglot dictionary (Manchu-Chinese-Mongolian-Tibetan-Uighur).
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overseeing the Mongolian and Tibetan language work within these dictionary projects –
including Gompojab (an Inner Mongolian prince active at court 1692-1749), Changkya Rolpé
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Dorjé, Akya Lopzang Tenpé Gyeltsen and Sumpa Khenpo Yeshé Peljor – also produced medical
glossaries and commentaries that laid the foundation for a surge in medical activity to come.

Gompojab's tri-lingual medical glossary and short medical treatise in Mongolian seem to be the
first strictly medical works related to this imperial translation project. They were most likely
written during the first decade of the Qianlong reign, between 1735 and 1745, at the Pujue
temple in the retreat of Xiangshan, just outside the capital.524 Both circulated in blockprint form.
In 1723 the Yongzheng emperor had appointed Gompojab as head of the Tibetan school (Tib.
bod kyi slob grwa’i spyi dpon, Ch. Xifan xue Zongli) in Beijing, and in the course of creating
materials for this institution, the prince wrote a history of Buddhism in China (completed 1735).
Gompojab argued in this history that all good teachings and arts (including medicine and less
prominently, astrology and crafts) had been taught by the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.525 This
comment can be understood in the context of Gompojab’s larger historical presentation, which
purports to find no essential contradiction between Buddhism, Confucianism and Daoism, while
at the same time comparing Buddhism to the sun that presumably outshines the moon of Daoism
and the stars of the literati tradition. A brief reference to Christianity in the work, meanwhile,
also remains neutral but even more dismissive. It seems that although Gompojab had been
invited to develop an institution of Tibetan Buddhist learning in the heart of the imperial city,
suggesting the sincere desire on the part of Qing elites to not rely exclusively on Chinese
frameworks of knowledge, neither could the prince dismiss these frameworks integrally
embedded into the Qing system of administration, the way he could the much more foreign
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Christian system. Later histories by Changkya Rolpé Dorjé and his disciple Tukwan Lopzang
Chökyi Nyima (1737-1802), although drawing heavily from Gompojab’s precedent, were much
more critical of Christianity, suggesting perhaps a greater sense of competition with Christian
knowledge experts.

Contemporary Mongolian medical historians consider the famous polymath Sumpa Khenpo, in
particular, as the progenitor of a unique modern Mongolian medical tradition. Sumpa Khenpo's
medical works are considered to incorporate significant innovations catering to a Mongolian –
and Manchu – audience, particularly in their concern with smallpox.526 Near the end of his life,
Sumpa Khenpo taught medicine at a hermitage connected with his (and Changkya Rolpé Dorjé's)
home monastery of Gönlung in Amdo [MAP 6]. This hermitage remained functioning as a
medical school, though not a full college.527 Sumpa Khenpo is also cited by a later medical writer
as having contributed to a famous set of medical murals painted at the medical college of
Labrang Tashikhyil monastery (the subject of the next section).528 Sumpa Khenpo's medical
activities are indicative of the role played by imperial patronage within the Tibetan Buddhist
world: imperially-sponsored lamas travelled back to their home regions and continued to develop
an institutional network on the borderlands that was separate from the Confucian educational
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institutions of the Chinese world. Through their efforts, the centers of Tibetan Buddhist
knowledge production – increasingly in both the Tibetan and Mongolian languages – would
remain on the borderlands. Although the Qing imperial formation enabled a significant
circulation of medical knowledge, the separate institutional spheres did not facilitate the creation
of a common culture between Han and non-Han peoples of the Qing empire until a much later
period.529

Labrang Tashikhyil medical college: A new center of medicine in Amdo
In 1769, the second Jamyang Zhepa founded a medical college at Labrang Tashikhyil monastery
in Amdo, drawing explicitly on inspiration from the Iron Hill medical monastery as in the story
recounted at the opening of this chapter [MAP 6]. The Labrang Tashikhyil medical college
represents a watershed moment in the history of these institutions; fifty years later it had become
greatly influential within the Tibetan Buddhist world, and is remembered today as the most
influential medical college outside of Lhasa.530 The Labrang medical college is said to have
drawn hundreds of students from Mongolia and as far as Buryatia (in the region of Lake Baikal,
Siberia). The Labrang Tashikhyil medical college flourished during the late Qianlong reign, at
the same time that the quadrilingual translation projects were taking place at court, and
benefitted from the same network of scholars and sponsors. Leaders of the Labrang medical
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college, a group of reincarnate lamas with ties to the Qing court who spent much of their time
travelling among various monasteries in Amdo, Mongolia and Beijing rather than staying settled
at Labrang monastery itself, also spread their influence to other institutions in the region. These
lamas relied on the patronage of both local Mongol princes and the Qing court, and they used
their influence to further elaborate the institution of the medical college.

Labrang Tashikhyil monastery had been founded in 1709 by the First Jamyang Zhepa (16481721) under the patronage of Erdeni Jinong and other local Mongol and Tibetan princes.
According to Chinese sources, the Kangxi emperor also contributed to this new monastery.531
The First Jamyang Zhepa was an important regional figure in both Buddhism and politics, and
impacted the Gelukpa monastic curriculum in both Lhasa and Amdo. As a young man, the First
Jamyang Zhepa's Amdo Mongol patrons sent him to Lhasa, mirroring the action of the First
Jebtsundamaba's sponsors to establish a new Gelukpa center in Khalkha. The First Jamyang
Zhepa received his ordination vows from the Fifth Dalai Lama and studied especially at Drepung
monastery, becoming an accomplished scholar and eventually abbot of Drepung Gomang college.
The First Jamyang Zhepa was also active in the political turmoil that followed the death of the
Fifth Dalai Lama. Although he remained closely associated with Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, the First
Jamyang Zhepa served as an important intermediary with the Qing court, and as a confidant of
the Khoshud Mongol prince Lhazang Khan whose power in Lhasa Desi Sanggyé Gyatso sought
to displace.532 The First Jamyang Zhepa also played a major role in a controversy at this time
531
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regarding the curriculum of Drepung Gomang college, an institution populated mainly by
Amdowan and Mongolian monks. A schism had developed within the Gelukpa tradition between
supporters of the founder of Drepung monastery and supporters of the Fifth Dalai Lama, and
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso wished the First Jamyang Zhepa to replace the Drepung Gomang
textbooks with textbooks of the Fifth Dalai Lama.533 Instead, however, the First Jamyang Zhepa
wrote his own textbooks for Drepung Gomang as well as for Labrang Tashikhyil, which
according to the analysis of Jongbok Yi do not differ in many respects from the preceding
textbooks. The First Jamyang Zhepa's work remained in use through modern times, and is an
example of the growing influence of the Amdo-Mongol network of Tibetan Buddhist scholars
within the institutions of Lhasa itself.

The Second Jamyang Zhepa took ordination vows and studied with Changkya Rolpé Dorjé,
placing him within the inner circle of the lamas connected to the imperial court. He studied in
Lhasa from age 25 to 33, at Drepung Gomang and with the Seventh Dalai Lama and Panchen
Lama, and received the title "Amdo Mahapaṇḍita" (mdo smad mahA paN Di ta) from the
Qianlong emperor.534 The Second Jamyang Zhepa received much support from the emperor at a
time when he was undertaking the addition of many new buildings at Labrang monastery,
including the new medical college. The Second Jamyang Zhepa also held the throne at Labrang,
Kumbum, Gönlung and Jakhyung monasteries in Amdo, and was "known as the 'religious and
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political leader' (Nye pa zhal bdag) of forty monasteries." 535 The Second Jamyang Zhepa
traveled a great deal in Mongolia and China, studying at Wutai shan and teaching in Urga, and
cultivating relationships with both Mongolian and Manchu patrons. He was granted the
administrative title of jasag and the title Nominhan or "Buddhist King" (Skt. dharmaraja, Tib.
chos rgyal), as well as many lands in which he built new monasteries.536 He also contributed
greatly to the curriculum of many monasteries, collecting texts during his travels all over Tibet
and instituting new practices at the monasteries that recognized him as their titular head
(including a new monastic constitution for Kumbum monastery). 537 In short, the Second
Jamyang Zhepa played a pivotal role in the formation of a Gelukpa network of monastic
administration and education throughout Amdo and Mongolia, with strong connections to Lhasa,
and in tandem with the financial support of the Qianlong emperor.

The medical college built at Labrang Tashikhyil by the Second Jamyang Zhepa therefore
continued the association of medical training and ritual with benevolent Gelukpa governance,
now staunchly connected to Qing imperial grace. In 1769, just after returning to Labrang
Tashikhyil from his travels in Mongolia and China, the Second Jamyang Zhepa initiated a class
in medicine ('dzin grwa) within the Labrang Kalachakra college (founded in 1763).538 In 1784, a
separate faculty of medicine was established and named the Sanctuary of Medicine to Benefit
Others (Gso rig gzhan phan gling). There are two important early sources for this medical
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college: a monastic constitution written in 1769 by the Second Jamyang Zhepa, and two
substantial sections from the history of Labrang Tashikhyil monastery written in 1800 by his
student, the Second Belmang Paṇḍita Könchok Gyeltsen (1764-1853).539 One of these sections
covers the succession of abbots of the medical college, and the other section is a general history
of Tibetan medicine, recounting the same debates now familiar from the writings of the Fifth
Dalai Lama, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso and their predecessors. Belmang Paṇḍita is also the first
person that I have come across to use the term sman pa grwa tshang ("medical college") to refer
to the Labrang Tashikhyil medical college; earlier the Fifth Dalai Lama had used the term gso rig
grwa tshang ("college of healing"), which also remained in use. There does not seem to be a
substantial difference in connotation between the two terms as they are used in this literature,
however the term sman pa grwa tshang later became more ubiquitous. A third important source
is the Amdo history Ocean Annals, which continues the history of the Labrang Tashikhyil
medical college and its succession of abbots up through 1865, as well as discussing many other
medical colleges (sman pa grwa tshang) in Amdo monasteries.540 These sources give a great deal
of information about the curriculum at the Labrang Tashikhyil medical college, which will be
discussed below.
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The Second Jamyang Zhepa invited Tsangmen Yeshé Zangpo, a graduate of the Iron Hill
medical monastery like Beri Menrampa at Serkhok monastery, as the original teacher of
medicine at Labrang Tashikhyil in 1773. Tsangmen Yeshé Zangpo had been sent to Amdo to
serve as court physician for the Jinwang (prince) Tendzin Wangchuk. Tsangmen Yeshé Zangpo
taught medicine not only at Labrang Tashikhyil, but also at the Amdo monasteries of Jakhyung
(Bya khyung) and Rongwo Gönchen (Rong bo dgon chen), both part of the network of Gelukpa
monasteries headed by the Second Jamyang Zhepa. Soon Jakyung monastery would develop a
medical college of its own. Tsangmen Yeshé Zangpo wrote several medical works, but died
shortly after the establishment of the formal Labrang Tashikhyil medical college.541 Afterwards,
two of his students were appointed as teachers of medicine, and the Labrang Tashikhyil medical
college continued to grow as the hub of a network of exchange in medical and natural knowledge
at the crossroads of Tibet, Mongolia and China.
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Map 7: Continued growth of medical colleges, 1797-1920s
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Growth of an institutional form and competing projects of Tibetan Buddhist governance
During the eighteenth century, Gelukpa medical colleges proliferated in various regions of
Khalkha Mongolia, Inner Mongolia and eastern Tibet, founded by reincarnate lamas and local
princes. In Inner Mongolia, medical colleges were founded at Beise-yin Süme (Ch. Beizi miao)
in the Abaganar Left Banner, Xilin Gol League, of the Chahar-Khalkha Mongols (monastery f.
1729); at Üüsin zuu (Ch. Wushen zhao) in the Üüsin Banner, Yeke Juu League of the Chahar
Mongols (Ordos region, monastery f. between 1713-1764); Huang si in Wulijitu, A'erbasi, in the
Otog (Ch. Etuoke) Banner (Ordos region, exact date unknown), and Manba rasang-un-süme in
Ordos (exact date unknown) [MAP 6]. 542 In Khalkha Mongolia, medical colleges were
established in 1730 in the banner of Jinong gun (prince) Vanchinravdin in the Tüshiyetu Khan
League (east Mongolia), and another in 1739 in the banner of Achit gun Badrakh in the
Tüshiyetu Khan League.543 I have not been able to determine the exact location of these last two.
These medical colleges indicate the growing ubiquity of this institutional form in Mongolia, as
attested to in the research of contemporary Mongolian scholars, and there are surely many
undocumented examples. While imperial involvement in these medical colleges is not attested to,
these monasteries surely benefitted at least from close ties of trade enabled by their integration
into the Qing empire.
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While these new Gelukpa medical colleges might benefit from court patronage and imperial
trade, their symbolic status as a reflection of imperial benevolence could have limits. In Urga,
two monasteries with medical colleges were built near the same time and across the river from
each other, seemingly in competition. In 1759, the Qianlong emperor ordered the monastery
Dambadarjaa (Tib. Bstan pa dar rgyas gling, MAP 6) to be built and dedicated to the memory of
the Second Jebtsundamba (1724-1757), who had just died under mysterious circumstances – in
some accounts attributable to imperial intrigue. 544 The second Jebtsundampa, like his
predecessor, had been a member of the Mongolian nobility. After his death, however, the
Qianlong emperor appointed a Mongolian amban to adminster the Khalkha Mongols, and
decreed that all future Jebtsundamba reincarnations should be found among the population of
Tibet, limiting the charisma of this lineage to strictly Buddhist (rather than Buddhist and
Chinggis-lineage) factors. Perhaps Dambadarjaa monastery was intended to soften the blow, as
the construction – including a medical college – was financed from the emperor's treasury.

Unlike the Jebtsundampa's monastery of Ikh Khuree, Dambadarjaa was under the administration
of the Jinwang (Tib. Chin wang, prince) Sanzaidorj, and many of the buildings used a Chinese
style of architecture. However, the construction did not take place until 1761-1765. The delay
may have had something to do with the arrival of the Jebtsundambas' travelling monastery of Ikh
Khüree in 1762 to a nearby location on the bank of the Selbe river. In 1760, the young Third
Jebtsundampa's (1758-1773) advisors had established a more formal medical college within Ikh
Khüree known as Erdene emch [MAP 6], and so these two monasteries competed to demonstrate
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the benevolence of their administration on opposite sides of the bank.545 Erdene emch at Ikh
Khüree seems to have become far more developed and influential. Nevertheless, the Third
Jetsundamba eventually became a student of Changkya Rolpé Dorjé, a sign of the ubiquity of
some level of imperial influence in major Tibetan Buddhist political and educational centers of
this time.

The Third Jebtsundamba had family ties far to the south in the Litang area of Kham (present-day
western Sichuan province), and also in 1760 the child lama was credited with founding a medical
college at Litang Tupten Jampaling monastery (MAP 6).546 However, the Litang medical college
is the only Gelukpa medical college I have found reference to in the Kham region until much
later in the nineteenth century. Kham was indeed a center of medicine, but not a center of
Gelukpa power. At least three medical histories from eighteenth-century Khampa medical
scholars provide an alternate perspective on how medicine should be practiced. Drakkar Taso
Trulku, the nineteenth-century medical scholar who we have already met in other chapters,
emphasized caring for the poor.

The dominant political power in Kham was the royal house of Dergé, who patronized Kagyü and
Nyingma monasteries that dominated social life there. The printing house at Dergé produced an
edition of the Four Tantras that became perhaps the most highly regarded up through modern
times, as well as many other famous medical works. During the eighteenth century the monastery
of Pelpung (MAP 6) in the Dergé region was responsible for training many expert physicians and
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medical scholars, following a syncretic tradition established by the famous Situ Panchen Chökyi
Jungné (1700-1774).547 Medical histories written by Situ Panchen's students and associates make
clear a different institutional and epistemological approach to medical education, which deserves
further research and comparison vis-à-vis the Gelukpa medical colleges. The Situ Panchen
system was highly influential up through the early twentieth century, and one famous work
produced by a physician at Situ Panchen's court became a standard textbook in the Gelukpa
medical colleges also. This was the materia medica Crystal Rosary (Shel gong shel 'phreng) by
Deumar Geshé Tendzin Puntsok, which structurally resembled the Chinese bencao genre more
closely than other Tibetan works. The region of Kham may not have been a Gelukpa center, but
it constituted an alternate center of Tibetan culture with active ties to China as well.

Medical colleges’ 19th-century growth: Borderlands as centers of knowledge production
Labrang Tashikhyil, Kumbum and Serkhok Tsenpo monasteries all had many Mongolian
students and teachers among their ranks. Over the following century-and-a-half, Gelukpa
medical colleges continued to blossom in the region, as students of these colleges – and Labrang
Tashikhyil medical college in particular – opened their own "branch" medical colleges at their
home monasteries [MAP 7]. Branch medical colleges of Labrang Tashikhyil invited medical
teachers from Labrang, and initially at least, followed the ritual and medical curricula of the
"mother" monastery.548 Branches of Labrang opened in Amdo, Kham and Buryatia during the
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nineteenth century, while Kumbum medical college also had a connection with a medical
hermitage at the Nyingma monastery Anchung Namdzong in Amdo.549

In all, at least 37 Gelukpa medical colleges were established between the expansion of Labrang
medical college in 1784 and the early twentieth century. Although I have not been able to place
all of these on a map, the majority were in Mongolia.550 This figure is striking, because the
nineteenth century therefore represents the densest period of growth for medical institutions, and
yet scholars have generally considered this a time of waning imperial support for Tibetan
Buddhism as well as financial decline in Mongolia.551 The growth of institutionalized medicine
at this time can be seen, in one way, as a result of the Qianlong emperor’s patronage of Tibetan
Buddhism during the latter eighteenth century. Certainly the texts, institutional structures, and
intellectual network that developed at that time enabled subsequent developments. The lamas
associated with the Qing court travelled prolifically throughout the region, however, and they
increasingly asserted Labrang Tashikhyil monastery as a Tibetan Buddhist and medical center.

The life of Jampel Dorjé (or Yeshé Tenpé Gyeltsen, 1792-1855), author of arguably the most
well-known medical text of the nineteenth century, is instructive for understanding the
relationship between Beijing as an imperial center and the Tibetan Buddhist medical colleges as
regional centers of knowledge production during this time. 552 Jampel Dorjé was an Inner
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Mongolian appointed as an official at the Qing court before renouncing his lay life and becoming
a monk in Lhasa. He travelled extensively in all the Tibetan and Mongolian regions, and wrote
the illustrated and quadrilingual materia medica called the Beautiful Wondrous Eye-Ornament
(Mdzes mtshar mig rgyan), mainly in Tibetan with Mongolian, Manchu and Chinese captions.553
For a deeper education in both Tibetan Buddhism and medicine, Jampel Dorjé left the capital and
sought training in the monastic centers and medical colleges of both Lhasa and Amdo (including
at the Iron Hill, Kumbum and Labrang). Jampel Dorjé's materia medica was printed in various
editions, first in Inner Mongolia, then in Beijing, and again at Kumbum and Urga as late as
1911.554 His life also shows that although members of the imperial court continued to play key
roles in the development of Tibetan Buddhist medicine in the nineteenth century, Beijing played
the role of an imperial center rather than as the primary center of Tibetan Buddhist knowledge
production. Knowledge from the borderlands flowed to the capital, was edited and reproduced,
and circulated back to the borderlands with imperial approval and prestige.

Labrang Tashikhyil medical college and curricular debates after Desi Sanggyé Gyatso
According to the Second Belmang Paṇḍita, the Labrang Tashikhyil historian and student of the
Second Jamyang Zhepa, after the Iron Hill medical monastery "corresponding to the field of
Baidurya light" was established, it became "the root of medicine in everyone's perception."555
Furthermore, Belmang Paṇḍita wrote that "with regard to Desi Sanggyé Gyatso's empowerment
of medical treatments of the Jang and Zur lineages, all can be found there, it contains everything,
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written in the Blue Beryl [commentary on the Four Tantras] and its auxiliary texts. The practice
of precious pills written by his own hand is enormously effective."556 Nevertheless, when the
Second Jamyang Zhepa founded his own medical college at Labrang Tashikhyil, he instituted
new ritual practices by composing a new set of monastic guidelines, and composed a new ritual
practice for the production of precious pills. 557 These facets of the Labrang medical curriculum
proved highly influential among subsequent medical colleges, and are indicative of continuing
debates about the proper relationship between medicine and authority.

The Second Jamyang Zhepa's monastic guidelines for the Labrang medical college explicitly
promote the study of medical diagnosis and treatment. The academic calendar at Labrang was
divided into three sessions per season, and during the first summer, first autumn, and "Great
Debate" (rigs grwa) sessions, the students would be taught how to identify medicinal plants in
the field (sngo sman ngo ston byed); during the second and third autumn sessions and the three
winter sessions, they would attend lectures on the texts (dpe khrid); and during the first and
second spring sessions, they would study anatomy and medical practice in detail (lag len dmar
khrid zhib tu slob). 558 At the end of all these sessions, medical students would take an
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examination on their medical texts, appearing before the prefect of the Great Assembly of
Labrang monastery's six colleges.

In its ritual curriculum, the Labrang medical college guidelines prominently feature praises to
Yutok (G.yu thog pa'i bstod pa) and the Four Tantras (rgyud bzhi'i gsol 'debs), as well as other
aspects of the Fifth Dalai Lama's medical curriculum including a torma (ritual-cake) offering to
the protector deity of medicine Zhanglön and the Heart Sūtra from the Perfection of Wisdom
philosophical system of the general Gelukpa curriculum.559 In addition, the Second Jamyang
Zhepa added further ritual practices specific to the Gelukpa tradition, including the "Hundred
Goddesses of Tushita" Tsongkhapa Guru Yoga practice (dga' ldan lha brgya ma), an
accompanying "Hundred Dhāraṇīs" practice (tshig zungs brgya rtsa), and a "Hundred Tormas"
offering practice that the Labrang hierarch specifically tied to attaining the realization of the
Medicine Buddha (sman bla'i mngon rtags gzungs brgya rtsa). Buffetrille describes these torma
offerings as "collections of magic formulas of long life."560

The Second Jamyang Zhepa's practice for the production of precious pills was called the Rain of
Blessings: Well-Established Method of Producing Ganden Accomplishment Pills. 561 This
"Ganden Method" of precious pills production was based on a prayer to Tsongkhapa, called
"Aiming for Compassion" (Dmigs brtse ma), written by the Second Jamyang Zhepa as a
supplement to the Tsongkhapa Guru Yoga practices instituted at the medical college. Ostensibly,
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the new precious pills practice was requested by the head disciplinarian of Kumbum monastery,
where the Second Jamyang Zhepa was in the process of overhauling the ritual curriculum.562 The
older medical curriculum of the Amdo monastery associated with the Dalai Lamas was therefore
remade by the Jamyang Zhepa of Labrang at a time when the younger monastery with strong ties
to the imperial court was consolidating its influence in the region.

Within his history of Labrang monastery completed in 1800, the Second Belmang Paṇḍita
elaborated on the Jamyang Zhepa's medical curriculum, along with further changes under two
subsequent medical "throne-holders" (sman khri), or chairs of the monastery's medical
department:
From the fourth to the eighth month, herbal medicines were introduced [to the students]
from the roots, leaves and fruits [of the medical trees, a mneumonic image contained
within the Four Tantras]. From the ninth to the twelfth months, there were lectures. In
the second and third month, the tradition of teaching the practice of medicine in detail
was introduced. At the time of Tsangmen Yeshé Zangpo, [this teacher] wandered around
to [many local mountains] teaching in detail [about the identification of medicines].
Seventy-four years after the monastery was founded, in the wood-dragon year 1784, [the
medical class] was still assembling "on the side". The Second Jamyang Zhepa established
the Fearless Lotus-Foot Dharma Throne (zhabs kyi pad+ma mi 'jigs chos kyi khri), and
gave [the new college] the name Sanctuary of Medicine to Benefit Others (Gso rig gzhan
phan gling). The Medicine Buddha ritual (sman mchog che ba) and Nine Akshobya ritual
(of "The Unshakable" deity, mi 'khrugs pa lha dgu'i cho ga) were the assemblies to be
recited, along with the general discipline practices of the sūtra college (chos grwa'i 'grig
lam rags rim). The complete Four Tantras of the 'pure lineage-holders' ('dzin bzang ba
rnams) [should be learned], and the previous edict that it was necessary to take an
examination on at least three of the Four Tantras was reiterated.
When Lopzang Jikmé took responsibility [as the second medical throne-holder], in order
to develop the earlier edict of the Second Jamyang Zhepa even more greatly, [the
monastery's main abbot] Gungtang Könchok Tenpé Dronmé established the regulation
('grig lam) of the Root Tantra [first of the Four Tantras] being recited in assembly; the
Explanatory and Final Tantras [i.e., the second and fourth] being closely inspected in
succession; and gradually explaining the Great Stages of the Path [Tsongkhapa's general
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Buddhist curriculum] and the Oral Instructions of the Ancestors [Mes po'i zhal lung of
Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé], etc., at the midday meal and teachings. Because there was
earlier no Action tantra sādhana, from his own voice [Gungtang] raised up the Nine
Akshobya sādhana action tantra practice according to a very pure method.563

From Belmang Paṇḍita's description of the Labrang medical college's curriculum, we can see
that although the Fifth Dalai Lama's Medicine Buddha ritual was still practiced, a major change
in its practice had taken place. Whereas the Fifth Dalai Lama had argued against the need to
classify the Four Tantras as an Action tantra, and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso had greatly emphasized
the role of the tantric vows in his own attainment of bodhisattvahood through medical practice,
the Labrang medical college re-instituted practice of the Four Tantras according to an Action
tantra classification. Action tantra practices were associated with the lowest classification of
tantra according to the New Traditions of Tibetan Buddhism, and seemingly therefore, a lower
status for medicine.

The ambivalent relationship of later Gelukpa medical scholars to the Fifth Dalai Lama's medical
curriculum is confirmed by a later source, the medical history of the Khalkha Mongolian
Gelukpa scholar Lungrik Tendar (1842?-1915), written in 1911. In this medical history, Lungrik
Tendar barely spent any words recounting the Fifth Dalai Lama's medical accomplishments.
Lungrik Tendar begins his discussion of the Fifth Dalai Lama with a childhood story,
emphasizing not only the Fifth Dalai Lama's practice of the Nyingma tradition but also his
family heritage within that tradition. Lungrik Tendar wrote:
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At that time mother and son [the Fifth Dalai Lama] received violent fierce
initiations (drag dmar gyi dbang sogs) for the "iron torma" [ritual offering-cake]
longevity sādhana (tshe sgrub) in the "Hundred Tormas" tradition (tshe dbang
brgya rtsa myang lugs) of Kyempa Tsewang [of the Zur tradition]. An attendant
(zhabs 'bring) inquired, "It seems I shall be obliged to rely [on these practices]."
Rikdzin Chenpo [the Fifth Dalai Lama] answered, "It is not necessary to rely on
[them], these [practices] rely on others; the intention (dgongs pa) is not the same."
Then when staying at Chu shul valley, when sitting upright [in meditation, the
Fifth Dalai Lama] saw eyes in the sky. Atiśa and Tsongkhapa appeared, smiling
and enjoying themselves. This heap of jewels made it seem as if night had not
spread, and two dark men with beards and hair on their heads repeatedly came to
pay respects and offer cakes. Thus many marvellous things occurred.564
In the memory of this later Gelukpa scholar, the Fifth Dalai Lama's alchemical practice for
longevity was inherited through his mother, who came from a family following the Nyingma
tradition. Lungrik Tendar also associates this longevity practice with the Zur lineage of Kyempa
Tsewang and characterizes it as violent and fierce, distancing this tradition from Gelukpa ritual
norms of purity. Lungrik Tendar's story serves two purposes. First, it illustrates an imagined
submission on the part of the "dark men with beards and hair" associated with the Zur and
Nyingma traditions to the Gelukpa forebears Atiśa and Tsongkhapa. Second, through the proxy
figure of the Fifth Dalai Lama's attendant, Lungrik Tendar argues against the need for later
Gelukpa practitioners to follow the kind of integration of medicine and tantras personally
practiced by the Fifth Dalai Lama. Interestingly, however, Lungrik Tendar did separately state
that the Fifth Dalai Lama had initiated a "pure lineage" of precious pills' production.565 His
comments indicate the mixed reception of the Fifth Dalai Lama's medical synthesis wihtin his
own Gelukpa tradition.
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In fact, the Fifth Dalai Lama's efforts to establish an official medical system are later
remembered more fondly by non-Gelukpa medical historians. This discrepancy seems to turn on
the Fifth Dalai Lama's personal practice of tantras – including medical tantras – associated with
the Nyingma tradition, as targeted by Lungrik Tendar. One important source for understanding
the legacy of the Fifth Dalai Lama's medical activities is the 1817 medical history of Drakkar
Taso Trulku, a Kagyü and Nyingma practitioner from the western Tibetan region of Kyirong.
This text was written during the height of expansion of Gelukpa medical institutions across Tibet
and beyond. Drakkar Taso Trulku offered deep respect to the Fifth Dalai Lama, praising in
particular what he saw as the "Great Fifth's" authentic and close ties to the Nyingma tradition: his
teachers from the Nyingma tradition, his personal practice in the Nyingma tradition, and his
sponsorship of monasteries and medical works of the Nyingma tradition. Drakkar Taso Trulku
reciprocally included many medical texts produced by the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé
Gyatso among his own personal practices. With evident admiration, Drakkar Taso Trulku also
described how the Fifth Dalai Lama’s journey to China and establishment of a patron-priest
relationship with the Jamyang (Qing) emperor enabled the “white umbrella” of the Buddhist
doctrine – and especially the Gelukpa teachings – to cover China, Tibet, and Mongolia,
spreading all the fields of knowledge including medicine.566 Medicine in this narrative is part of
a larger Tibetan Buddhist knowledge system that, because of the Fifth Dalai Lama-Qing
relationship, flourished beyond its cultural borders and connected disparate regions and peoples.
Moreover, Drakkar Taso Trulku generously characterized this project as an inclusive one,
although it had proceeded on Gelukpa terms.
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Still, Drakkar Taso Trulku did pose a critique of the epistemological basis of the Fifth Dalai
Lama's medical synthesis. To do this, he used the hermeneutics of the "other-emptiness" view
associated earlier with the Jonang tradition, which despite Gelukpa suppression had become repopularized by Katok Rindzin Tsewang Norbu (1698-1755), a great synthesizer of the Kagyü,
Jonang and Nyingma traditions. According to Drakkar Taso Trulku, the “calamity of bickering”
between the views of “self-emptiness” (rang stong, associated with the Gelukpa) and “otheremptiness” (associated, at times, with all non-Gelukpa traditions) had obstructed the essence of
the ultimate meaning (don gyi ngo bo) of the Middle Way teachings in the Snowland.567 This
“calamity” was related to a broader debate between various Tibetan traditions over their views of
the Middle Way doctrine. The underlying issues of authority and ontology between these views
have been pointed to in Chapter One. In order to "harmonize with contemporary circumstances,"
Drakkar Taso Trulku contended, the Middle Way teachings particular to the “other-emptiness”
view may be considered in accordance with the Great Perfection practice of the Early
Transmission. Drakkar Taso Trulku then cited an unimpeachable Gelukpa authority – Kedrup Jé,
disciple of the tradition’s progenitor Tsongkhapa – to further argue that the views of Great
Perfection and Middle Way practice are “almost without difference.”568 To his own mind, any
contradictions between the “other-emptiness” view and Nyingma Great Perfection teachings, and
by extension the “other-emptiness” and “self-emptiness” views, and the Gelukpa and nonGelukpa traditions, are thus effectively resolved.

This doctrinal critique was paired with a more political critique of the institutionalization of
medicine within Gelukpa monasteries. Drakkar Taso Trulku leveled criticism against those
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“haughty people puffed up with pride” who brag about secret instructions or are “so intent on
becoming great court physicians (bla sman) of higher and higher levels that they despise the
protectorless poor and humble types, seeing them like leper corpses.”569 This description sounds
suspiciously akin to the degree-granting system of the Iron Hill medical monastery and other
Gelukpa medical colleges that followed. By the early nineteenth century, the Iron Hill medical
monastery had produced court physicians for emperors, princes and great lamas, and its medical
degree (sman rams pa) system had been replicated in Eastern Tibet and Mongolia.570

In Drakkar Taso Trulku's view, the institutionalization of medicine had taken a turn for the worse
after the lifetime of the Fifth Dalai Lama. Drakkar Taso Trulku's praise for the Fifth Dalai Lama
contrasted notably with his more ambivalent attitude towards Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, whom he
accused of erroneously following and privileging the Jang medical tradition's version of the Four
Tantras' lineage at the expense of the Zur tradition's lineage. Drakkar Taso Trulku reserves his
greatest criticism, however, for later (eighteenth-century) members of the Gelukpa tradition,
whom he accuses of being like "heartless children abusing their father."571 Specifically, he
continues, "although the Fifth Dalai Lama was the root lama of [the second Panchen Lama]
Lopzang Yeshe, most of those seeming to be in that lineage have put aside gratitude."572 Drakkar
Taso Trulku characterized this slander as "arising from those holding sectarian bias in their
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hearts, [and voicing] the perverse idea that the [Gelukpa] order was impure" because of the Fifth
Dalai Lama's integration of the Gelukpa and Nyingma traditions.573

The outcome of this sectarian bias, for Drakkar Taso Trulku, was manifested in the inability to
successfully produce precious pills. Drakkar Taso Trulku described precious pills as notoriously
difficult to produce. The Fifth Dalai Lama's successful preparation of precious pills, according to
this author, corresponded with "the earlier way of preparation" of the Zur tradition.574 Later
figures who also followed Darmo Menrampa's instructions, such as the head of the Gelukpa
order Ganden Tripa Ngakwang Tsültrim (1721-1791), were said to produce the medicine
successfully, while the Seventh Dalai Lama (1708-1757) was depicted as deviating from the
Fifth Dalai Lama's example unsuccessfully.575 Drakkar Taso Trulku tied his evaluation to his
bitter complaint over Gelukpa sectarianism during the early part of the eighteenth century,
implying that the tantric alchemical formula for precious pills in the Zur medical tradition was
sensitive to a doctrinal framework based in erroneous views. By way of contrast, furthermore,
Drakkar Taso Trulku argued that the field of medicine, with all of its implications for moral
authority, is "only Nyingma" – that is, exclusively originating from the Nyingma tradition.576
Drakkar Taso Trulku's narrative reveals the ongoing controversy and high stakes of the Fifth
Dalai Lama's integration of the medical tradition into the Gelukpa tradition.
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Ibid., 96. Gso ba rig pa ’di rnying ma kho na yin/ His view accords with the literary analysis of Garrett,
“The Alchemy of Accomplishing Medicine (sman sgrub).”
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Over the course of the nineteenth century, the influence of Labrang's new ritual curriculum for
medicine became clear within the monastic guidelines of other Gelukpa medical colleges, written
for Tsechüling monastery (19th century, Khalkha), Serkhok monastery (written 1857), Kumbum
monastery (1874), Ilagugsan monastery (late 19th century, Khalkha), Coné Dechen Chökhorling
(1898), and Delgeruun Choira (1920s, Khalkha).577 A continuing tension existed in all of these
monastic guidelines, tied to the broader schism in the Gelukpa tradition between the Fifth Dalai
Lama and his critics. Some medical colleges took an approach closer to the Fifth Dalai Lama,
calling on medical students to "propagate the Buddha's teachings in general, and in particular the
tradition of Tsongkhapa, without sectarianism," and emphasized the medical study of diagnosis
and treatment.578 Others took an approach that stressed a Gelukpa "pure view," along with
relatively more time devoted in the curriculum to ritual practices (such as long-life practices for
the Jebtsundamba) and seemingly less to medical study.579

Overall, there is also markedly less evidence for the practice of the Yutok Heart Essence among
the Gelukpa medical colleges, as it is never mentioned in any of the monastic guidelines and
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Pa sangs yon tan [sman rams], Bod kyi gso ba rig pa’i lo rgyus kyi bang mdzod g.yu thog bla ma dran
pa’i pho nya; Btsan po no mon han 05 Skal bzang thub bstan ’phrin las rgya mtsho, “Gser khog btsan po
dgon sman grwa bca’ yig”; Gser tog Blo bzang tshul khrims rgya mtsho, Sku “bum byams pa gling gi
gdan rabs don ldan tshangs pa”i dbyangs snyan; Dkon mchog rin chen, rnga ba bod rigs rang skyong
khul gyi rig gnas lo rgyus dpyad yig bdams bsgrigs, deb dgu pa ( ’bar khams: sri gros si khron zhing chen
rnga ba bod rigs rang skyong khul u yon lhan khang gi rig gnas lo rgyus spyad yig u yon lhan khang,
1993); Blo bzang rta mgrin (1867-1937), “Sman yig,” n.d.; Yil go san hu thog thu Blo bzang bsam grub,
“Sman pa grwa tshang gzhan phan gling gi dge ‘dun pa rnams kyi bca’ yig blang dor gsal ba’i me long,”
in Gsung ’bum/ Blo bzang bsam grub (State Library, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, n.d.).
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byams pa gling gi gdan rabs don ldan tshangs pa”i dbyangs snyan.
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only once within the entire Ocean Annals history of Amdo.580 But towards the end of the
nineteenth century, Drakkar Taso Trulku’s critique of Gelukpa medical colleges for promoting
sectarianism and his defense of the Nyingma approach to medical practice seems to have gained
increasing traction in both non-Gelukpa and Gelukpa settings. This is exemplified by the
propagation of the Yutok Heart Essence practice by a Gelukpa lama from Kham, the Eighth Kirti
Lopzang Trinlé Tenpa Gyatso (1849-1904).581 The Eighth Kirti Rinpoche was a wandering
tantric practitioner who at one time studied at the tantric college (ngags pa grwa tshang) of
Labrang, and later founded three new medical colleges in Kham that were said to follow the
system of Labrang [MAP 7; “Cone”, “Kirti”, “Taktsang.”].582 His use of the Yutok Heart Essence,
however, demonstrates his re-introduction of this medical practice into a Gelukpa institutional
sphere, via the syncretic milieu of his home region of Kham.

Other regional developments also played important roles in the nineteenth-century intellectual
growth of Gelukpa medical institutions. In particular, the arrival of Western medical missionaries
and colonial doctors in the region caused Tibetan and Mongolian physicians to integrate new
techniques and create institutional innovations. It is interesting that this innovation progressed
hand-in-hand with a late-nineteenth century resurgence of the Yutok Heart Essence practice
580

The Serkok Tsenpo medical college guidelines allow for unnamed individual tantric practices, unlike
the other medical colleges. The author of the Ocean Annals – himself a scholar from Labrang – mentions
that the Yutok Heart Essence teachings were given once by the 23rd throne-holder of Labrang, Rgyal grags
pa rgyal mtshan, 1762-1835. Dkon mchog bstan pa rab rgyas, Mdo smad chos ’byung, 292.
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region. Skal bzang ’phrin las, Bod kyi gso rig byung ’phel gyi lo rgyus (Beijing: Krung go’i bod kyi shes
rig dpe skrun khang, 1997); Dkon mchog rin chen, Bod kyi gso rig chos “byung baiDUrya”i ’phreng ba;
Dkon mchog rin chen, “A mdo’i phyogs su gso rig gi bstan pa dar tshul.”
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within Gelukpa medical colleges. In particular, teachers from the vibrant medical centers in
Kham also greatly impacted the Institute of Medicine and Astrology (Sman rtsis khang), a
significant new medical institution built in Lhasa in 1916 to carry out proto-nationalist projects
of public health, which is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
Twentieth Century Transformations of Medicine and Society in the Former Qing Empire

Introduction
In 1916 the Thirteenth Dalai Lama Tupten Gyatso (1876–1933) issued an edict mandating a new
regimen of post-natal care (byis pa nyer spyod) for every infant newly born within the
jurisdiction of his Lhasa government.583 Implementation of this childcare program, he wrote,
will be like “the development of a new custom,” and not only should it be practiced by “all the
subjects of the districts and estates, everyone of high and low stature,” they should do so while
cultivating as much as possible “a sense of social responsibility.”584 Unlike contemporaneous
public healthcare programs in China and India that focused on vaccination, hygiene, and
chemical medicines, the Tibetan regimen consisted of a series of eight herbal-compound
medicines along with advice for rituals, childcare, and the calculation of a natal horoscope during
the first year of life. All these elements were outlined and discussed within the accompanying
manual On Childcare: Treasure of the Heart Benefiting Beings (hereafter Treasure of the Heart),
written the same year by the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s most senior physician Jampa Tupwang (d.
1922).585
583

TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pa and Bkra shis dbang ’dus, “tA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pas bod
ljongs su byis pa nyer spyod kyi sman rtsis ’phrod bsten gong ‘phel gtong dgos skor rgya khyab rdzong
gzhis khag la bstsal ba’i rtsa tshig,” in Bod kyi lo rgyus yig tshags dang gzhung yig phyogs bsdus dwangs
shel me long (Mi rigs dpe skrun khang, 1989). This reprint of the original source errs in attributing the
Tibetan Fire-Dragon year edict (rtsa tshig) to the fourteenth 60-year cycle (rab byung) of the Tibetan
calendar and sixth year of the Xianfeng (han p+hong) reign, or 1856.
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Byams pa thub dbang, “Byis pa nyer spyod ’gro phan snying nor,” in Lha ldan sman rtsis khang gi
chos spyod (Dharamsala, India: Bod gzhung sman rtsis khang, 2001), 240–49.
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The Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s edict described in detail how the post-natal care program should be
put into practice “without difference” and with clear record keeping for each infant.586 Primary
administrative responsibility rested with the newly established Institute of Medicine and Astral
Science, or Mentsikhang (sman rtsis khang), and its director Khyenrap Norbu (1883-1962), a
student of Jampa Tupwang. The edict called for the eight types of compound-medicine pills (ril
bu) to be produced by the Institute’s monastic students and dispatched to the ninety-six districts
and estates, along with the text of Treasure of the Heart and a stamp of the sacred syllable
hrIH.587 Next the medicines should be dispensed by each local official to “pregnant women
about to give birth” and administered to infants “without mistake or confusion.”588 Soon after
birth, the syllable hrIH – associated with the mantra of Avalokiteshvara, the bodhisattva of
compassion, who is considered to be incarnated in each of the Dalai Lamas – should be stamped
using medicine no. 2 as the ‘ink’ on each infant’s tongue, “creating auspicious connections [for
the child] to have the fortunate powers of buddha-speech, wise speech, and the ability to
speak.”589 Finally, the Thirteenth Dalai Lama commanded, “from this day forth” the year,
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Byams pa ’phrin las, Gangs ljongs gso rig bstan pa’i nyin byed rim byon gyi rnam thar phyogs
bsgrigs, 418; Bsod chung, “Bod kyi gso rig bstan pa’i slob dpon bkras khang byams pa thub dbang,”
Krung go’i bod ljongs 3 (2004): 35. The exact geography of these 'districts and estates' (rdzong gzhis) has
been difficult to determine in contemporary scholarship with available documents. Byams pa 'phrin las
claims that the Mentsikhang purview extended over 96 rdzong gzhis, and while this figure is not found in
the reprinted text of the edict (TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pa and Bkra shis dbang ’dus, “TA la’i sku
phreng bcu gsum pas bstsal ba’i byis pa nyer spyod kyi rtsa tshig.”), it is not unlikely that it comes from
his consultation of the original or a related source. See, however, Melvyn C Goldstein, “An
Anthropological Study of the Tibetan Political System” (University of Washington, 1968). Goldstein
suggests around 120 districts, all located today within the Tibet Autonomous Region.
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month, planet and time of birth should be ascertained truthfully for children “from each level,”
and natal horoscopes should be calculated “earnestly, in detail [and] in accordance with the
economic conditions” of each child born under “the government mandated by heaven, of all the
beings in general and in particular, of the land completely encircled by pure snow mountains.”590
A register of these calculations should also be made, with one copy of the results sent to Lhasa
and one copy stored by the local official “without error.” Families lacking access to an
astrologer, or those poor parents unable to provide the calculations to the local government,
should instead send the child’s birth date and time, etc., to the Institute of Medicine and Astral
Sciences, which would return the “calculations of fortune and misfortune.”591

Perhaps the most striking provision of the edict, in fact, is not a medical but a financial mandate:
not only should the local officials of each district or estate distribute the medicinal materials
“regardless of [people’s economic] circumstances, happy or miserable, fortunate or unfortunate,”
but also those families with good economic conditions should supply the fees for medicines on
behalf of those who cannot afford them.592 This provision obliquely refers to the social divisions
among the ‘districts and estates’, a multi-tiered land-tenure system with peasants beholden to
aristocratic or monastic landlords.593 It is absolutely not permissible, the Dalai Lama decreed, for
landlords to transmit to the poorer people any direct or indirect “brutal fee that causes [financial]
shock.” The price for the medicines was fixed at two srang and four zho per child “without
590
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difference,” and the records of payment on behalf of each newborn were to also be kept in a
“clear and truthful” register, marked with each local official’s authentic seal and sent along with
the monetary offering to Lhasa every six months.594

As the language of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s edict makes evident, the organizational structure
outlined for the Institute of Medicine and Astral Science and its inaugural public healthcare
program represent a clear departure from previous institutional forms, including the Iron Hill
medical monastery (still active at that time in Lhasa) and the monastic medical colleges of the
Qing period. The significance of these changes, which will be examined over the course of this
chapter, lie in the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s attempt to reformulate his own self-conception as
ruler and to reconfigure the relationship between his state, its institutions, and its subjects. At the
heart of this effort rested the thorny problem of cultivating “a sense of social responsibility”
among the upper classes, whose loyalty and unity he would need to ensure in order to create a
viable Central Tibetan nation-state within the modern world order.595 Similar challenges, of
course, faced other early-twentieth century social reformers across the former territories of the
Qing empire. In the context of the parallel institutional networks of Chinese literati- and Tibetan
Buddhist- education and administration discussed in previous chapters, it is significant that while
594

TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pa and Bkra shis dbang ’dus, “TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pas bstsal
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Ẓahīruddīn Aḥmad, Sino-Tibetan Relations in the Seventeenth Century, Serie Orientale Roma 40 (Roma:
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Tam skar (or srang) along with a white ceremonial scarf (kha btags) were given as the fee for the
medicines (sman yon), while 3 zho were given for calculation of the natal horoscope (rtsis yon); Byams pa
’phrin las, Lha sa sman rtsis khang gi gdan rabs rang bzhin dbyangs su brjod pa skal ldan yid kyi shing
rta zhes bya ba bzhugs so (Lhasa: Byams pa ’phrin las, n.d.), 4–5. Since his figures do not match those in
the edict, it is possible that later the fees were reduced; regardless, it is likely that the relative costs broke
down close to these proportions.
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influential late-Qing and Republican era Chinese reformers turned to scientific rhetoric in public
health projects meant to galvanize nationalism, progressive Tibetan Buddhist leaders in Lhasa,
Eastern Tibet, Mongolia and Buryatia sought to demonstrate through medical projects that
Buddhist epistemology could serve as the basis for modern governance.

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, campaigns to professionalize obstetrics
and to educate women about hygienic childbirth and post-natal care emerged around the globe.
Championed within both colonialist and nationalist agendas, these initiatives formed part of a
larger emerging discourse that linked the provision of public health care and the management of
the domestic sphere to notions of benevolent rule, state sovereignty and civil society. While the
Institute of Medicine and Astral Science has long been considered the most significant
development within Tibetan medicine during this same period, historians have been reluctant to
identify the institution with contemporaneous medical innovations and discourses of
nationalism.596 At the same time, there has been little assessment of the primary Tibetan sources
related to the early history of the Institute, including the post-natal care edict and Treasure of the
Heart.597 Officially mandated between 1916 and 1924, and continuing under private sponsorship
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C.f. Alex McKay, Their Footprints Remain: Biomedical Beginnings Across the Indo-Tibetan Frontier
(Amsterdam University Press, 2007), 134, 209.
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The major secondary works to date regarding the Mentsikhang and its founders during this early
twentieth-century period come from Jampa Trinlé (Byams pa 'phrin las), student of Khyenrap Norbu
(Mkhyen rab nor bu) and later director of the Lhasa Mentsikhang; see in particular “Sman rtsis bstan pa’i
gtsug rgyan gnas lnga rig pa’i dbang phyug mkhas dbang mkhyen rab nor bu’i rtogs brjod bsdus pa skal
ldan yid dbang ‘phrog pa’i pho nya,” in Bod kyi sman rtsis ched rtsom phyogs bsdus, ed. Bod rang skyong
ljongs sman rtsis khang (Lha sa: Bod ljongs mi dmangs dpe skrun khang, 1986), 50–63; Lha sa sman rtsis
khang gi gdan rabs; and Gangs ljongs gso rig bstan pa’i nyin byed rim byon gyi rnam thar phyogs
bsgrigs. Another early, albeit brief, account can be found in Rechung Rinpoche, Tibetan Medicine,
Illustrated in Original Texts. Byams pa 'phrin las' works form the basis of later scholarship in both
Tibetan and Western languages, notably Pa sangs yon tan [sman rams], Bod kyi gso ba rig pa’i lo rgyus
kyi bang mdzod g.yu thog bla ma dran pa’i pho nya; Bla ma skyabs, ed., Bod kyi mkhas pa rim byon gyi
gso rig gsung ’bum dkar chag mu tig phreng ba (Ziling: Kan su’u mi rigs dpe skrun khang, 1997); Skal
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thereafter, the Mentsikhang’s childcare program overlaps with the period of sovereignty pursued
by the Dalai Lama’s Lhasa government between 1912 and 1949.598 Though the Thirteenth Dalai
Lama based his public healthcare initiative in Tibetan medical epistemology and techniques, and
invoked Buddhist language that had similarly linked previous medical institutions with
benevolent governance, the post-natal care program represented an unprecedented reach for the
Lhasa government into the domestic sphere of individual households. It also borrowed
organizational techniques and, obliquely, references to theories of hygiene from modern colonial
regimes in order to enlist the participation of the monastic community, local officials, and
families – a cross-section of Central Tibetan society – within the state-led enterprise of nurturing
a Tibetan nation. However, some of the program’s most innovative aspects in pursuit of these
goals, as we will see, occur in the reimagining of Tibetan medical rituals and astrology.

bzang ’phrin las, Bod kyi gso rig byung ’phel gyi lo rgyus; E pa bsod nams rin chen, “Sman rtsis bstan
pa’i srog shing dge ba’i bshes gnyen chen mo mkhyen rab nor bu’i mdzad rjes rnam thar rjes su dran pa
skal ldan ‘tsho mdzad dgyes pa’i mchod sprin,” in Bod kyi srol rgyun sman rtsis rig pa’i dpyad yig mu tig
phren mdzes, vol. stod cha (Dharamsala, India: Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, 2009), 1–39; and
Meyer, “Tibetan Medical Paintings.” E pa bsod nams rin chen's recent work brings to bear new material
from oral history interviews in Dharamsala and from an account published in Lhasa by another of
Khyenrap Norbu's students: Bstan ’dzin bkra shis, “Bod ljongs sman rtsis khang gi slob dpon mkhan chen
pradz+nyA ma Ni’i rnam thar mdo tsam bkod pa thar ’dod mthong bas yid ’phrog,” Xylograph (Lha sa
Sman rtsis khang, Undated). Another recent study focuses on Khyenrap Norbu's work in the astrosciences: Yinba (Tib: Yum pa), Qinre nuobu dashi yu Zangyi tianwen lisuan (La sa: Xizang renmin
chubanshe, 2008). Tashi Tsering of the Amnye Machen Institute, Dharamsala, has further discussed
sources on Khyenrap Norbu in “Bla sman Mkhyen rab nor bu: A Biographical Note and Brief Discussion
of His Works” (12th Seminar of the International Association for Tibetan Studies, Vancouver, Canada,
2010). Alex McKay thoroughly details efforts to introduce the British medical system in Tibet and the
Himalayas at this time, along with British perspectives on Tibetan physicians and the state of medicine in
the region, in “‘An Excellent Measure’: The Battle against Smallpox in Tibet, 1904-47,” Tibet Journal
30/31, no. 4/1 (Winter Spring 2005 2006): 121–32; “‘The Birth of a Clinic’? The IMS Dispensary in
Gyantse (Tibet), 1904-1910,” Medical History 49 (2005): 135–54; and Their Footprints Remain.
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This chapter will consider the innovations of the Institute of Medicine and Astral Science in
Lhasa during the period between 1916 and 1924, arguing that they emerged from the strength of
previous institutions and the contours of pre-existing knowledge networks – particularly with
Mongolia and Buryatia. Buryat and Mongolian leaders at that time had begun advocating for a
pan-Mongolian and Tibetan state (sometimes including Manchuria as well) and for Buddhist
reforms, and a strong impetus was spreading among them to reconcile Buddhism with Western
scientific techniques and theories. This pan-Tibeto-Mongolian reform movement was supported
by no less a personage than Agvan Dorjiev, the Buryat lama, Russian intermediary, and the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s close attendant. Dorjiev himself also founded a new medical college in
Buryatia in 1913. The Dalai Lama and his physicians most likely also experienced developments
related to new ideas of public health in Beijing, Wutai shan and certainly in India during their
travels in exile between 1904 and 1912. But the centrality of a Tibetan medical framework to the
Mentsikhang’s post-natal care program indicates that consideration of the influence of
contemporaneous Chinese and British reforms needs to be tempered by a consideration of how
the Tibetans (and Mongolians) experienced modern medicine as a regime of invading foreign
powers. Through their shared medical and historical scholarship, which thrived despite Qing
discouragement of a shared Buddhist identity, Tibetan Buddhists shared an affinity with each
other that they did not with Chinese or Western interlocutors. This affinity fueled the Thirteenth
Dalai Lama’s receptivity to the ideas of Agvan Dorjiev. Furthermore, considering the field of
medicine’s importance to the spread of Tibetan Buddhism in Mongolian regions, Tibetan
Buddhist leaders were certainly attuned to the implications of conversion through healing to
another way of life. This meant that medical reform within their own tradition, under attack by
public health regimes on the front lines of colonial armies, was of the utmost importance.
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In the following pages I will first consider public health reforms related to women and children
in the contexts of British India and China, where the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and his physicians
travelled during the years just prior to their founding of the Institute of Medicine and Astral
Science. I argue that although Treasure of the Heart emerged around the same time and in a
similar fashion as British ‘mothercraft’ and Chinese taijiao fetal education literature, the Tibetan
post-natal care program reflects the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s primary concern with establishing
his sovereignty rather than with changing domestic life and women’s roles. Next I examine
medical and social reforms carried out by the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and by his physician Jampa
Tupwang in Central Tibet prior to founding the Mentsikhang. While historians generally credit
the British Political Officer in India, Charles Bell, in influencing the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s
later military and economic reforms, I demonstrate that the hierarch and other Central Tibetans
had been engaged in social reforms through medicine for some time before the Dalai Lama’s
travels abroad. These were likely motivated by the Tibetan government’s acute understanding of
the link between proselytization, medicine and politics. In the following section, I turn to
developments in health and medicine among Buryat and Mongolian reformers, their ties to
Russia and to the Thirteenth Dalai Lama, and the Dalai Lama’s role in arbitrating disputes and
guiding change throughout the Tibeto-Mongolian frontiers of the former Qing empire. I argue
that medicine played a key role in the Buddhist reform movement and in the Dalai Lama’s
attempts to heal overlapping regional and Lhasa political divisions.

I then move to an analysis of the post-natal care program, beginning with a discussion of the
competing scientific and Tibetan Buddhist frameworks of analysis that informed the writings and
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experiences of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama, Jampa Tupwang and Khyenrap Norbu. While the
physicians of the Mentsikhang demonstrated their openness to new medical techniques such as
vaccination (even before 1916) and surgery, the post-natal healthcare program is notable for its
innovations in Tibetan, rather than the addition of Western, practices. I examine in detail the
structure of the Institute of Medicine and Astral Science and the organization of its post-natal
care project, including its dimensions of government and monastic reform, its implications for
women and families, and its use of natal astrology to calculate the ways in which newborns
might be of future service to the state. I argue that the edict and Treasure of the Heart
deemphasize concerns of gender – unlike contemporaneous British and Chinese programs – to
focus instead on concerns of instituting more elaborated governance systems and building a
consensus about the Dalai Lama’s sovereignty among Tibetan elites. Finally, and in conclusion, I
present the articulations of the childcare program’s benefits that are found within the Dalai
Lama’s post-natal care edict and in Jampa Tupwang’s accompanying manual. The language of
these documents directly echoes similar language from the British and Chinese contexts, seeking
to employ post-natal care to strengthen a nascent Tibetan nation.

‘Mothercraft’, imperialism and nationalism
Public healthcare programs targeting women and children developed first domestically within
Britain, but were in many ways the product of the innocuously designated ‘Great Game,’ a rush
on the Asian continent to delineate borders, count and classify peoples, and develop efficient
bureaucratic states to manage populations. For the British Empire in the 1880s, the collection of
increasingly sophisticated census data and statistical surveys seemed to confirm anxieties at that
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time over labour and military shortages both at home and in the ‘jewel colony’ of India.599 As the
health of the population emerged as an issue of key importance to the wealth and maintenance of
empire, the British state, along with various voluntary organizations, invested in the development
of domestic public health initiatives to combat infant mortality, to strengthen the labour force
and ‘imperial race’ and to educate mothers in ‘domestic hygiene’. During the first years of the
twentieth century, ‘mothercraft’ education programs gained particular popularity, using
pamphlets and classes to train women in proper nutrition and hygiene according to stilldeveloping antiseptic methods associated with germ theory. These programs aimed to enlist
mothers as proxies of the state who could help nurture (male) infants into future workers,
soldiers, traders and the administrative apparatus of Empire. According to Anna Davin, however,
the focus on mothers in these programs also “provided an easy way out,” seeing that it was
“cheaper to blame them and to organize a few classes than to expand social and medical services,
and it avoided the political problem of provoking rate- and taxpayers by requiring extensive new
finance.” 600 The structure of mothercraft programs thus anticipated the problems that the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama would encounter with his own post-natal care initiative less than a decade
later.

In the context of colonial India, where women’s and children’s health reforms emerged almost
simultaneously with Britain, the education of mothers in hygiene and sanitation was charged
with an added dimension of effecting fundamental social, institutional, and epistemic change.
Christian missionaries pioneered these efforts, hoping their ministrations would demonstrate the
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efficacy of their religion over ‘superstitious’ Tibetan medical beliefs. Subsequent secular
initiatives by the Government of India, along with various voluntary organizations, also
exhibited colonial officials’ confidence in the superiority of their medical system and, by
extension, the enlightened nature of their rule. In the three decades prior to the Mentsikhang’s
founding in Lhasa, three major initiatives in health care and education for women and children
were implemented on a national scale in British India. These included the Dufferin Fund, which
launched in 1885 and aimed to train (mainly British) female medical workers to provide care for
Indian women; the Victoria Memorial Scholarship Fund, established in 1903 with a special focus
on training South Asian practitioners of traditional midwifery (dais) according to British sanitary
methods; and the Women's Medical Service, established in 1914 as a counterpart to the largely
male and military Indian Medical Service, as women’s place in medicine and the
professionalization of obstetrics became more substantial.601 Of these three, the Dufferin Fund –
named after its founder, vicereine Lady Hariot Dufferin – was the best known. Within its first
year branches had been established all over India, including provinces on the frontiers of Tibet
and where Tibetan communities existed, such as Bengal, Burma, and the North-West Provinces.
It was run from the Government of India’s summer headquarters in the Himalayan village of
Simla, where the Thirteenth Dalai Lama would also be based during his exile.

Dufferin trainees worked as doctors, nurses, and midwives in new women's hospitals and
dispensaries, dedicated women's wards within existing institutions, and privately entered into
intimate domestic spaces and relationships with native women that remained forbidden to British
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men. Cecilia Van Hollen has argued that from the perspective of colonial administrators, by
disseminating new health behaviours and theories within the notoriously cloistered space of the
Indian home, “not only the private space but the entire nation could become enlightened.”602
Indian women, considered the domestic keepers and transmitters of culture, became invaluable
(potential) partners in the British mission to socialize their subjects and to enlist participation in a
benevolent, ‘progressive’ empire. This relationship between ostensibly secular and benevolent
healthcare programs for women and doctrinaire and coercive imperial rule was not lost on (male)
Indian nationalists, for whom the domestic sphere became “the only remaining pure space
unsullied by the intrusion of British rule, and a privileged site of nationalist resistance.”603 Some
prominent Indian leaders began to sponsor their own public health initiatives based on the new
British theories and methods, while Āyurvedic and Unani (Greco-Arabic) practitioners
responded by launching revitalization movements based in a scholarly approach to their medical
systems.604 In both of these responses, as in the British-led projects, women’s folk traditions
came under attack.

As the pax Manjurica disintegrated between the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
Chinese reformers increasingly sought education in the modern scientific disciplines from
missionary and colonial institutions in treaty-port cities and in Japan, making scientific rhetoric
the basis for a racially- and technically-based critique of their Qing imperial overlords. Ruth
Rogaski has described how a perceived lack of Qing state involvement in matters of disease
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prevention became “a powerful symbol of the deficiency of Chinese civilization,” to the point
that even Chinese elites “accepted a medicalized view of their country’s problems and embraced
a medicalized solution for the deficiencies of both the Chinese state and the Chinese body.”605
When the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and Jampa Tupwang arrived in Beijing in 1908, the emergence
of what Rogaski terms ‘hygienic modernity’ was already well underway within late Qing China,
particularly in the treaty-port cities where foreign powers had established enclaves and structures
of governance. In a process that intensified after their unexpected defeat in the Sino-Japanese
War of 1895, and again after the Boxer Uprising of 1900, Chinese reformers increasingly linked
the pursuit of a sanitary and healthy society to the assertion of state legitimacy and sovereignty,
as well as to building national consciousness and economic and military strength.

Racial discourse was also central within the writings of these Chinese reformers, both in anxious
comparisons of their own ‘Yellow Race’ to the European ‘white peril,’ and in hardening the
boundaries between the newly-perceived ‘five races’ of Han, Manchu, Mongolian, Muslim and
Tibetan central to the Qing imperial formation. 606 In response to increased ‘Manchu-Han’
tensions, appeals for the ‘five races’ to harmoniously join (wuzu gonghe) within a reformed
constitutional state circulated in Beijing from 1907, within the newspaper Central Great
Harmony Daily (Zhongyang datong ribao) founded by Manchu imperial clansman Hengjun. As
Edward Rhoads and Gray Tuttle have argued, however, this rhetoric failed to gain acceptance
even within the late Qing government. Imperial elites preferred existing hierarchical
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arrangements that distinguished not just a unified ruling group of Manchus, but also placed the
imperial household, the imperial lineage, and the Eight Banners in descending order above their
subjugated peoples.

Just as racial categories ignored the distinctions of noble privilege important to Manchus, they
also ignored the ties of religion and culture between the Tibetan Buddhists also embedded within
the elite hierarchy. Fully secular, Khalkha-centered Mongolian nationalist movements did not
become a significant feature of politics until after the 1915 Treaty of Kyakhta, which abolished
the autonomy of the Mongolian state declared in 1911 under the Bogd Khan (Eighth
Jebtsundampa), and ushered in a new era of Chinese occupation in Mongolia. But from the late
nineteenth century through the 1921 defeat of a Bogd Khan-led government by the Mongolian
People’s Party and Soviet troops, efforts to build statehood during and after the Qing dynasty
collapse focused to a significant extent on pan-Mongolian, pan-Tibeto-Mongolian, and even panManchuria-Mongolia-Tibet proposals. 607 Both the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and the Eighth
Jebtsundampa were appealed to as heads of state, with the idea to gain late imperial and later
White Russian backing. In the context of these initial solidarities perceived among Mongolian,
Buryat and some Tibetan elites, it is understandable that the rhetoric of race, by stripping
‘religion’ from realigned secular and scientific identities, failed to entirely convince Tibetan
Buddhists.
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Race, nationalism, and the health of women and children were linked by Chinese reformers from
an early point. In 1897, the late-Qing reformer Liang Qichao circulated an influential essay
praising the work of two female Chinese (Christian) doctors trained in the United States, Kang
Cheng and Shi Meiyu, who focused their medical efforts in Jiujiang (Jiangxi province) on
women and children. Liang and his teacher Kang Youwei – both southern Chinese intellectuals,
formative thinkers of racial thinking, supporters of constitutional monarchy, and instigators of
the 1898 “Hundred Days” reform movement – advocated changes in the lives of women as
integral to a program of building national strength. Liang wrote that “because women were kept
physically and mentally weak, they were unable to raise strong and vigorous children, which led
to a weak military and invasion by foreign powers.”608 Omitting mention of their Christianity,
Liang held up Kang and Shi as examples of “new women” in China, who would serve the “new
people” of the nation mainly as mothers, but also in this instance as doctors, caring for strong
male children capable of fighting off foreign aggression. According to Connie Shemo, Liang’s
description of Kang Cheng’s medical work conceived of reform in the domestic sphere as
‘saving’ Chinese women and helping them to elevate and transform their lives. Like British
designers of ‘mothercraft,’ he thus focused centrally on re-making women in order to re-make
the Chinese population and society.

Whether the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and Jampa Tupwang were aware of these developments
during their stay in Beijing is doubtful, however. The movements of the Tibetan delegation
within the capital and their meetings with visitors were extremely restricted. Furthermore, visible
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public health projects related to women and children developed slowly in China and more slowly
in Beijing than in cities such as Tianjin, Rogaski’s example. In 1905, the municipality of Beijing
had created a police force on the Japanese model that included responsibility for affairs of public
health. But according to Tina Phillips Johnson, many of these public health units existed “only
on paper,” lacking funding and trained personnel.609 Furthermore, because of Chinese cities’
crowded living conditions, public health efforts at this stage focused more on sanitation and
disease than on women’s and children’s issues per se. The Qing government had passed an act
regulating elementary education in 1905, and as early as 1907 journals of hygiene and
advertisements directed at women were circulating.610 But because of the long transition to a
stable national Republican government, it was not until the 1920s that attention to childbirth and
women’s and children’s health became a major concern in China.611 Notably, early efforts in
post-natal care focused on the traditional Chinese literature of fetal education (taijiao), which
holds that the sensory experiences, emotions and demeanor of the mother directly affect the
health of her fetus. In 1914, a text reformulating fetal education literature in modern terms was
translated from Japanese by Song Jiazhao, subsequently reprinted many times, and widely
distributed up through the 1930s. 612 This fetal education text used modern biological and
psychological understandings to demonstrate the efficacy of taijiao, while emphasizing the moral
self-cultivation and emotional self-control of mothers. The popularity of Song Jiazhao’s text
609
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shows that although the development of post-natal care in the Chinese and Tibetan contexts does
not seem to be directly connected, the timing and initial trajectory of this development is quite
similar. While public health efforts for women and children in China first developed in local
contexts and among a variety of actors, however, the government in Central Tibet opted to take a
state-led approach from an early moment.

Central to the allegedly universal beneficence of ‘modern’ public health-care programs was their
appeal to the authority of science, as a system of inquiry that foregrounded the pursuit of natural
or ‘physiological’ knowledge over ‘metaphysical’ knowledge and encouraged the common
enterprise of material-technological innovation while supposedly bracketing divisive moral and
religious concerns.613 Science was not only a mode of knowledge production, however, it was
also a set of practices and discursive conventions, a mode of social organisation and
emplacement in the world. 614 Perhaps nowhere was this more clear than within post-natal
‘mothercraft’ education programs, which derived their scientific reputation not so much from
reliance on material medical technologies (such as vaccination or disinfectants) as from their
advice for nutrition and sanitation according to ‘hygienic’ standards of behaviour and the
organisation of family and social life. Yet these standards of hygiene were saturated with
rhetorical assumptions pertaining to gender, class, race and religion. British mothercraft literature
invariably characterized the lower classes and colonial subjects as unsanitary, ignorant or
superstitious and neglectful of their children, minimizing the role of poverty and related
unfavourable environmental factors in infant mortality and trumping notions of state, employer
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or wider social responsibility.615 Underlying the design of these education programs was the idea
that women, the poor and the colonized should be taught the social discipline and selfgovernance of efficient, ‘modern’ social order.

While the Institute of Medicine and Astral Science’s post-natal care program echoed the format
and some of the assumptions of British mothercraft literature, its authors’ unique goals are
underscored by those assumptions it did not adopt. In particular, while the Tibetan program
observed physiological differences between boys and girls, it did not refer to intellectual
differences. The Mentsikhang program’s architects did not appropriate the dual, pseudoscientific
British discourse of female gender, memorably described by Barbara Metcalf as the ‘medical
view’ attributing physical and intellectual handicaps to women, along with the ‘pedestal view’
positing their unique capacity for tenderness and virtue.616 In fact, within the Mentsikhang
program literature we shall see that the category of gender is not as manifestly important as the
categories of class, sovereign and subject, as all parents are conscripted into the enterprise of
social reform and cultivating their children as future subjects of a Tibetan nation-state.

Early medical and social reform under the Thirteenth Dalai Lama
Uniquely among the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s well-known early twentieth-century state-building
reforms, the Mentsikhang’s legacy survived the reorganization of Tibetan governance and
society after 1950 by the People’s Republic of China, to be claimed proudly by succeeding
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institutions both inside Tibet and in exile.617 Yet the Mentsikhang does not appear within the
preeminent historical narrative of this period formulated in Melvyn Goldstein’s History of
Modern Tibet, 1913–1951.618 Instead, Goldstein’s treatment of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s
reforms focuses on their military and economic aspects. Motivated and funded mainly by the
British, these included such technology-based and state-rationalizing initiatives as the
reorganisation of the army, the institution of a police force, revision of the tax code, building a
telegraph connection and hydroelectric plant and conducting a mineral survey and plans for a
postal service. By discounting indigenous medical reforms, in such a portrait Tibetans
themselves become primarily responsible for a ‘failure’ to create a nation-state or even a fully
‘modern’ society, where the idea of the modern includes certain social technologies in addition
to material technologies. A stereotype also emerges of aristocratic elites, even those involved in
the state reforms, as insensitive to matters of class, and of the Tibetan Buddhist monastic
establishment as uniformly reactionary, opposed to reform within both their own powerful ranks
and the lay sphere. The continuing dominance of this narrative has led to a more general
assumption, expressed succinctly by Gray Tuttle, that:
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No real effort was made to promote an ‘imagined community’ or to develop a
concept of citizenship. To do so would have altered the relationship between the
monastic and noble elites and a populace that was more or less their subjects . . .
the Tibetan leadership seemed to feel that they could become a nation-state by
using international tools without changing the fundamental structure of Tibetan
society.619

Considering the Institute of Medicine and Astral Science’s reforms along with these others,
however, and in particular the institution’s concern with bringing childcare and natal astrology to
each Central Tibetan household, allows us to considerably complicate this conclusion. In fact,
the Mentsikhang and its post-natal care project represent the earliest of all the Thirteenth Dalai
Lama’s reforms except for the reorganization of the army. The children’s healthcare program,
meant to be at least financially self-supporting and even revenue-generating, was perhaps a more
judicious priority than the reform of the tax system that came four years later. This latter reform
created a Revenue Investigation Office in order to find new ways of generating government
income to meet the need for providing new services, particularly army maintenance and
communications. 620 After spending almost a decade away from Lhasa in political exile,
instituting a healthcare program for children as his first major social and financial reform no
doubt offered the Thirteenth Dalai Lama a much gentler initial approach towards generating
revenue and reasserting his sovereignty. The post-natal care program thus represents a significant
and previously unrecognized early effort to cultivate a sense of Tibetan subjecthood beginning in
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the domestic realm, as well as to reconfigure the relationship between various segments of
Central Tibetan society.

Despite the Tibetan capital’s historic repute among foreigners for isolation and backwardness,
the Lhasa post-natal care program emerged contemporaneously with medical reform projects
targeting women and children in British India and in the treaty ports of China. Neither the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama nor his physicians directly credit any foreign inspiration for founding the
Institute of Medicine and Astral Science and its childcare program, yet their travels in exile must
have brought them into close proximity with colonial medicine. The Dalai Lama and Jampa
Tupwang journeyed to eastern Tibet, Mongolia, and northern China between 1904 and 1909,
including to Peking for four months in 1908, and to India between 1910 and 1912. Khyenrap
Norbu also traveled to India between 1913 and 1914, serving as the official physician of the
Tibetan delegation to the Simla Conference. In India, especially, these men would have had
opportunity to observe the latest foreign medical techniques and to gain exposure to wellestablished regimes of public health. Closer to home, the British had also established a medical
dispensary in the town of Gyantsé, some 260 kilometers southwest of Lhasa, under the terms of
withdrawal of the 1904 Younghusband incursion into Tibet (they would not be allowed to
establish a permanent medical mission in Lhasa until 1936). Two of the major priorities of the
Gyantsé dispensary included vaccinating children against smallpox and combatting venereal
disease.621 As I will argue over the course of this article, the structure and language of the Lhasa
childcare program certainly indicate the Tibetan leader’s familiarity with the major innovations
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and rhetoric of colonial public healthcare for children, although these are reformulated according
to his own priorities.

As in other areas of the Qing empire and within India, Christian medical missionaries had been
active from the mid nineteenth century in Himalayan trading towns and in the regions of Kham
and Amdo [found today within Sichuan, Qinghai and Gansu provinces], carrying new medicines,
practices and technologies to the western and eastern Tibetan frontiers.622 According to Alex
McKay, female missionaries in the rural Himalayan border regions had been “particularly
prominent” in introducing women’s and post-natal care in the Western sense, although the first
documented childbirth in Lhasa attended by a Western doctor did not take place until the 1930s,
and not until the 1940s did “Tibetans, particularly of the upper classes, begin to regularly have
their children delivered in biomedical hospitals.”623

Since they were diplomatically prevented from travelling within Central Tibet, missionaries in
these Himalayan regions especially targeted the rural poor. The Lhasa Government may have
first displayed awareness of medical missionary efforts in 1888, when the Demo Regent,
Ngawang Lopzang Trinlé, “observing that physicians of the field of medicine were especially
excellent for people of both high and low status and especially for the sick and destitute,” called
for reform at the Iron Hill medical monastery.624 Although these early reforms failed after the
Demo Regent became embroiled in an evident assassination plot against the young Thirteenth
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Dalai Lama, they occurred concurrently with the influx of missionary activity in the Himalayas,
as well as with a new wave of monastic medical colleges founded in eastern Tibet and Buryatia,
as will shortly be discussed. We have seen in previous chapters that Tibetan physicians had
precedent to regard themselves as much exporters as importers of culture, and the Lhasa
establishment would have been especially attuned to the implications of proselytizing through
medicine. If the Dalai Lamas and other monastics relied on Buddhist expertise for prestige and
patronage, grounding their power in knowledge rather than military resources, medicine was a
key component of their diplomatic arsenal. The threat posed by Christian medical missionaries –
especially those on the front lines of British military and economic imperialism to the south –
was a threat not just to Tibetan technologies of medicine but also to Tibet’s social and political
order at large.

The Thirteenth Dalai Lama, who was prone to health problems, had likewise shown interest in
medicine during this period of his minority.625 In 1893, he reviewed ‘with his own erudition’ the
new edition of the Four Tantras – considered the ‘root’ text of the literary Tibetan medical
tradition – recently prepared at the Iron Hill medical monastery under the sponsorship of Demo
Rinpoche. Finding “some errors of omission and commission,” the young hierarch flexed his
developing political muscles and ordered yet another new set of blocks prepared.626 His efforts
to reform and revitalize Tibetan medicine began in earnest in 1897, however, when he first
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appointed Jampa Tupwang as a new personal physician under “special circumstances.”627 The
physician was entrusted with supervision of the Iron Hill medical monastery under “emphatic
instructions” to train students carefully in the teachings and practices from various places, who
would become holders of a “new lineage” that would develop and advance Tibetan medicine.628
We know little about this early effort except that it met with mixed results, causing some discord
among the Iron Hill students. Jampa Tupwang is said to have regretfully told a fellow teacher,
“Your students are respectable and disciplined. Mine, even though I teach them knowledge and
wisdom, all fly the coop.” 629 The timing, however – only two years after he assumed political
power, and predating by seven years his first travels outside Tibet – makes the Thirteenth Dalai
Lama’s concern with medicine one of his first attempts at enacting reform in Tibetan society,
motivated from his own assessment of his polity’s needs.

Before meeting the Thirteenth Dalai Lama, the physician Jampa Tupwang already had a
reputation as a progressive. Born to an aristocratic land-owning family, he spent his early
627
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adulthood in the 1870s managing the family estate along with his brother, with whom he shared
a wife. Jampa Tupwang initiated an agenda of socio-economic reform among the estate’s
fieldworkers (zhing bran), with the goal of loaning grain in times of need and increasing
agricultural production. 630 His brother opposed these measures, however. When their
relationship became acrimonious, Jampa Tupwang left to become a monk at Drepung monastery
and eventually a monk official. It was during this time that he contracted a serious illness, and
after being cured by a local physician he became motivated to study medicine. Later he met his
chief medical teacher in Lhasa, a lama from the eastern Tibetan region of Kham, and he is also
said to have sought training from a mendicant female healer in Lhasa, though her name and the
nature of her teaching are unfortunately unknown.631 Jampa Tupwang became highly regarded as
a medical practitioner through this eclectic training, though he remained an outsider from the
prevailing Lhasa medical establishment at the Iron Hill medical monastery.

Jampa Tupwang eventually became one of the close retinue of personal attendants with whom
the Thirteenth Dalai Lama interacted on a daily basis. During their journey together in exile
across eastern Tibet, Mongolia, Wutai shan and Beijing, and later in India, the two shared many
experiences, and according to his biography the Thirteenth Dalai Lama even studied medicine
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with his chief physician while living in India between 1910 and 1912.632 Jampa Tupwang
became a trusted confidant and major adviser during these years. Charles Bell, the British
Political Officer in Sikkim who was charged with the care of the Tibetan leader during his exile,
described the “court physician” as being ever-present at his sovereign's side, a perspicacious
commentator and one of the only people with whom the Dalai Lama would “admit a lack of
knowledge or a lack of power.”633 The physician contributed to many issues of politics and,
along with his sovereign, seems to have gained an appreciation for the importance of symbolism
in asserting statehood: it was Jampa Tupwang who created the nationalistic design for the first
Tibetan paper currency.634 Upon their return to Lhasa, the Dalai Lama appointed his physician as
Chikyap Khenpo (‘Chief Abbot’), the highest monk official and head of the monastic branch of
government. Four years later, in this capacity, Jampa Tupwang submitted a proposal to the (lay)
Revenue and Accounting Office for the creation of a new Institute of Medicine and Astrology in
Lhasa. 635 His career defies the stereotype that monks and aristocratic regional officials
exemplified conservatism in Lhasa society and acted as reactionary forces to social change.
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While the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s military and economic reforms after his return from exile
have long been well-known, general credit for inspiring his ‘progressivism’ has somewhat
disproportionately been attributed to his time in India and his conversations with Charles Bell.
The activities of the Demo Regent, of Jampa Tupwang, and of the Dalai Lama’s early years
show that medical and social reforms in Central Tibet had already been unfolding for quite some
time. As in other parts of the Qing empire during the late nineteenth and the early twentieth
century, these projects were often led by local leaders and land-holders. As will be discussed in
the next section, they were also conceived not only in response to Western interlocutors, but
emerged within regional social and knowledge networks.

Medicine, Science and Pan-Tibeto-Mongolian Reform
During his 1904-1909 journey in exile across eastern Tibet, Mongolia and northern China, the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama both absorbed and initiated changes in the field of medicine in tandem
with other Tibetan Buddhists. When the British Younghusband expedition penetrated to Lhasa in
1904, the Thirteenth Dalai Lama fled first to Urga (Ulaanbaatar), staying until April 1906 near
the seat of the leading incarnate lama of Mongolia, the Jebtsundamba. Also in Urga at that time
was Agvan Dorjiev, whose advocacy of both Tibetans and Mongolians seeking closer ties with
Russia became a major feature of the Great Game – after 1921 Dorjiev would explicitly advocate
for a pan-Mongolian and Tibetan buffer state friendly to Russia.636 Soon after the Dalai Lama’s
arrival in Urga, he sent Dorjiev as a personal envoy to the tsar in St. Petersburg, who was
636
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considering to allow the hierarch to take refuge in Buryatia. With the 1907 Anglo-Russian
agreement not to seek influence in Tibet this offer never materialized, but in 1908 the Buryat
lama reappeared in Beijing to assist the Tibetan leader during his diplomatic sojourn there, and
the two men kept in close contact. In 1913 Dorjiev signed the Tibet-Mongolia Treaty on the
Dalai Lama’s behalf, a document of mutual recognition and alliance. The same year, Dorjiev
built a new medical college at Atsagat monastery in Buryatia—three years before the founding of
the Institute for Medicine and Astral Science.637

Although Tibetans in Lhasa considered Buryatia (located east of Lake Baikal in Russia) a faroutlying region of their Buddhist world, this area produced many medical students who traveled
to Tibetan regions and played an important role in early-twentieth century Tibetan diplomacy
with Russia and Mongolia. What is more, medicine figured centrally within Buryat diplomacy
and within a Buryat-initiated Buddhist reform movement, officially launched in 1917. 638
According to the Buryat scholar Natalia Bolsokhoeva, the first Tibetan Buddhist monastery was
established in Buryatia in 1707, and from that time many Buryat students also traveled to other
Tibetan Buddhist monasteries – particularly in Urga and at Labrang monastery in Amdo – to
study Buddhism and medicine.639 Many major lamas, including the first Khenpo lama, the
primary incarnation lineage of Buryatia, were also known as great physicians. But the
development of Tibetan Buddhist medicine in Buryatia began to intensify in the mid-nineteenth
637
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century due to the efforts of the brothers Sultim and Zhamsaran Badmaev. They developed a
Tibetan medical practice in St. Petersburg beginning in 1857, at a time when Oriental mysticism
was becoming extremely popular among the Russian elite. Both brothers made an unprecedented,
highly public, and highly rewarding conversion to Christianity, and Zhamsaran Badmaev (or
Piotr Aleksandrovich) also studied Western medicine at the Imperial Military Medical and
Surgical Academy.640 The younger Badmaev (Piotr) became a well-known physician in the
Russian capital who bridged Western and Tibetan medicine. He produced the first translation of
the Four Tantras into a Western language (Russian), and opened a school for Buryat children in
St. Petersburg around 1893. He caused great controversy within the Buryat community, however,
over his requirement that his students to convert to Russian Orthodoxy. Badmaev also became an
important diplomat between the Russian court and his Buryat homeland. He sent a BuryatRussian envoy to meet with the young Thirteenth Dalai Lama in 1895, and even ambitiously
advocated to the tsar that Russia annex Manchuria, Mongolia and Tibet – the first pan-Tibetan
Buddhist culture zone proposal, though made by a Christian convert.641 Nevertheless, he split
with his two most important medical students when they refused to convert to Christianity, and
subsequently one of these students became an active participant in the Buddhist reform
movement also supported by Agvan Dorjiev.

It is in this context that the first medical college in the history of Buryatia was established in
1869 at Tsugolskiy monastery in the Chita region of Aginsk district, at the invitation of the son
of the district leader (tai sha). Another medical college followed in 1884 at Aginsk monastery in
640
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Chita, the monastery where Badmaev had studied prior to converting to Christianity, followed by
Dorjiev’s Atsagat medical college established with the assistance of the Khenpo Lama in 1913,
which became the largest of the three with around 60 students before its closure in 1936.642 The
curricula of all three of these medical colleges [MAP 7] were based in the Four Tantras and
other traditional Tibetan texts, with Tsugolskiy medical college basing its curriculum in the
system of Labrang Tashikhyil. Aginsk monastery also sponsored the printing of a large number
of medical texts, including translations of original Tibetan texts into Buryat using the traditional
Mongolian script, a Tibetan-Buryat Mongolian dictionary of medical terms, as well as new
compositions of prescriptions and pharmacy based on local knowledge.643 It is not hard to
imagine that this efflorescence in medical activity was both partly inspired by and in competition
with Badmaev’s success in St. Petersburg, and benefitted from the resultant heightened Russian
interest in Tibetan Buddhist medicine.

Dorjiev’s medical college was explicitly connected to his developing ideas about Buddhist
reform. The vision for Atsagat medical college was realized and carried forward by Dr. Dondub
Yendonov (1870-1937?), a product of both Tibetan Buddhist and Western learning. He received
his education as a monk at Atsagat monastery, from Tibetan and Mongolian teachers invited by
Agvan Dorjiev. Later he travelled to Urga for his training in medicine, and became an expert in
this field. On February 20, 1913, the same year the Atsagat medical college was founded, he
received a certificate from the monastery abbot certifying him as a “free practicing Tibetan
642
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doctor.”644 His practice quickly gained renown among both Buryats and local Russians, and he is
said to have treated the poor and orphans free of charge. In 1915 Yendonov attended a special
course on a number of disciplines of Western medicine, under the supervision of a Dr. Michael
Tanskii in a Verkhneudnsk hospital (the region of today’s Ulan Ude), and in 1929 he began
working at a Russian ear, nose and throat hospital and at a Research Institute of Physiology in
Saratov, collaborating on upper-respiratory tract studies and treating patients for hearing loss.
Based on the combination of his Tibetan and Western medical experience, Yendonov created a
new curriculum of study for the Atsagat medical college, said to be based on the curriculum of
the Iron Hill medical monastery in Lhasa, and served as the college’s director between 1926 and
1936.645 In the 1930s he also produced a Russian-Buryat dictionary of medical terms, a textbook
synthesizing Western and Tibetan anatomical and physiological knowledge, and a new set of
Tibetan medical paintings based on those of Desi Sanggyé Gyatso. These medical paintings
distinctively lack a depiction of the Buddhist deities and the traditional cosmology of a “medical
mountain” at the beginning, while incorporating new ideas about sanitation in medical baths and
the preparation of medicines.646

Dorjiev’s goals for the Atsagat medical college can thus be generally said to align with the
writings of his collaborator in the Buddhist reform movement, Badmaev’s former student Bazar
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Baradiin. Baradiin stressed “the importance of harmonizing European science with traditional
monastic education, opposing ‘vulgar and superstitious Lamaism’ to the ‘pure’ Indian Buddhism
and insisting on viewing Buddhism not as a religion but as an ethical philosophy with Buddha
not as a god but as an ingenious thinker and philosopher.”647 Recent work by Bernstein, Saxer
and Andreyev has drawn attention to the vital role of the connection between Russian
Orientalists and these Buryat reformers in creating a new interpretation of both Buddhism and
medicine, based in a rational and even atheist European understanding. But Baradiin’s emphasis
on “‘pure’ Indian Buddhism” also recalls the preoccupation with antiquity prevalent among the
Gelukpa-order Tibetan Buddhist historians and physicians associated with the Qianlong court,
whose scholarship paralleled that of Chinese classical learning scholars of the same period.648 In
this way, the Buryat Buddhist reform movement’s rhetoric also emerged out of continuing
regional scholarly medical debates concerning empiricism, understandings of the body, and
understandings of the histories that connected those bodies into communities.

Although the Thirteenth Dalai Lama does not explicitly acknowledge any conversation with
Agvan Dorjiev regarding medical reform, the nearly contemporaneous projects of Atsagat
medical college and the Institute of Medicine and Astral Science in Lhasa shared an orientation
of ‘harmonizing’ Tibetan medicine and modern approaches to health. These took different
trajectories in Buryatia and in Lhasa, as we will see. The Buryat reforms, which more explicitly
acknowledged the integration of Western anatomy and theories of hygiene and sanitation, seem
to reflect Dorjiev and other reformers’ broader focus on developing a Russian base of patronage
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by making Tibetan Buddhist medicine intelligible and compatible as a system with emerging
Western theories of medicine. The initial Lhasa focus on childcare, on the other hand, reflected
the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s immediate priorities, crystallized during his time in India, to build
consensus and assert his sovereignty in Tibet through a display of beneficent governance blended
with fiscal reform.

Other instances of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s attention to medicine during his journey across
eastern Tibet and Mongolia are directly attested to in Tibetan sources. The first of these is the
1905 meeting of both the Dalai Lama and Jampa Tupwang in Urga with the Mongolian
physician Lungrik Tendar.649 Lungrik Tendar was considered an iconoclast in the Mongolian
Buddhist and medical establishments, and as mentioned in Chapter Four, he criticized the Fifth
Dalai Lama’s medical synthesis. He had studied Tibetan medicine in the Zaya Paṇḍita tradition
with a famous teacher from Tariyatin Khüriye monastery, within his home region of Sain Noyon
Khan in Khalkha. After earning the menrampa degree without ever travelling to the major
monasteries in Tibet or at Wutai shan, he became a medical teacher at his own monastery.
Through assiduous antiquarian collection and scholarship, Lungrik Tendar gained a reputation as
a brilliant and eclectic but, to some, heretical medical scholar. He clashed with various nobles,
princes, and high lamas, who considered him to be “dangerous and to be harming the
development of the Dharma.”650 These people spread rumors to defame him, destroyed his
649
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writings (which nevertheless still proliferated), and kept him from traveling outside Mongolia to
study.

Lungrik Tendar’s fortunes turned when Jampa Tupwang became impressed with his work and
the Thirteenth Dalai Lama championed his cause. In the admittedly ebullient prose of Lungrik
Tendar’s own medical history (a source perhaps edited by a student, adding hagiographic
flourish), he describes the Dalai Lama and Jampa Tupwang at their meeting as “amazed, saying
that it was rare for someone with such genius and good acquaintance with texts to be born.”651 At
the urging of the leader from Lhasa, Lungrik Tendar’s texts were immediately printed at
Tariyatin Khüriye and distributed under the sponsorship of the Mongol prince Tsedensodnam of
Dalai Choikhor Wang. Lungrik Tendar then founded his own medical college at the Tendzin
Tsedzinling monastery in Dalai Choikhor Wang, most likely in the same year. In 1920 Lungrik
Tendar was invited to Ikh Khüree by the Jebtsundampa to assist with an outbreak of smallpox,
which brought him further renown before he passed away the same year.

The Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s intervention with Lungrik Tendar demonstrates that he was not
afraid to encourage broad medical scholarship that could be subversive to accepted tenets of
Buddhist medical theory and to the medical synthesis of the hierarch’s own previous
incarnation.652 The Dalai Lama also initiated one other medical reform along his return journey
to Lhasa from Beijing, which is recorded in a set of monastic guideines (bca’ yig) for the medical
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college at Kumbum monastery, which he wrote in 1908 and is included in his collected works.653
In addition, it seems several other important medical reform projects were taking place on the
former Qing imperial frontiers during the years between the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.654 These projects reflected a variety of local conditions and approaches, however, and
at times became victim to the potentially destabilizing characteristics associated with the new
Western medical techniques and theories, which will be explored further in the following
analysis of the Institute of Medicine and Astral Science.

In assessing the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s motivations for founding the Institute, his involvement
with medical reforms outside Central Tibet points to a concern even beyond asserting his
sovereignty in his own polity to foreign powers and to his own subjects. The Dalai Lama was a
critical figure, by virtue of his historical institution and his individual charisma, in arbitrating
Tibetan Buddhist orthodoxy as well as social tensions among Buddhists far afield of his
ostensible political purview. These tensions also played out in the local politics of Lhasa through
the various interest groups represented there: Mongolian Buddhists associated with the Gomang
college of Drepung monastery, Chinese interests associated with Tengyéling monastery, as well
as many other factions. That these regional and international tensions may have played a role in
the founding of the Institute of Medicine and Astal Science is illustrated in the story of the
institution’s land grant. The Mentsikhang was granted the same site that the British had
requested for an English language school in Lhasa, a project stymied by political backlash. This
land included an old building on the west side of Tengyéling monastery, which had been razed to
653
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the ground in retaliation after its monks had given quarter to Chinese troops during their invasion
of 1910-12.655 By associating this site with a medical institution, perhaps the Thirteenth Dalai
Lama – as his predecessor the Fifth Dalai Lama – was attempting to ‘heal’ both regional and
local political divisions.

Competing frameworks for ‘definitive methods of analysis’
Tibetan and British accounts make equal and opposing claims regarding the skill and fame won
by their physicians during early twentieth-century encounters, revealing palpable competition.
Jampa Tupwang is supposed to have gained renown for his medical skills during his stay in
Peking in 1908. His student, Khyenrap Norbu, during his first trip outside Tibet as the
accompanying physician for the Tibetan delegation to the 1913–14 Simla Convention, is also
supposed to have overcome a potential “great loss of face” (the foreign press covered his initial
ill-health in India, blaming his own inability to cure himself) to eventually impress his hosts.656
Not only did Khyenrap Norbu demonstrate the efficacy of Tibetan medicine, treating foreigners
so successfully for illnesses considered difficult to cure, that he was offered much praise and
many gifts and “the authorities had to deploy police guards at his place in Simla [to control the
crowds],” but also he is said to have taught his medicine’s theoretical underpinnings.657 “When
foreign doctors, especially British, questioned him on the relationship between the body and the
655
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mind with regard to cardiac afflictions,” a student wrote, Khyenrap Norbu “provided extensive
detail, as much on the causes as on the symptoms, and the psychic consequences related to these
pathologies. His visit was a triumph.”658

Tibetan historical accounts never mention their physicians observing foreign medicine, just as
British accounts also emphasize the reception of their own medical system over observations of
Tibetan medical practice. 659 Robert Siggins Kennedy, the surgeon accompanying Sikkim
Political Officer Charles Bell on the first official British mission to Lhasa in 1920–21, recorded
that his dispensary there received great numbers of patients and also that he demonstrated
surgery and vaccination techniques for Khyenrap Norbu at the latter’s request. The “Men-tsiba
Lama,” Kennedy wrote, “displayed great interest” and “asked very pertinent questions and made
copious notes.”660 Yet while Bell knew Jampa Tupwang well in India, and both he and Kennedy
later interacted with Khyenrap Norbu and visited the Iron Hill medical monastery during their
time in Lhasa, neither seems aware of the Mentsikhang nor equates its physicians and their
curiosity with actual or potential projects of medical reform.661 Bell allows only that “Tibetans
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have indeed their own doctors, many of whom hold among them a high reputation as physicians,
though not as surgeons, for of surgery they are almost entirely ignorant.”662 Literally and
figuratively, surgery and the treatment of wounds stood on the front lines of the confrontation
between the British and Tibetan systems of medicine.

As Khyenrap Norbu’s experience in Simla indicates, not only was Buddhist epistemological
order at stake, so was the social order that rested on it. While the British believed that antiseptic
breakthroughs demonstrated the general superiority of their medical theory and practice,
Khyenrap Norbu argued that the Tibetan tradition encompassed techniques of surgery and
vaccination, “beneficial methods from before” which were simply “decreasing in use.”663 The
Mentsikhang director advised his students to strive (as he had himself) to learn about “all
methods of healing without ignorance” and to appreciate “all the qualities and essences of
medicine, examination and the tools of examination.”664 Not only were new versions of these
methods “wonderful to see,” he wrote, they are not incompatible with the Buddhist theoretical
and humoral basis of Tibetan medicine, or threatening to its integrity:
The three roots of illness, rlung (wind), mkhris pa (bile) and bad kan (phlegm),
are not only the cause of internal illnesses but also may cause about 400 times as
many illnesses attributed to proximal external conditions, such as wounds, skin
diseases, broken bones, tumours and swelling. Moreover, do not be confused by
all the types of illnesses, their identification, and methods of healing them. Those
who train as experts in the definitive methods of analysis, by means of their
in Delhi, revealed photos of medical paintings from the Iron Hill medical monastery but no photos of
Tibetan physicians, their methods or the Mentsikhang. My thanks to the Alkazi Foundation for granting
and to Akshaya Tankha for arranging access to this collection.
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understanding in accordance with the system of the Great Country [Tibet], are
like the real Medicine Buddha clearing away illness and suffering.665
Khyenrap Norbu thus regards techniques of surgery as applicable only to the category of
“external conditions” and argues that Tibetan physicians completely versed in the physiology
and etiology of disease according to their own “definitive” tradition will be able to analyze,
explain and treat (or identify new treatments for) a wide range of familiar and unfamiliar forms
of suffering. These “oral instructions” were given in 1952. Not only had Khyenrap Norbu
probably been thinking through this topic since seeking foreign training in surgery himself 30
years earlier, but since the mid-1940s he had also been training students in the practice of
cataract surgery according to traditional Tibetan methods.666 Meanwhile, Khyenrap Norbu had
also shown interest in modern vaccination methods since as early as 1914, when he planned to
use them for Tibetan government officials and monks at Drepung monastery.667 As Alex McKay
has documented, between the 1920s and 1950 the Tibetan government gradually accepted and
supported more widespread vaccination efforts by the British, which particularly targeted
children.
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Through the medicalization of childbirth, British mothercraft programs promised women
reduction of pain through anesthesia and reduction of maternal and infant mortality through
antiseptic procedures. While Treasure of the Heart by Jampa Tupwang and two other texts
written by Khyenrap Norbu echo similar concerns, there is no evidence that the Mentsikhang
used or encouraged anesthesia or antiseptics within Tibet during this period. Khyenrap Norbu
wrote a text on childbirth between 1910 and 1916, and one on treatments “from experience” for
children's illnesses in 1921, with prominent reference to several variations of glo nad associated
with tuberculosis and other rim nad or contagious diseases. I do not treat these two texts
extensively here, since they were not published in woodblock form until the year the childcare
program was officially discontinued (1924), and since their implementation in the official
childcare campaign is not mentioned in either the edict or the main source for this period, a
memoir by Khyenrap Norbu’s student Jampa Trinlé. 668 Nevertheless, Khyenrap Norbu
considered the topics of post-natal care, childbirth, and children’s illnesses all part of “founding a
children’s care tradition” (byis pa nyer spyod kyi srol ‘byed).669 Historically, although the ‘root
text’ of the Four Tantras include chapters on post-natal care (byis pa nyer spyod) and children’s
illnesses (byis pa'i nad gso ba), there is no specific chapter on childbirth (btsa' thabs). Instead the
topic of birth is treated marginally within subsequent chapters on ‘women's illnesses’ (mo nad),
and the category of childbirth as a chapter heading seems to be found among early texts only in
668

On the childbirth text, Byis pa btsa' thabs kun phan zla ba'i me long, see Hofer, “Tibetan Medicine on
the Margins: Twentieth Century Transformations of the Traditions of Sowa Rigpa in Central Tibet”; and
Theresia Hofer, “‘The Mirror of the Moon—Khenrab Norbu’s Text on Tibetan Medical Methods for
Giving Birth” (Medical Texts in Translation Talk Series, UCL Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine, London, 2011). This text along with the children’s illnesses text, Byis pa'i nad rigs ma lus pa
bcos pa'i nyams yig, have been published within Mkhyen rab nor bu [Bla sman], ed., Lha ldan sman rtsis
khang gi chos spyod (Dharamsala, India: Bod gzhung sman rtsis khang, 2001).

669

Mkhyen rab nor bu, “Byis pa btsa’ thabs kun phan zla ba’i me long,” in Bla sman mkhyen rab nor bus
mdzad pa’i lha ldan sman rtsis khang gi chos spyod (Dharamsala: Bod kyi dbus sman rtsis khang, 1984),
239.
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the Bu don ma, attributed to Yutok the Younger in the 12th century.670 Among the major Tibetan
medical works and their Indian source texts, these three topics seem to have only been combined
previously within the 17th century commentary Oral Instructions and Methods (Man ngag lhan
thabs) by Desi Sanggyé Gyatso. Their confluence again at this twentieth-century moment seems
to parallel the British preoccupation with post-natal care, obstetrics, and the prevention of
(especially contagious) diseases.

Jampa Tupwang’s childcare text displays a faith in the flexibility of Tibetan Buddhist medical
theory and techniques, along with openness to new methods and applications, similar to his
student Khyenrap Norbu’s later statement. It is immediately evident from the structure, language
and references of Treasure of the Heart that Tibet’s own textual and institutional traditions of
medicine form its single greatest epistemological basis.671 Presented as a commentary on the
post-natal care (byis pa nyer spyod) chapter from the Four Tantras, Treasure of the Heart in fact
draws most directly from the Blue Beryl (Bai DUr+ya sngon po) and the Oral Instructions and
Methods, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso’s two influential later commentaries. However, the nature of
Jampa Tupwang’s editorial scholarship is quite different from that of the Iron Hill medical
monastery founder. While the earlier scholar strove to expand and complete the Four Tantras’
cryptic verses with his own more extravagant prose and to show his textual erudition by
referencing Sanskrit sources, Treasure of the Heart displays brevity and organizational rigor.672

670

Khyenrap Norbu’s text on children’s illnesses references the Bu ston ma [sic] along with 'Jam mgon
Kong sprul (1813-1899) as sources; Mkhyen rab nor bu [Bla sman], Lha ldan sman rtsis khang gi chos
spyod, 223, 233.

671

McKay personal communication 2010; Tashi Yangphel Tashigang interview 2010.

672

See Schaeffer, “Textual Scholarship, Medical Tradition, and Mahayana Buddhist Ideals in Tibet”;
Gyatso, “The Authority of Empiricism and the Empiricism of Authority”; Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho, Sde
srid, Rgyud bzhi’i gsal byed bai DUr+ya sngon po (Arura edition), 2 vols., Arura 18 (Pe cin: Mi rigs dpe
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Its 19 chapters are clearly marked, and its eight numbered prescriptions are said to correspond to
labels on the medicines being distributed. It was clearly designed for practical use and aiding
memory, resembling a doctor’s handbook or even the healthcare pamphlets being popularly
distributed in India. Although I have not seen the original format of this text, the Mentsikhang
did publish some works, including a blockprint of the previously mentioned childbirth text, in
small format for easy portability.673

In general, Treasure of the Heart is notable for preserving the social and ritual practices of its
source texts, creating continuity between the (Central) Tibetan society to which the Chikyap
Khenpo and Dalai Lama addressed themselves and some of the earliest recorded social practices
of Tibetan Buddhist history and Indian precedents.674 Jampa Tupwang’s few additions and
annotations take on greater significance within the tightened framework of the text, however,
which is otherwise copied largely verbatim and unattributed from its earlier sources (see Table).

skrun khang, 2005); Ma hA yA na, Sman dpyad zla ba’i rgyal po (Pe cin: Mi rigs dpe skrun khang, 2006);
Dpyad bu khrid shes, Gso rig ’bum bzhi (Pe cin: Mi rigs dpe skrun khang, 2005).
673

Hofer, “Tibetan Medicine on the Margins: Twentieth Century Transformations of the Traditions of
Sowa Rigpa in Central Tibet”; Hofer, “‘The Mirror of the Moon—Khenrab Norbu’s Text on Tibetan
Medical Methods for Giving Birth.”

674

In addition to the childcare edict, the Thirteenth Dalai Lama also wrote the closing verses or par byang
smon tshig for Treasure of the Heart. Byams pa thub dbang, “Byis pa nyer spyod ’gro phan snying nor.”
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Table 1: Chapter outline of Jampa Tupwang’s On Childcare: Treasure of the Heart Benefiting
Beings (Byis pa nyer spyod ’gro phan snying nor)
Note: Aspects that do not occur in either the Blue Beryl or the Oral Instructions and Methods by
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso are indicated in italics.
1.

Auspicious signs of a normal birth.

2.

Inauspicious or ‘opposite’ signs and noting down the exact timing and details of birth
for astrological calculation.

3.

Verses to say just after birth (see epigraph).

4.

Cutting the umbilical cord, tying it off with a woollen thread and cleansing the child’s
body with medicine no. 1 in warm water.

5.

Cleaning out phlegm from the child’s mouth using a dampened, pure cloth, applying a
‘stamp’ of the syllable ‘hrIH’ on the child’s tongue using medicine no. 2 as the ‘ink’,
then giving the child medicine no. 2 as a mixture with butter and sugar.

6.

Giving mother’s milk for the first time. If there is no mother’s milk, instructions for
finding a nursemaid, including her appropriateness according to the fit of her and the
child’s birth years (gives examples of harmonious astrological signs).

7.

Methods for putting the child to sleep with the head facing the auspicious directions
of north and/or east, giving up sleep for two days to watch and guard over the child,
draping a warm oilcloth over the head as a hood, and giving medicine no. 3 as a
topical ointment for the navel.

8.

After three days, an offering ceremony to whatever birth deities have been
recognized, in accordance with the family’s economic conditions.

9.

Other rituals including first raising victory banners on the roof and secondarily the
‘life-arrow’ ritual, monthly offerings, ransom rites, etc.

10.

Naming the child by consensus.

11–12. Two days after birth in the morning, in order to engage the intellect marvellously and
develop vigour and agility, administer medicine no. 4 mixed with honey, rock sugar
and treacle.
13.

On the morning of the third day, administer medicine no. 5 combined with treacle,
honey and butter. If the child is a boy, also mix with father’s urine; if a girl, mix with
mother’s urine. This preparation encourages long life, strength and a stable
personality. The child will become invisible to ghosts and demons, and they will obey
their father and mother.

14.

Wear medicine no. 6 at the neck as a protective amulet pill, wrapped in cloth of a
colour concordant with the child’s elemental constitution.

15.

After seven or eight months, pierce the child’s ear(s), first massaging the ear flaps
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with thumbs (boys first from right, girls first from left) in order to open them up.
16.

To eat, butter with sugar or honey should be made as a sweet clarified broth in a
clean bowl, as unpurified butter cannot be digested by their stomachs, sometimes
with small pieces of meat. Also, at the end of each week, administer a little of the
preparation of medicine no. 7 mixed with boiled goat’s milk, for wisdom and
intelligence, good memory and expressiveness, and a pleasant voice to develop. Rely
on the sweet medicinal butters from this section, which not only are life-extending but
also demon-suppressing, in proportion to the family’s economic circumstances.

17.

Behaviours [to follow] after one month include performing the ‘child festival’ and
healing rituals in preparation for the child’s first visit outside;675 keeping the child
from being burned by the sun and out of the cold; keeping it from being upright too
early and protecting against fire, predators, infectious diseases and from fear. If
sometimes massaged or warmed an appropriate amount in the sunshine, the [child’s]
bodily constituents will ‘unfold’.

18.

Administer medicine no. 8 mixed with honey when the child’s first teeth begin to
come in, for ‘quick growth’ and ‘disease/pain prevention’. If the child is born with
teeth, make burnt offerings for the ‘demon of children with six faces’, etc.

19.

When the child reaches one year, release the ‘life-arrow’ and make thanksgiving
offerings to the gods with an auspicious feast according to one’s economy.

Jampa Tupwang’s subtle but repeated references to cleanliness, purity and even vulnerability to
contagion indicate a concern that runs closely parallel to, while never directly referencing, the
central topic of British and colonial medical practice at the time, namely germ theory and related
discourses of hygiene.676 In particular, as discussed further below, the specific materiality of his
references to purity (the pure cloth to wipe the infant’s mouth in Chapter 5, the clean bowl and
purified butter for easy digestion in Chapter 16) is markedly different from the general, gendered

675

The wording here is ‘opening the gate’ (sgo ‘don), Gendun Jamyang Gyatso of the Men-tsee-khang
explained this as being for the child’s first outing (personal communication 2010). The memoir of Lady
Dorje Yudon Yuthok also describes following such a custom, but after two months, following her first
child’s birth in 1933; Dorje Yudon Yuthok, House of the Turquoise Roof (Ithaca, N.Y., USA: Snow Lion
Publications, 1995), 175.

676

Nevertheless even the ancient content of byis pa nyer spyod dovetails in significant ways with the
content of mothercraft literature. The concept of guarding the child from contagious diseases (‘go nad) is
extant in both the Four Tantras and Sanggyé Gyatso’s chapters on childcare. And like British texts,
which focused primarily on pneumonia and stomach ailments as causes of infant mortality, the Tibetan
texts emphasized dangers related to weather and nutrition.
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concern with birth as a ‘contaminated’ act prevalent in Tibetan and South Asian cultures.677 By
far the clearest departure of Treasure of the Heart and the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s edict from
principal earlier versions of post-natal care, however, is also the one least associated with early
twentieth-century medical developments, namely, a greater emphasis on astrological
calculation.678 The intent of these astrological additions will also be discussed below.

By their British contemporaries’ standards, the Tibetan physicians, never fully trained within the
British system, could not be recognized as true peers. Jampa Tupwang and Khyenrap Norbu,
meanwhile, founded a new tradition of children’s care while implicitly critiquing the exclusive
truth-claims of colonial medicine, proceeding according to their own “definitive methods of
analysis” for determining what techniques should be effective and important. Under their
leadership, the Mentsikhang and its childcare program were positioned not only as less
threatening instances of reform than the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s more military-industrial
projects, but also as part of the social and epistemological framework for cultivating a
competitive national body.

677

In Chapter 5, Jampa Tupwang suggests gently wiping out the amniotic fluid from the child’s mouth
with a dampened ‘pure’ (or ‘white’) cloth (ras dkar) just after birth, whereas Sanggyé Gyatso had instead
described using the right-hand index finger for this purpose. In Chapter 16, describing a broth that can be
made as the child’s first soft food at the sixth or seventh month, Jampa Tupwang adds a warning for
parents to use a clean bowl and to melt the butter for the broth without burning in order to remove
impurities and to ensure it can be digested in the infant’s stomach. For a discussion of the concept of birth
contamination among Tibetans and description of a purification ceremony, see Yuthok, House of the
Turquoise Roof, 174.

678

In Chapters 2, 6 and 17 respectively, Jampa Tupwang instructs parents ‘in accordance with [the
family’s] financial circumstances’ to note the date and time of childbirth for calculation of a natal
horoscope, to consult a local astrologer regarding a suitable nursemaid, and (as mentioned above) to
conduct a ceremony for the child’s first outing on an astrologically auspicious day.
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Cultivating health, strength and a civil society
The Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s edict described in detail how the Mentsikhang’s childcare program
should be put into practice with the help of the monastic community, local officials and parents
of both high and low classes in order to cultivate “a sense of social responsibility.”679 At this
historical moment the concept of a Tibetan nation had not yet been distinctly articulated, but
through the children’s public healthcare program the Dalai Lama formulated an aspiration for
social changes with clear implications for building a sense of national identity.680 To inculcate a
sense of social responsibility amongst his subjects, he assigned a unique task in the
implementation of the program to each level and sector of Tibetan society.

The childcare program consisted of three main elements: (1) the distribution of medicines; (2)
the calculation of natal horoscopes and (3) the collection of a fixed-sum payment, all of which
was to be accomplished ‘without difference’ and with clear record-keeping for each child under
the jurisdiction of the Lhasa government.681 In its implementation, outlined above, the new
childcare ‘custom’ calls for increased efficiency in the Central Tibetan bureaucracy, instituting
procedural regulations according to high standards of accounting and accountability, as well as
for a major expansion of its scope. It is unclear whether the fees collected in conjunction with
childcare were to be applied to government expenses other than the maintenance of the
Mentsikhang and the cost of the medicines for the program itself, but there were other clear goals
679

TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pa and Bkra shis dbang ’dus, “TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pas bstsal
ba’i byis pa nyer spyod kyi rtsa tshig,” 167.

680

Although childcare program documents do not use a fixed word for ‘nation’, the concept does begin to
emerge through various expressions for ‘the people’ that seemingly reference lineage descent in addition
to territoriality, and particularly the term mi rigs. See Tuttle, Tibetan Buddhists in the Making of Modern
China, 144, 277 n. 57.

681

TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pa and Bkra shis dbang ’dus, “TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pas bstsal
ba’i byis pa nyer spyod kyi rtsa tshig,” 166.
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for the state in implementing the program. First, enumeration – here, through the collection of a
register of names and birth data on each child born under the Lhasa government’s jurisdiction –
was the first step of population management according to the powerful new British colonial
model and furthermore would have provided written recognition of the Lhasa government’s
legitimate, direct rule over these households from every social strata. Significantly, this new
technique of reckoning the size of the (children’s) population by register was connected in the
Tibetan program to the indigenous technique of reckoning the type and qualities of those making
up the population by astrological calculation, a dimension which will be discussed further below.

Second, the Thirteenth Dalai Lama envisioned ruling his subjects via a more direct, regulated
and unified bureaucracy. In the edict, when he charges local officials with serving as
intermediaries between the Mentsikhang and local households, he refers not only to the ‘real
officials living in each district’ but also to any assisting officials serving by appointment.682
Often the district governor, serving by inherited right to appointment as a member of an
aristocratic family, would appoint a proxy administrator to stay in the rural province while the
governor himself resided in urban Lhasa. The Dalai Lama writes that assisting officials, both
monastic and lay, have been appointed by the Central Government according to analysis of the
needs of each locality. This situation obviously caused some friction at the local levels, as the
hierarch felt the need to command that the regional officials, estate owners, and assisting
officials disseminate the work of medicine and astrology as much as possible to every place
connected with the local government authorities “regardless of whether there is unanimity [gcig

682

Ibid.
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gyur] or not within the district,” in order to make all the localities “appropriately in accordance
[with each other; mthun ‘gyur].”683

Third, there was the matter of requiring families from good financial circumstances to cover the
medical fees of children from less well off families. The Thirteenth Dalai Lama has been
characterized as a reluctant and autocratic progressive, restructuring taxes at a late date mainly in
order to implement economic and military reforms that would consolidate his own power.684
Through his childcare edict not only do we see an earlier example of attempted economic reform
tied to the provision of direct social services to the entire population, the ruler himself made it
clear that he recognized his own limited capacity to enforce these structural changes without
wider civic participation. He exhorted “those with good economic conditions” to shoulder the
cost of the program for their less fortunate fellow subjects “out of a devoted mind (dad ‘dun
blos).” 685 Perhaps inspired by witnessing British aristocracy in India partner with the
monarchical government and its officials to organize various social programs through ‘voluntary
associations’ (from women’s medical funds to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals), the Thirteenth Dalai Lama here encouraged a similar sort of voluntary progressivism
in Central Tibet.686
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Ibid., 167.
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Goldstein, A History of Modern Tibet, 1913-1951, 66, 85–87.
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TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pa and Bkra shis dbang ’dus, “TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pas bstsal
ba’i byis pa nyer spyod kyi rtsa tshig,” 166.

686

Bell mentions the Thirteenth Dalai Lama being ‘impressed’ by the SPCA; Bell, Portrait of a Dalai
Lama, 121.
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Nevertheless, in the end the post-natal care program lasted only a relatively short six years.
According to Jampa Trinlé, although the program had demonstrated ‘clear accomplishments’,
after Jampa Tupwang’s death in 1922 the provision of children’s medicines and calculation of
natal horoscopes gradually deteriorated, and two years later the initiative was officially
discontinued.687 The tax reforms had also been instituted in 1920–1, and officials of the districts
and estates began to complain about the childcare program’s fees “behind the back” of the Dalai
Lama, “on the pretext” of the financial hardship caused for peasants.688 The turbulent political
times also undoubtedly contributed to the childcare program’s demotion as an official priority.

An evaluation of the post-natal care program’s immediate and long-term impact is made difficult
because of the lack of related sources. 689 Within Khyenrap Norbu’s two related texts on
childbirth and children’s illnesses published in 1924, however, there are references to the
medicines sent out in conjunction with the post-natal care program, as well as five childbirth
prescriptions (for pain, for inducing a difficult birth and to stem excessive bleeding) numbered in
the same manner as in Treasure of the Heart, indicating that they could have also been made
available for sale around this time. Khyenrap Norbu writes that as early as 1910-1916, when he
was serving as a physician (sman sbyin pa) at Drepung, Lady Namgyel Drolkar of Shelkar Ling
consulted him for help with her first delivery, of twins, thus providing impetus for his research

687

Byams pa ’phrin las, Lha sa sman rtsis khang gi gdan rabs, 12.

688

Ibid. The edict had specifically stated, of course, that the fees should not be passed on to this group.

689

In a 2010 interview, Dr Tashi Yangphel Tashigang, a student of Khyenrap Norbu during the 1940s,
confirmed early efforts to implement the program but said that these had probably not lasted long.
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on the childbirth text.690 Theresia Hofer has found evidence, furthermore, that this childbirth text
circulated in both printed and manuscript form as far as Ngamring (near Shigatsé).691

The most detailed account of the program by one of its beneficiaries may be found in the memoir
of Lady Dorjé Yudon from the noble Yuthok family of Lhasa. Describing her first delivery in
1933, she mentions both the text Treasure of the Heart and requesting its medicines from the
Mentsikhang, along with a ‘small wooden plate’ with the stamp of the syllable hrIH, which her
husband applied to their daughter’s tongue.692 She also corroborates that these medicines ‘would
be sent to all the ninety-six Dzongs or districts of Tibet; however, in Lhasa we were able to
request them whenever the need arose’. 693 Even at this late date, then, the Mentsikhang
continued to make the childcare materials available, though the program’s implementation was
no longer said to be mandatory.694 How many mothers and infants, particularly the non-elite and
those outside Lhasa, benefitted over time from the program nevertheless remains an open
question.

Between 1924 and 1950, the Mentsikhang received only irregular continued support from the
Lhasa government. However, the entrepreneurial Khyenrap Norbu did succeed in finding
690

Mkhyen rab nor bu, “Byis pa btsa’ thabs kun phan zla ba’i me long,” 239.
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Hofer, “Tibetan Medicine on the Margins: Twentieth Century Transformations of the Traditions of
Sowa Rigpa in Central Tibet,” 75; Hofer, “‘The Mirror of the Moon—Khenrab Norbu’s Text on Tibetan
Medical Methods for Giving Birth.”
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Yuthok, House of the Turquoise Roof, 172–173; this reference is cited in McKay, Their Footprints
Remain, 168, 274 n. 112. Lady Yuthok also requested medicines from the Mentsikhang for later illnesses
of her first and second children; Yuthok, House of the Turquoise Roof, 176, 183.
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Yuthok, House of the Turquoise Roof, 172–173.
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Lady Yuthok says that her family "regularly" provided their own house’s servants with medicines, but
she does not mention the children’s medicines specifically in this regard or mention providing them to the
family’s tenants on their other properties. Ibid., 161.
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benefactors among the merchant class who financed him to conduct trade across the Indian
border in sheep’s wool for medicines.695 Along with the sale of calendars, this trade allowed the
Mentsikhang to continue its work, including ongoing efforts to train students from many areas
and to provide health care and astrology to all sectors of society. In this way, the Mentsikhang
began to constitute exactly the sort of voluntary and ‘productive’ enterprise for communal
benefit that the Thirteenth Dalai Lama had encouraged in his childcare edict. It is clear that the
childcare program’s implementation never reached the systematic extent envisioned by the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama. But the program certainly contributed to the Lhasa Mentsikhang’s early
development, and to its lasting legacy as a powerful institutional model for reconfiguring ideas
of society and social responsibility in Tibet.

Childcare and monastic reform
In addition to encouraging the Central Tibetan aristocracy to support those less fortunate for the
development of the country, the childcare program also included a significant undertone of
monastic reform. While local officials were associated with the largely lay administrative branch
of the government, the Mentsikhang was predominantly monastic in character. Mentsikhang
students, who carried out the time-consuming labour of compounding medicines and calculating
natal horoscopes, relegating their own studies to the evenings, were almost all young monks sent
under obligation from Central Tibetan monasteries.696 A concerted effort was made to enlist
recruits from rural areas not represented at the largely aristocratic and Lhasa-centric Iron Hill
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Byams pa ’phrin las, Lha sa sman rtsis khang gi gdan rabs, 6, 14.

696

Byams pa 'phrin las (undated), p. 5. Yuthok also mentions that the childcare medicines were made
twice a year, and that Khyenrap Norbu ‘together with fifty of his pupils would pray for three or four days
to bless the medicinal preparations’ (1995, p. 172).
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medical monastery, and some students came from the lower classes.697 The students’ home
monasteries were also required to contribute to the cost of their representatives’ Mentsikhang
education.698 Director Khyenrap Norbu himself was well known for having risen from humble
origins; at the time he was appointed to the dual directorship of the Mentsikhang and the Iron
Hill medical monastery he was also invested as a monk official of the fifth rank (rtse drung las
tshan pa).699 This title indicates as well that he was part of the Yiktsang Lekhung administration,
that is, the central government office with authority over monk officials and all monastic affairs,
which was independent of the lay administration and at that time under the leadership of Jampa
Tupwang, as ‘Chief Abbot’. According to former Mentsikhang student and director Jampa
Trinlé, it was the Yiktsang Lekhung that undertook bureaucratic management of the childcare
program, processing the records and payments sent from the regional administrative officials
every six months.700 The Yiktsang Lekhung would then forward these documents and payments
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Byams pa 'phrin las (undated), p. 2; Tenzin Choedrak 1998, pp. 73–9. My thanks to Amchi Choelothar
of the Men-Tsee-Khang for pointing out the class issue (personal communication, 2009). Although the
Mentsikhang is also well known for admitting non-monastic students, this did not take place on a large
scale until 1938 with the admission of military recruits (Byams pa 'phrin las undated, p. 17). Before that
year, a handful of tantric adepts and astrology students who may have been laymen attended classes
(Byams pa 'phrin las undated, p. 2 and passim). Khyenrap Norbu also famously had one female student,
dByangs-can lHa-mo or ‘Khando Yanga’. She came to the Mentsikhang sometime after 1920; around
1945 she was studying cataract surgery with fellow student Lobsang Wangyal (Byams pa 'phrin las 1990,
p. 444; Lobsang Wangyal 2007, p. 8; Hofer 2011c).
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Byams pa 'phrin las (undated), p. 2.
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Byams pa 'phrin las (undated), p. 1; ‘Who’s Who in Tibet’ quoted in Tashi Tsering 2010, p. 4.
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Byams pa 'phrin las (undated), p. 5. Although the Dalai Lama himself is clearly the impetus behind the
new childcare program, the edict is signed in name by three branches of the Ganden Podrang government
(bka’ [blon] mda’ [dpon] rtsis [dpon]). This signature associates the program as well with the largely lay
administrative apparatus: the Kalön or four ministers of the Kashak (the highest government office
conducting all administrative affairs), the Dapön or army generals and the Tsipön or head minister of the
Tsikhang (revenue office). Since the edict names the Tsipön, it is possible that Byams pa 'phrin las is
actually describing the Tsikhang’s role, but it seems more likely that Jampa Tupwang as head of the
ecclesiastical branch of the government and the Yiktsang Lekhung took charge of the childcare program’s
administration via the Mentsikhang and worked in tandem with the local officials who reported to these
other branches. As mentioned above, the exact financial arrangement is unclear, particularly whether and
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to the Mentsikhang, where astrologers and physicians were to draw up the horoscopes and refill
the prescriptions. Immediately after producing the horoscopes, duplicate copies would be made
and catalogued at the Mentsikhang before affixing a return address and sending the original
documents back in a batch to the local official.

Monastic reform was thus bidirectional: as the Lhasa establishment expanded the scope of its
recruitment and provision of educational opportunity, these educated medical monks assumed a
responsibility to serve the greater population as physicians and astrologers. And along with
broadening the monastics’ service responsibility in the temporal realm, the government also
attempted to broker an expansion of the lay populace’s traditional responsibility to support the
monastic establishment – in connection with services rendered. The fees collected from the
wealthy for childcare would in turn be used, according to the edict, for the sake of developing
“the hospital with the virtuous lineage” so that (in a poetic expression), the “eye medicine may
benefit the eyes.”701

Childcare, gender and family
Although the Mentsikhang program also resembled efforts of the Āyurvedic revitalisation
movement in India that sought to expand the reach of the textual and elite (male) medical
tradition into the domestic sphere, it seems that there was no formal system of female midwives
being displaced in Tibet, as in the case of Indian dais. Sienna Craig has argued that many
Tibetan women even today, especially in poor families or rural areas, often give birth alone
what percentage of the fees collected were appropriated for non-Mentsikhang or childcare-related
expenses.
701

TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pa and Bkra shis dbang ’dus, “TA la’i sku phreng bcu gsum pas bstsal
ba’i byis pa nyer spyod kyi rtsa tshig,” 166.
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without many formal preparations of any kind and sometimes outdoors “so as not to offend
household protector deities and other spirits or pollute the hearth.”702 Furthermore, although
references are made to consulting a local physician for birth complications or an astrologer for
calculations, both the edict and Treasure of the Heart also acknowledge the likelihood that these
will not be available. Parents are given ultimate responsibility, and many daily care instructions
in the childcare manual are intended directly for them. Similarly to British ‘mothercraft,’
therefore, the Mentsikhang project is one of education rather than provision of care, aiming to
mobilize parents to reduce the costs of the ambitious program.

Somewhat oddly then, while gender as a discourse figures centrally within British and Chinese
childbirth and post-natal care projects, the Tibetan literature does not clarify just who should
administer the medicines to the infant and perform associated rituals, to the point that mothers
are almost erased entirely from the picture. Both the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and Jampa Tupwang
addressed parents in general (pha ma), rather than mothers in particular, as children’s caretakers.
While Treasure of the Heart acknowledges the mother’s special role in nursing through the sixth
or seventh month, the only other time she is expressly referred to is in the context of Chapter
17’s advice for daily care behaviours, and this advice is actually addressed to “the mother or
caretaker” (ma’am bu rdzis).703 The childcare manual does not specify who should perform
intimate care such as guarding over the infant in sleep, administering medicines and the first
solid foods, making offerings and performing other rituals, piercing the child’s ears, etc. When
the child receives a name, the text specifically recommends that the family choose one by mutual
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consensus.704 Unlike other ‘mothercraft’ and taijiao initiatives, then, on the surface the Tibetan
post-natal care program hardly seems to be about women at all.

Of course, gendered discourses certainly existed around childbirth in Tibet. As in South Asian
cultures, Tibetan folk practices include the strict observance of seclusion for both mother and
infant, along with ritual offering ceremonies to purify the contamination of childbirth. These are
described by Lady Yuthok, who writes that her family performed ritual offerings three days after
her child’s birth in 1933, much as prescribed in Treasure of the Heart’s Chapter 8 (see Table).
Writing in English in the late twentieth century, Yuthok calls this a “religious purifying
ceremony,” explaining that “in Tibet… [c]hildbirth itself is treated as being very impure.”705
Furthermore, she says the ceremony for girls is performed after three days while the ceremony
for boys is after two, “because boys are regarded as being more pure than girls.”706 In practical
terms, the contamination of childbirth was considered harmful to those with weak eyesight, and
caused Lady Yuthok’s meals to be prepared in a separate kitchen during these first days. On the
day of the ritual, all the objects in the delivery room were taken out and “thoroughly cleaned,”
the room itself was purified with the contents of a bucket of milk and water mixed with cow
dung (a substance considered to have “a special quality of purification” and that “acts as an
antiseptic,” in her later understanding), and finally the room was washed again while a religious
specialist chanted a blessing.707 At the end, the room was “considered both clean and pure as
before,” and for the first time friends and relatives could be invited to visit. Thus in this wealthy
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Lhasa household, the mother and most likely female family members were responsible for the
birth and first days of care, including purification. Lady Yuthok made use of the Mentsikhang
medicines but had no attending physician, relegating the role of male clergy to chanting prayers.
Lady Yuthok’s memoir points significantly to how the event of childbirth – along with new
mothers’ and infants’ bodies – was considered impure or contaminated in a highly gendered way
that is not directly expressed in either Treasure of the Heart or its canonical post-natal care
source texts. On the other hand, the absence of a monk-physician would seem to have nothing to
do with monastic vows restricting contact with women, which have often been blamed for the
lack of formal childbirth attendants in Tibet, and which is belied by Khyenrap Norbu’s anecdote
of attending the birth of twins during his residence at Drepung monastery. With these concepts of
birth-impurity in mind, moreover, Jampa Tupwang’s ungendered annotations referencing purity
in Treasure of the Heart (as mentioned above, the pure cloth for wiping out the infant’s mouth,
and the clean bowl and purified butter for easy digestion) seem to be a particularly novel
formulation, albeit a fairly gentle intervention.708

More interesting is the intervention of stamping the syllable hrIH on the infant’s tongue, which
Lady Yuthok acknowledges her husband performing. As mentioned previously, this ‘sacred
syllable’ is associated with the mantra of the bodhisattva of compassion Avalokiteshvara, and in
turn associated with the Dalai Lama incarnation lineage. It seems that in a highly novel
innovation, Lady Yuthok’s child was literally being marked as a subject of the Thirteenth Dalai
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Lama. In this regard, it is significant that despite the Dalai Lama and his physicians’ own
allegiance to the Gelukpa order, they took pains in designing the childcare program to be
sensitive to household autonomy in way that greatly mattered within the Tibetan context. Jampa
Tupwang wrote that the offerings for the prescribed childcare rituals should be made “to
whatever birth deities have been recognized,” which seems like an effort to remain inclusive and
even ecumenical, especially in light of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s accompanying verses that
pay “constant homage to the [monastic] community irrespective of sect.”709 If performance of
the tongue-stamping ritual was a direct imposition of state power within the domestic sphere, and
a direct expression of parents’ loyalty, the Thirteenth Dalai Lama was still consciously investing
his Buddhist government with an ecumenical character necessary for creating broad consensus.

Treasure of the Heart specifically mentions differences between boys and girls only in two
physiological instances, in relation to medicine no. 5 (which establishes a relationship of
obedience through ingesting the urine of your same-gendered parent) and ear-piercing (which
references the difference between male and female tantric physiology in the Four Tantras,
manifest here in girls being pierced on the left side first and boys on the right).710 Customs such
as naming practices and rituals such as that of the arrow and the spindle (Chapter 9 of the
Treasure of the Heart, see Table) also have a gendered aspect relating to the child’s ideal future
social and familial role – men as protectors, and women as producers of the home.711 Like the
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purification offerings, however, these aspects are not explicitly discussed in Treasure of the
Heart. Instead, reference to the child’s future social responsibilities is made in conjunction with
astrological calculation of the natal horoscope. Unlike the British mothercraft and Chinese fetal
education literature, then, the Tibetan program is focused less on women and gender differences
explicitly, and more on elaborating government organizational structures and establishing a
relationship of sovereignty and loyalty between the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and his subjects.

The use of astrology in social reform
As mentioned above, the childcare program’s astrological component brought together two
different modes of calculation. Requiring and documenting a natal horoscope for every child
involved the Tibetan state in reckoning this segment of its population, but this reckoning was
more than just enumerative. Natal astrology first and foremost is about predicting the course of a
child’s life, including proclivities, strengths and weaknesses. Jampa Tupwang writes in Treasure
of the Heart of the need to determine the child’s destiny “in detail, good or bad, cleric or
layperson.” 712 A natal horoscope may include, in highly variegated and personal fashion,
information about lifespan, character, likes and dislikes, emotional and physical type, obstacles
and illnesses to avoid or treat, aptitude for future skills and predictions for future financial and
family circumstances. According to an anthropological study by Childs and Walter, even today
in remote areas and among the illiterate natal horoscopes may be cast whenever possible, for
both boys and girls.713 Though birthdays are generally not celebrated and many people do not
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bother to remember the exact year of their birth, in their family home the natal horoscope
document might still be carefully stored away for future reference.714

In the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s estimation, however, the children of most common people in
Central Tibet had not had recorded the position of the planets and stars at the time of their birth.
These children, he wrote, “are not different in their true fundamental nature” from those who had
been able, through circumstance or financial ability, to calculate a natal horoscope. He was
concerned that

Only by shooting an arrow into the darkness of [children’s] worldly destiny can
their capacity for enlightened activities and service be seen. How many faults
arise by the power of mistaken interdependent connections, such as not knowing
each one’s fate and capacity for standard of living, and not attaining these, etc.?715

This formulation presented astrology for all children as a progressive effort to identify talent and
not to ignore or mistake the potential contributions of children from humble backgrounds, while
placing the Lhasa government in control of this effort (and thus ultimately over their destinies).
Several leading figures of the time might be said to have embodied such discovered potential,
having risen to prominence from poor or rural circumstances during the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s
reign. This includes his powerful personal attendant Kumbela, the army commander-in-chief
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Tsarong Shape and the Mentsikhang’s own Khyenrap Norbu.716 By giving his government the
responsibility to administer a program of natal-horoscope calculation and to keep records of the
background and abilities of each child under its jurisdiction, the hierarch seems to be building a
routinized capacity to identify amongst his subjects those with potential for future beneficial
action (‘phrin las) and service (zhabs ‘degs) to the state. In this project, birth as a boy or girl,
future cleric or layperson, did not matter as much as realizing one’s potential and, in particular,
one’s “capacity for standard of living” (lto gos kyi las thabs).

To inspire such a sense of possibility, however, required refuting notions of fatalism in a highly
stratified society. Dr Lobsang Wangyal, student of Khyenrap Norbu and personal physician to
the Fourteenth Dalai Lama (b. 1935), acknowledged the tension between fatalism and the
Buddhist concept of karma within a discussion of childcare:

In Buddhism it is believed that merit and demerit, or, in another words [sic],
karma that one has accumulated in previous lives, comes to fruition in this life.
This would mean that events in the course of our lives are pre-determined.
However, much is in our hand . . . to change the child’s future. Beginning with
conception, and foetal growth in the mother’s womb and eventual birth, Tibetan
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medical tradition gives many childcare guidelines and rituals, which, when
properly followed, can dispel harm, ensuring a healthy growth.717

Two stories recalling the impact of childcare practices on the lives of major figures in Tibetan
Buddhism, told by Jampa Tupwang in Treasure of the Heart, illustrate the idea that worldly
destiny (‘jigs rten gyi las skal) is a mutable concept that must be fulfilled.718 His first example is
none other than the Buddha Shakyamuni, for whose birth ‘the methods of many midwives and
diviners were relied upon, causing these [methods] to be spread far and wide’.719 The fact of
Shakyamuni’s birth into the mundane world made it necessary for his caretakers to rely on
mundane methods for the recognition of his destiny and nurturing him into adulthood, which in
turn enabled him to become a great being. The methods of childcare and astrology are thus partly
credited for setting Shakyamuni’s extraordinary human life into motion, while the Buddha
reciprocally is given credit for setting the methods of childcare into motion within the wider
world.

The second example is the fount of Jampa Tupwang’s own Gelukpa order, the ‘gentle protector
and Dharma king’ Tsongkhapa. As soon as the great Tsongkhapa was born, Jampa Tupwang
relates, his teacher Chöjé Dondrup Rinchen had to carry out the essential aspects of childcare
properly ‘for the sake of many necessities in the immediate and long-term’. 720 After thus
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humanizing these legendary historic figures, Jampa Tupwang concluded, ‘It goes without saying
that ordinary people should diligently rely on these methods [as well].’721 The effect is one of
placing ‘ordinary people’ on the same rhetorical level as the pillars of Tibetan Buddhism; their
children too may fulfil their greatest “capacity for enlightened activities,” if properly recognized
and cared for.

Recognizing the enormity of the social and mental shifts he was trying to help set into motion,
Jampa Tupwang pleaded directly to parents to put the childcare methods into practice within
their own homes:

Also, parents, ripening their identification with the compassionate qualities of the
Medicine Buddha, protector of beings, need to abandon any wrong hesitation or
doubts.
Everyone, no matter high or low, is beseeched to exert effort to be continuously
aware of the importance of the fundamental welfare of their own tender sprouts.
Through listening, reflective study and meditative cultivation, mastery of these
types of virtuous and great actions may be attained.722

The physician gestures here to the possibility that the text Treasure of the Heart could be passed
orally to the common population, as memorization and ‘oral transmission’ are primary Tibetan
practices for consuming and disseminating literature. The Thirteenth Dalai Lama, meanwhile,
also addressed the problem of popular reception by further appealing to parents on a practical
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level. He asserted that through their conscientious adoption of right actions and avoidance of
wrong actions with regard to post-natal care, parents would be able to elicit desirable qualities in
their children just as much as a physician would. He assured his subjects it was “candidly true”
that this program of childcare would deliver the promised benefits, and that these would “be
unmistakably established through experience.”723

Conclusion: the benefits of childcare
The Thirteenth Dalai Lama sought to establish empirically three different levels of benefit from
the implementation of methods of childcare. Above all, he promised these methods would bring
“long life without illness, intelligence, and clear sense faculties [sight, hearing, etc.]” to weak
individual bodies.724 As much as this claim was about direct benefit to real people, it was also an
assertion about the efficacy of Tibetan medicine – “the system of the Great Country,” in
Khyenrap Norbu’s words. Jampa Tupwang, physician and head of the monastic branch of
government, made it clear that the strength of his people and the strength of the Buddhist
medical teachings were jointly at stake:
During this time the continuum of medical teachings has deteriorated and
progressive decline in the transmission of previous experience has caused
ignorance of the methods of childcare. Therefore the wits, stamina and physique
of the people in general (mi rigs phal cher) are weak, life spans are short and
illnesses many, and those with wicked natures do not listen to their parents’
speech. Not being able to bear these kinds of undesirable faults and defects that
have suddenly arisen, I have set down the principles from the King of the
Glorious [Four] Tantras for the methods of caring for, cherishing, and nourishing
children in a series of complete steps for easy understanding.725
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Jampa Tupwang’s words echo the concern of British mothercraft literature and of Liang Qichao
with strengthening young bodies. However, he stops short of relating this strength explicitly to
the strength of the military, which would be antithetical to Buddhist language. Nevertheless, we
should remember that reorganization and expansion of the army had been the Thirteenth Dalai
Lama’s very first priority upon his return to Lhasa in 1913-14. The connection, at this time as
historically, was implicit.

On the other hand, Jampa Tupwang turns the late nineteenth and early twentieth century public
health ideal of ‘hygienic modernity’ on its head by seeking to accomplish this strengthening
through the framework of Tibetan medicine. In this way he stands in particular contrast to
nationalist Chinese reformers, who began around this same time to link fears for the decline of
the Chinese ‘race’ with valorization of colonial medicine and disparagement of (what they now
termed) ‘traditional’ Chinese medicine.726 The Tibetan physician, as other Tibetan Buddhist
reformers in Buryatia and Mongolia, championed the approach of proving his government’s
beneficence in an indigenous, Buddhist idiom rather than through the wholesale adoption of
foreign medical theories, training and institutions. Certain foreign techniques could be
appreciated and incorporated without compromising the integrity of the Tibetan Buddhist
medical system that had been institutionalized at the Iron Hill medical monastery and now
reconfigured at the Mentsikhang. But the rhetoric of science, with its demonization of Tibetan
Buddhist epistemology as a set of superstitious religious beliefs, as well as its racial theories that
divided pan-Tibetan Buddhist solidarities, could not work without revision as the new basis for a
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modern Tibetan or Tibeto-Mongolian social order. The integrity of Tibetan Buddhism was vital
to maintain for a state that depended on its Buddhist epistemological resources for legitimacy
and leverage.

Second, in defense of the integral link between Tibetan Buddhism and its social order, the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama asserted that physical and mental benefits from post-natal care would lead
to the development of economic strength by being “interdependently connected with prosperity
and well-being if performed together without confusion.”727 In this light, Jampa Tupwang’s
ambiguous concern with improving the ‘wicked natures’ of children who did not obey within the
basic social unit of the family seems to echo British mothercraft literature, in which children with
proper upbringing would become not only healthier but better behaved, leading to a more
productive and engaged workforce.728 Furthermore, as in British initiatives, the rural poor are
presented especially in need of saving from their undesirable (if not unhygienic) conditions – and
of including in a project of nation-building. The Dalai Lama writes that in order to reverse the
“manifestations of the five degenerations,” a great effort “in the customs and practices of caring
for ‘young shoots’ and increasing [their] intelligence” is necessary, and in his edict these
degenerations are said to specifically include such “undesirable occurrences” as dumbness (glen
lkugs) and “untimely death among most people living in rural conditions.”729
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But while British programs fostered a cult of motherhood and held individual women
accountable to prevent infant mortality, the Mentsikhang literature, with its main focus on class
and social roles rather than gender, presented a wider view of this responsibility. The future
rested equally with the ‘righteous monarch’ under whose benevolent leadership the program was
instigated, members of the monastic community who were called upon to serve the greater
population as physicians and astrologers, local officials who must administer the program,
aristocratic landowners who should cover fees for the poor and parents of every class (and both
genders) who should implement the program in each of their households. In this way, the entire
community was called upon to assist parents in their role as proxies of the state nurturing young
subjects.

Third, the hierarch directly linked the welfare of the Tibetan population and its newborns to the
welfare of the Central Tibetan state, calling the work of children’s medicine and astrology “the
great and profound basis of prosperity and well-being benefiting sovereign and subjects
alike.”730 Jampa Tupwang reciprocally declared that managing the health of the population was
the ‘root’ of enlightened governance by a Buddhist monarch:
Furthermore, the basis of realizing liberation and omniscience for all beings is the
precious teachings of the Victorious One and the enlightened governance
activities of the righteous monarch, which should spread and remain a long time.
For this, the root is obtaining the flourishing of intelligence, great effort and
striving, long life, youthful vigor and happiness, etc. for excellent beings and high
and low people. On the strength of these [attainments], the general welfare (sems
and of the times [epidemics, famines, wars and poor harvests becoming widespread]’ Desi Sangye Gyatso
and Kilty, Mirror of Beryl, 349, 537 ft. 723.
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can spyi mthun) as well as each individual’s karma, aspirations and merit will
certainly be achieved.731
In this Tibetan Buddhist formulation of medical benefit, enabling the physical and mental basis
for ‘all beings’ to realize the Buddhist goals of liberation and omniscience was a sign of
legitimate and benevolent rule – a particularly relevant gesture, perhaps, so soon after the Dalai
Lama’s return from his almost ten year exile. As a method of generating revenue and reasserting
his sovereignty over the districts and estates, health care for children no doubt offered a much
gentler initial approach than some of his later measures.

Two hundred years earlier through his Iron Hill medical monastery ‘Sanctuary of Knowledge
Benefiting Beings’, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso had also linked the state’s medical work to benefit for
‘all beings’. He wrote that an increase in the reach of Buddhist medical teachings would benefit
both the ‘self’, or the physician on a path to buddhahood, and ‘others’, or those suffering from
illness, “in every realm of the ten directions.”732 When the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and Lamen
Jampa Tupwang referred to the bodhisattva intention behind their provision of children’s health
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care, however, they formulated it in terms that were not so open-ended. The Mentsikhang
program would nurture the achievement of individual aspirations for the “subjects of the districts
and estates, everyone of high and low stature,” and likewise the welfare “of all the beings, in
general and in particular, of the government mandated by heaven, of the land completely
encircled by pure snow mountains,” to which the childcare edict was addressed.733 By justifying
a greatly enlarged government role within the domestic sphere, the two men constructed the
childcare program as a tool for the delineation and organisation of a territorially bound Central
Tibetan state.

What is more, on the basis of shared behavioural, nutritional and ritual practices in a Tibetan
Buddhist idiom, every household included – of high and low stature – would be encouraged to
intimately experience themselves as part of this community and their children as ‘sprouts’ (rigs
myug) of a Tibetan nation. Rather than simply borrowing similar prescriptions from a foreign
context, the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and his physicians discerned from their own ‘definitive
methods of analysis’ how, in order to realize the potential of a Tibetan nation-state, they would
need to identify and cultivate the potential of its children (and encourage their elders) to
contribute towards mutual well-being and prosperity. At the same time, these architects of social
prosperity did not scoff at foreign technologies they deemed beneficial but began incorporating
techniques such as vaccination as they became available, affordable and of demonstrated
usefulness. In this way, the Mentsikhang and its childcare program can be said to have helped set
into motion both the reconfiguration of Tibetan medical practice and the imagination of a
Tibetan community.
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CONCLUSION
This dissertation has traced the development of Tibetan medical institutions from their
systematization in Lhasa in the seventeenth century to their subsequent proliferation outside
Tibet in tandem with the expansion of the Qing Empire over Inner Asia. I have argued that
medicine played a crucial role in the development of Tibetan Buddhism outside of Tibet during
the Qing dynasty, while Tibetan Buddhism played a vital role in the governance of the northern
and western borderlands of the Qing Empire. The eastward shift in Tibetan Buddhism’s center of
gravity led to the emergence of medical colleges as a common institutional feature within
monasteries of the Gelukpa order favored by Mongolian and Qing patrons.

I have also argued that the medical colleges of Tibetan Buddhist monasteries bridged the realms
of religion, science and politics that we understand as separate today. Both within the Tibetan
Buddhist world and across the Buddhist and non-Buddhist contexts of the Qing imperial
formation, the boundaries of medicine as a discipline were negotiated through the ritual
veneration of medical progenitors representing specific literary traditions. Through the selective
incorporation of medical lineages, historical narratives served as frameworks of legitimacy and
templates for ritual practice at medical institutions. By linking perfect bodies to perfect politics –
to borrow Sivin’s phrase – they provided a crucial site for the display of benevolent governance,
and served as a vital forum for intellectual and material exchange between the Qing court and
peoples of the Tibetan Buddhist frontiers.
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One of the major issues at stake in the negotiation of medical orthodoxy was the relationship
between innovation and revelation, as physicians could claim a special insight into the
experience of their predecessors in a medical lineage. While innovation was necessary for
expertise in healing, revelation was potentially dangerous to the state. This dissertation has
therefore explored the relationship between ritual debates, doctrinal debates, and ideas about how
to both encourage and circumscribe experience within the monastic guidelines of Tibetan
medical colleges.

The development and spread of Tibetan Buddhist monastic medical colleges during the Qing
period drew on a long regional history of Buddhist-inspired "medical governance" in East Asia.
Buddhist medical institutions contributed greatly to the circulation of medical knowledge and the
formation of scholarly traditions in both China and Tibet, as well as the legitimation of projects
of governance. In Chapter One, I examined the development of a regional model of Buddhist
medical governance in both China and Tibet from the Tang through the Ming dynasties (7th
century-1644 CE). I argued that the development of the Medicine Buddha ritual tradition played
an instrumental role in the eclectic development of Buddhist medicine across borders during the
Tang period (7-9th centuries). During the Song period (10-13th centuries), a burgeoning class of
medical scholars in both Chinese and Tibetan regions led a social backlash against popular
practitioners of medical rituals and alchemy, setting into motion the formation of scholarly
medical traditions. These new medical traditions became increasingly differentiated through
institutions and ritual practices when Chinese and Tibetan regions were united under the
succeeding Yuan dynasty (1271-1368), which patronized the Temples of the Three Medical
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Progenitors in China and the family lineage of Yutok Yönten Gönpo, compiler of the Four
Tantras, in Tibet.

During the Ming period (1368-1644), both China and Tibet saw a localization – and proliferation
– of medical traditions, and increased circulation of medical knowledge through commerce. In
Tibet, the development of four major medical traditions – Drangti, Jang, Zur, and Tsarong – was
directly tied to the patronage of competing princely courts and sectarian Buddhist traditions in a
period of prolonged warfare. These Tibetan medical traditions therefore contain elements of
sectarian affiliation not previously acknowledged by Tibetan medical historians, which were
made manifest through different ritual practices.

In particular, the Drangti and Jang medical traditions (associated with the Sakya and Jonang
traditions of Tibetan Buddhism) practiced variations of the Medicine Buddha ritual practices,
while the Zur and Tsarong medical traditions (associated with the Kagyü tradition of Tibetan
Buddhism) practiced the Yutok Heart Essence Guru Sādhana venerating Yutok Yönten Gönpo.
The Yutok tradition was associated with great innovation in medicine, but also with potentially
destabilizing claims to the authority of revelation. Under the model of lineage transmission, new
knowledge represented a form of divine insight that might extend beyond the realm of the
medical and into the realm of the political.

Chapters Two and Three examined the Fifth Dalai Lama's creation of a state system of medicine
for the Khoshud Mongol-Tibetan empire conquered by Gushri Khan. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s
ritual synthesis of the Medicine Buddha and Yutok Heart Essence practices enabled Gelukpa
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appropriation of medical knowledge from other Tibetan Buddhist traditions. Medical orthodoxy
was promoted through new Gelukpa medical institutions, new examinations on the Four Tantras,
and patronage of textual production, including new editions of classic medical texts, translations
from Sanskrit, and the composition of medical commentaries, histories, and ritual manuals. The
Fifth Dalai Lama's monastic guidelines for the Tsarong medical school offered his historical and
doctrinal justification for the unification of Tibetan medical traditions, as well as an ethical
justification of new restrictions on behavior and conduct for lay and monastic medical students.

The Fifth Dalai Lama framed his ritual synthesis as an attempt to heal divisions between
sectarian traditions and their associated medical traditions in Tibet. He also used inclusive
rhetoric to authorize increased circulation of knowledge between Buddhist and non-Buddhist
societies. This rhetoric, as well as his emphasis on the widely-recognized Medicine Buddha as a
medical progenitor, supported the imperial ambitions of the Mongol-Gelukpa state. In addition,
the Fifth Dalai Lama’s "reform" of medical education informed his new ritual and material
recipe for "precious pills," a medicine produced by the hierarch himself as an embodiment of the
benevolent state. This recipe laid claim to the Fifth Dalai Lama’s charismatic authority and
divine insight, by criticizing past “precious pill” rituals as ethically impure, and creating a new
ritual that literally transmuted wealth (of precious jewel materials) into health (of the population
to whom it was distributed).

The Fifth Dalai Lama's regent and political successor, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso, wrote major
medical commentaries and a new medical history in order to centralize state medical education at
his new Iron Hill monastery in Lhasa. Within his medical history, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso took an
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empirical approach to argue that differences between medical traditions were inconsequential.
This argument opened the door to further Gelukpa-state appropriation of medical knowledge
from previous traditions. By downplaying the role of the Fifth Dalai Lama’s ritual synthesis,
however, Desi Sanggyé Gyatso also obfuscated remaining doctrinal differences in medical
debates. The regent put forward his own controversial position on medical orthodoxy based on
the Fifth Dalai Lama's exegesis: this position championed tantric vows, which linked medical
practitioners to the insight of their lineage predecessors, over ethical pratimokṣa vows. Desi
Sanggyé Gyatso claimed himself to have achieved the conduct of a bodhisattva via his mastery
of medical scholarship and activities. Despite his involvement in political intrigue and violence,
by fashioning himself as a medical scholar Desi Sanggyé Gyatso was able to stake a powerful
claim to Buddhist legitimacy and benevolence.

In Chapter Four, I examined the legacy of the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso's
project of Gelukpa medical governance. After the Fifth Dalai Lama's death, Desi Sanggyé
Gyatso's attempt to consolidate his own power at the expense of the Khoshud Mongol prince
Lhazang Khan led to renewed warfare, and the eventual incorporation of both Mongolian and
Tibetan regions into the Qing empire, to varying adminstrative extents. Over the course of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the Fifth Dalai Lama's model for Gelukpa medical
institutions was adopted outside central Tibet within competing projects of governance. Gelukpa
medical institutions first spread to Khalkha (Outer) Mongolia through the efforts of the First
Jebtsundamba, a Mongolian nobleman who worked to build an alternate center of Gelukpa
power in Mongolia, and to ally Mongolian lands with the Qing empire. After the Qing empire
incorporated the Amdo (Qinghai) region, meanwhile, the Yongzheng emperor patronized new
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medical colleges as part of a project to heal and rebuild again after war. The Qianlong emperor
sponsored new medical colleges in both the imperial capitals of Beijing and Jehol and in the
borderlands, and also patronized local princes and monastic officials who built more of these
institutions in order to develop the educational and administrative infrastructure of the empire,
and to demonstrate benevolent rule. During the Qianlong era, imperial and private sponsorship of
medical publications in Beijng led to the development of a Tibetan Buddhist intellectual network
between the capital and the remote homelands of imperial elites, which flourished throughout the
nineteenth century. Centers of Tibetan Buddhist knowledge production remained primarily in the
borderlands, however, and particularly at the monastery of Labrang Tashikhyil in Amdo.
Through ritual and institutional distinctions, the Tibetan Buddhist network of medical learning
therefore remained largely separate from Confucian and Daoist networks.

Although Labrang Tashikhyil and other medical colleges outside central Tibet purported to
follow the Fifth Dalai Lama and Desi Sanggyé Gyatso's medical synthesis, in fact they
developed their own ritual traditions that shaped the study of medicine during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Two main lines of critique arose with regard to the Fifth Dalai Lama's
medical synthesis: one from within the Gelukpa tradition, and one from within non-Gelukpa
traditions. An increasingly powerful faction of Mongolian and Amdowan Gelukpa medical
scholars accused the Fifth Dalai Lama of having embraced "impure" Nyingma ritual practices,
and re-instituted the practice of ethical pratimokṣa (rather than tantric) vows for beginning
medical students. The accessibility of these vows, their resonance with the moral tenor of the
Qing administration, and their restriction of claims to tantric revelation enabled Gelukpa medical
institutions to proliferate under imperial patronage.
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However, medical scholars associated with these Gelukpa colleges became increasingly strident
in their sectarian views defending the "purity" of the Gelukpa tradition against other traditions.
In this climate, one non-Gelukpa medical scholar in the early nineteenth century accused the
Gelukpa medical institutions of neglecting the common people and catering only to wealthy
imperial patrons, as well as holding "wrong philosophical views" about the Buddhist basis of
medicine. In fact, the southeastern Tibetan region of Kham (present-day Sichuan province),
where only one Gelukpa medical institution was present before the mid-nineteenth century,
simultaneously became a center of innovative medical practice tied to the Nyingma Yutok Heart
Essence ritual and its tantric vows. Medical teachers and texts produced in this milieu continued
to greatly influence Gelukpa institutions, and at the end of the nineteenth century, the Yutok
Heart Essence was once again adopted within some Gelukpa medical colleges. The authority of
medical insight therefore continued to prove a powerful technology, to be harnessed as well as
circumscribed.

With the advent of new ways of defining territorial and disciplinary boundaries in the early
twentieth century, ritual technologies for defining social and epistemic order were replaced by
new institutional structures. Chapter Five examined Tibetan Buddhists’ reactions to the social
and epistemological critiques ushered in by Western medical missionaries and colonial public
healthcare projects. While Han Chinese nationalists embraced the culture of science as part of
their own critique of the humiliated Qing state and its military, technologies, and educational
institutions, Tibetan Buddhists did not seek such a radical break. Instead, nationalists and pannationalists in Tibet, Mongolia and Buryatia sought to demonstrate the legitimacy of their
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Buddhist governance by updating monastic medical colleges with projects of public health care.
One of the most significant of these projects was a new program of public healthcare for children
at the Institute of Medicine and Astrology (Mentsikhang) in Lhasa under the Thirteenth Dalai
Lama. Through the Mentsikhang's childcare program, the Fifth Dalai Lama attempted to
reconfigure the relationship between his government and various segments of society, including
monks, officials, women, and the poor.

Similar and connected medical reforms in Mongolia, Buryatia and Eastern Tibet reveal the
continuity of Tibetan Buddhist knowledge networks and cooperation among their separate
nationalist projects. The greater circulation of medical knowledge between Tibetans, Mongolians,
Manchu and Chinese within the Qing Empire, therefore, was followed by a fragmentation of
medical nationalisms in the early twentieth century. In the broader context of the history of
science, the example of Tibetan Buddhist medical institutions points to the centrality of early
modern networks of knowledge in determining modern political configurations.
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APPENDIX A: Local histories of medicine
collected during research and 2010-2011 fieldwork (Total=39)
Date
1985
1987
1990
2004
1985
2007
1987
1996
1997
1987
1990
1992
1993
1996
1997
1998
1987
1995
1997
2010
2011a/b
1993
2011
2000
2004
2003
2007
2011
2003
2004
2009
2007
2008
2009
1989
1994
2004
2013

Region / Current province
Lhasa, TAR (Tibet Autonomous Region)

Language
Tibetan

Lhokha (Lho kha), TAR
Chamdo (Chab mdo), TAR

Tibetan
Tibetan

Kham (Khams), Sichuan

Tibetan

Amdo, Qinghai

Tibetan

Amdo – Labrang Tashikhyil monastery, Tibetan, Chinese, English
Gansu

Amdo – Serkok Tsenpo monastery, Chinese
Qinghai
Golok (Mgo log), Qinghai
Tibetan
Amdo – Kumbum Jampaling monastery, Tibetan
Qinghai
Rinpung (Rin spungs), TAR
Malho Sog (Rma lho sog), Qinghai
Amdo – Repgong (Reb gong), Qinghai
Amdo – Tsongkha (Tsong kha), Qinghai
Amdo – Jentsa (Gcan tsha), Qinghai
Inner Mongolia
Mongolia
Buryatia, Russia
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Tibetan
Tibetan
Tibetan
Tibetan
Tibetan
Chinese
English
English, Russian

APPENDIX B: The Fifth Dalai Lama’s Transmissions of the Yutok Heart Essence
from his Record of Teachings Received, Vol. 2
ff. 419
(1) Sman gyi lha mo'i rjes gnang ma gtogs yongs rdzogs kyi brgyud pa ni
Sangs rgyas sman gyi rgyal po
Slob dpon chen po pad ma thod 'phreng [Padmasambhava]
Mkha' 'gro'i gtso mo dpal ldan 'phreng ba [Khandro Yeshé Tsogyel]
G.yu thog pa yon tan mgon po
Sum ston ye shes bzung
Dpal ldan gzhon nu ye shes
Gtsang ston sangs rgyas rin cen [chen]
Mkhas btsun rin cen [chen] rdo rje
Brang ti don drug rgyal mtshan
Brang ti dkon cog [chog] skyabs
Brang ti dpal ldan 'tsho byed
Zur phu sman mo tsha ba 'tsho byed rin cen [chen]
Rnal 'byor gsod nams dbang po
Rnal 'byor chen po
Ri khrod zhig po
Rje dkon cog [chog] mtshan can
Zur mkhar la thog pa paN chen mnyam nyid rdo rje
Kong po phrag dbon dkon cog [chog] skyabs
Kong chen nam mkha' dpal ldan rgya mtsho
Rigs 'dzin chen po legs ldan rdo rje
Sum ston rnam sprul dpal bkra shis stobs rgyal
Rigs 'dzin chen po ngag gi dbang po
Zur khyab bdag chos dbyings rang grol
des bdag Za hor baN+de la'o [The Fifth Dalai Lama]
(2) yang na
Zur mkhar chos rje nas
Gnam gong bkra shis dbang phyug
Rje btsun sangs rgyas zhabs
Rje chos dbang rin can [chen]
Rje blo gros rgyal po
Rigs 'dzin chen po man gong ltar [Rigs 'dzin chen po legs ldan rdo rje?]
(3) yang na
Kong sman dkon cog [chog] pa nas [Kong po phrag dbon dkon chog skyabs]
Mtshungs med sman rgyal mtshan can
Mkhas pa rin cen [chen] bzang po
Rigs 'dzin rje man gong ltar ro [Rigs 'dzin chen po legs ldan rdo rje?]
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ff. 420
(4) Sman gyi lha mo'i rje gnang gi brgyud pa ni
Mnyam nyid rdo rje nas
Byang chub gling pa
Sna tshogs rang grol
Rigs 'dzin chos rje
Dpal ldan bzang po
'Jam dkar dbang po
Ngag dbang phan bde rgya mtsho
Rje byams pa chos rgyal bzang po
Grub chen bkra shis rgya mtsho
Khyab bdag zha lu pa chen po
des bdag la'o [The Fifth Dalai Lama]
(5) yang na
Rje btsun sangs rgyas nas
Rin cen [chen] tshe dbang [P3740 Zhalu disciple of Butön?]
Ngag dbang phan bde man 'dra [Ngag dbang phan bde rgya mtsho]
(6) de yang
Rje zur chen gyis yer par 'di'i sgrub pa gnang skabs lung pa thams cad sman dris khengs/ man la
lam du nyi thang lha rje 'di mtsho smad mkhan chen gyi skye ba yin pas bskyar nas zhus shig ces
lung bstan byung ba ltar lung tshar gcig gsan pa'i brgyud pa ni
Chos rgyal bkra shis stobs rgyal nas
Gling stod chos rje blo bzang rgya mtsho
Zur rtsa ba'i bla ma
des bdag Za hor ban+da [baN+de] la'o [The Fifth Dalai Lama]
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APPENDIX C: Tibetan Terms in Wylie Transliteration

In this dissertation, I have adopted the Tibetan and Himalyan Library (THL) Simplified
Phonetics Transcription of Tibetn for ease of reading. The Tibetan terms in Wylie transliteration
are listed here. For more information, see:
http://www.thlib.org/tools/scripts/wiki/tibetan%20transliteration%20and%20transcription.html

THL Phonetics
Amdo
Akya Lopzang Tenpé Gyeltsen
Anchung Namdzong
Belmang Paṇḍita 02 Könchok Gyeltsen
Beri Menrampa
Bodong Choklé Namgyel
Buton Rinchen Drup
Chikyap Khenpo
Chöjé Dondrup Rinchen
Chöjé Naza Lingpa
Chokden
Chonggyé
Chöying
Coné Dechen Chökhorling
Daklha Gampo
Daknyi Chenpo Zangpo Pel
Darmo Menrampa
Demo Ngawang Lopzang Trinlé
Dergé
Desi Sanggyé Gyatso
Deumar Geshé Tendzin Puntsok
Dolpolpa Sherap Gyeltsen
Domé
Drakkar Taso Trulku
Drangti Jampel Zangpo
Drangti Pelden Tsoché / Drangti Pelden

Wylie Transliteration
A mdo
A kyA Blo bzang bstan pa'i rgyal mtshan
A[n] chung gnam [rnam] rdzong
Dbal mang paN+Di ta Dkon mchog rgyal
mtshan
Be ri sman rams pa
Bo dong Phyogs las rnam rgyal
Bu ston Rin chen grub
Spyi khyab mkhan po
Chos rje don grub rin chen
Chos rje Na bza' gling pa
Mchog ldan
'Phyong rgyas
Chos dbyings
Co ne Bde chen chos 'khor gling
Dwags lha sgam po
Bdag nyid chen po Bzang po dpal
Dar mo sman rams pa
De mo Ngag dbang blo bzang 'phrin las
Sde dge
Sde srid Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho
De'u dmar dge bshes Bstan 'dzin phun tshogs
Dol po pa Shes rab rgyal mtshan
Mdo smad
Brag dkar rta so sprul sku
Brang ti Byams dpal bzang po
Brang ti Dpal ldan 'tsho byed/ Brang ti dpal
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Gyeltsen
Drapa Ngonshé
Dratang
Drepung
Drigung Chökyi Drakpa
Drigung Kagyü
Dro
Drongtsé Lhatsun Rinchen Gyatso
Drungtso Lhaksam
Dutsi Gyurmé
Dzongga
Eighth Kirti Lopzang Trinlé Tenpa Gyatso
Fifth Dalai Lama Ngakwang Lopzang Gyatso
First Panchen Lama
Gampo
Ganden Jinchakling
Ganden Pelgyéling
Ganden Podrang
Ganden Tripa Ngakwang Tsültrim
Gedenpa
Gelong Zhenpen Lhündrup
Gelukpa
Gongkar möngong Drungtso
Gongmen Könchok Delek
Gongmen Könchok Pendar
Gugé
Gungtang Könchok Tenpé Dronmé
Gyantsé Yargyappa
Jakhyung
Jampa Trinlé
Jampa Tupwang
Jampel Dorjé (Yeshé Tenpé Gyeltsen)
Jamtrin
Jang (tradition)
Jangdak Tashi Topgyel
Jangdak/ Jangpa Namgyel Drakzang
Jangmen Sangyé Rinchen
Jangngö Nangso Dargyé
Jangtsé

ldan rgyal mtshan
Gra pa mngon shes
Grwa thang
'Bras spung
'Bri gung chos kyi grags pa
'Bri gung Bka' brgyud
'Bro
'Brong rtse Lha btsun Rin chen rgya mtsho
Drung 'tsho Lhag bsam
Bdud rtsi 'gyur med
Rdzong dga'
Blo bzang 'phrin las bstan pa rgya mtsho
tA la'i bla ma 05 Ngag dbang rgya mtsho
paN chen bla ma
Sgam po
Dga' ldan byin chags gling
Dga' ldan 'phel rgyas gling
Dga' ldan pho brang
Dga' ldan khri pa Ngag dbang tshul khrims
Dge ldan pa
Dge slong Gzhan phan Lhun grub
Dge lugs pa
Gong dkar smon gong drung 'tso
Gong sman dkon mchog bde legs
Gong sman dkon mchog phan dar
Gu ge
Gung thang Dkon mchog bstan pa'i sgron me
Rgyal rtse Yar rgyap pa
Bya khyung
Byams pa 'phrin las
Byams pa thub dbang
Jam dpal rdo rje (Ye shes bstan pa’i rgyal
mtshan)
Byams sprin
Byang (lugs)
Byang bdag Bkra shis stob rgyal
Byang bdag Rnam rgyal grags bzang or grags
pa bzang po
Byang sman Sangs rgyas rin chen
Byang ngos nang so dar rgyas
Byang rtse
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Jarpo Panchen

Jinwang Tendzin Wangchuk
Jonang
Jora Tupten Chökhorling
Kagyü / Karma Kagyü
Karmapa
Katok Rindzin Tsewang Norbu
Kedrup Jé
Kham
Khyenrap Norbu
Kumbum Jampaling
Künga Nyingpo
Kyempa
Kyirong
Kyishö
Labrang Tashikyil
Lady Dorjé Yudon of the Yutok family
Larawa Lopzang Donden
Latö Jang
Latok Zurkhar
Lekshé Ling
Lhaksam
Lhasa
Lhatsün Tashi Pelzang
Lhokha
Lhorong
Lhünding
Lhünpo Tsewa
Litang Tupten Jampaling
Lopzang Jikmé
Loro

Byar po paN chen
Rje btsun dam pa Blo bzang bstan pa'i rgyal
mtshan
Chin wang Bstan 'dzin dbang phyug
Jo nang
Sbyo[r] ra thub bstan chos 'khor gling
Bka’ brgyud/ Karma Bka' brgyud
Karma pa
kaH thog rig 'dzin tshe dbang nor bu
Mkhas grub rje
Khams
Mkhyen rab nor bu
Sku 'bum byams pa gling
Kun dga' snying po
Skyem pa
Skyid grong
Skyid shod
Bla brang bkra shis dkyil
G.yu thog lha lcam Rdo rje g.yu sgron
La ra ba Blo bzang don ldan
La stod Byang
La thog Zur mkhar
Legs bshad gling
Lhag bsam
Lha sa
Lha btsun Bkra shis dpal bzang
Lho kha
Lho rong
Lhun sdings
Lhun po rtse ba
Li thang Thub bstan byams pa gling
Blo bzang 'jigs med
Lo ro

Lungrik Tendar
Mentsikhang
Metsab Drakpa
Minyak
Minyima Tongwa Dönden
Muné Tsenpo
Namgyel Drolkar

Lung rigs bstan dar
Sman rtsis khang
Me tshab grags pa
Mi nyag
Mi'i nyi ma mthong ba don ldan
Mu ne btsan po
Rnam rgyal sgrol dkar

Jebtsundampa Lopzang Tenpé Gyeltsen
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Namgyel Pel Zangpo / Namkha Pel Zangpo
Namkha Dorjé
Namkha Tenpé Gyeltsen
Namling dzong
Ngakwang Tsültrim
Ngari
Ngari
Ngönga
Norbu Gyenpa
Nya
Nyingma
Nyitang Chöjé Lobzang Gyatso
Nyitang Chöjé Lopzang Gyatso
Orgyenpa Rinchen Pel
Pakmodru Desi
Pakpa Lodro Gyeltsen Pelzangpo
Pelpung
Pöntsang Jangngöpa Mengyel
Potala
Puntsokling
Rangjung Dorjé
rapjampa
Rinchen Pelzang
Rinchen Tsé
Rinding Bodhisattva Lobzang Gyatso
Rinpungpa / Rinpung Desi
Rinpungpa Dönyo Dörjé
Riwo Dechen
Riwoche
Rong
Ronwo Gönchen
Sakya
Samdruptsé
Second Changkya Ngakwang Lozang Chöden
Second Chuzang, Lozang Tenpé Gyeltsen
Second Jamyang Zhepa, Kunchok Jikmé
Wangpo

Rnam rgyal dpal bzang po / Nam mkha' dpal
bzang po
Nam mkha' rdo rje
Nam mkha' bstan pa'i rgyal mtshan
Rnam gling rdzong
Ngag dbang tshul khrims
Mnga' ris
Mnga' ris
Mngon dga'
Nor bu rgyan pa
Gnya'
Rnying ma
Nyi thang chos rje Blo bzang rgya mtsho
Nyi thang chos rje Blo bzang rgya mtsho
O rgyan pa Rin chen dpal
Phag mo gru sde srid
Phags pa blo gros rgyal mtshan dpal bzang po
Dpal spungs
Dpon tshang Byang ngos pa sman rgyal
Po ta la
Phun tshogs gling
Rang 'byung rdo rje
rab 'byams pa
Rin chen dpal bzang
Rin chen rtse
Rin sdings sems dpa' chen po Blo bzang rgya
mtsho
Rin spungs pa / Rin spungs sde srid
Rin spungs pa Don yod rdo rje
Ri bo gde chen
Ri bo che
Rong
Rong bo dgon chen
Sa skya
Bsam grub rtse
Lcang skya 02 Ngag dbang blo bzang chos
ldan
Chu bzang 02 Blo bzang bstan pa’i rgyal
mtshan
’Jam dbyangs bzhad pa 02 Dkon mchog ’jigs
med dbang po
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Second Tsenpo Nomönhan Lozang Tendzin
Gyatso
Serdri Tsültrim Rinchen
Serkhok Tsenpo Ganden Damchöling
Serkhyim Tashi Chöding monastery
Seventh Dalai Lama Kelzang Gyatso
Shartsé
Shelkar Ling
Situ Panchen Chökyi Jungné
Sönam Dorjé
Sonam Rapten
Songtsen Gampo
Sumpa Khenpo Yeshé Peljor
Sumtön Yeshé Zung
Takten Puntsokling
Tanaduk
Tāranātha
Tashilhünpo
Tenpa Dargyé
Terdak Lingpa Gyurmé Dorjé
The Second Dalai Lama Gendun Gyatso
The Sixth Zhamar Chökyi Wangchuk
Third Dalai Lama, Sönam Gyatso
Thirteenth Dalai Lama Tupten Gyatso
Thöri Ganden Shedrupling
Tölung Jang
Tratsangpa Lochok Dorjé
Tri Songdetsen
Tridé Sönam Wangchuk
Tsang / Tsang Desi
Tsang Tödar
Tsangmen Yeshé Zangpo
Tsarong
Tsarong (Chöjé) Pelden Gyeltsen
Tsarong Pöntsang
Tsarong Tsewang Rikdzin
Tsechüling
Tseten Dorjé
Tsewang Namgyel
Tsewang Rigdzin

Btsan po no mon han 02 Blo bzang bstan 'dzin
rgya mtsho
Ser dris 01 Tshul khrims rin chen
Gser khog Btsan po dgon Dga' ldan dam chos
gling
Ser khyim dgon Bkra shis chos sdings
tA la'i bla ma 07 Skal bzang rgya mtsho
Shar rtse
Shel dkar gling
Si tu paN chen Chos kyi 'byung gnas
Bsod nams rdo rje
Bsod nams rab brtan
Srong btsan sgam po
Sum pa mkhan po ye shes dpal 'byor
Sum ston ye shes gzung
Rtag brtan phun tshogs gling
Lta na sdug
tA ra nA tha
Bkra shis lhun po
Bstan pa dar rgyas
Gter bdag gling pa
tA la’i bla ma 02 Dge 'dun rgya mtsho
Zhwa dmar 06 Chos kyi dbang phyug
tA la’i bla ma 03 Bsod nams rgya mtsho
tA la'i bla ma 13 Thub bstan rgya mtsho
Thod ri dga' ldan bshad sgrub gling
Stod lung Byang
Khra tshang pa Blo mchog rdo rje
Khri srong lde btsan
Khri lde Bsod nams dbang phyug
Gtsang / Gtsang sde srid
Gtsang stod dar
Gtsang sman Ye shes bzang po
Tsha rong
Tsha rong chos rje Dpal ldan rgyal mtshan
Tsha rong dpon tshang
Tsha rong Tshe dbang rig 'dzin
Tshe bcud gling
Tshe brtan rdo rje
Tshe dbang rnam rgyal
Tshe dbang rig 'dzin
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Tsewang Samdrup
Tsojé Lhundingpa Namgyel Dorjé
Tsomé Khenchen
Tsongkhapa
Tsurpu
Tukwan Lopzang Chökyi Nyima
Ü
Yargyapa
Yiktsang Lekhung
Yorpo
Yutok Yönten Gönpo
Zaya Paṇḍita
Zhalu
Zhamarpa
Zhanglön Dorjé Dundül
Zhikatsé
Zur (tradition)
Zurchen Chöying Rangdröl
Zurkhar Lodrö Gyelpo
Zurkhar Nyamnyi Dorjé

Tshe dbang bsam grub
'Tso byed lhun sdings pa Rnam rgyal rdo rje
Mtsho smad mkhan chen
Tsong kha pa
Mtshur phu
Thu'u bkwan Blo bzang chos kyi nyi ma
Dbus
Yar rgyap pa
Yig tshang las khungs
G.yor po
G.yu thog yon tan mgon po
Dza ya paN Di ta
Zh(w)a lu
Zhwa mar pa
Zhang blon rdo rje bdud 'dul
Gzhi ka rtse
Zur (lugs)
Zur chen Chos dbyings rang grol
Zur mkhar Blo gros rgyal po
Zur mkhar Mnyam nyid rdo rje
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